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Abstract
Multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL) solves the problem of how each agent
should behave optimally in a stochastic environment in which multiple agents are
learning simultaneously. It is an interdisciplinary domain with a long history that
lies in the joint area of psychology, control theory, game theory, reinforcement
learning, and deep learning. Following the remarkable success of the AlphaGO
series in single-agent RL, 2019 was a booming year that witnessed significant advances in multi-agent RL techniques; impressive breakthroughs have been made
on developing AIs that outperform humans on many challenging tasks, especially
multi-player video games. Nonetheless, one of the key challenges of multi-agent
RL techniques is the scalability; it is still non-trivial to design efficient learning algorithms that can solve tasks including far more than two agents (N  2), which I
name by many-agent reinforcement learning (MARL1 ) problems.

In this thesis, I contribute to tackling MARL problems from four aspects.
Firstly, I offer a self-contained overview of multi-agent RL techniques from a gametheoretical perspective. This overview fills the research gap that most of the existing
work either fails to cover the recent advances since 2010 or does not pay adequate
attention to game theory, which I believe is the cornerstone to solving many-agent
learning problems. Secondly, I develop a tractable policy evaluation algorithm –
α α -Rank – in many-agent systems. The critical advantage of α α -Rank is that it
can compute the solution concept of α-Rank tractably in multi-player general-sum
games with no need to store the entire pay-off matrix. This is in contrast to classic
solution concepts such as Nash equilibrium which is known to be PPAD-hard in
1 I use the world of “MARL” to denote multi-agent reinforcement learning with a particular focus

on the cases of many agents; otherwise, it is denoted as “Multi-Agent RL” by default.
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even two-player cases. α α -Rank allows us, for the first time, to practically conduct
large-scale multi-agent evaluations. Thirdly, I introduce a scalable policy learning
algorithm – mean-field MARL – in many-agent systems. The mean-field MARL
method takes advantage of the mean-field approximation from physics, and it is the
first provably convergent algorithm that tries to break the curse of dimensionality
for MARL tasks. With the proposed algorithm, I report the first result of solving
the Ising model and multi-agent battle games through a MARL approach. Fourthly,
I investigate the many-agent learning problem in open-ended meta-games (i.e., the
game of a game in the policy space). Specifically, I focus on modelling the behavioural diversity in meta-games, and developing algorithms that guarantee to enlarge diversity during training. The proposed metric based on determinantal point
processes serves as the first mathematically rigorous definition for diversity. Importantly, the diversity-aware learning algorithms beat the existing state-of-the-art
game solvers in terms of exploitability by a large margin.
On top of the algorithmic developments, I also contribute two real-world applications of MARL techniques. Specifically, I demonstrate the great potential of
applying MARL to study the emergent population dynamics in nature, and model
diverse and realistic interactions in autonomous driving. Both applications embody
the prospect that MARL techniques could achieve huge impacts in the real physical
world, outside of purely video games.

Impact Statement
This thesis focuses on designing algorithms to solve many-agent reinforcement
learning (MARL) problems. MARL provides a general modelling framework that
essentially tries to answer how each agent should behave optimally in a stochastic
environment when many many agents are involved. This thesis contains three algorithmic innovations (Chapters 4,5,6). The proposed algorithms draw our attention
to the scalable policy evaluation problem and the scalable policy learning problem
under the scenarios of far more than two agents (i.e., the many-agent cases). From
the scientific point of view, the developed methods can easily see numerous impactful applications in the real world since the multi-agent interaction is one common aspect of many problems in nature. I have listed two MARL applications in
this thesis: one is to understand the emergent population dynamics from intelligent
agents (Chapter 3), and the other is to model diverse and realistic interactions for
autonomous driving (Chapter 7). Both applications demonstrate the great potentials
of applying MARL techniques to real-world problems. Other impactful applications in the industry include applying mean-field MARL methods to tackle Uber
(China) order dispatching problem, which was reported by MIT Technology Review, and designing game AIs that can outperform human players in sophisticated
environments, such as Dota2, StarCraft II, and Chess. Overall, understanding the
mechanism of multi-agent interactions between AIs and between humans and AIs
present long-term research challenges. They need remarkable efforts from different domains, such as macro-biology, psychology, economics, and machine learning.
This thesis could achieve more impact by benefiting all the relevant domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter offers a self-contained introduction of multi-agent reinforcement learning (RL). Starting from a motivating example and a brief overview of RL’s history, I
then show the precise problem formulations, essential solutions, and existing challenges of multi-agent RL. Specifically, I present the multi-agent RL formulations
through two common frameworks: stochastic games and extensive-form games,
along with different variations of games that can be addressed. This chapter aims to
enable readers, even those with minimal related background, to grasp the key ideas
in multi-agent RL research and the fundamental challenges of solving MARL problems. Finally, I end this chapter by presenting chapter arrangements, highlighting
the main contributions of this thesis, and listing related publications.

1.1

Background of RL and Multi-Agent RL

Machine learning can be considered as the process of converting data into knowledge (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014). The input of a learning algorithm is
training data (for example, images containing cats), and the output is some knowledge (for example, rules about how to detect cats in an image). This knowledge
is usually represented as a computer program that can perform certain task(s) (for
example, an automatic cat detector). In the past decade, considerable progress has
been made by means of a special kind of machine learning technique: deep learning (LeCun et al., 2015). One of the critical embodiments of deep learning is different kinds of deep neural networks (DNNs) (Schmidhuber, 2015) that can find
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disentangled representations (Bengio, 2009) in high-dimensional data, which allows the software to train itself to perform new tasks rather than merely relying
on the programmer for designing hand-crafted rules. An uncountable number of
breakthroughs in real-world AI applications have been achieved through the usage
of DNNs, with the domains of computer vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) and natural language processing (Brown et al., 2020; Devlin et al., 2018) being the greatest
beneficiaries.
In addition to feature recognition from existing data, modern AI applications
often require computer programs to make decisions based on acquired knowledge
(see Figure 1.1). To illustrate the key components of decision making, let us consider the real-world example of controlling a car to drive safely through an intersection. At each time step, a robot car can move by steering, accelerating and braking.
The goal is to safely exit the intersection and reach the destination (with possible
decisions of going straight or turning left/right into another lane). Therefore, in
addition to being able to detect objects, such as traffic lights, lane markings, and
other cars (by converting data to knowledge), we aim to find a steering policy that
can control the car to make a sequence of manoeuvres to achieve the goal (making
decisions based on the knowledge gained). In a decision-making setting such as
this, two additional challenges arise:
1. First, during the decision-making process, at each time step, the robot car
should consider not only the immediate value of its current action but also
the consequences of its current action in the future. For example, in the case
of driving through an intersection, it would be detrimental to have a policy
that chooses to steer in a “safe” direction at the beginning of the process if it
would eventually lead to a car crash later on.
2. Second, to make each decision correctly and safely, the car must also consider
other cars’ behaviour and act accordingly. Human drivers, for example, often
predict in advance other cars’ movements and then take strategic moves in
response (like giving way to an oncoming car or accelerating to merge into
another lane).
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Data
Data
Knowledge
Knowledge

interactions happen!
Decisions

Figure 1.1: Modern AI applications are being transformed from pure feature recognition
(for example, detecting a cat in an image) to decision making (driving through a
traffic intersection safely), where interaction among multiple agents inevitably
occurs. As a result, each agent has to behave strategically. Furthermore, the
problem becomes more challenging because current decisions influence future
outcomes.

The need for an adaptive decision-making framework, together with the complexity of addressing multiple interacting learners, has led to the development of
multi-agent RL. Multi-agent RL tackles the sequential decision-making problem of
having multiple intelligent agents that operate in a shared stochastic environment,
each of which targets to maximise its long-term reward through interacting with
the environment and other agents. Multi-agent RL is built on the knowledge of
both multi-agent systems (MAS) and RL. In the next section, we provide a brief
overview of (single-agent) RL and the research developments in recent decades.

1.1.1

A Short History of RL

RL is a sub-field of machine learning, where agents learn how to behave optimally
based on a trial-and-error procedure during their interaction with the environment.
Unlike supervised learning, which takes labelled data as the input (for example, an
image labelled with cats), RL is goal-oriented: it constructs a learning model that
learns to achieve the optimal long-term goal by improvement through trial and error, with the learner having no labelled data to obtain knowledge from. The word
“reinforcement” refers to the learning mechanism since the actions that lead to sat-
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isfactory outcomes are reinforced in the learner’s set of behaviours.
Historically, the RL mechanism was originally developed based on studying
cats’ behaviour in a puzzle box (Thorndike, 1898). Minsky (1954) first proposed
the computational model of RL in his Ph.D. thesis and named his resulting analog
machine the stochastic neural-analog reinforcement calculator. Several years later,
he first suggested the connection between dynamic programming (Bellman, 1952)
and RL (Minsky, 1961). In 1972, Klopf (1972) integrated the trial-and-error learning process with the finding of temporal difference (TD) learning from psychology.
TD learning quickly became indispensable in scaling RL for larger systems. On the
basis of dynamic programming and TD learning, Watkins and Dayan (1992) laid
the foundations for present day RL using the Markov decision process (MDP) and
proposing the famous Q-learning method as the solver. As a dynamic programming
method, the original Q-learning process inherits Bellman’s “curse of dimensionality” (Bellman, 1952), which strongly limits its applications when the number of
state variables is large. To overcome such a bottleneck, Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis
(1996) proposed approximate dynamic programming methods based on neural networks. More recently, Mnih et al. (2015) from DeepMind made a significant breakthrough by introducing the deep Q-learning (DQN) architecture, which leverages
the representation power of DNNs for approximate dynamic programming methods. DQN has demonstrated human-level performance on 49 Atari games. Since
then, deep RL techniques have become common in machine learning/AI and have
attracted considerable attention from the research community.
RL originates from an understanding of animal behaviour where animals use
trial-and-error to reinforce beneficial behaviours, which they then perform more frequently. During its development, computational RL incorporated ideas such as optimal control theory and other findings from psychology that help mimic the way humans make decisions to maximise the long-term profit of decision-making tasks. As
a result, RL methods can naturally be used to train a computer program (an agent)
to a performance level comparable to that of a human on certain tasks. The earliest
success of RL methods against human players can be traced back to the game of
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Figure 1.2: The success of the AlphaGo series marks the maturation of the single-agent
decision-making process. The year 2019 was a booming year for MARL
techniques; remarkable progress was achieved in solving immensely challenging multi-player real-strategy video games and multi-player incompleteinformation poker games.

backgammon (Tesauro, 1995). More recently, the advancement of applying RL to
solve sequential decision-making problems was marked by the remarkable success
of the AlphaGo series (Silver et al., 2016, 2018, 2017), a self-taught RL agent that
beats top professional players of the game GO, a game whose search space (10761
possible games) is even greater than the number of atoms in the universe1 .
In fact, the majority of successful RL applications, such as those for the game
GO2 , robotic control (Kober et al., 2013), and autonomous driving (Shalev-Shwartz
et al., 2016a), naturally involve the participation of multiple AI agents, which probe
into the realm of MARL. As we would expect, the significant progress achieved by
single-agent RL methods – marked by the 2016 success in GO – foreshadowed the
breakthroughs of multi-agent RL techniques in the following years.

1.1.2

2019: A Booming Year for Multi-Agent RL

2019 was a booming year for MARL development as a series of breakthroughs were
made in immensely challenging multi-agent tasks that people used to believe were
1 There

are an estimated 1082 atoms in the universe. If one had one trillion computers, each
processing one trillion states per second for one trillion years, one could only reach 1043 states.
2 Arguably, AlphaGo can also be treated as a multi-agent technique if we consider the opponent
in self-play as another agent.
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impossible to solve via AI. Nevertheless, the progress made in the field of MARL,
though remarkable, has been overshadowed to some extent by the prior success of
AlphaGo (Chalmers, 2020). It is possible that the AlphaGo series (Silver et al.,
2016, 2018, 2017) has largely fulfilled people’s expectations for the effectiveness
of RL methods, such that there is a lack of interest in further advancements in the
field. The ripples caused by the progress of MARL were relatively mild among
the research community. In this section, we highlight several pieces of work that
we believe are important and could profoundly impact the future development of
MARL techniques.
One popular test-bed of MARL is StarCraft II (Vinyals et al., 2017), a multiplayer real-time strategy computer game that has its own professional league. In
this game, each player has only limited information about the game state, and the
dimension of the search space is orders of magnitude larger than that of GO (1026
possible choices for every move). The design of effective RL methods for StarCraft II was once believed to be a long-term challenge for AI (Vinyals et al., 2017).
However, a breakthrough was accomplished by AlphaStar in 2019 (Vinyals et al.,
2019a), which has exhibited grandmaster-level skills by ranking above 99.8% of
human players.
Another prominent video game-based test-bed for MARL is Dota2, a zero-sum
game played by two teams, each composed of five players. From each agent’s perspective, in addition to the difficulty of incomplete information (similar to StarCraft
II), Dota2 is more challenging, in the sense that both cooperation among team members and competition against the opponents must be considered. The OpenAI Five
AI system (Pachocki et al., 2018) demonstrated superhuman performance in Dota2
by defeating world champions in a public e-sports competition.
In addition to StarCraft II and Dota2, Jaderberg et al. (2019) and Baker et al.
(2019a) showed human-level performance in capture-the-flag and hide-and-seek
games, respectively. Although the games themselves are less sophisticated than either StarCraft II or Dota2, it is still non-trivial for AI agents to master their tactics,
so the agents’ impressive performance again demonstrates the efficacy of MARL.
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of a single-agent MDP (left) and a multi-agent MDP (right).

Interestingly, both authors reported emergent behaviours induced by their proposed
MARL methods that humans can understand and are grounded in physical theory.
One last remarkable achievement of MARL worth mentioning is its application to the poker game Texas hold’ em, which is a multi-player extensive-form
game with incomplete information accessible to the player. Heads-up (namely, two
player) no-limit hold’em has more than 6 × 10161 information states. Only recently
have ground-breaking achievements in the game been made, thanks to MARL. Two
independent programs, DeepStack (Moravčı́k et al., 2017) and Libratus (Brown and
Sandholm, 2018), are able to beat professional human players. Even more recently,
Libratus was upgraded to Pluribus (Brown and Sandholm, 2019) and showed remarkable performance by winning over one million dollars from five elite human
professionals in a no-limit setting.
For a deeper understanding of RL and MARL, mathematical notation and deconstruction of the concepts are needed. In the next section, we provide mathematical formulations for these concepts, starting from single-agent RL and progressing
to multi-agent RL methods.

1.2

Single-Agent RL

Through trial and error, an RL agent attempts to find the optimal policy to maximise
its long-term reward. This process is formulated by Markov Decision Processes.
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Problem Formulation: Markov Decision Process (MDP)

Definition 1 (Markov Decision Process). An MDP can be described by a tuple of
key elements hS, A, P, R, γi.
• S: the set of environmental states.
• A: the set of agent’s possible actions.
• P : S × A → ∆ (S): for each time step t ∈ N, given agent’s action a ∈ A, the
transition probability from a state s ∈ S to the state in the next time step s0 ∈ S.

• R : S × A × S → R: the reward function that returns a scalar value to the
agent for a transition from s to s0 as a result of action a. The rewards have

absolute values uniformly bounded by Rmax .
• γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor that represents the value of time.
At each time step t, the environment has a state st . The learning agent observes
this state3 and executes an action at . The action makes the environment transition
into the next state st+1 ∼ P(·|st , at ), and the new environment returns an immediate reward R(st , at , st+1 ) to the agent. The reward function can be also written as
R : S × A → R, which is interchangeable with R : S × A × S → R (see Van Otterlo
and Wiering (2012), page 10). The goal of the agent is to solve the MDP: to find the
optimal policy that maximises the reward over time. Mathematically, one common
objective is for the agent to find a Markovian (i.e., the input depends on only the
current state) and stationary (i.e., function form is time-independent) policy function4 π : S → ∆ (A), with ∆ (·) denoting the probability simplex, which can guide it
to take sequential actions such that the discounted cumulative reward is maximised:

Est+1 ∼P(·|st ,at )
3 The

"

∑ γ t R (st , at , st+1)

t≥0

#

at ∼ π (· | st ) , s0 .

(1.1)

agent can only observe part of the full environment state. The partially observable setting
is introduced in Definition 7 as a special case of Dec-PODMP.
4 Such an optimal policy exists as long as the transition function and the reward function are both
Markovian and stationary (Feinberg, 2010).
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Another common mathematical objective of an MDP is to maximise the timeaverage reward:

lim Est+1 ∼P(·|st ,at )

T →∞

"

1
T

T −1

∑ R(st , at , st+1) at ∼ π (· | st ) , s0

t=0

#

,

(1.2)

which we do not consider in this work and refer to Mahadevan (1996) for a full
analysis of the objective of time-average reward.
Based on the objective function of Eq. (1.1), under a given policy π, we can
define the state-action function (namely, the Q-function, which determines the expected return from undertaking action a in state s) and the value function (which
determines the return associated with the policy in state s) as:

Qπ (s, a) = Eπ

"

∑ γ t R (st , at , st+1)

t≥0

V π (s) = Eπ

"

∑ γ t R (st , at , st+1)

t≥0

#

a0 = a, s0 = s , ∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A

(1.3)

s0 = s , ∀s ∈ S

(1.4)

#

where Eπ is the expectation under the probability measure Pπ over the set of infinitely long state-action trajectories τ = (s0 , a0 , s1 , a1 , ...) and where Pπ is induced
by state transition probability P, the policy π, the initial state s and initial action a
(in the case of the Q-function). The connection between the Q-function and value
function is V π (s) = Ea∼π(·|s) [Qπ (s, a)] and Qπ = Es0 ∼P(·|s,a) [R(s, a, s0 ) +V π (s0 )].

1.2.2

Justification of Reward Maximisation

The current model for RL, as given by Eq. (1.1), suggests that the expected value
of a single reward function is sufficient for any problem we want our “intelligent
agents” to solve. The justification for this idea is deeply rooted in the von NeumannMorgenstern (VNM) utility theory (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 2007). This
theory essentially proves that an agent is VNM-rational if and only if there exists
a real-valued utility (or, reward) function such that every preference of the agent is
characterised by maximising the single expected reward. The VNM utility theorem
is the basis for the well-known expected utility theory (Schoemaker, 2013), which
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essentially states that rationality can be modelled as maximising an expected value.
Specifically, the VNM utility theorem provides both necessary and sufficient conditions under which the expected utility hypothesis holds. In other words, rationality
is equivalent to VNM-rationality, and it is safe to assume an intelligent entity will
always choose the action with the highest expected utility in any complex scenarios.
Admittedly, it was accepted long before that some of the assumptions on rationality could be violated by real decision-makers in practice (Gigerenzer and Selten,
2002). In fact, those conditions are rather taken as the “axioms” of rational decision
making. In the case of the multi-objective MDP, we are still able to convert multiple objectives into a single-objective MDP with the help of a scalarisation function
through a two-timescale process; we refer to Roijers et al. (2013) for more details.

1.2.3

Solving Markov Decision Processes

One commonly used notion in MDPs is the (discounted-normalised) occupancy
measure µ π (s, a), which uniquely corresponds to a given policy π and vice versa
(Syed et al., 2008, Theorem 2), defined by
"

π

t

#

µ (s, a) = Est ∼P,at ∼π (1 − γ) ∑ γ 1(st =s∧at =a) .
t≥0

= (1 − γ) ∑ γ t Pπ (st = s, at = a),

(1.5)

t≥0

where 1 is an indicator function. Note that in Eq. (1.5), P is the state transitional
probability and Pπ is the probability of specific state-action pairs when following
stationary policy π. The physical meaning of µ π (s, a) is that of a probability measure that counts the expected discounted number of visits to the individual admissible state-action pairs. Correspondingly, µ π (s) = ∑a µ π (s, a) is the discounted state
visitation frequency, i.e., the stationary distribution of the Markov process induced
by π. With the occupancy measure, we can write Eq. (1.4) as an inner product of
V π (s) =

1
1−γ

µ π (s, a), R(s, a) . This implies that solving an MDP can be regarded

as solving a linear program (LP) of maxµ µ(s, a), R(s, a) , and the optimal policy
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is then
π ∗ (a|s) = µ ∗ (s, a)/µ ∗ (s)

(1.6)

However, this method for solving the MDP remains at a textbook level, aiming to
offer theoretical insights but lacking practically in the case of a large-scale LP with
millions of variables (Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis, 1987). When the state-action
space of an MDP is continuous, LP formulation cannot help solve either.
In the context of optimal control (Bertsekas, 2005), dynamic-programming approaches, such as policy iteration and value iteration, can also be applied to solve
for the optimal policy that maximises Eq. (1.3) & Eq. (1.4), but these approaches
require knowledge of the exact form of the model: the transition function P(·|s, a),
and the reward function R(s, a, s0 ) .
On the other hand, in the setting of RL, the agent learns the optimal policy by a
trial-and-error process during its interaction with the environment rather than using
prior knowledge of the model. The word “learning” essentially means that the agent
turns its experience gained during the interaction into knowledge about the model
of the environment. Based on the solution target, either the optimal policy or the
optimal value function, RL algorithms can be categorised into two types: valuebased methods and policy-based methods.

1.2.3.1

Value-Based Methods

For all MDPs with finite states and actions, there exists at least one deterministic stationary optimal policy (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Szepesvári, 2010). Valuebased methods are introduced to find the optimal Q-function Q∗ that maximises Eq.
(1.3). Correspondingly, the optimal policy can be derived from the Q-function by
taking the greedy action of π ∗ = arg maxa Q∗ (s, a). The classic Q-learning algorithm (Watkins and Dayan, 1992) approximates Q∗ by Q̂, and updates its value via
temporal-difference learning (Sutton, 1988).

Q̂(st , at ) ← Q̂(st , at ) +
| {z
} | {z }
new value

old value

z


temporal difference error

}|

· Rt + γ · max Q̂(st+1 , a) − Q̂(st , at )
| {z }
a∈A
|
{z
} old value
learning rate
α
|{z}

temporal difference target

{

(1.7)
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Theoretically, given the Bellman optimality operator H∗ , defined by


0
(H Q)(s, a) = ∑ P(s |s, a) R(s, a, s ) + γ max Q(s, b) ,
∗

0

b∈A

s0

(1.8)

we know it is a contraction mapping and the optimal Q-function is the unique5
fixed point, i.e., H∗ (Q∗ ) = Q∗ . The Q-learning algorithm draws random samples of
(s, a, R, s0 ) in Eq. (1.7) to approximate Eq. (1.8), but is still guaranteed to converge
to the optimal Q-function (Szepesvári and Littman, 1999) under the assumptions
that the state-action sets are discrete and finite and are visited an infinite number
of times. Munos and Szepesvári (2008) extended the convergence result to a more
realistic setting by deriving the high probability error bound for an infinite state
space with a finite number of samples.
Recently, Mnih et al. (2015) applied neural networks as a function approximator for the Q-function in updating Eq. (1.7). Specifically, DQN optimises the
following equation:
"
2 #
min E(st ,at ,Rt ,st+1 )∼D
Rt + γ max Qθ − (st+1 , a) − Qθ (st , at )
.
θ

a∈A

(1.9)

The neural network parameters θ is fitted by drawing i.i.d. samples from the replay buffer D and then updating in a supervised learning fashion. Qθ − is a slowly
updated target network that helps stabilise training. The convergence property and
finite sample analysis of DQN have been studied by Yang et al. (2019c).

1.2.3.2

Policy-Based Methods

Policy-based methods are designed to directly search over the policy space to find
the optimal policy π ∗ . One can parameterise the policy expression π ∗ ≈ πθ (·|s)
and update the parameter θ in the direction that maximises the cumulative reward
θ ← θ + α∇θ V πθ (s) to find the optimal policy. However, the gradient will depend
on the unknown effects of policy changes on the state distribution. The famous
policy gradient (PG) theorem (Sutton et al., 2000) derives an analytical solution
5 Note

that although the optimal Q-function is unique, its corresponding optimal policies may
have multiple candidates.
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that does not involve the state distribution, that is:
πθ

∇θ V (s) = E

s∼µ πθ (·),a∼πθ (·|s)

h
i
πθ
∇θ log πθ (a|s) · Q (s, a)

(1.10)

where µ πθ is the state occupancy measure under policy πθ and ∇ log πθ (a|s) is the
updating score of the policy. When the policy is deterministic and the action set
is continuous, one obtains the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) theorem (Silver
et al., 2014) as
πθ

∇θ V (s) = E

s∼µ πθ (·)

h
∇θ πθ (a|s) · ∇a Qπθ (s, a)

a=πθ

i
.
(s)

(1.11)

A classic implementation of the PG theorem is REINFORCE (Williams, 1992),
which uses a sample return Rt = ∑Ti=t γ i−t ri to estimate Qπθ . Alternatively, one
can use a model of Qω (also called critic) to approximate the true Qπθ and update
the parameter ω via TD learning. This approach gives rise to the famous actorcritic methods (Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000a; Peters and Schaal, 2008). Important
variants of actor-critic methods include trust-region methods (Schulman et al., 2015,
2017), PG with optimal baselines (Weaver and Tao, 2001; Zhao et al., 2011), soft
actor-critic methods (Haarnoja et al., 2018), and deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) methods (Lillicrap et al., 2015).

1.3

Multi-Agent RL

In the multi-agent scenario, much like in the single-agent scenario, each agent is
still trying to solve the sequential decision-making problem through a trial-anderror procedure. The difference is that the evolution of the environmental state and
the reward function that each agent receives is now determined by all agents’ joint
actions (see Figure 1.3). As a result, agents need to take into account and interact
with not only the environment but also other learning agents. A decision-making
process that involves multiple agents is usually modelled through a stochastic game
(Shapley, 1953), also known as a Markov game (Littman, 1994).
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Yield
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Yield

(0, 0)

(1, 2)
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(2, 1)

(0, 0)

game scenario

normal-form game

Figure 1.4: A snapshot of stochastic time in the intersection example. The scenario is abstracted such that there are two cars, with each car taking one of two possible
actions: to yield or to rush. The outcome of each joint action pair is represented
by a normal-form game, with the reward value for the row player denoted in
red and that for the column player denoted in black. The Nash equilibria (NE)
of this game are (rush, yield) and (yield, rush). If both cars maximise their own
reward selfishly without considering the others, they will end up in an accident.

1.3.1

Problem Formulation: Stochastic Game

Definition 2 (Stochastic Game). A stochastic game can be regarded as a multiplayer6 extension to the MDP in Definition 1. Therefore, it is also defined by a set
of key elements hN, S, {Ai }i∈{1,...,N} , P, {Ri }i∈{1,...,N} , γi.
• N: the number of agents, N = 1 degenerates to a single-agent MDP, N  2
is referred as many-agent cases in this thesis.
• S: the set of environmental states shared by all agents.
• Ai : the set of actions of agent i. We denote A := A1 × · · · × AN .
A → ∆ (S): for each time step t ∈ N, given agents’ joint actions a ∈ A ,
• P : S ×A
the transition probability from state s ∈ S to state s0 ∈ S in the next time step.

• Ri : S × A × S → R: the reward function that returns a scalar value to the
i −th agent for a transition from (s, a ) to s0 . The rewards have absolute values

uniformly bounded by Rmax .
• γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor that represents the value of time.
We use the superscript of (·i , ·−i ) (for example, a = (ai , a−i )), when it is necessary to distinguish between agent i and all other N − 1 opponents.
6 Player

is a common word used in game theory; agent is more commonly used in machine
learning. We do not discriminate between their usages in this work. The same holds for strategy vs
policy and utility/payoff vs reward. Each pair refers to the game theory usage vs machine learning
usage.
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Ultimately, the stochastic game (SG) acts as a framework that allows simultaneous moves from agents in a decision-making scenario7 . The game can be described sequentially, as follows: At each time step t, the environment has a state
st , and given st , each agent executes its action ati , simultaneously with all other
agents. The joint action from all agents makes the environment transition into the
next state st+1 ∼ P(·|st , at ); then, the environment determines an immediate reward

Ri (st , at , st+1 ) for each agent. As seen in the single-agent MDP scenario, the goal of
each agent i is to solve the SG. In other words, each agent aims to find a behavioural
policy (or, a mixed strategy8 in game theory terminology (Osborne and Rubinstein,
1994)), that is, π i ∈ Π i : S → ∆ (Ai ) that can guide the agent to take sequential

actions such that the discounted cumulative reward9 in Eq. (1.12) is maximised.
Here, ∆ (·) is the probability simplex on a set. In game theory, π i is also called a
pure strategy (vs a mixed strategy) if ∆ (·) is replaced by a Dirac measure.

V

π i ,π −i

(s) = Est+1 ∼P(·|st ,at ),a−i ∼π −i (·|st )

"

∑ γ t Rti (st , at , st+1)

t≥0

#

ati ∼ π i (· | st ) , s0 .
(1.12)

Comparison of Eq. (1.12) with Eq. (1.4) indicates that the optimal policy of each
agent is influenced by not only its own policy but also the policies of the other
agents in the game. This scenario leads to fundamental differences in the solution
concept between single-agent RL and multi-agent RL.

1.3.2

Solving Stochastic Games

An SG can be considered as a sequence of normal-form games, which are games
that can be represented in a matrix. Take the original intersection scenario as an
example (see Figure 1.4). A snapshot of the SG at time t (stage game) can be
7 Extensive-form

games allow agents to take sequential moves; the full description can be found
in (Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2008, Chapter 5).
8 A behavioural policy refers to a function map from the history (s , ai , s , ai , ..., s
0 0 1 1
t−1 ) to an action. The policy is typically assumed to be Markovian such that it depends on only the current state
st rather than the entire history. A mixed strategy refers to a randomisation over pure strategies (for
example, the actions). In SGs, the behavioural policy and mixed policy are exactly the same. In
extensive-form games, they are different, but if the agent retains the history of previous actions and
states (has perfect recall), each behavioural strategy has a realisation-equivalent mixed strategy, and
vice versa (Kuhn, 1950a).
9 Similar to single-agent MDP, we can adopt the objective of time-average rewards.
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represented as a normal-form game in a matrix format. The rows correspond to
the action set A1 for agent 1, and the columns correspond to the action set A2
for agent 2. The values of the matrix are the rewards given for each of the joint
action pairs. In this scenario, if both agents care only about maximising their own
possible reward with no consideration of other agents (the solution concept in a
single-agent RL problem) and choose the action to rush, they will reach the outcome
of crashing into each other. Clearly, this state is unsafe and is thus sub-optimal
for each agent, despite the fact that the possible reward was the highest for each
agent when rushing. Therefore, to solve an SG and truly maximise the cumulative
reward, each agent must take strategic actions with consideration of others when
determining their policies.
Unfortunately, in contrast to MDPs, which have polynomial time-solvable
linear-programming formulations, solving SGs usually involves applying Newton’s
method for solving nonlinear programs. However, there are two special cases of
two-player general-sum discounted-reward SGs that can still be written as LPs
(Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2008, Chapter 6.2). They are as follows:
• single-controller SG: the transition dynamics are determined by a single player, i.e., P(·|aa, s) = P(·|ai , s) if the i-th index in the vector a is a [i] =
ai , ∀s ∈ S, ∀aa ∈ A .
• separable reward state independent transition (SR-SIT) SG: the states and the
actions have independent effects on the reward function and the transition
function depends on only the joint actions, i.e., ∃α : S → R, β : A → R such

that these two conditions hold: 1) Ri (s, a) = α(s) + β (aa), ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}, ∀s ∈

S, ∀aa ∈ A , and 2) P(·|s0 , a ) = P(·|s, a ), ∀aa ∈ A , ∀s, s0 ∈ S.

1.3.2.1

Value-Based MARL Methods

The single-agent Q-learning update in Eq. (1.7) still holds in the multi-agent case.

In the t-th iteration, for each agent i, given the transition data (st , at , Ri , st+1 ) t≥0
sampled from the replay buffer, it updates only the value of Q(st , at ) and keeps the
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other entries of the Q-function unchanged. Specifically, we have


i
i
a
a
Q (st , t ) ← Q (st , t ) + α· R + γ · eval Qi (st+1 , ·)
i

i

i∈{1,...,N}




− Q (st , at ) .
i

(1.13)


Compared to Eq. (1.7), the max operator is changed to evali {Qi (st+1 , ·)}i∈{1,...,N}

in Eq. (1.13) to reflect the fact that each agent can no longer consider only itself but
must evaluate the situation of the stage game at time step t + 1 by considering all
agents’ interests, as represented by the set of their Q-functions. Then, the optimal

policy can be solved by solvei {Qi (st+1 , ·)}i∈{1,...,N} = π i,∗ . Therefore, we can

further write the evaluation operator as
evali


Qi (st+1 , ·)

i∈{1,...,N}




n
o
= V i st+1 , solvei {Qi (st+1 , ·)}i∈{1,...,N}

i∈{1,...,N}


.

(1.14)

In summary, solvei returns agent i0 s part of the optimal policy at some equilibrium point (not necessarily corresponding to its largest possible reward), and evali
gives agent i’s expected long-term reward under this equilibrium, assuming all other
agents agree to play the same equilibrium.

1.3.2.2

Policy-Based MARL Methods

The value-based approach suffers from the curse of dimensionality due to the combinatorial nature of multi-agent systems (for further discussion, see Section 1.4.1).
This characteristic necessitates the development of policy-based algorithms with
function approximations. Specifically, each agent learns its own optimal policy
πθi i : S → ∆ (Ai ) by updating the parameter θ i of, for example, a neural network.

Let θ = (θ i )i∈{1,...,N} represent the collection of policy parameters for all agents,
and let π θ := ∏i∈{1,...,N} πθi i (ai |s) be the joint policy. To optimise the parameter θ i ,
the policy gradient theorem in Section 1.2.3.2 can be extended to the multi-agent


context. Given agent i’s objective function J i (θ ) = Es∼P,aa∼ππ θ ∑t≥0 γt Rti , we have:
i

∇θ i J (θ ) = E

π
s∼µ π θ (·),aa∼π

h
i
πθ
i
i,π
∇θ i log πθ i (a |s) · Q (s, a ) .
θ (·|s)

(1.15)
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Considering a continuous action set with a deterministic policy, we have the multiagent deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG) (Lowe et al., 2017a) written as
h
∇θ i J i (θ ) = Es∼µ π θ (·) ∇θ i log πθ i (ai |s) · ∇ai Qi,ππ θ (s, a )

πθ
a =π

i
.
(s)

(1.16)

Note that in both Eqs. (1.15) & (1.16), the expectation over the joint policy π θ implies that other agents’ policies must be observed; this is often a strong assumption
for many real-world applications.

1.3.2.3

Solution Concept of the Nash Equilibrium

Game theory plays an essential role in multi-agent learning by offering so-called
solution concepts that describe the outcomes of a game by showing which strategies
will finally be adopted by players. Many types of solution concepts exist for MARL
(see Section 1.4.2), among which the most famous is probably the Nash equilibrium
(NE) in non-cooperative game theory (Nash, 1951). The word “non-cooperative”
does not mean agents cannot collaborate or have to fight against each other all the
time, it merely means that each agent maximises its own reward independently and
that agents cannot group into coalitions to make collective decisions.
In a normal-form game, the NE characterises an equilibrium point of the joint
strategy profile (π 1,∗ , ..., π N,∗ ), where each agent acts according to their best response to the others. The best response produces the optimal outcome for the player
once all other players’ strategies have been considered. Player i’s best response10
to π −i is a set of policies in which the following condition is satisfied.
n

o
π i,∗ ∈ Br(π −i ) := arg max Eπ̂ i ,π −i Ri (ai , a−i ) .
π̂∈∆ (Ai )

(1.17)

NE states that if all players are perfectly rational, none of them will have a motivation to deviate from their best response π i,∗ given others are playing π −i,∗ . Note
that NE is defined in terms of the best response, which relies on relative reward values, suggesting that the exact values of rewards are not required for identifying NE.
10 Best

responses may not be unique; if a mixed-strategy best response exists, there must be at
least one best response that is also a pure strategy.
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In fact, NE is invariant under positive affine transformations of a players’ reward
functions. By applying Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, Nash (1951) proved that a
mixed-strategy NE always exists for any games with a finite set of actions. In the
example of driving through an intersection in Figure 1.4, the NE are (yield, rush)
and (rush, yield).
For a SG, one commonly used equilibrium is a stronger version of the NE,
called the Markov perfect NE (Maskin and Tirole, 2001), which is defined by:
Definition 3 (Nash Equilibrium for Stochastic Game). A Markovian strategy profile
π ∗ = (π i,∗ , π −i,∗ ) is a Markov perfect NE of a SG defined in Definition 2 if the
following condition holds
Vπ

i,∗ ,π −i,∗

i

(s) ≥ V π ,π

−i,∗

(s),

∀s ∈ S, ∀π i ∈ Π i , ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}.

(1.18)

“Markovian” means the Nash policies are measurable with respect to a particular partition of possible histories (usually referring to the last state). The word “perfect” means that the equilibrium is also subgame-perfect (Selten, 1965) regardless
of the starting state. Considering the sequential nature of SGs, these assumptions
are necessary, while still maintaining generality. Hereafter, the Markov perfect NE
will be referred to as NE.
A mixed-strategy NE11 always exists for both discounted and average-reward12
SGs (Filar and Vrieze, 2012), though they may not be unique. In fact, checking for
uniqueness is NP-hard (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2002). With the NE as the solution
concept of optimality, we can re-write Eq. (1.14) as:
evaliNash


Qi (st+1 , ·)

i∈{1,...,N}




n
o
= V i st+1 , Nashi {Qi (st+1 , ·)}i∈{1,...,N}

i∈{1,...,N}


.

(1.19)

In the above equation, Nashi (·) = π i,∗ computes the NE of agent i’s strategy, and
11 Note

that this is different from a single-agent MDP, where a single, “pure” strategy optimal
policy always exists. A simple example is the rock-paper-scissors game, where none of the pure
strategies is the NE and the only NE is to mix between the three equally.
12 Average-reward SGs entail more subtleties because the limit of Eq. (1.2) in the multi-agent
setting may be a cycle and thus not exist. Instead, NE are proved to exist on a special class of
irreducible SGs, where every stage game can be reached regardless of the adopted policy.
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NEXPTIME
Figure 1.5: The landscape of different complexity classes. Relevant examples are 1) solving the NE in a two-player zero-sum game, P-complete (Neumann, 1928), 2)
solving the NE in a general-sum game, PPAD-hard (Daskalakis et al., 2009), 3)
checking the uniqueness of the NE, NP-hard (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2002), 4)
checking whether a pure-strategy NE exists in a stochastic game, PSPACE-hard
(Conitzer and Sandholm, 2008), and 5) solving Dec-POMDP, NEXPT IMEhard (Bernstein et al., 2002).


V i s, {Nashi }i∈{1,...,N} is the expected payoff for agent i from state s onwards under this equilibrium. Eq. (1.19) and Eq. (1.13) form the learning steps of Nash

Q-learning (Hu et al., 1998). This process essentially leads to the outcome of a
learnt set of optimal policies that reach NE for every single-stage game encountered. In the case when NE is not unique, Nash-Q adopts hand-crafted rules for
equilibrium selection (e.g., all players choose the first NE). Furthermore, similar to
normal Q-learning, the Nash-Q operator defined in Eq. (1.20) is also proved to be
a contraction mapping, and the stochastic updating rule provably converges to the
NE for all states when the NE is unique:
Nash

(H



Q)(s, a) = ∑ P(s |s, a) R(s, a, s0 ) + γ · evaliNash Qi (st+1 , ·)
0

s0


.
i∈{1,...,N}

(1.20)

The process of finding a NE in a two-player general-sum game can be formulated as a linear complementarity problem (LCP), which can then be solved using
the Lemke-Howson algorithm (Shapley, 1974). However, the exact solution for
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games with more than three players is unknown. In fact, the process of finding
the NE is computationally demanding. Even in the case of two-player games, the
complexity of solving the NE is PPAD-hard (polynomial parity arguments on directed graphs) (Chen and Deng, 2006; Daskalakis et al., 2009); therefore, in the
worst-case scenario, the solution could take time that is exponential in relation to
the game size. This complexity13 prohibits any brute force or exhaustive search
solutions unless P = NP (see Figure 1.5). As we would expect, the NE is much
more difficult to solve for general SGs, where determining whether a pure-strategy
NE exists is PSPACE-hard. Even if the SG has a finite-time horizon, the calculation
remains NP-hard (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2008). When it comes to approximation
methods to ε-NE, the best known polynomially computable algorithm can achieve
ε = 0.3393 on bimatrix games (Tsaknakis and Spirakis, 2007); its approach is to
turn the problem of finding NE into an optimisation problem that searches for a
stationary point.

1.3.2.4

Special Types of Stochastic Games

To summarise the solutions to SGs, one can think of the “master” equation
Normal-form game solver + MDP solver = Stochastic game solver,
which was first summarised by Bowling and Veloso (2000) (in Table 4). The first
term refers to solving an equilibrium (NE) for the stage game encountered at every time step. It assumes the transition and reward function is known. The second
term refers to applying a RL technique (such as Q-learning) to model the temporal
structure in the sequential decision-making process. It assumes to only receive observations of the transition and reward function. The combination of the two gives a
solution to SGs, where agents reach a certain type of equilibrium at each and every
time step during the game.
13 The

class of NP-complete is not suitable to describe the complexity of solving the NE because
the NE is proven to always exist (Nash, 1951), while a typical NP-complete problem – the travelling
salesman problem (TSP), for example – searches for the solution to the question: “Given a distance
matrix and a budget B, find a tour that is cheaper than B, or report that none exists (Daskalakis et al.,
2009).”
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Figure 1.6: Venn diagram of different types of games in the context of POSGs. The intersection of SG and Dec-POMDP is the team game. In the upper-half SG,
we have MDP ⊂ team games ⊂ potential games ⊂ identical-interest games ⊂
SGs, and zero-sum games ⊂ SGs. In the bottom-half Dec-POMDP, we have
MDP ⊂ team games ⊂ Dec-MDP ⊂ Dec-POMDPs, and MDP ⊂ POMDP ⊂
Dec-POMDP. We refer to Sections (1.3.2.4 & 1.3.2.5) for detailed definitions
of these games.

Since solving general SGs with NE as the solution concept for the normal-form
game is computationally challenging, researchers instead aim to study special types
of SGs that have tractable solution concepts. In this section, we provide a brief
summary of these special types of games.
Definition 4 (Special Types of Stochastic Games). Given the general form of SG in
Definition 2, we have the following special cases:
• normal-form game/repeated game: |S| = 1, see the example in Figure 1.4.
These games have only a single state. Though not theoretically grounded, it
is practically easier to solve a small-scale SG.
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• identical-interest setting14 : agents share the same learning objective, which
we denote as R. Since all agents are treated independently, each agent can
safely choose the action that maximises its own reward. As a result, singleagent RL algorithms can be applied safely, and a decentralised method developed. Several types of SGs fall into this category.
– team games/fully cooperative games/multi-agent MDP (MMDP):
agents are assumed to be homogeneous and interchangeable, so importantly, they share the same reward function15 , R = R1 = R2 = · · · = RN .
– team-average reward games/networked multi-agent MDP (M-MDP):
agents can have different reward functions, but they share the same objective, R =

1
N

i
∑N
i=1 R .

– stochastic potential games: agents can have different reward functions,
but their mutual interests are described by a shared potential function
A → R such that ∀(ai , a−i ), (bi , a−i ) ∈ A , ∀i ∈
R = φ , defined as φ : S ×A
{1, ..., N}, ∀s ∈ S and the following equation holds:
Ri s, ai , a−i



− Ri s, bi , a−i



= φ s, ai , a−i



− φ s, bi , a−i



.

(1.21)

Games of this type are guaranteed to have a pure-strategy NE (Mguni,
2020). Moreover, potential games degenerate to team games if one
chooses the reward function to be a potential function.
• zero-sum setting: agents share opposite interests and act competitively, and
each agent optimises against the worst-case scenario. The NE in a zero-sum
setting can be solved using a linear program (LP) in polynomial time because
of the minimax theorem developed by Neumann (1928). The idea of min-max
14 In

some of the literature on this topic, identical-interest games are equivalent to team games.
Here, we refer to this type of game as a more general class of games that involve a shared objective
function that all agents collectively optimise, although their individual reward functions can still be
different.
15 In some of the literature on this topic (for example, Wang and Sandholm (2003)), agents are
assumed to receive the same expected reward in a team game, which means in the presence of noise,
different agents may receive different reward values at a particular moment.
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values is also related to robustness in machine learning. We can subdivide
the zero-sum setting as follows:
– two-player constant-sum games: R1 (s, a, s0 ) + R2 (s, a, s0 ) = c, ∀(s, a, s0 ),
where c is a constant and usually c = 0. For cases when c 6= 0, one can
always subtract the constant c for all payoff entries to make the game
zero-sum.
– two-team competitive games: two teams compete against each other,
with team sizes N1 and N2 . Their reward functions are:
{R1,1 , ..., R1,N1 , R2,1 , ..., R2,N2 }.
Team members within a team share the same objective of either
R1 =

∑

R1,i /N1 ,

∑

R2, j /N2 ,

i∈{1,...,N1 }

or
R2 =

j∈{1,...,N2 }

and R1 + R2 = 0.
– harmonic games: Any normal-form game can be decomposed into a
potential game plus a harmonic game (Candogan et al., 2011). A harmonic game (for example, rock-paper-scissors) can be regarded as a
general class of zero-sum games with a harmonic property. Let ∀pp ∈ A

be a joint pure-strategy profile, and let A [−i] = {qq ∈ A : q i 6= p i , q −i =
p −i } be the set of strategies that differ from p on agent i; then, the har-

monic property is:

∑

∑

i∈{1,...,N} q ∈A
A[−i]


Ri (pp) − Ri (qq) = 0,

∀pp ∈ A .

• linear-quadratic (LQ) setting: the transition model follows linear dynamics,
and the reward function is quadratic with respect to the states and actions.
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Compared to a black-box reward function, LQ games offer a simple setting.
For example, actor-critic methods are known to facilitate convergence to the
NE of zero-sum LQ games (Al-Tamimi et al., 2007). Again, the LQ setting can
be subdivided as follows:
1

– two-player zero-sum LQ games: Q ∈ R|S| ,U 1 ∈ R|A | and W 2 ∈ R|A

2|

are the known cost matrices for the state and action spaces, respectively,
1

2

while the matrices A ∈ R|S|×|S| , B ∈ R|S|×|A | ,C ∈ R|S|×|A | are usually
unknown to the agent:
st+1 = Ast + Bat1 +Cat2 ,

s0 ∼ P0 ,
"

R1 (at1 , at2 ) = −R2 (at1 , at2 ) = −Es0 ∼P0

∑

t≥0

T
T
stT Qst + at1 U 1 at1 − at2 W 2 at2

#

(1.22)
– multi-player general-sum LQ games: the difference with respect to a
two-player game is that the summation of the agents’ rewards does not
necessarily equal zero:
st+1 = Ast + Baat ,
"

Ri (aa) = −Es0 ∼P0

1.3.2.5

s0 ∼ P0 ,

∑

T
stT Qi st + ati U i ati

t≥0

#

.

(1.23)

Partially Observable Settings

A partially observable stochastic game (POSG) assumes that agents have no access
to the exact environmental state but only an observation of the true state through an
observation function. Formally, this scenario is defined by:
Definition 5 (partially-observable stochastic games). A POSG is defined by the set
hN, S, {Ai }i∈{1,...,N} , P, {Ri }i∈{1,...,N} , γ, {Oi }i∈{1,...,N} , Oi. In addition to the SG de{z
}
|
newly added

fined in Definition 2, POSGs add the following terms:

.
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• Oi : an observation set for each agent i. The joint observation set is defined
as O := O1 × · · · × ON .
A → ∆ (O
O): an observation function O(oo|aa, s0 ) denotes the probability
• O : S ×A
of observing o ∈ O given the action a ∈ A , and the new state s0 ∈ S from the
environment transition.
Each agent’s policy now changes to π i ∈ Π i : O → ∆ (Ai ).
Although the added partial-observability constraint is common in practice for
many real-world applications, theoretically it exacerbates the difficulty of solving SGs. Even in the simplest setting of a two-player fully cooperative finitehorizon game, solving a POSG is NEXP-hard (see Figure 1.5), which means it
requires super-exponential time to solve in the worst-case scenario (Bernstein et al.,
2002). However, the benefits of studying games in the partially observable setting
come from the algorithmic advantages. Centralised-training-with-decentralisedexecution methods (Foerster et al., 2017a; Lowe et al., 2017a; Oliehoek et al., 2016;
Rashid et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2020) have achieved many empirical successes, and
together with DNNs, they hold great promise.
A POSG is one of the most general classes of games. An important subclass of
POSGs is decentralised partially observable MDP (Dec-POMDP), where all agents
share the same reward. Formally, this scenario is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (Dec-POMDP). A Dec-POMDP is a special type of POSG defined in
Definition 5 with R1 = R2 = · · · = RN .
Dec-POMDPs are related to single-agent MDPs through the partial observability condition, and they are also related to stochastic team games through the assumption of identical rewards. In other words, versions of both single-agent MDPs
and stochastic team games are particular types of Dec-POMDPs (see Figure 1.6).
Definition 7 (Special types of Dec-POMDPs). The following games are special
types of Dec-POMDPs.
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• partially observable MDP (POMDP): there is only one agent of interest, N =
1. This scenario is equivalent to a single-agent MDP in Definition 1 with a
partial-observability constraint.
• decentralised MDP (Dec-MDP): the agents in a Dec-MDP have joint full observability. That is, if all agents share their observations, they can recover the
state of the Dec-MDP unanimously. Mathematically, we have ∀oo ∈ O , ∃s ∈ S
Ot = o ) = 1.
such that P(St = s|O
• fully cooperative stochastic games: assuming each agent has full observability, ∀i = {1, ..., N}, ∀oi ∈ Oi , ∃s ∈ S such that P(St = s|Ot = oi ) = 1. The
fully-cooperative SG from Definition 4 is a type of Dec-POMDP.

I conclude Section 1.3 by presenting the relationships between the many different types of POSGs through a Venn diagram in Figure 1.6.

1.3.3

Problem Formulation: Extensive-Form Game

An SG assumes that a game is represented as a large table in each stage where the
rows and columns of the table correspond to the actions of the two players16 . Based
on the big table, SGs model the situations in which agents act simultaneously and
then receive their rewards. Nonetheless, for many real-world games, players take
actions alternately. Poker is one class of games in which who plays first has a critical
role in the players’ decision-making process. Games with alternating actions are
naturally described by an extensive-form game (EFG) (Osborne and Rubinstein,
1994; Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1945) through a tree structure. Recently,
Kovařı́k et al. (2019) has made a significant contribution in unifying the framework
of EFGs and the framework of POSGs.
Figure 1.7 shows the game tree of two-player Kuhn poker (Kuhn, 1950b). In
Kuhn poker, the dealer has three cards, a King, Queen, and Jack (King>Queen>Jack),
each player is dealt one card (the orange nodes in Figure 1.7), and the third card is
put aside unseen. The game then develops as follows.
16 A

multi-player game is represented as a high-dimensional tensor in an SG.
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• Player one acts first; he/she can check or bet.
•

If player one checks, then player two decides to check or bet.

•

If player two checks, then the higher card wins 1$ from the other player.

•

If player two bets, then player one can fold or call.

•

If player one folds, then player two wins 1$ from player one.

•

If player one calls, then the higher card wins 2$ from the other player.

•

If player one bets, then player two decides to fold or call.

•

If player two folds, then player one wins 1$ from player two.

•

If player two calls, then the higher card wins 2$ from the other player.

An important feature of EFGs is that they can handle imperfect information
for multi-player decision making. In the example of Kuhn poker, the players do not
know which card the opponent holds. However, unlike Dec-POMDP, which also
models imperfect information in the SG setting but is intractable to solve, EFG,
represented in an equivalent sequence form, can be solved by an LP in polynomial
time in terms of game states (Koller and Megiddo, 1992). In the next section, we
first introduce EFG and then consider the sequence form of EFG.
Definition 8 (Extensive-form Game). An (imperfect-information) EFG can be described by a tuple of key elements hN, A, H, T, {Ri }i∈{1,...,N} , χ, ρ, P, {Si }i∈{1,...,N} i.
• N: the number of players. Some EFGs involve a special player called
“chance”, which has a fixed stochastic policy that represents the randomness of the environment. For example, the chance player in Kuhn poker is the
dealer, who distributes cards to the players at the beginning.
• A: the (finite) set of all agents’ possible actions.
• H: the (finite) set of non-terminal choice nodes.
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p1 king

p2 jack

bet
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Figure 1.7: Game tree of two-player Kuhn poker. Each node (i.e., circles, squares and
rectangles) represents the choice of one player, each edge represents a possible
action, and the leaves (i.e., diamond) represent final outcomes over which each
player has a reward function (only player one’s reward is shown in the graph
since Kuhn poker is a zero-sum game). Each player can observe only their own
card; for example, when player one holds a Jack, it cannot tell whether player
two is holding a Queen or a King, so the choice nodes of player one in each of
the two scenarios stay within the same information set.

• T: the (finite) set of terminal choice nodes, disjoint from H.
• χ : H → 2|A| is the action function that assigns a set of valid actions to each
choice node.
• ρ : H → {1, ..., N} is the player indicating function that assigns, to each nonterminal node, a player who is due to choose an action at that node.
• P : H × A → H ∪ T is the transition function that maps a choice node and an
action to a new choice/terminal node such that ∀h1 , h2 ∈ H and ∀a1 , a2 ∈ A,
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if P(h1 , a1 ) = P(h2 , a2 ), then h1 = h2 and a1 = a2 .
• Ri : T → R is a real-valued reward function for player i on the terminal node.
Kuhn poker is a zero-sum game since R1 + R2 = 0.

• Si : a set of equivalence classes/partitions Si = (S1i , ..., Ski i ) for agent i on
{h ∈ H : ρ(h) = i} with the property that ∀ j ∈ {1, ..., ki }, ∀h, h0 ∈ Sij , we have

χ(h) = χ(h0 ) and ρ(h) = ρ(h0 ). The set Sij is also called an information

state. The physical meaning of the information state is that the choice nodes
of an information state are indistinguishable. In other words, the set of valid
actions and agent identities for the choice nodes within an information state
are the same; one can thus use χ(Sij ), ρ(Sij ) to denote χ(h), ρ(h), ∀h ∈ Sij .
Inclusion of the information sets in EFG helps to model the imperfectinformation cases in which players have only partial or no knowledge about their
opponents. In the case of Kuhn poker, each player can only observe their own
card. For example, when player one holds a Jack,it cannot tell whether player two
is holding a Queen or a King, so the choice nodes of player one under each of
the two scenarios (Queen or King) stay within the same information set. Perfectinformation EFGs (e.g., GO or chess) are a special case where the information set is
a singleton, i.e., |Sij | = 1, ∀ j, so a choice node can be equated to the unique history
that leads to it. Imperfect-information EFGs (e.g., Kuhn poker or Texas hold’em)
are those in which there exists i, j such that |Sij | ≥ 1, so the information state can
represent more than one possible history. However, with the assumption of perfect
recall (described later), the history that leads to an information state is still unique.

1.3.3.1

Normal-Form Representation

A (simultaneous-move) NFG can be equivalently transformed into an imperfectinformation EFG17 (Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2008) [Chapter 5]. Specifically,
since the choices of actions by other agents are unknown to the central agent, this
17 Note

that this transformation is not unique, but they share the same equilibria as the original
game. Moreover, this transformation from NFG to EFG does not hold for perfect-information EFGs.
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could potentially leads to different histories (triggered by other agents) that can be
aggregated into one information state for the central agent.
On the other direction, an imperfect-information EFG can also be transformed
into an equivalent NFG in which the pure strategies of each agent i are defined by
the Cartesian product ∏Si ∈Si χ(Sij ), which is a complete specification18 of which
j
action to take at every information state of that agent. In the Kuhn poker example,
one pure strategy for player one can be check-bet-check-fold-call-fold; altogether,
player one has 26 = 64 pure strategies, corresponding to 3 × 23 = 24 pure strategies
for the chance node and 26 = 64 pure strategies for player two. The mixed strategy

of each player is then a distribution over all its pure strategies. In this way, the NE
in NFG in Eq. (1.17) can still be applied to the EFG, and the NE of an EFG can
be solved in two steps: first, convert the EFG into an NFG; second, solve the NE
of the induced NFG by means of the Lemke-Howson algorithm (Shapley, 1974). If
one further restricts the action space to be state-dependent and adopts the discounted
accumulated reward at the terminal node, then the EFG recovers to an SG. While the
NE of an EFG can be solved through its equivalent normal form, the computational
benefit can be achieved by dealing with the extensive form directly; this motivates
the adoption of the sequence-form representation of EFGs.

1.3.3.2

Sequence-Form Representation

Solving EFGs via the NFG representation, though universal, is inefficient because
the size of the induced NFG is exponential in the number of information states. In
addition, the NFG representation does not consider the temporal structure of games.
One way to address these problems is to operate on the sequence form of the EFG,
also known as the realisation-plan representation, the size of which is only linear in
the number of game states and is thus exponentially smaller than that of the NFG.
Importantly, this approach enables polynomial-time solutions to EFGs (Koller and
Megiddo, 1992).
In the sequence form of EFGs, the main focus shifts from mixed strategies to
18 One

subtlety of the pure strategy is that it designates a decision at each choice node, regardless
of whether it is possible to reach that node given the other choice nodes.
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behavioural strategies in which, rather than randomising over complete pure strategies, the agents randomise independently at each information state Si ∈ Si , i.e.,

π i : Si → ∆ χ(Si ) . With the help of behavioural strategies, the key insight of the
sequence form is that rather than building a player’s strategy around the notion of
pure strategies that can be exponentially many, one can build the strategy based on
the paths in the game tree from the root to each node.
In general, the expressive power of behavioural strategy and mixed strategy are
non-comparable. However, if the game has perfect recall, which intuitively19 means
that each agent remembers all his historical moves in different information states
precisely, then the behavioural strategy and mixed strategy are somehow equivalent. Specifically, suppose all choice nodes in an information state share the same
history that led to them (otherwise the agent can distinguish between the choice
nodes). In that case, the well-known Kuhn’s theorem (Kuhn, 1950a) guarantees
that the expressive power of behavioural strategies and that of mixed strategies coincides in the sense that they induce the same probability on outcomes for games
of perfect recall. As a result, the set of NE does not change if one considers only
behavioural strategies. In fact, the sequence-form representation is primarily useful
for describing imperfect-information EFGs of perfect recall, defined as follows.
Definition 9 (Sequence-form Representation). The sequence-form representation of
an imperfect-information EFG, defined in Definition 8, of perfect recall is described
i

by (N, Σ , {Gi }i∈{1,...,N} , {π i }i∈{1,...,N} , {µ π }i∈{1,...,N} , {Ci }i∈{1,...,N} ) where
• N: the number of agents, including the chance node, if any, denoted by c.
i
i
• Σ = ∏N
i=1 Σ : where Σ is the set of sequences available to agent i. A sequence

of actions of player i, σ i ∈ Σ i , defined by a choice node h ∈ H ∪ T, is the
19 More

formally, on the path from the root node to a decision node h ∈ Sti of player i, list in
chronological order which information sets of i were encountered, i.e., Sti ∈ Si , and what action
i , ai , Si )
player i took at that information set, i.e., ati ∈ χ(Sti ). If one calls this list of (S0i , ai0 , ..., St−1
t−1 t
i
the experience of player i in reaching node h ∈ St , then the game has perfect recall if and only if, for
all players, any nodes in the same information set have the same experience. In other words, there
exists one and only one experience that leads to each information state and the decision nodes in that
information state; because of this, all perfect-information EFGs are games of perfect recall.
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ordered set of player i’s actions that has been taken from the root to node h.
Let ∅ be the sequence that corresponds to the root node.
Note that other players’ actions are not part of agent i’s sequence. In the
example of Kuhn poker, Σ c = {∅, Jack, Queen, King, Jack-Queen, Jack-

King, Queen-Jack, Queen-King, King-Jack, King-Queen}, Σ 1 = {∅, check,

bet, check-fold, check-bet}, and Σ 2 = {∅, check, bet, fold, call}.


• π i : Si → ∆ χ(Si ) is the behavioural policy that assigns a probability of

taking a valid action ai ∈ χ(Si ) at an information state Si ∈ Si . This policy

randomises independently over different information states. In the example of
Kuhn poker, each player has six information states; their behavioural strategy
is therefore a list of six independent probability distributions.
i

• µ π : Σ i → [0, 1] is the realisation plan that provides the realisation probabili

ity, i.e., µ π (σ i ) = ∏c∈σ i π i (c), that a sequence σ i ∈ Σ i would arise under a
given behavioural policy π i of player i. In the Kuhn poker case, the realisa-

tion probability that player one chooses the sequence of check and then fold
1

is µ π (check-fold) = π 1 (check) × π 1 (fold).
Based on the realisation plan, one can recover the underlying behavioural
strategy20 (an idea similar to Eq. (1.6)). To do so, we need three additional
pieces of notation. Let Seq : Si → Σi return the sequence σ i ∈ Σ i that leads
to a given information state Si ∈ Si . Since the game assumes perfect recall,

Seq(Si ) is known to be unique. Let σ i ai denote a sequence that consists of the
sequence σ i followed by the single action ai . Since there are many possible
i

actions ai to choose, let Ext : Σ i → 2Σ denote the set of all possible sequences
that extend the given sequence by taking one additional action. It is trivial
to see that sequences that include a terminal node cannot be extended, i.e.,
Ext(T ) = 0.
/ Finally, we can write the behavioural policy π i for an informa20 Empirically,

it is often the case that working on the realisation plan of a behavioural strategy is
more computationally friendly than working on the behavioural strategy directly.
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tion state Si as

i


 µ π Seq(Si )ai
 , ∀Si ∈ Si , ∀ Seq(Si )ai ∈ Ext Seq(Si ) .
π a ∈ χ(S ) = π i
µ Seq(Si )
(1.24)
i

i

i

σ ) = Ri (T ) if
• Gi : Σ → R is the reward function for agent i given by Gi (σ
a terminal node T ∈ T is reached when each player plays their part of the
σ ) = 0 if non-terminal nodes are reached.
sequence in σ ∈ Σ , and Gi (σ

Note that since each payoff that corresponds to a terminal node is stored only
once in the sequence-form representation (due to the perfect recall, each terminal node has only one sequence that leads to it), compared to the normalform representation, which is a Cartesian product over all information sets
for each agent and is thus exponential in size, the sequence form is only linear
in the size of the EFG. In the example of Kuhn poker, the normal-form representation is a tensor with 64 × 64 × 32 elements, while in the sequence-form
representation, since there are 30 terminal nodes and each node has only one
unique sequence leading to it, the payoff tensor has only 30 elements (plus ∅
for each player).
i

• Ci : is a set of linear constraints on the realisation probability of µ π . Under
i

the notations of Seq and Ext defined in the bullet points of µ π , we know the
realisation plan must meet the condition that


i
i
µ π ∅ = 1, µ π σ i ≥ 0, ∀σ i ∈ Σ i



i
i
µ π Seq(Si ) =
∑  µ π σ i , ∀Si ∈ Si.

(1.25)

σ i ∈Ext Seq(Si )
i

The first constraint requires that µ π is a proper probability distribution. In
addition, the second constraint in Eq. (1.25) indicates that in order for a
realisation plan to be valid to recover a behavioural strategy, at each information state of agent i, the probability of reaching that information state
must equal the summation of the realisation probabilities of all the extended
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sequences. In the example of Kuhn poker, we have C1 for player one by
1

1

1

µ π (check) = µ π (check-fold) + µ π (check-call).

1.3.4

Solving Extensive-Form Games

In the sequence-form EFG, given a joint (behavioural) policy π = (π 1 , ..., π N ), we
can write the realisation probability of agents reaching a terminal node T ∈ T, assuming the sequence that leads to the node T is σ T , in which each player, including
the chance player, follows its own path σTi as

µπ σ T =

∏
i∈{1,...,N}


i
µ π σTi .

(1.26)

The expected reward for agent i, which covers all possible terminal nodes following
the joint policy π , is thus given by Eq. (1.27).
π) =
Ri (π

∑ µπ

T ∈T


σ T · Gi (σ
σT) =

∑ µπ

T ∈T


σ T · Ri (T ).

(1.27)

π ) for simplicity, then the solution concept
If we denote the expected reward by Ri (π
of NE for the EFG can be written as
Ri (π i,∗ , π −i,∗ ) ≥ Ri (π i , π −i,∗ ), for any policy π i of agent i and for all i.

1.3.4.1

(1.28)

Perfect-Information Games

Every finite perfect-information EFG has a pure-strategy NE (Zermelo and Borel,
1913). Since players take turns and every agent sees everything that has occurred
thus far, it is unnecessary to introduce randomness or mixed strategies into the action selection. However, the NE can be too weak of a solution concept for the EFG.
In contrast to that in NFGs, the NE in EFGs can represent non-credible threats,
which represent the situation where the Nash strategy is not executed as claimed
if agents truly reach that decision node. A refinement of the NE in the perfectinformation EFG is a subgame-perfect equilibrium (SPE). The SPE rules out noncredible threats by picking only the NE that is the best response at every subgame
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of the original game.
The fundamental principle in solving the SPE is backward induction, which
identifies the NE from the bottom-most subgame and assumes those NE will be
played as considers increasingly large trees. Specifically, backward induction can
be implemented through a depth-first search algorithm on the game tree, which
requires time that is only linear in the size of the EFG. In contrast, finding NE in
NFG is known to be PPAD-hard, let alone the NFG representation is exponential in
the size of an EFG.
In the case of two-player zero-sum EFGs, backward induction needs to propagate only a single payoff from the terminal node to the root node in the game
tree. Furthermore, due to the strictly opposing interests between players, one
can further prune the backward induction process by recognising that certain subtrees will never be reached in NE, even without examining those subtree nodes21 ,
which leads to the well-known Alpha-Beta-Pruning algorithm (Shoham and LeytonBrown, 2008, Chapter 5.1). For games with very deep game trees, such as Chess
or GO, a common approach is to search only nodes up to certain depths and use an
approximate value function to estimate those nodes’ value without roll outing to the
end (Silver et al., 2016).
Finally, backward induction can identify one NE in linear time; yet, it does not
provide an effective way to find all NE. A theoretical result suggests that finding
all NE in a two-player perfect-information EFG (not necessarily zero-sum) requires
O(|T|3 ), which is still tractable (Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2008, Theorem 5.1.6).

1.3.4.2

Imperfect-Information Games

By means of the sequence-form representation, one can write the solution of a twoplayer EFG as a LP. Given a fixed behavioural strategy of player two, in the form of
2

realisation plan µ π , the best response for player one can be written as

max
1
µπ

21 This

∑ 1µ
1

σ ∈Σ

π1

σ


1

g1
∑
2
2

σ ∈Σ

σ 1, σ


2

µ

π2

σ

!

2

occurs, for example, in the case that the worst case of one player in one subgame is better
than the best case of that player in another subgame.
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subject to the constraints in Eq. (1.25). In NE, player one and player two form a
1

2

mutual best response. However, if we treat both µ π and µ π as variables, then the
objective becomes nonlinear. The key to address this issue is to adopt the dual form
of the LP (Koller and Megiddo, 1996), which is written as
min v0
s.t. vI (σ 1 ) −

∑



I 0 ∈I Ext(σ 1 )

vI 0 ≥

g1
∑
2
2

σ ∈Σ

 2

σ 1, σ 2 µ π σ 2 ,

∀σ 1 ∈ Σ 1 (1.29)

where I : Σ i → Si is a mapping function that returns the information set22 encoun-

tered when the final action in σ i was taken. With slight abuse of notation, we let

I Ext(σ 1 ) 23 denote the set of final information states encountered in the set of
2

the extension of σ i . The variable v0 represents, given µ π , player one’s expected
1

reward under its own realisation plan µ π , and vI 0 can be considered as the part of
this expected utility in the subgame starting from information state I 0 . Note that the
constraint needs to hold for every sequence of player one.
2

In the dual form of best response in Eq. (1.29), if one treats µ π as an optimis2

ing variable rather than a constant, which means µ π must meet the requirements in
Eq. (1.25) to be a proper realisation plan, then the LP formulation for a two-player
zero-sum EFG can be written as follows.
min v0

(1.30)

s.t. vI (σ 1 ) −

∑



I 0 ∈I Ext(σ 1 )

vI 0 ≥

g1
∑
2
2

σ ∈Σ

σ 1, σ


2

µπ

2



2
2
µ π ∅ = 1, µ π σ 2 ≥ 0, ∀σ 2 ∈ Σ 2



2
2
µ π Seq(S2 ) =
∑  µ π σ 2 , ∀S2 ∈ S2.

σ


2

,

∀σ 1 ∈ Σ 1 (1.31)
(1.32)
(1.33)

σ 2 ∈Ext Seq(S2 )

Player two’s realisation plan is now selected to minimise player one’s expected
utility. Based on the minimax theorem (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1945), we
22 Recall
23 Recall

that this information set is unique under the assumption of perfect recall.
that Ext(σ 1 ) is the set of all possible sequences that extend σ 1 one step ahead.
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know this process will lead to a NE. Notably, though the zero-sum EFG and zerosum SG (see the formulation in Eq. (2.17)) both adopt the LP formulation to solve
the NE and can be solved in polynomial time, the size of the representation for the
game itself is very different. If one chooses first to transform the EFG into an NFG
presentation and then solve it by LP, then the time complexity would in fact become
exponential in the size of the original EFG.
The solution to a two-player general-sum EFG can also be formulated using
an approach similar to that used for the zero-sum EFG. The difference is that there
will be no objective function such as Eq. (1.30) since in the general-sum context,
one agent’s reward can no longer be determined based on the other player’s reward.
The LP with only Eqs. (1.31 - 1.33) thus becomes a constraint satisfaction problem.
Specifically, one would need to repeat Eqs. (1.31 - 1.33) twice to consider each
player independently. One final subtlety required in solving the two-player generalsum EFG is that to ensure v1 and v2 are bounded24 , a complementary slack condition
must be further imposed; we have ∀σ 1 ∈ Σ 1 (vice versa ∀σ 2 ∈ Σ 2 for player two):

µ (σ ) v1I (σ 1 ) −
π1

1

v10
 I
I 0 ∈I Ext(σ 1 )

∑



−



∑

σ 2 ∈Σ 2

1

1

g σ ,σ

2



µ

π2

σ

2




= 0.
(1.34)

The above condition indicates that for each player, either the sequence σ i is never
i

played, i.e., µ π (σ i ) = 0, or all sequences that are played by that player with positive
probability must induce the same expected payoff such that vi takes arbitrarily large
values, thus being bounded. Eqs. (1.31 - 1.33), together with Eq. (1.34), turns
the solution to the NE into an LCP problem that can be solved by the generalised
Lemke-Howson method (Lemke and Howson, 1964). Although in the worst case,
polynomial time complexity cannot be achieved, as can for zero-sum games, this
approach is still exponentially faster than running the Lemke-Howson method to
solve the NE in a normal-form representation.
For a perfect-information EFG, recall that the SPE is a more informative so24 Since

the constraints are linear, they remain satisfied when both v1 and v2 are increased by the
same constant to any arbitrarily large values.
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lution concept than NE. Extending SPE to the imperfect-information scenario is
therefore valuable. However, such an extension is non-trivial because a well-defined
notion of a subgame is lacking. However, for EFGs with perfect recall, the intuition
of subgame perfection can be effectively extended to a new solution concept, named
the sequential equilibrium (SE) (Kreps and Wilson, 1982), which is guaranteed to
exist and coincides with the SPE if all players in the game have perfect information.

1.4

Grand Challenges of MARL

Compared to single-agent RL, multi-agent RL is a general framework that better
matches the broad scope of real-world AI applications. However, due to the existence of multiple agents that learn simultaneously, MARL methods pose more
theoretical challenges, in addition to those already present in single-agent RL. Compared to classic MARL settings where there are usually two agents, solving a manyagent RL problem is even more challenging. As a matter of fact, 1 the combinatorial complexity, 2 the multi-dimensional learning objectives, and 3 the issue
of non-stationarity all result in the majority of MARL algorithms being capable of
solving games with only two players, in particular, two-player zero-sum games. In
this chapter, I will elaborate each of the grand challenge in many-agent RL.

1.4.1

The Combinatorial Complexity

In the context of multi-agent learning, each agent has to consider the other opponents’ actions when determining the best response; this characteristic is deeply
rooted in each agent’s reward function and for example is represented by the joint
action a in their Q-function Qi (s, a ) in Eq. (1.13). The size of the joint action space,
|A|N , grows exponentially with the number of agents and thus largely constrains
the scalability of MARL methods. Furthermore, the combinatorial complexity is
worsened by the fact that solving a NE in game theory is PPAD-hard, even for twoplayer games. Therefore, for multi-player general-sum games (neither team games
nor zero-sum games), it is non-trivial to find an applicable solution concept.
One common way to address this issue is by assuming specific factorised structures on action dependency such that the reward function or Q-function can be sig-
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nificantly simplified. For example, a graphical game assumes an agent’s reward
is affected by only its neighbouring agents, as defined by the graph from (Kearns,
2007). This assumption leads directly to a polynomial-time solution for the computation of a NE in specific tree graphs (Kearns et al., 2013), though the scope of
applications is somewhat limited beyond this specific scenario.
Recent progress has also been made toward leveraging particular neural network architectures for Q-function decomposition (Rashid et al., 2018; Sunehag
et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2020). In addition to the fact that these methods work only
for the team-game setting, the majority of them lack theoretical backing. There remain open questions to answer, such as understanding the representational power
(the approximation error) of the factorised Q-functions in a multi-agent task and
how factorisation itself can be learnt from scratch.

1.4.2

The Multi-Dimensional Learning Objectives

Compared to single-agent RL, where the only goal is to maximise the learning agent’s long-term reward, the learning goals in MARL are naturally multidimensional, as the objective of all agents are not necessarily aligned by one metric.
Bowling and Veloso (2001b, 2002) proposed to classify the goals of the learning
task into two types: rationality and convergence. Rationality ensures an agent
takes the best possible response to the opponents when they are stationary, and convergence ensures the learning dynamics eventually lead to a stable policy against a
given class of opponents. Reaching both rationality and convergence gives rise to
reaching the NE.
In terms of rationality, the NE characterises a fixed point of a joint optimal
strategy profile from which no agents would be motivated to deviate as long as they
are all perfectly rational. However, in practice, an agent’s rationality can easily be
bound by either cognitive limitations and/or the tractability of the decision problem. In these scenarios, the rationality assumption can be relaxed to include other
types of solution concepts, such as the recursive reasoning equilibrium, which results from modelling the reasoning process recursively among agents with finite
levels of hierarchical thinking (for example, an agent may reason in the follow-
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ing way: I believe that you believe that I believe ...) (Wen et al., 2019b, 2018);
best response against a target type of opponent (Powers and Shoham, 2005b); the
mean-field game equilibrium, which describes multi-agent interactions as a twoagent interaction between each agent itself and the population mean (Guo et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2018a,b); evolutionary stable strategies, which describe an equilibrium strategy based on its evolutionary advantage of resisting invasion by rare
emerging mutant strategies (Bloembergen et al., 2015; Maynard Smith, 1972; Tuyls
and Nowé, 2005; Tuyls and Parsons, 2007); Stackelberg equilibrium (Zhang et al.,
2019a), which assumes specific sequential order when agents take decisions; and
the robust equilibrium (also called the trembling-hand perfect equilibrium in game
theory), which is stable against adversarial disturbance (Goodfellow et al., 2014b;
Li et al., 2019b; Yabu et al., 2007).
In terms of convergence, although most MARL algorithms are contrived to
converge to the NE, the majority either lack a rigorous convergence guarantee
(Zhang et al., 2019c), potentially converge only under strong assumptions such as
the existence of a unique NE (Hu and Wellman, 2003; Littman, 2001b), or are provably non-convergent in all cases (Mazumdar et al., 2019a). Zinkevich et al. (2006)
identified the non-convergent behaviour of value-iteration methods in general-sum
SGs and instead proposed an alternative solution concept to the NE – cyclic equilibria – that value-based methods converge to. The concept of no regret (also called the
Hannan consistency in game theory (Hansen et al., 2003)), measures convergence
by comparison against the best possible strategy in hindsight. This was also proposed as a new criterion to evaluate convergence in zero-sum self-plays (Bowling,
2005; Hart and Mas-Colell, 2001; Zinkevich et al., 2008). In two-player zero-sum
games with a non-convex non-concave loss landscape (training GANs (Goodfellow
et al., 2014a)), gradient-descent-ascent methods are found to reach a Stackelberg
equilibrium (Fiez et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019) or a local differential NE (Mazumdar et al., 2019b) rather than the general NE.
Finally, although the above solution concepts account for convergence, building a convergent objective for MARL methods with DNNs remains an uncharted
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area. This is partly because the global convergence result of a single-agent deep RL
algorithm, for example, neural policy gradient methods (Liu et al., 2019a; Wang
et al., 2019) and neural TD learning algorithms (Cai et al., 2019b), has not been
extensively studied yet.

1.4.3

The Non-Stationarity Issue

The most well-known challenge of multi-agent learning versus single-agent learning is probably the non-stationarity issue. Since multiple agents concurrently improve their policies according to their own interests, from each agent’s perspective,
the environmental dynamics become non-stationary and challenging to interpret
when learning. This problem occurs because the agent itself cannot tell whether
the state transition – or the change in reward – is an actual outcome due to its own
action or if it is due to its opponent’s explorations. Although learning independently
by completely ignoring the other agents can sometimes yield surprisingly powerful
empirical performance (Matignon et al., 2012; Papoudakis et al., 2020), this approach essentially harms the stationarity assumption that supports the theoretical
convergence guarantee of single-agent learning methods (Tan, 1993). As a result,
the Markovian property of the environment is lost, and the state occupancy measure
of the stationary policy in Eq. (1.5) no longer exists. For example, the convergence
result of single-agent policy gradient methods in MARL is provably non-convergent
in simple linear-quadratic games (Mazumdar et al., 2019b).
The non-stationarity issue can be further aggravated by TD learning, which
occurs with the replay buffer that most deep RL methods currently adopt (Foerster
et al., 2017b). In single-agent TD learning (see Eq. (1.9)), the agent bootstraps
the current estimate of the TD error, saves it in the replay buffer, and samples the
data in the replay buffer to update the value function. In the context of multi-agent
learning, since the value function for one agent also depends on other agents’ actions, the bootstrap process in TD learning also requires sampling other agents’ actions, which leads to two problems. First, the sampled actions barely represent the
full behaviour of other agents’ underlying policies across different states. Second,
an agent’s policy can change during training, so the samples in the replay buffer
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Figure 1.8: The scope of the research in this thesis consists of three pillars. Deep learning serves as a powerful function approximation tool for the learning process.
Game theory provides an effective approach to describe learning outcomes. RL
offers a valid approach to describe agents’ incentives in multi-agent systems.

can quickly become outdated. Therefore, the dynamics that yielded the data in the
agent’s replay buffer must be constantly updated to reflect the current dynamics in
which it is learning. This process further exacerbates the non-stationarity issue.
In general, the non-stationarity issue forbids the reuse of the same mathematical tool for analysing single-agent algorithms in the multi-agent context. However,
one exception exists: the identical-interest game in Definition 4. In such settings,
each agent can safely perform selfishly without considering other agents’ policies
since the agent knows the other agents will also act in their own interest. The stationarity is thus maintained, so single-agent RL algorithms can still be applied.

1.5

Thesis Structure and Contributions

This thesis focuses on the research topic of many-agent reinforcement learning. The
methods that I contribute towards this topic lie in the scope of the three research
domains listed in Figure 1.8; they are game theory, which provides realistic and
tractable solution concepts to describe learning outcomes of a many-agent system;
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5.Many-Agent Policy Learning: A Mean-Field Approach
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Application I: population dynamics [①]
scalable policy evaluation for many-agent
systems [①,②]
scalable policy learning for many-agent
systems [①,②,③]
scalable many-agent learning in the policy
space/meta-games [①,③]
Application II: autonomous driving [①,②,③]
Conclusion and future work

Figure 1.9: The structure of following chapters in this thesis, associated with the three listed
challenges in Chapter 1.4 that each chapter tries to address.

RL algorithms, which offer provably convergent learning algorithms that can reach
stable and rational equilibria in the sequential decision-making process; and finally
deep learning techniques, which provide the learning algorithms expressive function
approximators.
The structure and contribution of each following chapter are as follows (also
see Figure 1.9):
• Chapter 2: Since the scalability issue of MARL is deeply rooted in its gametheoretical foundations, in this chapter, I will first conduct an overview that
elaborates the game theory side of modern MARL methods, along with the
recent advances. I believe this overview is an important contribution to the
community since most existing surveys are either not game theory focused or
outdated in terms of missing most of the recent literature since 2010. Chapter 1
together with Chapter 2 form a self-contained monograph of MARL. The goal
of the monograph is to provide a dedicated assessment of the current state-ofthe-art MARL techniques from a game theoretical perspective. I expect this
work to serve as a stepping stone for both new researchers who are about to
enter this fast-growing domain and existing domain experts who want to obtain
a panoramic view and identify new directions based on recent advances.
• Chapter 3: This chapter offers an application of MARL technique on under-
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standing the emergent population dynamics of AI agents. The goal of this chapter is to serve as an appetiser to show the great potentials of MARL methods
before I introduce methodological developments. Specifically, in this work, I
put RL agents into a simulated predator-prey world and verify if the principles
developed in nature could be used in understanding an artificially-created intelligent population, and vice versa. This work’s key contribution is that it has
inspired many population biologists and computational biologists by offering
them a new methodology based on MARL approaches when modelling selfinterested agents in macrobiology studies.

• Chapter 4: This chapter introduces a new policy evaluation method for manyagent systems: α α -Rank. α α -Rank is a stochastic variation of α-rank, a novel
solution concept that is unique and has polynomial-time solution in multiplayer general-sum games. A key benefit of α α -Rank is that one can now
tractably evaluate a large-scale multi-agent system (i.e., multi-player generalsum games), for example, a multi-agent system with O(225 ) joint strategies
profiles by just one single machine; this is in contrast to computing Nash equilibrium, which is known to be PPAD-hard in even two-player cases.

• Chapter 5: In this chapter, I focus on tackling the core problem of policy learning in many-agent systems. Specifically, I propose mean-field MARL (MFMARL) methods, which leverage the classic idea of mean-field approximation
from physics. MF-MARL effectively transforms a many-agent learning problem into a two-agent problem by considering only the mean effect from the
population. With MF-MARL methods, one can efficiently train millions of
agents in solving a large-scale cooperative game. I test the MF-MARL algorithms on solving the Ising model, a notoriously hard problem in physics due
to its combinatorial nature, and report the first Ising model solution based on
MARL. Overall, the main contribution of this chapter is to provide the first
provably convergent scalable MARL algorithms, and demonstrate its effectiveness in scenarios where there are far more than two agents.
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• Chapter 6: This chapter looks into the problem of many-agent learning in
open-ended meta-games (i.e., games at the policy level, also known as league
training or auto-curricula) where behavioural diversity is a critical yet underexplored topic. This chapter contributes the first mathematically rigorous definition for behavioural diversity in the policy space, and proposes learning algorithms that are proved to enlarge diversity during policy training. Empirical
results on zero-sum games suggest that the proposed methods outperform the
existing state-of-the-art by a large margin. This study could have a substantial
economic impact because the proposed algorithms can be directly plugged into
the league training of developing game AIs (e.g., training a population of AIs
that can beat human players on Poker games).
• Chapter 7: In addition to Chapter 3, this chapter introduces the second application of MARL, which is about autonomous driving (AD). I demonstrate the
great potentials of using MARL techniques to model realistic and diverse multiagent interactions in AD. Specifically, I present the SMARTS platform: the
first AD simulator that dedicatedly supports RL and MARL training. Based on
SMART, I share a blue sky idea that creating diverse auto-curricula in MARL is
the key to modelling realistic interactions in AD. I elaborate on the necessity of
diverse auto-curricula and list four open challenges of applying this technique.
Contributions of this chapter are two-fold: first, I show that MARL techniques
could have impactful applications in the real physical world, outside of purely
video games; second, I introduce a new methodology to the researchers in AD
so that they can generate high-quality interactions that are currently missing.
• Chapter 8: In this last chapter, I summarise this thesis, and propose four future
research directions to work on; they are deep MARL theory, safe and robust
MARL, model-based MARL, and multi-agent meta-RL.
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Related Publications

This thesis is established on multiple published works. I enumerate relevant references in the following list. Necessary demarcations have been made when pre-
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senting the joint work in which other collaborators are involved. For those published works that are not present as main chapters in this thesis, I briefly review them as related work in corresponding sections. The full publication list
can be found at https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?user=
6yL0xw8AAAAJ.
[1] Yang Y. and Wang J., 2020.

An Overview of Multi-Agent Rein-

forcement Learning from Game Theoretical Perspective.

arXiv preprint

arXiv:2011.00583. [Main body of Chapter 1 and Chapter 2]
[2] Yang Y., Yu L., Bai Y., Wang J., Zhang W., Wen Y. and Yu Y., 2018. A Study
of AI Population Dynamics with Million-agent Reinforcement Learning. In
Proceedings of the 17th Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent
Systems (AAMAS 2018). [Main body of Chapter 3]
[3] Yang Y., Tutunov R., Sakulwongtana P., Ammar HB., and Wang J., 2020.
α α -Rank: Practically Scaling α-Rank through Stochastic Optimisation. In
Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and
Multi-Agent Systems (AAMAS 2020). [Main body of Chapter 4]
[4] Yang Y., Luo R., Li M., Zhou M., Zhang W., and Wang J., 2018. Mean Field
Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning. In Proceedings of the 35th International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML 2018, Long Talk (top 3%)).
[Main body of Chapter 5]
[5] Yang Y., Nieves NP., Slumbers O., Mguni D., and Wang J., 2021. Modelling
Behavioural Diversity for Open-Ended Learning in Games.

In Proceed-

ings of the 38th International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML 2021,
Long Talk (top 3%)). [Main body of Chapter 6]
[6] Yang Y., Taylor M., Luo J., Wen Y., Slumbers O., Graves D., Ammar HB.,
and Wang J., 2020. Diverse Auto-Curriculum is Critical for Successful RealWorld Multi-agent Learning Systems. In Proceedings of the 20th Interna-
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tional Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (AAMAS
2021, Best Paper Award in Blue Sky Ideas). [Main body of Chapter 7]
[7] Zhou M., Luo J., Villela J., Yang Y., Rusu D., Miao J., Zhang W., Alban
M., Fadakar I., Chen Z. and Huang A.C., 2020. SMARTS: Scalable MultiAgent Reinforcement Learning Training School for Autonomous Driving. In
Proceedings of the 4th Conference on Robotic Learning (CoRL 2020, Best
System Paper Award). [Part of Chapter 7]
Works that are related to this thesis topic but NOT incorporated as main chapters are listed as follows:
[8] Zhang H., Chen W., Huang Z., Li M., Yang Y., Zhang W. and Wang J., 2020,
April. Bi-level Actor-Critic for Multi-agent Coordination. In Proceedings of
the 34th AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI 2020). [Reviewed
as related work in Chapter 1.4.2]
[9] Yang Y., Wen Y., Chen L., Wang J., Shao K., David M., and Zhang W. Multiagent Determinantal Q-learning. In Proceedings of the 37th International
Conference on Machine Learning (ICML 2020). [Reviewed as related work
in Chapter 2.2.1.1]
[10] Zhou M., Chen Y., Wen Y., Yang Y., Su Y., Zhang W., Zhang D. and Wang
J., 2019, October. Factorised Q-learning for large-scale multi-agent systems.
In Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Distributed Artificial
Intelligence (DAI 2019). [Reviewed as related work in Chapter 2.2.1.1]
[11] Wen Y., Yang Y., Luo R., Pan W., and Wang J., Probabilistic Recursive
Reasoning for Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning. In Proceedings of the
7th International Conference on Learning Representations (ICLR 2019).
[Reviewed as related work in Chapter 2.2.1.2]
[12] Wen Y., Yang Y., and Wang J. Modelling Bounded Rationality in Multi-Agent
Interactions by Generalised Recursive Reasoning. In Proceedings of the
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29th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI 2020).
[Reviewed as related work in Chapter 2.2.1.2]
[13] Li M., Qin Z., Jiao Y., Yang Y., Wang J., Wang C., Wu G., and Ye J. Efficient
Ridesharing Order Dispatching with Mean Field Multi-Agent Reinforcement
Learning. In Proceedings of The Web Conference (WWW 2019). [Reviewed
as related work in Chapter 2.5.3]
[14] Peng P., Wen Y., Yang Y., Yuan Q., Tang Z., Long H. and Wang J., 2017.
Multi-agent Bidirectionally-Coordinated Nets: Emergence of Human-level
Coordination in Learning to Play StarCraft Combat Games. The 31st Annual Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2017,
workshop of emergent communication). [Reviewed as related work in
Chapter 7.4.3]

Chapter 2

Literature Overview
Following a comprehensive introduction of MARL in Chapter 1, this chapter will
present an overview of recent advances of MARL developments, with a major focus from the game-theoretical perspective. Since this chapter is itself a survey, I
first conduct a survey of existing survey papers, and introduce new taxonomies for
MARL methods. In later sections, I highlight several current topics in MARL research categorised by game types; these topics include Q-function factorisation,
multi-agent soft learning, networked multi-agent MDP, stochastic potential games,
zero-sum continuous games, online MDP, turn-based stochastic games, policy space
response oracle, approximation methods in general-sum games, and mean-field type
learning in games with infinite agents. Within each topic, I select both the most fundamental and cutting-edge algorithms. This chapter aims to provide an assessment
of the current state-of-the-art MARL techniques, with a much deeper scope. I hope
this work could serve as a stepping stone for both new researchers who are about
to enter this fast-growing domain and existing domain experts who want to obtain a
panoramic view and identify new directions based on recent advances.

2.1

A Survey of Surveys on Multi-Agent RL

In this section, I provide a non-comprehensive review of MARL algorithms. To
begin, I introduce different taxonomies that can be applied to categorise prior approaches. Given multiple high-quality, comprehensive surveys on MARL methods
already exist, a survey of those surveys is provided. Based on the proposed tax-
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onomy, I review related MARL algorithms, covering works on identical interest
games, zero-sum games, and games with an infinite number of players. This section
is written to be selective, focusing on the algorithms that have theoretical guarantees
and less focus on those with only empirical success or those that are purely driven
by specific applications.

2.1.1

Taxonomy of Multi-Agent RL Algorithms

One significant difference between the taxonomy of single-agent RL algorithms
and MARL algorithms is that in the single-agent setting, since the problem is unanimously defined, the taxonomy is driven mainly by the type of solution (Kaelbling
et al., 1996; Li, 2017), for example, model-free vs model-based, on-policy vs offpolicy, TD learning vs Monte-Carlo methods. By contrast, in the multi-agent setting, due to the existence of multiple learning objectives (see Section 1.4.2), the
taxonomy is driven mainly by the type of problem rather than the solution. In fact,
asking the right question for MARL algorithms is itself a research problem, which
is referred to as the problem problem (Balduzzi et al., 2018b; Shoham et al., 2007).

2.1.1.1

Based on Stage Games Types.

Since the solution concept varies considerably according to the game type, one principal component of the MARL taxonomy is the nature of stage games. A common
division1 includes team games (more generally, potential games), zero-sum games
(more generally, harmonic games), and a mixed setting of the two games, namely,
general-sum games. Other types of “exotic” games, such as potential games (Monderer and Shapley, 1996) and mean-field games (Lasry and Lions, 2007), that originate from non-game-theoretical research domains exist and have recently attracted
tremendous attention. Based on the type of stage game, the taxonomy can be further
enriched by how many times they are played. A repeated game is where one stage
game is played repeatedly without considering the state transition. An SG is a sequence of stage games, which can be infinitely long, with the order of the games to
1 Such

a division is complementary because any multi-player normal-form game can be decomposed into a potential game plus a harmonic game (Candogan et al., 2011) (also see Definition 4); in
the two-player case, it corresponds to a team game plus a zero-sum game.
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Table 2.1: Common assumptions on the level of local knowledge made by MARL algorithms.

L EVELS
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

A SSUMPTIONS
E ACH AGENT OBSERVES THE REWARD OF HIS SELECTED ACTION .
E ACH AGENT OBSERVES THE REWARDS OF ALL POSSIBLE ACTIONS .
E ACH AGENT OBSERVES OTHERS ’ SELECTED ACTIONS .
E ACH AGENT OBSERVES OTHERS ’ REWARD VALUES .
E ACH AGENT KNOWS OTHERS ’ EXACT POLICIES .
E ACH AGENT KNOWS OTHERS ’ EXACT REWARD FUNCTIONS .
E ACH AGENT KNOWS THE EQUILIBRIUM OF THE STAGE GAME .

play determined by the state-transition probability. Since solving a general-sum SG
is at least PSPACE-hard (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2002), MARL algorithms usually have a clear boundary on what types of game they can solve. For general-sum
games, there are few MARL algorithms that have a provable convergence guarantee without strong, even unrealistic, assumptions (e.g., the NE is unique) (Shoham
et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2019c).

2.1.1.2

Based on Level of Local Knowledge.

The assumption on the level of local knowledge, i.e., what agents can and cannot
know during training and execution time, is another major component to differentiate MARL algorithms. Having access to different levels of local knowledge leads
to different local behaviours by agents and various levels of difficulty in developing
theoretical analysis. I list the common assumptions that most MARL methods adopt
in Table (2.1). The seven levels of assumptions are ranked based on how strong, or
unrealistic, they are in general. The two extreme cases are that the agent can observe nothing apart from itself and that the agent knows the equilibrium point, i.e.,
the direct answer of the game. Among the multiple levels, the nuance between level
0 and level 1, which has been mainly investigated in the online learning literature, is
referred to as the bandit setting vs full-information setting. In addition, knowledge
of the agents’ exact policy/reward function forms is a much stronger assumption
than being able to observe their sampled actions/rewards. In fact, knowing the exact policy parameters of other agents in most cases are only possible in simulations.
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Figure 2.1: Common learning paradigms of MARL algorithms. (1) Independent learners
with shared policy. (2) Independent learners with independent policies (i.e.,
denoted by the difference in wheels). (3) Independent learners with shared
policy within a group. (4) One central controller controls all agents: agents
can exchange information with any other agents at any time. (5) Centralised
training with decentralised execution (CTDE): only during training, agents can
exchange information with others; during execution, they act independently.
(6) Decentralised training with networked agents: during training, agents can
exchange information with their neighbours in the network; during execution,
they act independently.

Furthermore, from an applicability perspective, observing other agents’ rewards is
also more unrealistic than observing their actions.

2.1.1.3

Based on Learning Paradigms.

In addition to various levels of local knowledge, MARL algorithms can be classified based on the learning paradigm, as shown in Figure 2.1. For example, the 4th
learning paradigm addresses multi-agent problems by building a single-agent controller, which takes the joint information from all agents as inputs and outputs the
joint policies for all agents. In this paradigm, agents can exchange any information
with any other opponent through the central controller. The information that can
be exchanged depends on the assumptions about the level of local knowledge described in Table (2.1), e.g., private observations from each agent, the reward value,
or policy parameters for each agent. The 5th learning paradigm allows agents to exchange information with other agents only during training; during execution, each
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agent has to act in a decentralised manner, making decisions based on its own observations only. The 6th paradigm can be regarded as a particular case of Paradigm
5 in that agents are assumed to be interconnected via a (time-varying) network such
that information can still spread across the whole network if agents communicate
with their neighbours. The most general case is Paradigm 2, where agents are fully
decentralised, with no information exchange of any kind allowed at any time, and
each agent executes its own policy. Relaxation of Paradigm 2 yields the 1st and the
3rd paradigms, where the agents, although they cannot exchange information, share
a single set of policy parameters, or, within a pre-defined group, share a single set
of policy parameters.

2.1.1.4

Based on Five AI Agendas.

In order for MARL researchers to be specific about the problem being addressed
and the associated evaluation criteria, Shoham et al. (2007) identified five coherent
agendas for MARL studies, each of which has a clear motivation and success criterion. Though proposed more than a decade ago, these five distinct goals are still
useful in evaluating and categorising recent contributions. I, therefore, choose to
incorporate them into the taxonomy of MARL algorithms.

2.1.2

A Survey of Surveys

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a generic concept that could refer to many different domains of research across different academic subjects; general overviews are
given by Weiss (1999), Wooldridge (2009), and Shoham and Leyton-Brown (2008).
Due to the many possible ways of categorising multi-agent (reinforcement) learning algorithms, it is impossible to have a single survey that includes all relevant
works considering all directions of categorisations. In the past two decades, there
has been no lack of survey papers that summarise the current progress of specific
categories of multi-agent learning research. In fact, there are so many that these
surveys themselves deserve a comprehensive review. Before proceeding to review
MARL algorithms based on the proposed taxonomy in Section 2.1.1, in this section,
I provide an overview of relevant surveys that study multi-agent systems from the
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Table 2.2: Summary of the five agendas for multi-agent learning research Shoham et al.
(2007).

ID
1

AGENDA

D ESCRIPTION

C OMPUTATIONAL

TO

DEVELOP EFFICIENT METHODS THAT CAN

COMPUTE SOLUTION CONCEPTS OF THE GAME .

E XAMPLES : B ERGER (2007); L EYTON -B ROWN
AND T ENNENHOLTZ (2005)
2

D ESCRIPTIVE

TO

DEVELOP FORMAL MODELS OF LEARNING

THAT AGREE WITH THE BEHAVIOURS OF PEO PLE / ANIMALS / ORGANISATIONS .
E XAMPLES :
C AMERER ET AL . (2002); E REV AND ROTH
(1998)

3

N ORMATIVE

TO

DETERMINE WHICH SETS OF LEARNING

RULES ARE IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH EACH OTHER .

F OR

EXAMPLE , WE CAN ASK IF FICTITIOUS

PLAY AND

Q- LEARNING

CAN REACH EQUILIB -

RIUM WITH EACH OTHER IN A REPEATED PRIS ONER ’ S DILEMMA GAME .

4

P RESCRIPTIVE ,

CO -

OPERATIVE

TO

DEVELOP DISTRIBUTED LEARNING ALGO -

RITHMS FOR TEAM GAMES .

IN

THIS AGENDA ,

THERE IS RARELY A ROLE FOR EQUILIBRIUM
ANALYSIS SINCE THE AGENTS HAVE NO MOTI VATION TO DEVIATE FROM THE PRESCRIBED AL GORITHM .

E XAMPLES : C LAUS

AND

B OUTILIER

(1998 A )
5

P RESCRIPTIVE ,
NON - COOPERATIVE

TO

DEVELOP EFFECTIVE METHODS FOR OB -

TAINING A

“ HIGH

REWARD ” IN A GIVEN ENVI -

RONMENT, FOR EXAMPLE , AN ENVIRONMENT
WITH A SELECTED CLASS OF OPPONENTS .

EXAMPLES : P OWERS AND S HOHAM (2005 A , B )

machine learning, in particular, the RL, perspective.
One of the earliest studies that surveyed MASs in the context of machine learning/AI was published by Stone and Veloso (2000): the research works up to that
time were summarised into four major scenarios considering whether agents were
homogeneous or heterogeneous and whether or not agents were allowed to communicate with each other. Shoham et al. (2007) considered the game theory and RL
perspective and introspectively asked the question of “if multi-agent learning is the
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answer, what is the question?”. Upon failing to find a single answer, Shoham et al.
(2007) proposed the famous five AI agendas for future research work to address.
Stone (2007) tried to answer Shoham’s question by emphasising that MARL can be
more broadly framed than through game theoretic terms, and he noted that how to
apply the MARL technique remains an open question, rather than being an answer,
in contrast to the suggestion of Shoham et al. (2007). The survey of Tuyls and Weiss
(2012) also reflected on Stone’s viewpoint; they believed that the entanglement of
only RL and game theory is too narrow in its conceptual scope, and MARL should
embrace other ideas, such as transfer learning (Taylor and Stone, 2009), swarm
intelligence (Kennedy, 2006), and co-evolution (Tuyls and Parsons, 2007).
Panait and Luke (2005) investigated the cooperative MARL setting; instead of
considering only reinforcement learners, they reviewed learning algorithms based
on the division of team learning (i.e., applying a single learner to search for the
optimal joint behaviour for the whole team) and concurrent learning (i.e., applying one learner per agent), which includes broader areas of evolutionary computation, complex systems, etc. Matignon et al. (2012) surveyed the solutions for
fully-cooperative games only; in particular, they focused on evaluating independent
RL solutions powered by Q-learning and its many variants. Jan’t Hoen et al. (2005)
conducted an overview with a similar scope; moreover, they extended the work to
include fully competitive games in addition to fully cooperative games. Buşoniu
et al. (2010), to the best of my knowledge, presented the first comprehensive survey
on MARL techniques, covering both value iteration-based and policy search-based
methods, together with their strengths and weaknesses. In their survey, they considered not only fully cooperative or competitive games but also the effectiveness
of different algorithms in the general-sum setting. Nowé et al. (2012), in the 14th
chapter, addressed the same topic as Buşoniu et al. (2010) but with a much narrower
coverage of multi-agent RL algorithms.
Tuyls and Nowé (2005) and Bloembergen et al. (2015) both surveyed the dynamic models that have been derived for various MARL algorithms and revealed
the deep connection between evolutionary game theory and MARL methods. We
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refer to Table 1 in Tuyls and Nowé (2005) for a summary of this connection.
Hernandez-Leal et al. (2017) provided a different perspective on the taxonomy
of how existing MARL algorithms cope with the issue of non-stationarity induced
by opponents. On the basis of the opponent and environment characteristics, they
categorised the MARL algorithms according to the type of opponent modelling.
Da Silva and Costa (2019) introduced a new perspective of reviewing MARL
algorithms based on how knowledge is reused, i.e., transfer learning. Specifically,
they grouped the surveyed algorithms into intra-agent and inter-agent methods,
which correspond to the reuse of knowledge from experience gathered from the
agent itself and that acquired from other agents, respectively.
Most recently, deep MARL techniques have received considerable attention.
Nguyen et al. (2020) surveyed how deep learning techniques were used to address
the challenges in multi-agent learning, such as partial observability, continuous state
and action spaces, and transfer learning. OroojlooyJadid and Hajinezhad (2019) reviewed the application of deep MARL techniques in fully cooperative games: the
survey on this setting is thorough. Hernandez-Leal et al. (2019) summarised how
the classic ideas from traditional MAS research, such as emergent behaviour, learning communication, and opponent modelling, were incorporated into deep MARL
domains, based on which they proposed a new categorisation for deep MARL methods. Zhang et al. (2019c) performed a selective survey on MARL algorithms that
have theoretical convergence guarantees and complexity analysis. To the best of
my knowledge, their review is the only one to cover more advanced topics such
as decentralised MARL with networked agents, mean-field MARL, and MARL for
stochastic potential games.
On the application side, Müller and Fischer (2014) surveyed 152 real-world
applications in various sectors powered by MAS techniques. Campos-Rodriguez
et al. (2017) reviewed the application of multi-agent techniques for automotive industry applications, such as traffic coordination and route balancing. Derakhshan
and Yousefi (2019) focused on real-world applications for wireless sensor networks,
Shakshuki and Reid (2015) studied multi-agent applications for the healthcare in-
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dustry, and Kober et al. (2013) investigated the application of robotic control and
summarised profitable RL approaches that can be applied to robots in the real world.

2.2

Learning in Identical-Interest Games

The majority of MARL algorithms assume that agents collaborate with each other
to achieve shared goals. In this setting, agents are usually considered homogeneous
and play an interchangeable role in the environmental dynamics. In a two-player
normal-form game or repeated game, for example, this means the payoff matrix is
symmetrical.

2.2.1

Stochastic Team Games

One benefit of studying identical interest games is that single-agent RL algorithms
with a theoretical guarantee can be safely applied. For example, in the team game2
setting, since all agents’ rewards are always the same, the Q-functions are identical
among all agents. As a result, one can simply apply the single-agent RL algorithms
over the joint action space a ∈ A , equivalently, Eq. (1.14) can be written as
evali


Qi (st+1 , ·)

i∈{1,...,N}





= V i st+1 , arg max Qi st+1 , a .
A
a ∈A

(2.1)

Littman (1994) first studied this approach in SGs. However, one issue with this
approach is that when multiple equilibria exist (e.g., a normal-form game with reward R =

 0, 0 2, 2 

), unless the selection process is coordinated among agents,

2, 2 0, 0

the agents’ optimal policy can end up with a worse scenario even though their value
functions have reached the optimal values. To address this issue, Claus and Boutilier
(1998b) proposed to build belief models about other agents’ policies. Similar to
fictitious play (Berger, 2007), each agent chooses actions in accordance with its belief about the other agents. Empirical effectiveness, as well as convergence, have
been reported for repeated games; however, the convergent equilibrium may not be
optimal. In solving this problem, Wang and Sandholm (2003) proposed optimal
2 The

terms Markov team games, stochastic team games, and dynamic team games are interchangeably used across different domains of the literature.
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adaptive learning (OAL) methods that provably converge to the optimal NE almost
surely in any team SG. The main novelty of OAL is that it learns the game structure
by building so-called weakly acyclic games that eliminate all the joint actions with
sub-optimal NE values and then applies adaptive play (Young, 1993) to address the
equilibrium selection problem for weakly acyclic games specifically. Following this
approach, Arslan and Yüksel (2016) proposed decentralised Q-learning algorithms
that, under the help of two-timescale analysis (Leslie et al., 2003), converge to an
equilibrium policy for weakly acyclic SGs. To avoid sub-optimal equilibria for
weakly acyclic SGs, Yongacoglu et al. (2019) further refined the decentralised Qlearners and derived theorems with stronger almost-surely convergence guarantees
for optimal policies.

2.2.1.1

Solutions via Q-function Factorisation

Another vital reason that team games have been repeatedly studied is that solving
team games is a crucial step in building distributed AI (DAI) (Gasser and Huhns,
2014; Huhns, 2012). The logic is that if each agent only needs to maintain the Qfunction of Qi (s, ai ), which depends on the state and local action ai , rather than joint
action a , then the combinatorial nature of multi-agent problems can be avoided.
Unfortunately, Tan (1993) previously noted that such independent Q-learning methods do not converge in team games. Lauer and Riedmiller (2000) reported similar
negative results; however, when the state transition dynamics are deterministic, independent learning through distributed Q-learning can still obtain a convergence
guarantee. No additional expense is needed in comparison to the non-distributed
case for computing the optimal policies.
Factorised MDPs (Boutilier et al., 1999) are an effective way to avoid exponential blowups. For a coordination task, if the joint-Q function can be naturally
written as
Q = Q1 (a1 , a2 ) + Q2 (a2 , a4 ) + Q3 (a1 , a3 ) + Q4 (a3 , a4 ),
then the nested structure can be exploited. For example, Q1 and Q3 are irrelevant
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in finding the optimal a4 ; thus, given a4 , Q1 becomes irrelevant for optimising a3 .
Given a3 , a4 , one can then optimise a1 , a2 . Inspired by this result, Guestrin et al.
(2002a,b); Kok and Vlassis (2004) studied the idea of coordination graphs, which
combine value function approximation with a message-passing scheme by which
agents can efficiently find the globally optimal joint action.
However, the coordination graph may not always be available in real-world applications; thus, the ideal approach is to let agents learn the Q-function factorisation
from the tasks automatically. Deep neural networks are an effective way to learn
such factorisations. Specifically, the scope of the problem is then narrowed to the

so-called decentralisable tasks in the Dec-POMDP setting, that is, ∃ Qi i∈{1,...,N}

∀oo ∈ O , a ∈ A , the following condition holds.




arg max Qπ (oo, a ) = 
a


arg maxa1

Q1 (o1 , a1 )
..
.

arg maxaN QN (oN , aN )





.


(2.2)

Eq. (2.2) suggests that a task is decentralisable only if the local maxima on the individual value function per every agent amounts to the global maximum on the joint
value function. Different structural constraints, enforced by particular neural architectures, have been proposed to satisfy this condition. For example, VDN (Sunehag
i i i
et al., 2018) maintains an additivity structure by making Qπ (oo, a ) := ∑N
i=1 Q (o , a ).

QMIX (Rashid et al., 2018) adopts a monotonic structure by means of a mixing network to ensure

∂ Qπ (oo,aa)
∂ Qi (oi ,ai )

≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}. QTRAN (Son et al., 2019) introduces

a more rigorous learning objective on top of QMIX that proves to be a sufficient
condition for Eq. (2.2). However, these structure constraints heavily depend on
specially designed neural architectures, which makes understanding the representational power (i.e., the approximation error) of the above methods almost infeasible.
Another drawback is that the structure constraint also damages agents’ efficient exploration during training. To mitigate these issues, Yang et al. (2020) proposed
Q-DPP, which eradicates the structure constraints by approximating the Q-function
through a determinantal point process (DPP) (Kulesza et al., 2012). DPP pushes
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sha1_base64="Nr4hK/Vg2YgSg5sZgbJEnDq5oUs=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBS8GHa96DGgB48RzAOSNfROZpMhM7PLzKwQlnyEFw+KePV7vPk3Th4HTSxoKKq66e6KUsGN9f1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2TJJpyuo0EYluRWiY4IrVLbeCtVLNUEaCNaPhzcRvPjFteKIe7ChlocS+4jGnaJ3UxMecj7tBt1T2K/4UZJkEc1Kunl7EBABq3dJXp5fQTDJlqUBj2oGf2jBHbTkVbFzsZIalSIfYZ21HFUpmwnx67picOaVH4kS7UpZM1d8TOUpjRjJynRLtwCx6E/E/r53Z+DrMuUozyxSdLYozQWxCJr+THteMWjFyBKnm7lZCB6iRWpdQ0YUQLL68TBqXlcCvBPcujVuYoQDHcALnEMAVVOEOalAHCkN4hld481LvxXv3PmatK9585gj+wPv8AaHzkIU=</latexit>
sha1_base64="MgwRdUksmCiNCh+jaUtNXa897+M=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBqPoxbDrRY8BFTxGMA9I1jA7mU2GzM4uM71CWPMRXjwo4tWP8eTNv3HyOGi0oKGo6qa7K0ikMOi6X05uYXFpeSW/Wlhb39jcKm7v1E2casZrLJaxbgbUcCkUr6FAyZuJ5jQKJG8Eg4ux37jn2ohY3eIw4X5Ee0qEglG0UoPeZWLU8TrFklt2JyB/iTcjpcrBSXj0cPVR7RQ/292YpRFXyCQ1puW5CfoZ1SiY5KNCOzU8oWxAe7xlqaIRN342OXdEDq3SJWGsbSkkE/XnREYjY4ZRYDsjin0z743F/7xWiuG5nwmVpMgVmy4KU0kwJuPfSVdozlAOLaFMC3srYX2qKUObUMGG4M2//JfUT8ueW/ZubBqXMEUe9mAfjsGDM6jANVShBgwG8AjP8OIkzpPz6rxNW3PObGYXfsF5/wa9h5IZ</latexit>

a

i

a

i

i

<latexit sha1_base64="LfdokDIBLoecuI60kL7PaBTugVY=">AAACFHicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCLlxWsA9ox5JJM22YJDMkGaEM/Qg3LvRX3Ilb9/6JSzPtLGyLBwKHc+5NTk6QcKaN6347pbX1jc2t8nZlZ3dv/6B6eNTWcaoIbZGYx6obYE05k7RlmOG0myiKRcBpJ4hucr/zRJVmsXwwk4T6Ao8kCxnBxkod/MgGWTQdVGtu3Z0BrRKvIDUo0BxUf/rDmKSCSkM41rrnuYnxM6wMI5xOK/1U0wSTCI9oz1KJBdV+Nos7RWdWGaIwVvZIg2bq340MC60nIrCTApuxXvZy8T8vv1EvvJ8FYimPCa/9jMkkNVSSeZww5cjEKG8IDZmixPCJJZgoZn+EyBgrTIztsWKr8paLWSXti7rn1r37y1rjtiitDCdwCufgwRU04A6a0AICETzDK7w5L8678+F8zkdLTrFzDAtwvn4BZZGfuA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NY/bIdAKpJmH2+LzmviRtuEq6PE=">AAACOHicdZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWAQEtCwK4KWAS0sI5gLJOsyO5lNhsxemDkrhDXP4NPYWOhz2NmJrZWls8kWJuKBgY//XOac34sFV2BZb0ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreMXf3WipKJGVNGolIdjyimOAhawIHwTqxZCTwBGt7o8ss375nUvEovIVxzJyADELuc0pAS65Z7cXcTUeTu5RPeoL5UCEZ4gesjrHGEy1LPhhC1TXLVs2aBv4Ldg5llEfDNb97/YgmAQuBCqJU17ZicFIigVPBJqVeolhM6IgMWFdjSAKmnHR60gQfaaWP/UjqFwKeqr87UhIoNQ48XRkQGKrFXCb+l8smqrn/Uy9Y2Af8CyflYZwAC+lsHT8RGCKcuYj7XDIKYqyBUMn1RZgOiSQUtNclbZW9aMxfaJ3WbKtm35yV61e5aUV0gA5RBdnoHNXRNWqgJqLoET2hF/RqPBvvxofxOSstGHnPPpoL4+sH5uatww==</latexit>

s
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

i

a

<latexit sha1_base64="TEn/TdjgNlUm/yJ59XV4omr87/A=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHa96DHixWME84BkDb2T2WTM7MwyMyuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk8dBEwsaiqpuuruiVHBjff/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNozJNWZ0qoXQrQsMEl6xuuRWslWqGSSRYMxreTPzmE9OGK3lvRykLE+xLHnOK1kkNfMjP+bhbKvsVfwqyTII5KcMctW7pq9NTNEuYtFSgMe3AT22Yo7acCjYudjLDUqRD7LO2oxITZsJ8eu2YnDqlR2KlXUlLpurviRwTY0ZJ5DoTtAOz6E3E/7x2ZuOrMOcyzSyTdLYozgSxikxeJz2uGbVi5AhSzd2thA5QI7UuoKILIVh8eZk0LiqBXwnu/HL1eh5HAY7hBM4ggEuowi3UoA4UHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFpXvPnMEfyB9/kDadWO/g==</latexit>
sha1_base64="YoL6T8x9yeecPWqD+hHItotmbmU=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJFcGOZcaM7K25cVrAXaMeaSTNtbCYZkoxQhj6Dblwo4tb3EHwBd76N6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLOCRPOtPG8bye3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xuuds7NS1TRWiVSC5VI8SaciZo1TDDaSNRFMchp/WwfzHK6/dUaSbFtRkkNIhxV7CIEWysVcM32REbtt2iV/LGQvPgT6F49vnxcAsAlbb71epIksZUGMKx1k3fS0yQYWUY4XRYaKWaJpj0cZc2LQocUx1k42mH6MA6HRRJZZ8waOz+7shwrPUgDm1ljE1Pz2Yj87+smZroNMiYSFJDBZl8FKUcGYlGq6MOU5QYPrCAiWJ2VkR6WGFi7IEK9gj+7MrzUDsu+V7Jv/KK5XOYKA97sA+H4MMJlOESKlAFAnfwCM/w4kjnyXl13ialOWfaswt/5Lz/ABKnkbM=</latexit>
sha1_base64="mtTisajUYuRxKQW//mCXgqALL64=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EidGOZcaM7K25cVrAXaMeSSTNtbCYZkoxQhj6Dblwo4tb3UHwBdz6Ie9PLQlt/CHz8/znknBPEnGnjul9OZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3Mpv79S0TBShVSK5VI0Aa8qZoFXDDKeNWFEcBZzWg/75KK/fUqWZFFdmEFM/wl3BQkawsVYNX6eHbNjOF9ySOxaaB28KhdOPt7tW8fu90s5/tjqSJBEVhnCsddNzY+OnWBlGOB3mWommMSZ93KVNiwJHVPvpeNohOrBOB4VS2ScMGru/O1IcaT2IAlsZYdPTs9nI/C9rJiY88VMm4sRQQSYfhQlHRqLR6qjDFCWGDyxgopidFZEeVpgYe6CcPYI3u/I81I5KnlvyLt1C+QwmysIe7EMRPDiGMlxABapA4Abu4RGeHOk8OM/Oy6Q040x7duGPnNcfjgqTjw==</latexit>

Oi

Oi

Level 1

Level 2

<latexit sha1_base64="OwsedO/aZM2lY25YD1mglnKDFLY=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuCLtxZ0T6gHUsmzbShSWZIMkIZ+gluXOivuBO3/oF/4tJMOwvb4oHA4Zx7k5MTxJxp47rfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80dZQoQhsk4pFqB1hTziRtGGY4bceKYhFw2gpGV5nfeqJKs0g+mHFMfYEHkoWMYGOl+9tH1itX3Ko7BVomXk4qkKPeK/90+xFJBJWGcKx1x3Nj46dYGUY4nZS6iaYxJiM8oB1LJRZU++k06gSdWKWPwkjZIw2aqn83Uiy0HovATgpshnrRy8T/vOxGPfd+GoiFPCa89FMm48RQSWZxwoQjE6GsHdRnihLDx5Zgopj9ESJDrDAxtsOSrcpbLGaZNM+qnlv17s4rteu8tCIcwTGcggcXUIMbqEMDCAzgGV7hzXlx3p0P53M2WnDynUOYg/P1C78Hnbw=</latexit>

ai |s, a

aik ⇡ki ai |s, a

i

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="TEn/TdjgNlUm/yJ59XV4omr87/A=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHa96DHixWME84BkDb2T2WTM7MwyMyuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk8dBEwsaiqpuuruiVHBjff/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNozJNWZ0qoXQrQsMEl6xuuRWslWqGSSRYMxreTPzmE9OGK3lvRykLE+xLHnOK1kkNfMjP+bhbKvsVfwqyTII5KcMctW7pq9NTNEuYtFSgMe3AT22Yo7acCjYudjLDUqRD7LO2oxITZsJ8eu2YnDqlR2KlXUlLpurviRwTY0ZJ5DoTtAOz6E3E/7x2ZuOrMOcyzSyTdLYozgSxikxeJz2uGbVi5AhSzd2thA5QI7UuoKILIVh8eZk0LiqBXwnu/HL1eh5HAY7hBM4ggEuowi3UoA4UHuEZXuHNU96L9+59zFpXvPnMEfyB9/kDadWO/g==</latexit>
sha1_base64="YoL6T8x9yeecPWqD+hHItotmbmU=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJFcGOZcaM7K25cVrAXaMeaSTNtbCYZkoxQhj6Dblwo4tb3EHwBd76N6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLOCRPOtPG8bye3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xuuds7NS1TRWiVSC5VI8SaciZo1TDDaSNRFMchp/WwfzHK6/dUaSbFtRkkNIhxV7CIEWysVcM32REbtt2iV/LGQvPgT6F49vnxcAsAlbb71epIksZUGMKx1k3fS0yQYWUY4XRYaKWaJpj0cZc2LQocUx1k42mH6MA6HRRJZZ8waOz+7shwrPUgDm1ljE1Pz2Yj87+smZroNMiYSFJDBZl8FKUcGYlGq6MOU5QYPrCAiWJ2VkR6WGFi7IEK9gj+7MrzUDsu+V7Jv/KK5XOYKA97sA+H4MMJlOESKlAFAnfwCM/w4kjnyXl13ialOWfaswt/5Lz/ABKnkbM=</latexit>
sha1_base64="mtTisajUYuRxKQW//mCXgqALL64=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EidGOZcaM7K25cVrAXaMeSSTNtbCYZkoxQhj6Dblwo4tb3UHwBdz6Ie9PLQlt/CHz8/znknBPEnGnjul9OZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3Mpv79S0TBShVSK5VI0Aa8qZoFXDDKeNWFEcBZzWg/75KK/fUqWZFFdmEFM/wl3BQkawsVYNX6eHbNjOF9ySOxaaB28KhdOPt7tW8fu90s5/tjqSJBEVhnCsddNzY+OnWBlGOB3mWommMSZ93KVNiwJHVPvpeNohOrBOB4VS2ScMGru/O1IcaT2IAlsZYdPTs9nI/C9rJiY88VMm4sRQQSYfhQlHRqLR6qjDFCWGDyxgopidFZEeVpgYe6CcPYI3u/I81I5KnlvyLt1C+QwmysIe7EMRPDiGMlxABapA4Abu4RGeHOk8OM/Oy6Q040x7duGPnNcfjgqTjw==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="s60FJ83mo5MXdPfxZbjt1nzXZys=">AAACFnicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCBVsSN7os6MJlBXuBNpbJdNIMnVyYORFKzFO48VXcuFDErbjzbZymWWjrDwMf/zmHM+d3Y8EVWNa3sbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+yae/ttFSWSshaNRCS7LlFM8JC1gINg3VgyEriCddzx5bTeuWdS8Si8hUnMnICMQu5xSkBbA7PWl340SMc1O7tLazzrC+ZBleSMH7A6xZq1LfnIh5OBWbHqVi68CHYBFVSoOTC/+sOIJgELgQqiVM+2YnBSIoFTwbJyP1EsJnRMRqynMSQBU06an5XhY+0MsRdJ/ULAuft7IiWBUpPA1Z0BAV/N16bmf7VeAt6Fk/IwToCFdLbISwSGCE8zwkMuGQUx0UCo5PqvmPpEEgo6ybIOwZ4/eRHaZ3Xbqts3VqVxVcRRQofoCFWRjc5RA12jJmohih7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z1iWjmDlAf2R8/gBbPZ7W</latexit>
sha1_base64="PVGIk3ZvTz8t3j+00T50LIiSO0A=">AAACFnicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo1RY9TSZjAIEUzc1ULLgBaWEcwFkhhmJ7PJkNkLM2eFsAZ8BxtfxcZCEVux822cXApN/GHg4z/ncOb8biSFRtv+thYWl5ZXVlNr6fWNzcxWdnunqsNYMV5hoQxV3aWaSxHwCgqUvB4pTn1X8prbvxjVa3dcaREGNziIeMun3UB4glE0VjtbaKpe2E76BWd4mxTEsCm5h3k6ZnJP9BExbGwluj08bGdzdtEei8yDM4Vc6fg08wAA5Xb2q9kJWezzAJmkWjccO8JWQhUKJvkw3Yw1jyjr0y5vGAyoz3UrGZ81JAfG6RAvVOYFSMbu74mE+loPfNd0+hR7erY2Mv+rNWL0zluJCKIYecAmi7xYEgzJKCPSEYozlAMDlClh/kpYjyrK0CSZNiE4syfPQ/Wk6NhF59qkcQkTpWAP9iEPDpxBCa6gDBVg8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH5PWBWs6swt/ZH3+APXNoAY=</latexit>
sha1_base64="KsjTEH21cKvfL84tzaPJY8VoR9Y=">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</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="aYxib1cqzouGMIb9ZTQGOEdxcOE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NTtciCwc6VEi2XRpAz+JZELjkQQ=">AAACGXicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBHctMyIoMuCG5cV7APasWTSTBuaZIYkI5RhfsONC/0Vd+LWlX/i0kw7C9vigcDhnHuTkxPEnGnjut/O2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cFg5Om7rKFGEtkjEI9UNsKacSdoyzHDajRXFIuC0E0xuc7/zRJVmkXww05j6Ao8kCxnBxkp9/JjWWDZIJzUvG1Sqbt2dAa0SryBVKNAcVH76w4gkgkpDONa657mx8VOsDCOcZuV+ommMyQSPaM9SiQXVfjrLnKFzqwxRGCl7pEEz9e9GioXWUxHYSYHNWC97ufifl9+oF95PA7GUx4Q3fspknBgqyTxOmHBkIpTXhIZMUWL41BJMFLM/QmSMFSbGllm2VXnLxayS9mXdc+ve/VW10ShKK8EpnMEFeHANDbiDJrSAQAzP8Apvzovz7nw4n/PRNafYOYEFOF+/sr6haQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TbiNGgqKNpzlAB/7RIEZeg5HAIc=">AAACOHicdZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWAQEtCwGwQtA1pYRjAXSNYwO5lNhsxemDkrhDXP4NPYWOhz2NmJrZWls8kWJsEDAx//ucw5vxsJrsCy3o3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Z+4fNFUYS8oaNBShbLtEMcED1gAOgrUjyYjvCtZyR1dpvvXApOJhcAfjiDk+GQTc45SAlnpmuRvxXlKd3Cd80hXMgxJJET9idYo1nmlZ8sEQyj2zaFWsaeBlsDMooizqPfOn2w9p7LMAqCBKdWwrAichEjgVbFLoxopFhI7IgHU0BsRnykmmJ03wiVb62AulfgHgqfq3IyG+UmPf1ZU+gaFazKXif7l0opr7P3H9hX3Au3QSHkQxsIDO1vFigSHEqYu4zyWjIMYaCJVcX4TpkEhCQXtd0FbZi8YsQ7Nasa2KfXterF1npuXRETpGJWSjC1RDN6iOGoiiJ/SMXtGb8WJ8GJ/G16w0Z2Q9h2gujO9fgEGtig==</latexit>

s

⇡ki

|s

ak i 1 ⇢k i 1 a i |s, ai

<latexit sha1_base64="uYufwldEp1Q9hQTvjLDGJxdpgQg=">AAACFHicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUoS4LunBZwT6gHUsmzbShSWZIMkIZ+hFuXOivuBO37v0Tl2baWdgWDwQO59ybnJwg5kwb1/12ChubW9s7xd3S3v7B4VH5+KSto0QR2iIRj1Q3wJpyJmnLMMNpN1YUi4DTTjC5yfzOE1WaRfLBTGPqCzySLGQEGyt18KD2mLLZoFxxq+4caJ14OalAjuag/NMfRiQRVBrCsdY9z42Nn2JlGOF0VuonmsaYTPCI9iyVWFDtp/O4M3RhlSEKI2WPNGiu/t1IsdB6KgI7KbAZ61UvE//zshv10vtpIFbymPDaT5mME0MlWcQJE45MhLKG0JApSgyfWoKJYvZHiIyxwsTYHku2Km+1mHXSrlU9t+rdX1Uat3lpRTiDc7gED+rQgDtoQgsITOAZXuHNeXHenQ/nczFacPKdU1iC8/ULBduffw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YdDGQ30EVswBQqIw/bE3BURGEc8=">AAACOHicdZC7SgNBFIZn4y3G26qlzWAQEtCwK4KWAS0sI5gLJDHMTmaTITO7y8xZIax5Bp/GxkKfw85ObK0snU22MBEPDHz85zLn/F4kuAbHebNyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2jr2719BhrCir01CEquURzQQPWB04CNaKFCPSE6zpjS7TfPOeKc3D4BbGEetKMgi4zykBI/XscifivcSd3CV80hHMhxJJET9gfYwNnhhZ8cEQyj276FScaeC/4GZQRFnUevZ3px/SWLIAqCBat10ngm5CFHAq2KTQiTWLCB2RAWsbDIhkuptMT5rgI6P0sR8q8wLAU/V3R0Kk1mPpmUpJYKgXc6n4Xy6dqOf+Tzy5sA/4F92EB1EMLKCzdfxYYAhx6iLuc8UoiLEBQhU3F2E6JIpQMF4XjFXuojF/oXFacZ2Ke3NWrF5lpuXRATpEJeSic1RF16iG6oiiR/SEXtCr9Wy9Wx/W56w0Z2U9+2gurK8ffnStiQ==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="g9M0JWbFW3j/1SRCbZXItt0KNcU=">AAACFnicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBHcWGaKoCspuHFZwT6kHUsmzbShSWZIMkIZ+hVuXOivuBO3bv0Tl2baWdgWDwQO59ybnJwg5kwb1/12VlbX1jc2C1vF7Z3dvf3SwWFTR4kitEEiHql2gDXlTNKGYYbTdqwoFgGnrWB0k/mtJ6o0i+S9GcfUF3ggWcgINlZ6wI+sl47Oq5NeqexW3CnQMvFyUoYc9V7pp9uPSCKoNIRjrTueGxs/xcowwumk2E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpPp4En6NQqfRRGyh5p0FT9u5FiofVYBHZSYDPUi14m/udlN+q599NALOQx4ZWfMhknhkoyixMmHJkIZR2hPlOUGD62BBPF7I8QGWKFibFNFm1V3mIxy6RZrXhuxbu7KNeu89IKcAwncAYeXEINbqEODSAg4Ble4c15cd6dD+dzNrri5DtHMAfn6xdRfKAl</latexit>
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···

Level k

Figure 2 2: Graphical model of the level-k reasoning model (Wen et al 2019b) The red
part is the equivalent graphical model for the multi-agent learning problem
The blue part corresponds to the recursive reasoning steps Subscript a∗ stands
for the level of thinking not the time step The opponent policies are approximated by ρ − The omitted level-0 model considers opponents that are fully
randomised Agent i rolls out the recursive reasoning about opponents in its
mind (blue area) In the recursion agents with higher-level beliefs take the
best response to the lower-level agents The higher-level models conduct all
the computations that the lower-level models have done e g the level-2 model
contains the level-1 model by integrating out π0 (a |s)

agents to explore and acquire diverse behaviours; consequently it leads to natural
decomposition of the joint Q-function with no need for a priori structure constraints
In fact VDN/QMIX/QTRAN prove to be the exceptional cases of Q-DPP

2.2.1.2

Solutions via Multi-Agent Soft Learning

In single-agent RL the process of finding the optimal policy can be equivalently
transformed into a probabilistic inference problem on a graphical model (Levine
2018) The pivotal insight is that by introducing an additional binary random variable P(O = 1|s , a ) ∝ exp(R(s , a )) which denotes the optimality of the stateaction pair at time step t one can draw an equal connection between searching
the optimal policies by RL methods and computing the marginal probability of
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p(Oti = 1) by probabilistic inference methods, such as message passing or variational inference (Blei et al., 2017). This equivalence between optimal control and
probabilistic inference also holds in the multi-agent setting (Grau-Moya et al., 2018;
Shi et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2019; Wen et al., 2019b, 2018). In the context of SG
(see the red part in Figure 2.2), the optimality variable for each agent i is defined by


p Oti = 1|Ot−i = 1, τti ∝ exp ri st , ati , at−i , which implies that the optimality of

i −i
trajectory τti = (s0 , ai0 , a−i
0 , ..., st , at , at ) depends on whether agent i acts according

to its best response against other agents, and Ot−i = 1 indicates that all other agents
are perfectly rational and attempt to maximise their rewards. Therefore, from each
i = 1|O −i = 1). As
agent’s perspective, its objective becomes maximising p(O1:T
1:T

we assume no knowledge of the optimal policies and the model of the environment,
we treat states and actions as latent variables and apply variational inference (Blei
et al., 2017) to approximate this objective, which leads to
i
−i
π θ ) = log p(O1:T
= 1|O1:T
= 1)
max J(π
i
θ



T

i
i −i
i −i
≥ ∑ Es∼P(·|s,aa),aa∼ππ θ (s) r st , at , at + H π θ (at , at |st ) .

(2.3)

t=1

One major difference from traditional RL is the additional entropy term3 in
Eq. (2.3). Under this new objective, the value function is written as V i (s) =
h
i
−i
−i
i
i
i
Eπ θ Q (st , at , at ) − log π θ (at , at |st ) , and the corresponding optimal Bellman
operator is

h



i
Hsoft Qi s, ai , a−i , ri s, ai , a−i + γ · Es0 ∼P(·|s,aa) log ∑ Qi s0 , a .

(2.4)

a



This process is called soft learning because log ∑a exp Q(s, a) ≈ maxa Q s, a .

One substantial benefit of developing a probabilistic framework for multi-agent

learning is that it can help model the bounded rationality (Simon, 1972). Instead
of assuming perfect rationality and agents reaching NE, bounded rationality accounts for situations in which rationality is compromised; it can be constrained by
3 Soft

learning is also called maximum-entropy RL (Haarnoja et al., 2018).
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either the difficulty of the decision problem or the agents’ own cognitive limitations.
One intuitive example is the psychological experiment of the Keynes beauty contest
(Keynes, 1936), in which all players are asked to guess a number between 0 and
100 and the winner is the person whose number is closest to the 1/2 of the average
number of all guesses. Readers are recommended to pause here and think about
which number you would guess. Although the NE of this game is 0, the majority of
people guess a number between 13 and 25 (Coricelli and Nagel, 2009), which suggests that human beings tend to reason only by 1-2 levels of recursion in strategic
games Camerer et al. (2004), i.e., “I believe how you believe how I believe”.
Wen et al. (2018) developed the first MARL powered reasoning model that accounts for bounded rationality, which they called probabilistic recursive reasoning
(PR2). The key idea of PR2 is that a dependency structure is assumed when splitting
the joint policy π θ , written by



π θ ai , a−i |s = πθi i ai |s ρθ−i−i a−i |s, ai

(PR2, Level-1),

(2.5)

that is, the opponent is considering how the learning agent is going to affect its
actions, i.e., a Level-1 model. The unobserved opponent model is approximated by
a best-fit model ρθ −i when optimising Eq. (2.3). In the team game setting, since
agents’ objectives are fully aligned, the optimal ρφ −i has a closed-form solution

ρφ−i−i (a−i |s, ai ) ∝ exp Qi (s, ai , a−i ) − Qi (s, ai ) . Following the direction of recursive

reasoning, Tian et al. (2019) proposed an algorithm named ROMMEO that splits the
joint policy by



π θ ai , a−i |s = πθi i ai |s, a−i ρθ−i−i a−i |s

(ROMMEO, Level-1),

(2.6)

in which a Level-1 model is built from the learning agent’s perspective. GrauMoya et al. (2018); Shi et al. (2019) introduced a Level-0 model where no explicit
recursive reasoning is considered.



π θ ai , a−i |s = πθi i ai |s ρθ−i−i a−i |s

(Level-0).

(2.7)
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However, they generalised the multi-agent soft learning framework to include the
zero-sum setting. Wen et al. (2019b) recently proposed a mixture of hierarchy
Level-k models in which agents can reason at different recursion levels, and higherlevel agents make the best response to lower-level agents (see the blue part in Figure
2.2). They called this method generalised recursive reasoning (GR2).
πki (aik |s) ∝

Z

a−i
k−1



πki (aik |s, a−i
k−1 ) ·


h
i
−i
−i
i
i
i
i
ρk−1 (ak−1 |s, ak−2 )πk−2 (ak−2 |s) dak−2 da−i
k−1 . (GR2, Level-K).
aik−2
|
{z
}

Z

opponents of level k-1 best responds to agent i of level k-2

(2.8)

In GR2, practical multi-agent soft actor-critic methods with convergence guarantee
were introduced to make large-K reasoning tractable.

2.2.2

Dec-POMDPs

Dec-POMDP is a stochastic team game with partial observability. However, optimally solving Dec-POMDPs is a challenging combinatorial problem that is NEXPcomplete (Bernstein et al., 2002). As the horizon increases, the doubly exponential growth in the number of possible policies quickly makes solution methods intractable. Most of the solution algorithms for Dec-POMDPs, including the above
VDN/QMIX/QTRAN/Q-DPP, are based on the learning paradigm of centralised
training with decentralised execution (CTDE) (Oliehoek et al., 2016). CTDE methods assume a centralised controller that can access observations across all agents
during training. A typical implementation is through a centralised critic with a
decentralised actor (Lowe et al., 2017a). In representing agents’ local policies,
stochastic finite-state controllers and a correlation device are commonly applied
(Bernstein et al., 2009). Through this representation, Dec-POMDP can be formulated as non-linear programmes (Amato et al., 2010); this process allows the use of a
wide range of off-the-shelf optimisation algorithms. Dibangoye and Buffet (2018);
Dibangoye et al. (2016); Szer et al. (2005) introduced the transformation from DecPOMDP into a continuous-state MDP, named the occupancy-state MDP (oMDP).
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The occupancy state is essentially a distribution over hidden states and the joint
histories of observation-action pairs. In contrast to the standard MDP, where the
agent learns an optimal value function that maps histories (or states) to real values,
the learner in oMDP learns an optimal value function that maps occupancy states
and joint actions to real values (they call the corresponding policy a plan). These
value functions in oMDP are piece-wise linear and convex. Importantly, the benefit
of restricting attention on the occupancy state is that the resulting algorithms are
guaranteed to converge to a near-optimal plan for any finite Dec-POMDP with a
probability of one, while traditional RL methods, such as REINFORCE, may only
converge towards a local optimum.
In addition to CTDE methods, famous approximation solutions to DecPOMDP include the Monte Carlo policy iteration method (Wu et al., 2010), which
enjoys linear-time complexity in terms of the number of agents, planning by
maximum-likelihood methods (Toussaint et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2013), which easily scales up to thousands of agents, and a method that decentralises POMDP by
maintaining shared memory among agents (Nayyar et al., 2013).

2.2.3

Networked Multi-Agent MDPs

A rapidly growing area in the optimisation domain for addressing decentralised
learning for cooperative tasks is the networked multi-agent MDP (M-MDP). In the
context of M-MDP, agents are considered heterogeneous rather than homogeneous;
they have different reward functions but still form a team to maximise the teamaverage reward R =

1
N

i
0
∑N
i=1 R (s, a , s ). Furthermore, in M-MDP, the centralised

controller is assumed to be non-existent; instead, agents can only exchange information with their neighbours in a time-varying communication network defined by
Gt = ([N], Et ), where Et represents the set of all communicative links between any
two of the N neighbouring agents at time step t. The states and joint actions are assumed to be globally observable, but each agent’s reward is only locally observable
to itself. Compared to stochastic team games, this setting is believed to be more
realistic for real-world applications such as smart grids (Dall’Anese et al., 2013) or
transport management (Adler and Blue, 2002).
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The cooperative goal of the agents in M-MDP is to maximise the team average
cumulative discounted reward obtained by all agents over the network, that is,

max
π

i
1 N h
t i
E
γ
R
(s
,
a
)
∑ ∑ t t t .
N i=1
t≥0

(2.9)

Accordingly, under the joint policy π = ∏i∈{1,...,N} π i (ai |s), the Q-function is defined as
#

(2.10)





1 N i
0 0
Q (s, a ) = ∑ R (s, a ) + γ · Es0 ∼P(·|s,aa) max
Q s ,a .
N i=1
A
a 0 ∼A

(2.11)

1 N
Q (s, a ) = ∑ Eat ∼ππ (·|st ),st ∼P(·|st ,aat )
N i=1
π

"

∑

γ t Rti (st , at ) s0

= s, a0 = a .

t≥0

To optimise Eq. (2.16), the optimal Bellman operator is written as
M-MDP

H

However, since agents can know only their own reward, they do not share the estimation of the Q function but rather maintain their own copy. Therefore, from each
agent’s perspective, the individual optimal Bellman operator is written as
M-MDP,i

H

i



i



i

0

Q (s, a ) = R (s, a ) + γ · Es0 ∼P(·|s,aa) max
Q s ,a
0
a ∼A
A

0




.

(2.12)

To solve the optimal joint policy π ∗ , the agents must reach consensus over the
global optimal policy estimation, that is, if Q1 = · · · = QN = Q∗ , we know


1 N
HM-MDP Q∗ (s, a ) = ∑ HM-MDP,i Qi .
N i=1

(2.13)

To satisfy Eq. (2.13), Zhang et al. (2018b) proposed a method based on neural fittedQ iteration (FQI) (Riedmiller, 2005) in the batch RL setting (Lange et al., 2012).
Specifically, let Fθ denote the parametric function class of neural networks that
approximate Q-functions, let D = {(sk , aik , s0k )} be the replay buffer that contains

all the transition data available to all agents, and let {Rik } be the local reward known
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only to each agent. The objective of FQI can be written as

min

f ∈Fθ

1 N 1
∑ 2K
N i=1

h
i2
i
y
−
f
(s
,
a
;
θ
)
, with yik = Rik + γ · max Qik (s0k , a ). (2.14)
k
k
∑ k
K

A
a ∈A

j=1

In each iteration, K samples are drawn from D. Since yik is known only to each agent
i, Eq. (2.14) becomes a typical consensus optimisation problem (i.e., consensus
must be reached for θ ) (Nedic and Ozdaglar, 2009). Multiple effective distributed
optimisers can be applied to solve this problem, including the DIGing algorithm
2

1
(Nedic et al., 2017). Let gi (θ i ) = 2K
∑Kj=1 yik − f (sk , a k ; θ ) , α be the learning
rate, and G([N], El ) be the topology of the network in the lst iteration; the DIGing

algorithm designs the gradient updates for each agent i as
N
i
θl+1
=

N

j

i
=
∑ El (i, j) · θl − α · ρli, ρl+1

j=1

∑ El (i, j) · ρlj + ∇gi

j=1



i
θl+1
− ∇gi θli .

(2.15)

Intuitively, Eq. (2.15) implies that if all agents aim to reach a consensus on θ , they
must incorporate a weighted combination of their neighbours’ estimates into their
own gradient updates. However, due to the usage of neural networks, the agents
may not reach an exact consensus. Zhang et al. (2018b) also studied the finitesample bound in a high-probability sense that quantifies the generalisation error of
the proposed neural FQI algorithm.
The idea of reaching consensus can be directly applied to solving Eq. (2.9) via
policy-gradient methods. Zhang et al. (2018c) proposed an actor-critic algorithm
in which the global Q-function is approximated individually by each agent. On the
basis of Eq. (1.15), the critic of Qi,ππ θ (s, a ) is modelled by another neural network
parameterised by ω i , i.e., Qi (·, ·; ω i ), and the parameter ω i is updated as


j
j
j
j
= ∑ Et (i, j) · ωt + α · δt · ∇ω Qt (ωt )
N

i
ωt+1

(2.16)

j=1

j

j

j

j

j

j

0
0
where δt = Rt + γ · maxa ∈A
A Qt (st , a ; ωt ) − Qt (st , a ; ωt ) is the TD error. Similar
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to Eq. (2.15), the update in Eq. (2.16) is a weighted sum of all the neighbouring
gradients. The same group of authors later extended this approach to cover the
continuous-action space in which a deterministic policy gradient method of Eq.
(1.16) is applied (Zhang et al., 2018a). Moreover, (Zhang et al., 2018c) and (Zhang
et al., 2018a) applied a linear function approximation to achieve an almost sure
convergence guarantee. Following this thread, Suttle et al. (2019) and Zhang and
Zavlanos (2019) extended the actor-critic method to an off-policy setting, rendering
more data-efficient MARL algorithms.

2.2.4

Stochastic Potential Games

The potential game (PG) first appeared in Monderer and Shapley (1996). The physical meaning of Eq. (1.21) is that if any agent changes its policy unilaterally, the
changes in reward will be represented on the potential function shared by all agents.
A PG is guaranteed to have a pure-strategy NE – a desirable property that does not
generally hold in normal-form games. Many efforts have since been dedicated to
finding the NE of (static) PGs (Lã et al., 2016), among which fictitious play (Berger,
2007) and generalised weakened fictitious play (Leslie and Collins, 2006) are probably the most common solutions.
Generally, stochastic PGs (SPGs)4 can be regarded as the “single-agent component” of a multi-agent stochastic game (Candogan et al., 2011) since all agents’
interests in SPGs are described by a single potential function. However, the analysis of SPGs is exceptionally sparse. Zazo et al. (2015) studied an SPG with deterministic transition dynamics in which agents consider only open-loop policies5 .
In fact, generalising a PG to the stochastic setting is further complicated because
agents must now execute policies that depend on the state and consider the actions
of other players. In this setting, González-Sánchez and Hernández-Lerma (2013)
investigated a type of SPG in which they derive a sufficient condition for NE, but
it requires each agent’s reward function to be a concave function of the state and
4 As

with team games, stochastic PG is also called dynamic PG or Markov PG.
loop means that agents’ actions are a function of time only. By contrast, close-loop
policies take into account the state. In deterministic systems, these policies can be optimal and
coincide in value. For a stochastic system, an open-loop strategy is unlikely to be optimal since it
cannot adapt to state transitions.
5 Open
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the transition function to be invertible. Macua et al. (2018) studied a general form
of SPG where a closed-loop NE can be found. Although they demonstrated the
equivalence between solving the closed-loop NE and solving a single-agent optimal control problem, the agents’ policies must depend only on disjoint subsets of
components of the state. Notably, both González-Sánchez and Hernández-Lerma
(2013) and Macua et al. (2018) proposed centralised methods; optimisation over
the joint action space surely results in a combinatorial complexity when solving the
SPGs. In addition, they do not consider an RL setting in which the system is a
priori unknown.
The work of Mguni (2020) is probably the most comprehensive treatment of
SPGs in a model-free setting. Similar to Macua et al. (2018), the authors revealed
that the NE of the PG in pure strategies could be found by solving a dual-form MDP,
but they reached the conclusion without the disjoint state assumption: the transition
dynamics and potential function must be known. Specifically, they provided an
algorithm to estimate the potential function based on the reward samples. To avoid
combinatorial explosion, they also proposed a distributed policy-gradient method
based on generalised weakened fictitious play (Leslie and Collins, 2006) that has
linear-time complexity.
Recently, Mazumdar and Ratliff (2018) studied the dynamics of gradient-based
learning on potential games. They found that in a general superclass of potential games named Morse-Smale games (Hirsch, 2012), the limit sets of competitive
gradient-based learning with stochastic updates are attractors almost surely, and
those attractors are either local Nash equilibria or non-Nash locally asymptotically
stable equilibria but not saddle points.

2.3

Learning in Zero-Sum Games

Zero-sum games represent a competitive relationship among players in a game.
Solving three-player zero-sum games is believed to be PPAD-hard (Daskalakis and
Papadimitriou, 2005). In the two-player case, the NE (π 1,∗ , π 2,∗ ) is essentially a
saddle point Eπ 1 ,π 2,∗ [R] ≤ Eπ 1,∗ ,π 2,∗ [R] ≤ Eπ 1,∗ ,π 2 [R], ∀π 1 , π 2 , and can be formulated
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as an LP problem in Eq. (2.17).
min U1∗
∑a2 ∈A2 R1 (a1 , a2 ) · π 2 (a2 ) ≤ U1∗ ,

s.t. ∑a2 ∈A2 π 2 (a2 ) = 1
π 2 (a2 ) ≥ 0,

∀a1 ∈ A1
(2.17)

∀a2 ∈ A2

Eq. (2.17) is considered from the min-player’s perspective. One can also derive a
dual-form LP from the max-player’s perspective. In discrete games, the minimax
theorem (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1945) is a simple consequence of the
strong duality theorem of LP6 (Matousek and Gärtner, 2007),
h
h
i
i
min max E R π 1 , π 2 = max min E R π 1 , π 2
π1

π2

π2

π1

(2.18)

which suggests the fact that whether the min player acts first or the max player
acts first does not matter. However, the minimax theorem does not hold in general for multi-player zero-sum continuous games in which the reward function is
nonconvex-nonconcave. In fact, a barrier to tractability exists for multi-player zerosum games and two-player zero-sum games with continuous states and actions.

2.3.1

Discrete State-Action Games

Similar to single-agent MDP, value-based methods aim to find an optimal value
function, which in the context of zero-sum SGs, corresponds to the minimax
NE of the game. In two-player zero-sum SGs with discrete states and actions,
we know V 1,π

1 ,π 2

= −V 2,π

1 ,π 2

, and by the minimax theorem (Von Neumann and

Morgenstern, 1945), the optimal value function is V ∗ = maxπ 2 minπ 1 V 1,π
minπ 1 maxπ 2 V

1,π 1 ,π 2

1 ,π 2

=

. In each stage game defined by Q1 = −Q2 , the optimal value

can be solved by a matrix zero-sum game through a linear program in Eq. (2.17).
Shapley (1953) introduced the first value-iteration method, written as
6 Solving

zero-sum games is equivalent to solving a LP; Dantzig (1951) also proved the correctness of the other direction, that is, any LP can be reduced to a zero-sum game, though some
degenerate solutions need careful treatments (Adler, 2013).
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h
i
1
1 2
0
max Ea1 ∼π 1 ,a2 ∼π 2 ,s0 ∼P R (s, a , a ) + γ ·V (s ) ,

π 1 ∈∆ (A1 ) π 2 ∈∆ (A2 )

(2.19)

and proved HShapley is a contraction mapping (in the sense of the infinity norm)
in solving two-player zero-sum SGs. In other words, assuming the transitional
dynamics and reward function are known, the value-iteration method will generate a sequence of value functions {Vt }t≥0 that asymptotically converges to the

fixed point V ∗ , and the corresponding policies will converge to the NE policies
π ∗ = (π 1,∗ , π 2,∗ ).
In contrast to Shapley’s model-based value-iteration method, Littman (1994)
proposed a model-free Q-learning method – Minimax-Q – that extends the classic
Q-learning algorithm defined in Eq. (1.13) to solve zero-sum SGs. Specifically, in
Minimax-Q, Eq. (1.14) can be equivalently written as
eval1





Q1 (st+1 , ·) = −eval2 Q2 (st+1 , ·)
=

min

h
i
max Ea1 ∼π 1 ,a2 ∼π 2 Q1 (st+1 , a1 , a2 ) . (2.20)

π 1 ∈∆ (A1 ) π 2 ∈∆ (A2 )

The Q-learning update rule of Minimax-Q is exactly the same as that in Eq. (1.13).
Minimax-Q can be considered an approximation algorithm for computing the fixed
point Q∗ of the Bellman operator of Eq. (1.20) through stochastic sampling. Importantly, it assumes no knowledge about the environment. Szepesvári and Littman
(1999) showed that under similar assumptions to those for Q-learning (Watkins and
Dayan, 1992), the Bellman operator of Minimax-Q is a contraction mapping operator, and the stochastic updates made by Minimax-Q eventually lead to a unique fixed
point that corresponds to the NE value. In addition to the tabular-form Q-function
in Minimax-Q, various Q-function approximators have been developed. For example, Lagoudakis and Parr (2003) studied the factorised linear architectures for
Q-function representation. Yang et al. (2019c) adopted deep neural networks and
derived a rigorous finite-sample error bound. Zhang et al. (2018b) also derived a
finite-sample bound for linear function approximators in the competitive M-MDPs.
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Continuous State-Action Games

Recently, the challenge of training generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014a) has ignited tremendous research interest in understanding policy gradient methods in two-player continuous games, specifically, games with
a continuous station-action space and nonconvex-nonconcave loss landscape. In
GANs, two neural network parameterised models – the generator G and the discriminator D – play a zero-sum game. In this game, the generator attempts to generate data that “look” authentic such that the discriminator cannot tell the difference
from the true data; on the other hand, the discriminator tries not to be deceived by
the generator. The loss function in this scenario is written as

min max f θG , θD =
θG ∈Rd θD ∈Rd


h
h 
i
i
Ex∼pdata log DθD x + Ez∼p(z) log 1 − DθD GθG (z)

(2.21)

where θG and θD represent neural networks parameters and z is a random signal,
serving as the input to the generator. In searching for the NE, one naive approach
is to update both θG and θD by simultaneously implementing the gradient-descentascent (GDA) updates with the same step size in Eq. (2.21). This approach is equivalent to a MARL algorithm in which both agents are applying policy-gradient methods. With trivial adjustments to the step size (Bowling, 2005; Bowling and Veloso,
2002; Zhang and Lesser, 2010), GDA methods can work effectively in two-player
two-action (thus convex-concave) games. However, in the nonconvex-nonconcave
case, where the minimax theorem no longer holds, GDA methods are notoriously
flawed from three aspects. First, GDA algorithms may not converge at all (Balduzzi
et al., 2018a; Daskalakis and Panageas, 2018; Mertikopoulos et al., 2018), resulting in limited cycles7 in which even the time average8 does not coincide with NE
(Mazumdar et al., 2019a). Second, there exist undesired stable stationary points for
7 Limited

cycle is a terminology in the study of dynamical systems, which describes oscillatory
systems. In game theory, an example of limit cycles in the strategy space can be found in RockPaper-Scissor game.
8 In two-player two-action games, Singh et al. (2000b) showed that the time average payoffs
would converge to a NE value if their policies do not.
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the GDA algorithms that are not local optima of the game (Adolphs et al., 2019;
Mazumdar et al., 2019a). Third, there exist games whose equilibria are not the
attractors of GDA methods at all (Mazumdar et al., 2019a). These problems are
partly caused by the intransitive dynamics (e.g., a typical intransitive game is rockpaper-scissors game) that are inherent in zero-sum games (Balduzzi et al., 2018a;
Omidshafiei et al., 2020) and the fact that each agent may have a non-smooth objective function. In fact, even in simple linear-quadratic games, the reward function
cannot satisfy the smoothness condition9 globally, and the games are surprisingly
not convex either (Fazel et al., 2018; Mazumdar et al., 2019a; Zhang et al., 2019d).
Three mainstream approaches have been followed to develop algorithms that
have at least a local convergence guarantee. One natural idea is to make the inner loop solvable at a reasonably high level and then focus on a simpler type of
game. In other words, the algorithm tries to find a stationary point of the function

Φ(·) := maxθD ∈Rd f ·, θD , instead of Eq. (2.21). For example, by considering

games with a nonconvex and (strongly) concave loss landscape, Kong and Monteiro (2019); Lin et al. (2019); Lu et al. (2020a); Nouiehed et al. (2019); Rafique
et al. (2018); Thekumparampil et al. (2019) presented an affirmative answer that
GDA methods can converge to a stationary point in the outer loop of optimising

Φ(·) := maxθD ∈Rd f ·, θD . Based on this understanding, they developed various

GDA variants that apply the “best response” in the inner loop while maintaining an
inexact gradient descent in the outer loop. We refer to Lin et al. (2019) [Table 1] for
a detailed summary of the time complexity of the above methods.
The second mainstream idea is to shift the equilibrium of interest from the NE,
which is induced by simultaneous gradient updates, to the Stackelberg equilibrium,
which is a solution concept in leader-follower (i.e., alternating update) games. Jin
et al. (2019) introduced the concept of the local Stackelberg equilibrium, named
local minimax, based on which he established the connection to GDA methods by
showing that all stable limit points of GDA are exactly local minimax points. Fiez
et al. (2019) also built connections between the NE and Stackelberg equilibrium
9A

differentiable function is said to be smooth if the gradients of the function are continuous.
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by formulating the conditions under which attracting points of GDA dynamics are
Stackelberg equilibria in zero-sum games. When the loss function is bilinear, theoretical evidence was found that alternating updates converge faster than simultaneous GDA methods (Zhang and Yu, 2019).
The third mainstream idea is to analyse the loss landscape from a gametheoretic perspective and design corresponding algorithms that mitigate oscillatory
behaviour. Compared to the previous two mainstream ideas, which helped generate more theoretical insights than applicable algorithms, works within this stream
demonstrate strong empirical improvements in training GANs. Mescheder et al.
(2017) investigated the game Hessian and identified that issues on the eigenvalues
trigger the limited cycles. As a result, they proposed a new type of update rule based
on consensus optimisation, together with a convergence guarantee to a local NE in
smooth two-player zero-sum games. Adolphs et al. (2019) leveraged the curvature
information of the loss landscape to propose algorithms in which all stable limit
points are guaranteed to be local NEs. Similarly, Mazumdar et al. (2019b) took
advantage of the differential structure of the game and constructed an algorithm for
which the local NEs are the only attracting fixed points. In addition, Daskalakis
et al. (2017); Mertikopoulos et al. (2018) addressed the issue of limit cycling behaviour in training GANs by proposing the technique of optimistic mirror descent
(OMD). OMD achieves the last-iterate convergent guarantee in bilinear convexconcave games. Specifically, at each time step, OMD adjusts the gradient of that
time step by considering the opponent policy at the next time step. Let Mt+1 be the
predictor of the next iteration gradient10 ; we can write OMD as follows.


θG,t+1 = θG,t + α · ∇θG ,t f θG , θD + MθG ,t+1 − MθG ,t


θD,t+1 = θG,t − α · ∇θD ,t f θG , θD + MθD ,t+1 − MθD ,t

(2.22)

In fact, the pivotal idea of opponent prediction in OMD, developed in the optimisation domain, resembles the idea of approximate policy prediction in the MARL
domain (Foerster et al., 2018a; Zhang and Lesser, 2010).
10 In

practice, it is usually set as the last iteration gradient.
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Thus far, the most promising results are probably those of Bu et al. (2019)
and Zhang et al. (2019d), which reported the first results in solving zero-sum LQ
games with a global convergence guarantee. Specifically, Zhang et al. (2019d) developed the solution through projected nested-gradient methods, while Bu et al.
(2019) solved the problem through a projection-free Stackelberg leadership model.
Both of the models achieve a sublinear rate for convergence.

2.3.3

Extensive-Form Games

As briefly introduced in Section 1.3.4, zero-sum EFG with imperfect information can be efficiently solved via LP in sequence form representations (Koller and
Megiddo, 1992, 1996). However, these approaches are limited to solving only
small-scale problems (e.g., games with O(107 ) information states). In fact, considerable additional effort is needed to address real-world games (e.g., limit Texas
hold’em, which has O(1018 ) game states); to name a few, Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) techniques11 (Browne et al., 2012; Cowling et al., 2012; Silver et al.,
2016), isomorphic abstraction techniques (Billings et al., 2003; Gilpin and Sandholm, 2006), and iterative (policy) gradient-based approaches (Gilpin et al., 2007;
Gordon, 2007; Zinkevich, 2003).
A central idea of iterative policy gradient-based methods is minimising regret12 . A learning rule achieves no-regret, also called Hannan consistency in game
theoretical terms (Hannan, 1957), if, intuitively speaking, against any set of opponents it yields a payoff that is no less than the payoff the learning agent could have
obtained by playing any one of its pure strategies in hindsight. Recall the reward
function under a given policy π = (π i , π −i ) in Eq. (1.27); the (average) regret of
player i is defined by:
RegiT
11 Notably,

i
T h
1
i i −i
i i −i
= max ∑ R (π , πt ) − R (πt , πt ) .
T π i t=1

(2.23)

though MCTS methods such as UCT (Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006) work remarkably
well in turn-based EFGs, such as GO and chess, they cannot converge to a NE trivially in (even
perfect-information) simultaneous-move games (Schaeffer et al., 2009). See a rigorous treatment
for remedy in Lisy et al. (2013).
12 One can regard minimising regret as one solution concept for multi-agent learning problems,
similar to the reward maximisation in single-agent learning.
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A no-regret algorithm satisfies RegiT → 0 as T → ∞ with probability 1. When Eq.
(2.23) equals zero, all agents are acting with their best response to others, which
essentially forms a NE. Therefore, one can regard regret as a type of “distance”
to NE. As one would expect, the single-agent Q-learning procedure can be shown
to be Hannan consistent in a stochastic game against opponents playing stationary policies (Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2008) [Chapter 7] since the optimal Qfunction guarantees the best response. In contrast, the Minimax-Q algorithm in Eq.
(2.20) is not Hannan consistent because if the opponent plays a sub-optimal strategy, Minimax-Q is unable to exploit the opponent due to the over-conservativeness
in terms of over-estimating its opponents.
An important result about regret states is that in a zero-sum game at time T , if
both players’ average regret is less than ε, then their average strategy constitutes a
2ε-NE of the game (Zinkevich et al., 2008, Theorem 2). In general-sum games, the
average strategy of the ε-regret algorithm will reach an ε-coarse correlated equilibrium of the game (Michael, 2020, Theorem 6.3.1). This result essentially implies
that regret-minimising algorithms (or, algorithms with Hannan consistency) applied
in a self-play manner can be used as a general technique to approximate the NE of
zero-sum games. Building upon this finding, two families of methods are developed, namely, fictitious play types of methods (Berger, 2007) and counterfactual
regret minimisation (Zinkevich et al., 2008), which lay the theoretical foundations
for modern techniques to solve real-world games.

2.3.3.1

Variations of Fictitious Play

Fictitious play (FP) (Berger, 2007) is one of the oldest learning procedures in game
theory that is provably convergent for zero-sum games, potential games, and twoplayer n-action games with generic payoffs. In FP, each player maintains a belief
about the empirical mean of the opponents’ average policy, based on which the
player selects the best response. With the best response defined in Eq. (1.17), we
can write the FP updates as



1 t−1 
1
1
i
ati,∗ ∈ Bri πt−i = ∑ 1 aτ−i = a, a ∈ A , πt+1
= 1 − πti + ati,∗ , ∀i.
t τ=0
t
t

(2.24)
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In the FP scheme, each agent is oblivious to the other agents’ reward; however,
they need full access to their own payoff matrix in the stage game. In the continuous case with an infinitesimal learning rate of 1/t → 0, Eq. (2.24) is equivalent to


π t /dt ∈ Br π t − π t in which Br(π
π t ) = Br(πt−1 ), ..., Br(πt−N ) . Viossat and Zadπ

pechelnyuk (2013) proved that continuous FP leads to no regret and is thus Hannan
consistent. If the empirical distribution of each πti converges in FP, then it converges
to a NE13 .

Although standard discrete-time FP is not Hannan consistent (Cesa-Bianchi
and Lugosi, 2006, Exercise 3.8), various extensions have been proposed that guarantee such a property; see a full list summarised in Hart (2013) [Section 10.9]. Smooth
FP (Fudenberg and Kreps, 1993; Fudenberg and Levine, 1995) is a stochastic variant of FP (thus also called stochastic FP) that considers a smooth ε-best response
in which the probability of each action is a softmax function of that action’s utility/reward against the historical frequency of the opponents’ play. In smooth FP,
each player’s strategy is a genuine mixed strategy. Let Ri (ai1 , πt−i ) be the expected
reward of player i’s action ai1 ∈ Ai under opponents’ strategy π −i ; the probability of
playing ai1 in the best response is written as
Briλ (πt−i ) :=



−i
1 i i
λ R a1 , πt
 .
|Ai |
∑k=1 exp λ1 Ri aik , πt−i

exp

(2.25)

Benaı̈m and Faure (2013) verified the Hannan consistency of the smooth best response with the smoothing parameter λ being time dependent and vanishing asymptotically. In potential games, smooth FP is known to converge to a neighbourhood
of the set of NE (Hofbauer and Sandholm, 2002). Recently, Swenson and Poor
(2019) showed a generic result that in almost all N × 2 potential games, smooth FP
converges to the neighbourhood of a pure-strategy NE with a probability of one.
In fact, “smoothing” the cumulative payoffs before computing the best re13 Note that the convergence in Nash strategy does not necessarily mean the agents will receive the

expected payoff value at NE. In the example of Rock-Paper-Scissor games, agents’ actions are still
miscorrelated after convergence, flipping between one of the three strategies, though their average
policies do converge to (1/3, 1/3, 1/3).
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sponse is crucial to designing learning procedures that achieve Hannan consistency
(Kaniovski and Young, 1995). One way to achieve such smoothness is through
stochastic smoothing or adding perturbations14 . For example, the smooth best response in Eq. (2.25) is a closed-form solution if one perturbs the cumulative reward
by an additional entropy function, that is,
n

o
π i,∗ ∈ Br(π −i ) = arg max Eπ̂ i ,π −i Ri + λ · log(π̂) .
π̂∈∆ (Ai )

(2.26)

Apart from smooth FP, another way to add perturbation is the sampled FP in which
during each round, the player samples historical time points using a randomised
sampling scheme, and plays the best response to the other players’ moves, restricted
to the set of sampled time points. Sampled FP is shown to be Hannan consistent
when used with Bernoulli sampling (Li and Tewari, 2018).
Among the many extensions of FP, the most important is probably generalised
weakened FP (GWFP) (Leslie and Collins, 2006), which releases the standard FP
by allowing both approximate best response and perturbed average strategy updates.
Specifically, if we write the ε-best response of player i as




Ri Brε (π −i ), π −i ≥ sup Ri π, π −i − ε.

(2.27)

π∈∆ (Ai )

then the GWFP updating steps change from Eq. (2.24) to




i
i
πt+1
= 1 − α t+1 πti + αt+1 Briε (π −i ) + Mt+1
,

∀i.

(2.28)

GWFP is Hannan consistent if αt → 0, εt → 0, ∑αt = ∞ when t → ∞, and {Mt }

k−1 i+1
i+1 M i+1 s.t.
meets limt→∞ supk ∑k−1
α
≤ T = 0. It is trivial to see
∑i=t
i=t α
that GWFP recovers FP when αt = 1/t, εt = 0, Mt = 0. GWFP is an important

extension of FP in that it provides two key components for bridging game theoretic
ideas with RL techniques. With the approximate best response (highlighted in blue,
14 The

physical meaning of perturbing the cumulative payoff is to consider the incomplete information about what the opponent has been playing, variability in their payoffs, and unexplained
trembles.
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also named as the “weakened” term), this approach allows one to adopt a model-free
RL algorithm, such as deep Q-learning, to compute the best response. Moreover,
the perturbation term (highlighted in red, also named as the “generalised” term)
enables one to incorporate policy exploration; if one applies an entropy term as the
perturbation in addition to the best response (in which the smooth FP in Eq. (2.26)
is also recovered), the scheme of maximum-entropy RL methods (Haarnoja et al.,
2018) is recovered. In fact, the generalised term also accounts for the perturbation
that comes from the fact the beliefs are not updated towards the exact mixed strategy
π −i but instead towards the observed actions (Benaım and Hirsch, 1999). As a direct
application, Perolat et al. (2018) implemented the GWFP process through an actorcritic framework (Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000a) in the MARL setting.
Brown’s original version of FP (Berger, 2007) describes alternating updates
by players; yet, the modern usage of FP involves players updating their beliefs
simultaneously (Berger, 2007). In fact, Heinrich et al. (2015) only recently proposed the first FP algorithm for EFG using the sequence-form representation. The
extensive-form FP is essentially an adaptation of GWFP from NFG to EFG based
on the insight that a mixture of normal-form strategies can be implemented by a
weighted combination of behavioural strategies that have the same realisation plan
(recall Section 1.3.3.2). Specifically, let π and β be two behavioural strategies, Π
and B be the two realisation-equivalent mixed strategies15 , and α ∈ R+ ; then, for
each information state S, we have
π̃(S) = π(S) +



α µ β (σS )
β
(S)
−
π(S)
, ∀S ∈ S,
(1 − α)µ π (σS ) + α µ β (σS )

(2.29)

where σS is the sequence leading to S, µ π/β (σS ) is the realisation probability of σS
under a given policy, and π̃(S) defines a new behaviour that is realisation equivalent
to the mixed strategy (1 − α)Π + αB. The extensive-form FP essentially iterates
between Eq. (2.27), which computes the ε-best response, and Eq. (2.29), which
15 Recall

that in games with perfect recall, Kuhn’s theorem (Kuhn, 1950a) suggests that the behavioural strategy and mixed strategies are equivalent in terms of the realisation probability of different outcomes.
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updates the old behavioural strategy with a step size of α. Note that these two steps
must iterate over all information states of the game in each iteration. Similar to the
π t }t≥1
normal-form FP in Eq. (2.24), extensive-form FP generates a sequence of {π
that provably converges to the NE of a zero-sum game under self-play if the step
size α goes to zero asymptotically. As a further enhancement, Heinrich and Silver
(2016) implemented neural fictitious self-play (NFSP), in which the best response
step is computed by deep Q-learning (Mnih et al., 2015) and the policy mixture step
is computed through supervised learning. NFSP requires the storage of large replay
buffers of past experiences; Lockhart et al. (2019) removes this requirement by obtaining the policy mixture for each player through an independent policy-gradient
step against the respective best-responding opponent. All these amendments help
make extensive-form FP applicable to real-world games with large-scale information states.

2.3.3.2

Counterfactual Regret Minimisation

Another family of methods achieve Hannan consistency by directly minimising the
regret, in particular, a special kind of regret named counterfactual regret (CFR)
(Zinkevich et al., 2008). Unlike FP methods, which are developed from the stochastic approximation perspective and generally have asymptotic convergence guarantees, CFR methods are established on the framework of online learning and online convex optimisation (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2011), which makes analysing the
speed of convergence, i.e., the regret bound, to the NE possible.
The key insight from CFR methods is that in order to minimise the total regret
in Eq. (2.23) to approximate the NE, it suffices to minimise the immediate counterfactual regret at the level of each information state. Mathematically, Zinkevich
et al. (2008) [Theorem 3] shows that the sum of the immediate counterfactual regret
over all encountered information states provides an upper bound for the total regret
in Eq. (2.23), i.e.,
RegiT

≤

∑

S∈Si

n
o
i
max RegT,imm (S), 0 , ∀i.

(2.30)
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σS → σT)
To fully describe RegiT,imm (S), we need two additional notations. Let µ π (σ
denote, given agents’ behavioural policies π , the realisation probability of going
from the sequence σ S 16 , which leads to the information state S ∈ Si to its extended

π , S)
sequence σ T , which continues from S and reaches the terminal state T . Let v̂i (π
be the counterfactual value function, i.e., the expected reward of agent i in nonterminal information state S, which is written as

v̂i π , S =

∑

s∈S,T ∈T

µπ

−i


σ s → σ T )Ri (T ).
σ s µ π (σ

(2.31)

Note that in Eq. (2.31), the contribution from player i in realising σ s is excluded;
we treat whatever action current player i needs to reach state s as having a probabili

σ s ) = 1. The motivation is that now one can make the value
ity of one, that is, µ π (σ

function v̂i π , S “counterfactual” simply by writing the consequence of player i

π |S→a , S) − v̂i (π
π , S) , in which
not playing action a in the information state S as v̂i (π

π |S→a is a joint strategy profile identical to π , except player i always chooses ac-

tion a when information state S is encountered. Finally, based on Eq. (2.31), the
immediate counterfactual regret can be expressed as
RegiT,imm (S) =

max
a∈χ(S)

RegiT (S, a),

RegiT (S, a) =


1 T  i
i
π
π
∑ v̂ (π t |S→a, S) − v̂ (π t , S) .
T t=1
(2.32)

Note that the T in Eq. (2.31) is different from that in Eq. (2.32).
Since minimising the immediate counterfactual regret minimises the overall regret, we can find an approximate NE by choosing a specific behavioural policy π i (S)
that minimises Eq. (2.32). To this end, one can apply Blackwell’s approachability
theorem (Blackwell et al., 1956) to minimise the regret independently on each information set, also known as regret matching (Hart and Mas-Colell, 2001). As we are
most concerned with positive regret, denoted by b·c+ , we have ∀S ∈ Si , ∀a ∈ χ(S),
the strategy of player i at time T + 1 as Eq. (2.33).

16 Recall that for games of perfect recall, the sequence that leads to the information state, including

all the choice nodes within that information state, is unique.
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bRegiT S, a c+

∑a∈χ(S) bRegiT
1
|χ(S)|


S, a c+

if ∑a∈χ(S) bRegiT (S, a)c+ > 0
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. (2.33)

otherwise

In the standard CFR algorithm, for each information set, Eq. (2.33) is used
to compute action probabilities in proportion to the positive cumulative regrets. In
addition to regret matching, another online learning tool that minimises regret is
Hedge (Freund and Schapire, 1997; Littlestone and Warmuth, 1994), in which an
exponentially weighted function is used to derive a new strategy, which is
πt+1 (ak ) =

πt (ak )e−ηRt (ak )
1
, π1 (·) = .
K
−ηR
(a
)
t
j
K
∑ j=1 πt (a j )e

(2.34)

In computing Eq. (2.34), Hedge needs access to the full information of the reward
values for all actions, including those that are not selected. EXP3 (Auer et al., 1995)
extended the Hedge algorithm for a partial information game in which the player
knows only the reward of the the chosen action (i.e., a bandit version) and has to
estimate the loss of the actions that it does not select. Brown et al. (2017) augmented
the Hedge algorithm with a tree-pruning technique based on dynamic thresholding.
Gordon (2007) developed Lagrangian hedging, which unifies no-regret algorithms,
including both regret matching and Hedge, through a class of potential functions.
We recommend Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006) for a comprehensive overview of
no-regret algorithms.
No-regret algorithms, under the framework of online learning, offer a natural
way to study the regret bound (i.e., how fast the regret decays with time). For
√
example, CFR and its variants ensure a counterfactual regret bound of O( T )17 ,
as a result of Eq. (2.30), the convergence rate for the total regret is upper bounded
√
by O( T · |S|), which is linear in the number of information states. In other words,
the average policy of applying CFR-type methods in a two-player zero-sum EFG
17 According

√ to Zinkevich (2003), any online convex optimisation problem can be made to incur
RegT = Ω ( T ).
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√
generates an O(|S|/ T )-approximate NE after T steps through self-play18 .
Compared with the LP approach (recall Eq. (1.33)), which is applicable only
for small-scale EFGs, the standard CFR method can be applied to limit Texas
hold’em with as many as 1012 states. CFR+ , the fastest implementation of CFR,
can solve games with up to 1014 states (Tammelin et al., 2015). However, CFR
methods still have a bottleneck in that computing Eq. (2.31) requires a traversal
of the entire game tree to the terminal nodes in each iteration. Pruning the suboptimal paths in the game tree is a natural solution (Brown et al., 2017; Brown and
Sandholm, 2015, 2017). Many CFR variants have been developed to improve computational efficiency further. Lanctot et al. (2009) integrated Monte Carlo sampling
with CFR (MCCFR) to significantly reduce the per iteration time cost of CFR by
traversing a smaller sampled portion of the tree. Burch et al. (2012) improved MCCFR by sampling only a subset of a player’s actions, which provides even faster
convergence rate in games that contain many player actions. Gibson et al. (2012);
Schmid et al. (2019) investigated the sampling variance and proposed MCCFR variants with a variance reduction module. Johanson et al. (2012b) introduced a more
accurate MCCFR sampler by considering the set of outcomes from the chance node,
rather than sampling only one outcome, as in all previous methods. Apart from
Monte Carlo methods, function approximation methods have also been introduced
(Jin et al., 2018; Waugh et al., 2014). The idea of these methods is to predict regret
directly, and the no-regret algorithm then uses these predictions in place of the true
regret to define a sequence of policies. To this end, the application of deep neural
networks has led to great success (Brown et al., 2019).
Interestingly, there exists a hidden equivalence between model-free policybased/actor-critic MARL methods and the CFR algorithm (Jin et al., 2018; Srinivasan et al., 2018). In particular, if we consider the counterfactual value function
in Eq. (2.31) to be explicitly dependent on the action a that player i chooses at
π , S) = ∑a∈χ(S) π i (S, a)q̂i (π
π , S, a), then it is shown
state S, in which we have v̂i (π
18 The

self-play assumption can in fact be released. Johanson et al. (2012a) shows that in twoplayer zero-sum games, as long as both agents minimise their regret, not necessarily through
√ the
same algorithm, their time-average policies will converge to NE with the same regret bound O( T ).
An example is to let a CFR player play against a best-response opponent.
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in Srinivasan et al. (2018) [Section 3.2] that the Q-function in standard MARL


π , S, a) in CFR only by
Qi,ππ (s, a) = Es0 ∼P,a∼ππ ∑t γ t Ri (s, a, s0 )|s, a differs from q̂i (π

a constant of the probability of reaching S, that is,
π
i,π

Q


q̂i π , S, a
.
s, a =
−i
∑s∈S µ π σ s


(2.35)

Subtracting a value function on both sides of Eq. (2.35) leads to the fact that the
counterfactual regret of RegiT (S, a) in Eq. (2.32) differs from the advantage function in MARL, i.e., Qi,ππ (s, ai , a−i ) − V i,ππ (s, a−i ), only by a constant of the realisation probability. As a result, the multi-agent actor-critic algorithm (Foerster et al.,
2018b) can be formulated as a special type of CFR method, thus sharing a similar
convergence guarantee and regret bound in two-player zero-sum games. The equivalence has also been found by (Hennes et al., 2019), where the CFR method with
Hedge can be written as a particular actor-critic method that computes the policy
gradient through replicator dynamics.

2.3.4

Online Markov Decision Processes

A common situation in which online learning techniques are applied is in stateless
games, where the learning agent faces an identical decision problem in each trial
(e.g., playing a multi-arm bandit in the casino). However, real-world decision problems often occur in a dynamic and changing environment. Such an environment is
commonly captured by a state variable which, when incorporated into online learning, leads to an online MDP. Online MDP (Auer et al., 2009; Even-Dar et al., 2009;
Yu et al., 2009), also called adversarial MDP19 , focuses on the problem in which the
reward and transition dynamics can change over time, i.e., they are non-stationary
and time-dependent.
In contrast to an ordinary stochastic game, the opponent/adversary in an online
MDP is not necessarily rational or even self-optimising. The aim of studying online
MDP is to provide the agent with policies that perform well against every possible
19 The

word “adversarial” is inherited from the online learning literature, i.e., stochastic bandit vs
adversarial bandit (Auer et al., 2002). Adversary means there exists a virtual adversary (or, nature)
who has complete control over the reward function and transition dynamics, and the adversary does
not necessarily maintain a fully competitive relationship with the learning agent.
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opponent (including but not limited to adversarial opponents), and the objective
of the learning agent is to minimise its average loss during the learning process.
Quantitatively, the loss is measured by how worse off the agent is compared to the
best stationary policy in retrospect. The expected regret is thus different from Eq.
(2.23) (unless in repeated games) and is written as
h T

i
1
∗ ∗
RegT = sup Eπ ∑ Rt st , at − Rt st , at
T π∈Π
t=1

(2.36)

where Eπ denotes the expectation over the sequence of (st∗ , at∗ ) induced by the stationary policy π. Note that the reward function sequence and the transition kernel
sequence are given by the adversary, and they are not influenced by the retrospective
sequence (st∗ , at∗ ).
The goal is to find a no-regret algorithm that can satisfy RegT → 0 as T → ∞
with probability 1. A sufficient condition that ensures the existence of no-regret algorithms for online MDPs is the oblivious assumption – both the reward functions
and transition kernels are fixed in advance, although they are unknown to the learning agent. This scenario is in contrast to the stateless setting in which no-regret is
achievable, even if the opponent is allowed to be adaptive/non-oblivious: they can
choose the reward function and transition kernels in accordance to (s0 , a0 , ..., st )
from the learning agent. In short, Mannor and Shimkin (2003); Yu et al. (2009)
demonstrated that in order to achieve sub-linear regret, it is essential that the changing rewards are chosen obliviously. Furthermore, Yadkori et al. (2013) showed
with the example of an online shortest path problem that there does not exist a
polynomial-time solution (in terms of the size of the state-action space) where both
the reward functions and transition dynamics are adversarially chosen, even if the
adversary is oblivious (i.e., it cannot adapt to the other agent’s historical actions).
Most recently, Cheung et al. (2020); Ortner et al. (2020) investigated online MDPs
where the transitional dynamics are allowed to change slowly (i.e., the total variation does not exceed a specific budget). Therefore, the majority of existing no-regret
algorithms for online MDP focus on an oblivious adversary for the reward function
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only. The nuances of different algorithms lie in whether the transitional kernel is
assumed to be known to the learning agent and whether the feedback reward that
the agent receives is in the full-information setting or in the bandit setting (i.e., one
can only observe the reward of a taken action).
Two design principles can lead to no-regret algorithms that solve online MDPs
with an oblivious adversary controlling the reward function. One is to leverage
the local-global regret decomposition result (Even-Dar et al., 2005, 2009) [Lemma
5.4], which demonstrates that one can in fact achieve no regret globally by running
a local regret-minimisation algorithm at each state; a similar result is observed for
the CFR algorithm described in Eq. (2.32). Let µ ∗ (·) denote the state occupancy
induced by policy π ∗ ; we then obtain the decomposition result by
T

RegT =

∑ µ ∗(s) ∑

∑

s∈S

a∈A

t=1

|




π ∗ (a | s) − πt (a | s) Qt s, a .
{z

(2.37)

}

local regret in state s with reward function Qt (s, ·)

Under full knowledge of the transition function and full-information feedback about
the reward, Even-Dar et al. (2009) proposed the famous MDP-Expert (MDP-E) algorithm, which adopts Hedge (Freund and Schapire, 1997) as the regret minimiser
p
and achieves O( τ 3 T ln |A|) regret, where τ is the bound on the mixing time of
MDP

20 .

For comparison, the theoretical lower bound for regret in a fixed MDP
p
(i.e., no adversary perturbs the reward function) is Ω ( |S||A|T )21 (Auer et al.,

2009). Interestingly, Neu et al. (2017) showed that there in fact exists an equivalence between TRPO methods (Schulman et al., 2015) and MDP-E methods. Under
bandit feedback, Neu et al. (2010) analysed MDP-EXP3, which achieves a regret
p
bound of O( τ 3 T |A| log |A|/β ), where β is a lower bound on the probability of

reaching a certain state under a given policy. Later, Neu et al. (2014) removed
√
the dependency on β and achieved O( T log T ) regret. One major advantage of
local-global design principle is that it can work seamlessly with function approx-

imation methods (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996). For example, Yu et al. (2009)
20 Roughly,

it can be considered as the time that a policy needs to reach the stationary status in
MDPs. See a precise definition in Even-Dar et al. (2009) [Assumption 3.1].
21 This lower bound has recently been achieved by Azar et al. (2017) up to a logarithmic factor.
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eliminated the requirement of knowing the transition kernel by incorporating Qlearning methods; their proposed Q-follow the perturbed leader (Q-FPL) method
achieved O(T 2/3 ) regret. Abbasi-Yadkori et al. (2019) proposed POLITEX, which
adopted a least square policy evaluation (LSPE) with linear function approximation
and achieved O(T 3/4 + ε0 T ) regret, in which ε0 is the worst-case approximation
error, and Cai et al. (2019a) used the same LSPE method. However, the proposed
√
OPPO algorithm achieves O( T ) regret.
Apart from the local-global decomposition principle, another design principle is to formulate the regret minimisation problem as an online linear optimisation (OLO) problem and then apply gradient-descent type methods. Specifically, since the regret in Eq. (2.37) can be further written as the inner product
T
of RegT = ∑t=1
hµ ∗ − µt , Rt i, one can run the gradient descent method by

µt+1 = arg max
µ∈U

n

µ, Rt −

o
1
D µ|µt ,
η

(2.38)


where U = µ ∈ ∆S×A : ∑a µ(s, a) = ∑s0 ,a0 P(s|s0 , a0 )µ(s0 , a0 ) is the set of all valid

stationary distributions22 , where D denotes a certain form of divergence and the policy can be extracted by πt+1 (a|s) = µt+1 (s, a)/µ(s). One significant advantage of
this type of method is that it can flexibly handle different model constraints and extensions. If one uses Bregman divergence as D, then online mirror descent is recovered (Nemirovsky and Yudin, 1983) and is guaranteed to achieve a nearly optimal
regret for OLO problems (Srebro et al., 2011). Zimin and Neu (2013) and Dick et al.

(2014) adopted a relative entropy for D; the subsequent online relative entropy polp
icy search (O-REPS) algorithm achieves an O( τT log(|S||A|)) regret in the fullp
information setting and an O( T |S||A| log(|S||A|)) regret in the bandit setting. For
p
comparison, the aforementioned MDP-E algorithm achieves O( τ 3 T ln |A|) and
p
O( τ 3 T |A| log |A|/β ), respectively. When the transition dynamics are unknown
to the agent, Rosenberg and Mansour (2019) extended O-REPS by incorporating
the classic idea of optimism in the face of uncertainty in Auer et al. (2009), and the
22 In

the online MDP literature, it is generally assumed that every policy reaches its stationary
distribution immediately; see the policy mixing time assumption in Yu et al. (2009) [Assumption
2.1].
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Turn-Based Stochastic Games

An important class of games that lie in the middle of SG and EFG is the two-player
zero-sum turn-based SG (2-TBSG). In TBSG, the state space is split between two
agents, S = S1 ∪ S2 , S1 ∩ S2 = 0,
/ and in every time step, the game is in exactly one of

the states, either S1 or S2 . Two players alternate taking turns to make decisions, and
each state is controlled23 by only one of the players π i : Si → Ai , i = 1, 2. The state

then transitions into the next state with probability P : Si ×Ai → S j , i, j = 1, 2. Given

a joint policy π = (π 1 , π 2 ), the first player seeks to maximise the value function
i
h

∞
t
π
(s)
V
= E ∑t=0 γ R st , π(st ) |s0 = s , while the second player seeks to minimise
it, and the saddle point is the NE of the game.

Research on 2-TBSG leads to many important finite-sample bounds, i.e., how
many samples one would need before reaching the NE at a given precision, for
understanding multi-agent learning algorithms. Hansen et al. (2013) extended
Ye (2005, 2010)’s result from single-agent MDP to 2-TBSG and proved that the
strongly polynomial time complexity of policy iteration algorithms also holds in
the context of 2-TBSG if the payoff matrix is fully accessible. In the RL setting,
in which the transition model is unknown, Sidford et al. (2018, 2020) provided a
near-optimal Q-learning algorithm that computes an ε-optimal strategy with high
probability given O (1 − γ)−3 ε −2 samples from the transition function for each
state-action pair. This result of polynomial-time sample complexity is remarkable

since it was believed to hold for only single-agent MDPs. Recently, Jia et al. (2019)
showed that if the transition model can be embedded in some state-action feature
0
0
space, i.e., ∃ψk (s0 ) such that P(s0 |s, a) = ∑K
k=1 φk (s, a)ψk (s ), ∀s ∈ S, (s, a) ∈ S × A,

then the sample complexity of the two-player Q-learning algorithm towards finding

an ε-NE is only linear to the number of features O K/(ε 2 (1 − γ)4 ) .

All the above works focus on the offline domain, where they assume that there

exists an oracle that can unconditionally provide state-action transition samples.
Wei et al. (2017) studied an online setting in an averaged-reward two-player SG.
23 Note

that since the game is turned based, the Nash policies are deterministic.
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Algorithm 1 A General Solver for Open-Ended Meta-Games
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Initialise: the “high-level” policy set S = ∏i∈N Si , the meta-game payoff
M, ∀S ∈ S, and meta-policy π i = UNIFORM(Si ).
for iteration t ∈ {1, 2, ...} do:
for each player i ∈ N do:
Compute the meta-policy π t by meta-game solver S (M t ).
π t−i ).
Find a new policy against others by Oracle: Sti = O i (π
i
Expand St+1
← Sti ∪ {Sti } and update meta-payoff M t+1 .
i
terminate if: St+1
= Sti , ∀i ∈ N .
Return: π and S.

They achieved a polynomial sample-complexity bound if the opponent plays an
optimistic best response, and a sublinear regret round against an arbitrary opponent.

2.3.6

Open-Ended Meta-Games

In solving real-world zero-sum games, such as GO or StarCraft, since the number of
atomic pure strategy can be prohibitively large, one feasible approach instead is to
focus on meta-games. A meta-game is constructed by simulating games that cover
combinations of “high-level” policies in the policy space (e.g., “bluff” in Poker or
“rushing” in StarCraft), with entries corresponding to the players’ empirical payoffs
under a certain joint “high-level” policy profile; therefore, meta-game analysis is
often called as empirical game-theoretic analysis (EGTA) (Tuyls et al., 2018; Wellman, 2006). Analysing meta-games is a practical approach to tackling games that
have huge pure-strategy space, since the number of “high-level” policies is usually
far smaller than the number of pure strategies. For example, the number of tactics
in StarCraft is at hundreds, compared to the vast raw action space of approximately
108 possibilities (Vinyals et al., 2017). Traditional game-theoretical concepts such
as NE can still be computed on meta-games, but in a much more scalable manner;
this is because the number of “higher-level” strategies in the meta-game is usually
far smaller than the number of atomic actions of the underlying game. Furthermore,
it has been shown that an ε-NE of the meta-game is in fact a 2ε-NE of the underlying game (Tuyls et al., 2018).

Meta-games are often open-ended because in

general there exists an infinite number of policies to play a real-world game, and, as
new strategies will be discovered and added to agents’ strategy sets during training,
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Table 2.3: Variations of Different Meta-Game Solvers

S

O

Game type

Self-play
(Fudenberg et al., 1998)

[0, ..., 0, 1]N

Br(·)

multi-player
potential

GWFP
(Leslie and Collins, 2006)

UNIFORM

Brε (·)

two-player
zero-sum /
potential

Double Oracle
(McMahan et al., 2003)

NE

Br(·)

two-player
zero-sum

PSRON
(Lanctot et al., 2017)

NE

Brε (·)

two-player
zero-sum

PSROrN
(Balduzzi et al., 2019)

NE

Rectified Brε (·)

symmetric
zero-sum

α-Rank

PBr(·)

multi-player
general-sum

Method

α-PSRO
(Muller et al., 2019)

the dimension of the meta-game payoff table will also be expanded. If one writes
the game evaluation engine as φ : S1 × S2 → R such that if S1 ∈ S1 beats S2 ∈ S2 , we

have φ (S1 , S2 ) > 0, and φ < 0, φ = 0 refers to losses and ties, then the meta-game

payoff can be represented by M = φ (S1 , S2 ) : (S1 , S2 ) ∈ S1 × S2 . The sets of S1
and S2 can be regarded as, for example, two populations of deep neural networks
(DNNs) and each S1 , S2 is a DNN with independent weights. In such a context,
the goal of learning in meta-games is to find Si and policy π i ∈ ∆ (Si ) such that the
exploitability can be minimised, which is,

Exploitability π =

∑
i∈{1,2}

h

i
π −i ), π −i − M i π .
M i Bri (π

(2.39)

It is easy to see Eq. (2.39) reaches zero when π is a NE.
A general solver for open-ended meta-games is the policy space response oracle (PSRO) (Lanctot et al., 2017). Inspired by the double oracle algorithm (McMahan et al., 2003), which leverages the Benders’ decomposition (Benders, 1962) on
solving large-scale linear programming for two-player zero-sum games, PSRO is a
direct extension of double oracle (McMahan et al., 2003) by incorporating an RL
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subroutine as an approximate best response. Specifically, one can write PSRO and
its variations in Algorithm 1, which essentially involves an iterative two-step process of solving for the meta-policy first (e.g., Nash over the meta-game), and then
based on the meta-policy, finding a new better-performing policy, against the opponent’s current meta-policy, to augment the existing population. The meta-policy
solver, denoted as S (·), computes a joint meta-policy profile π based on the current payoff M where different solution concepts can be adopted (e.g., NE). Finding
a new policy is equivalent to solving a single-player optimisation problem given opponents’ policy sets S−i and meta-policies π −i , which are fixed and known. One can
regard a new policy as given by an Oracle, denoted by O. In two-player zero-sum
π 2 ) = {S1 : ∑S2 ∈S2 π 2 (S2 ) · φ (S1 , S2 ) > 0}. Gencases, an oracle represents O 1 (π
erally, Oracles can be implemented through optimisation subroutines such as RL
algorithms. Finally, after a new policy is found, the payoff table M is expanded,
and the missing entries are filled by running new game simulations. The above twostep process loops over each player at each iteration, and it terminates if no new
policies can be found for any players.

Algorithm 1 is a general framework, with appropriate choices of meta-game
solver S and Oracle O, it can represent solvers for different types of metagames. We summarise variations of meta-game solvers in Table 2.3. For example, it is trivial to see that FP/GWFP is recovered when S = UNIFORM(·) and
O i = Bri (·)/Briε (·). The double oracle (McMahan et al., 2003) and PSRO methods
(Lanctot et al., 2017) refer to the cases when the meta-solver computes NE. On solving symmetric zero-sum games (i.e., S1 = S2 , and φ (S1 , S2 ) = −φ (S2 , S1 ), ∀S1 , S2 ∈

S1 ), Balduzzi et al. (2019) proposed the rectified best response to promote behavioural diversity, written as

Rectified Brε π 2 ⊆ arg max
S1

π 2,∗ (S2 ) · bφ (S1 , S2 )c+ .
∑
2
2

(2.40)

S ∈S

Through rectifying only the positive values on φ (S1 , S2 ) in Eq. (2.40), player 1
is encouraged to amplify its strengths and ignore its weaknesses in finding a new
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policy when it plays with the NE of player 2 during training; this turns out to be a
critical component to tackle zero-sum games with strong non-transitive dynamics24 .
Double oracle and PSRO methods can only solve zero-sum games. When it
comes to multi-player general-sum games, a new solution concept named α-Rank
(Omidshafiei et al., 2019b) can be used to replace the intractable NE. The idea of
α-Rank is built on the response graph of a game. On the response graph, each
joint pure-strategy profile is a node, and a directed edge points from node σ ∈
S to node S ∈ S if 1) σ and S differ in only one single player’s strategy, and 2)
that deviating player, denoted by i, benefits from deviating from S to σ such that
M i (σ ) > M i (S). The sink strongly-connected components (SSCC) nodes on the
response graph that have only incoming edges but no outgoing edges are of great
interest. To find those SSCC nodes, α-Rank constructs a random walk along the
directed response graph, which can be equivalently described by a Markov chain,
with the transition probability matrix C being:

C S,σ =





 η





k

k



1−exp −αm M (σ )−M (s)




 η
m

C S,S = 1 −



1−exp −α M k (σ )−M k (s)

∑ C S,σ

if M k (σ ) 6= M k (S)

,

otherwise
(2.41)

i∈N

η = (∑i∈N (|Si | − 1))−1 , m ∈ N, α > 0 are three constants. Large α ensures the
Markov chain is irreducible, and thus guarantees the existence and uniqueness of
the α-Rank solution, which is the resulting unique stationary distribution π of the
Markov chain, C > π = π . The probability mass of each joint strategy in π can be interpreted as the longevity of that strategy during an evolution process (Omidshafiei
et al., 2019b). The main advantage of α-Rank is that it is unique and its solution is
P-complete even on multi-player general-sum games. α α -Rank developed by Yang
24 Any

symmetric zero-sum games consist of both transitive and non-transitive components (Balduzzi et al., 2019). A game is transitive if the φ can be represented by a monotonic rating function f
such that performance on the
game is the difference in ratings: φ (S1 , S2 ) = f (S1 ) − f (S2 ), and it is
R
non-transitive if φ satisfies S2 ∈S2 φ (S1 , S2 ) · dS2 = 0, meaning that winning against some strategies
will be counterbalanced with losses against other strategies in the population.
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et al. (2019a) computes α-Rank based on stochastic gradient methods such that
there is no need to store the whole transition matrix in Eq. (2.41) before getting the
final output of π , this is particularly important when meta-games are prohibitively
large in real-world domains.
When PSRO adopts α-Rank as the meta-solver, it is found that a simple best response fails to converge to the SSCC of a response graph before termination (Muller
et al., 2019). To suit α-Rank, Muller et al. (2019) later proposed preference-based
best response oracle, written as
h 
 i


PBri π −i ⊆ arg max ES−i ∼ππ −i 1 M i σ , S−i > M i Si , S−i ,

(2.42)

σ ∈Si

and the combination of α-Rank with PBr(·) in Eq. (2.42) is called α-PSRO. Due
to the tractability of α-Rank on general-sum games, the α-PSRO is credited as a
generalised training approach for multi-agent learning.

2.4

Learning in General-Sum Games

Solving general-sum SGs entails an entirely different level of difficulty than solving
team games or zero-sum games. In a static two-player normal-form game, finding
the NE is known to be PPAD-complete (Chen and Deng, 2006).

2.4.1

Solutions by Mathematical Programming

To solve a two-player general-sum discounted stochastic game with discrete states
and discrete actions, Filar and Vrieze (2012) [Chapter 3.8] formulated the problem
as a nonlinear programme; the matrix form is written as follows:



i
i
i
π ) + γ · P(π)V
V − R (π
h
i
2
T
1
0
1
0
(a) π (s) R (s) + γ · ∑s0 P(s |s)V (s ) ≤ V 1 (s)11T|A1 | , ∀s ∈ S
h
i
2
0
2
0
(b) R (s) + γ · ∑s0 P(s |s)V (s ) π 1 (s) ≤ V 2 (s)11|A2 | , ∀s ∈ S

minV,ππ f (V, π ) = ∑2i=1 1 T|S|

s.t.

(c) π 1 (s) ≥ 0, π 1 (s)T 1 |A1 | = 1,

(d) π 2 (s) ≥ 0, π 2 (s)T 1 |A2 | = 1,

where

∀s ∈ S

∀s ∈ S

(2.43)
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• V = V i : i = 1, 2 is the vector of agents’ values over all states, V i =
V i (s) : s ∈ S is the value vector for the i-th agent.
• π = π i : i = 1, 2 and π i = π i (s) : s ∈ S , where π i (s) = π i (a|s) : a ∈ Ai
is the vector representing the stochastic policy in state s ∈ S for the i-th agent.



• Ri (s) = Ri s, a1 , a2 : a1 ∈ A1 , a2 ∈ A2 is the reward matrix for the ith agent

in state s ∈ S. The rows correspond to the actions of the second agent, and the
columns correspond to those of the first agent. With a slight abuse of notation,

π ) = Ri π 1 , π 2 = π 2 (s)T Ri (s)π 1 (s) : s ∈ S to represent the
we use Ri (π

expected reward vector over all states under joint policy π .



• P(s0 |s) = P(s0 |s, a ) : a = a1 , a2 , a1 ∈ A1 , a2 ∈ A2 is a matrix representing
the probability of transitioning from the current state s ∈ S to the next state

s0 ∈ S. The rows represent the actions of the second agent, and the columns
represent those of the first agent. With a slight abuse of notation, we use
 

π ) = P π 1 , π 2 = π 2 (s)T P(s0 |s)π 1 (s) : s ∈ S, s0 ∈ S to represent the
P(π

expected transition probability over all state pairs under joint policy π .

This is a nonlinear programme because the inequality constraints in the optimisation problem are quadratic in V and π . The objective function in Eq. (2.43)
aims to minimise the TD error for a given policy π over all states, similar to the
policy evaluation step in the traditional policy iteration method, and the constraints
of (a) and (b) in Eq. (2.43) act as the policy improvement step, which satisfies the
equation when the optimal value function is achieved. Finally, constraints (c) and
(d) ensure the policy is properly defined.
Although the NE is proved to exist in general-sum SGs in the form of stationary strategies, solving Eq. (2.43) in the two-player case is notoriously challenging.
First, Eq. (2.43) has a non-convex feasible region; second, only the global optimum25 of Eq. (2.43) corresponds to the NE of SGs, while the common gradientdescent type of methods can only guarantee convergence to a local minimum. Apart
25 Note

that in the zero-sum case, every local optimum is global.
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from the efforts by Filar and Vrieze (2012), Breton et al. (1986) [Chapter 4] developed a formulation that has nonlinear objectives but linear constraints. Furthermore,
Dermed and Isbell (2009) formulated the NE solution as multi-objective linear program. Herings and Peeters (2010); Herings et al. (2004) proposed an algorithm
in which a homotopic path between the equilibrium points of N independent MDPs
and the N-player SG is traced numerically. This approach yields a Nash equilibrium
point of the stochastic game of interest. However, all these methods are tractable
only in small-size SGs with at most tens of states and only two players.

2.4.2

Solutions by Value-Based Methods

A series of value-based methods have been proposed to address general-sum SGs.
A majority of these methods adopt classic Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992) as
a centralised controller, with the differences being what solution concept the central
Q-learner should apply to guide the agents to converge in each iteration. For example, the Nash-Q learner in Eqs. (1.19 & 1.20) applies NE as the solution concept,
the correlated-Q learner adopts correlated equilibrium (Greenwald et al., 2003), and
the friend-or-foe learner considers both cooperative (see Eq. (2.1)) and competitive
equilibrium (see Eq. (2.20)) (Littman, 2001a). Although many algorithms come
with convergence guarantees, the corresponding assumptions are often overly restrictive to be applicable in general. When Nash-Q learning was first proposed (Hu
et al., 1998), it required the NE of the SG be unique such that the convergence property could hold. Though strong, this assumption was still noted by Bowling (2000)
to be insufficient to justify the convergence of the Nash-Q algorithm. Later, Hu and
Wellman (2003) corrected her convergence proof by tightening the assumption even
further; the uniqueness of the NE must hold for every single stage game encountered during state transitions. Years later, a strikingly negative result by Zinkevich
et al. (2006) concluded that the entire class of value-iteration methods could be excluded from consideration for computing stationary equilibria, including both NE
and correlated equilibrium, in general-sum SGs. Unlike those in single-agent RL,
the Q values in the multi-agent case are inherently defective for reconstructing the
equilibrium policy.
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Solutions by Two-Timescale Analysis

In addition to the centralised Q-learning approach, decentralised Q-learning algorithms have recently received considerable attention because of their potential for
scalability. Although independent learners have been accused of having convergence issues (Tan, 1993), decentralised methods have made substantial progress
with the help of two-timescale stochastic analysis (Borkar, 1997) and its application in RL (Borkar, 2002).
Two-timescale stochastic analysis is a set of tools certifying that, in a system
with two coupled stochastic processes that evolve at different speeds, if the fast
process converges to a unique limit point for any particular fixed value of the slow
process, we can, quantitatively, analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the algorithm
as if the fast process is always fully calibrated to the current value of the slow process (Borkar, 1997). As a direct application, Leslie et al. (2003); Leslie and Collins
(2005) noted that independent Q-learners with agent-dependent learning rates could
break the symmetry that leads to the non-convergent limited cycles; as a result,
they can converge almost surely to the NE in two-player collaboration games, twoplayer zero-sum games, and multi-player matching pennies. Similarly, Prasad et al.
(2015) introduced a two-timescale update rule that ensures the training dynamics
reach a stationary local NE in general-sum SGs if the critic learns faster than the
actor. Later, Perkins et al. (2015) proposed a distributed actor-critic algorithm that
enjoys provable convergence in solving static potential games with continuous actions. Similarly, Arslan and Yüksel (2016) developed a two-timescale variant of Qlearning that is guaranteed to converge to an equilibrium in SGs with weakly acyclic
characteristics, which generalises potential games. Other applications include developing two-timescale update rules for training GANs (Heusel et al., 2017) and
developing a two-timescale algorithm with guaranteed asymptotic convergence to
the Stackelberg equilibrium in general-sum Stackelberg games.

2.4.4

Solutions by Policy-Based Methods

Convergence to NE via direct policy search has been extensively studied; however,
early results were limited mainly by stateless two-player two-action games (Ab-
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dallah and Lesser, 2008; Bowling, 2005; Bowling and Veloso, 2002; Conitzer and
Sandholm, 2007; Singh et al., 2000b; Zhang and Lesser, 2010). Recently, GAN
training has posed a new challenge, thereby rekindling interest in understanding
the policy gradient dynamics of continuous games (Heusel et al., 2017; Mescheder
et al., 2018, 2017; Nagarajan and Kolter, 2017).
Analysing gradient-based algorithms through dynamic systems (Shub, 2013)
is a natural approach to yield more significant insights into convergence behaviour.
However, a fundamental difference is observed when one attempts to apply the
same analysis from the single-agent case to the multi-agent case because the combined dynamics of gradient-based learning schemes in multi-agent games do not
necessarily correspond to a proper gradient flow – a critical premise for almost sure
convergence to a local minimum. In fact, the difficulty of solving general-sum continuous games is exacerbated by the usage of deep networks with stochastic gradient
descent. In this context, a key equilibrium concept of interest is the local NE (Ratliff
et al., 2013) or differential NE (Ratliff et al., 2014), defined as follows.
Definition 10 (Local Nash Equilibrium). For an N-player continuous game denoted by {`i : Rd → R}i∈{1,...,N} with each agent’s loss `i being twice continu-

w1 , ..., w n ) ∈ Rd , and each player
ously differentiable, the parameters are w = (w

controls w i ∈ Rdi , ∑i di = d. Let ξ (w) = (∇w1 `1 , . . . , ∇wn `n ) ∈ Rd be the simultaneous gradient of the losses w.r.t. the parameters of the respective players, and let
H(w) := ∇w · ξ (w)> be the (d × d) Hessian matrix of the gradient, written as


∇2w1 `1

∇2w1 ,w2 `1 · · · ∇2w1 ,wn `1


 2
 ∇w2 ,w1 `2 ∇2w2 `2 · · · ∇2w2 ,wn `2
H(w) = 

..
..

.
.

∇2wn ,w1 `n ∇2wn ,w2 `n · · · ∇2wn `n










where ∇2wi ,w j `k is the (di × d j ) block of 2nd-order derivatives. A differentiable NE

for the game is w ∗ if ξ (w∗ ) = 0 and ∇2wi `i  0, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}; furthermore, this

result is a local NE if det H(w∗ ) 6= 0.

A recent result by Mazumdar and Ratliff (2018) suggested that gradient-based
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algorithms can almost surely avoid a subset of local NE in general-sum games; even
worse, there exist non-Nash stationary points. As a tentative treatment, Balduzzi
et al. (2018a) applied Helmholtz decomposition26 to decompose the game Hessian
w) into a potential part plus a Hamiltonian part. Based on the decomposition,
H(w
they designed a gradient-based method to address each part and combined them
into symplectic gradient adjustment (GDA), which is able to find all local NE for
zero-sum games and a subset of local NE for general-sum games. More recently,
Chasnov et al. (2019) separately considered the cases of 1) agents with oracle access
to the exact gradient ξ (w) and 2) agents with only an unbiased estimator for ξ (w).
In the first case, they provided asymptotic and finite-time convergence rates for the
gradient-based learning process to reach the differential NE. In the second case,
they derived concentration bounds guaranteeing with high probability that agents
will converge to a neighbourhood of a stable local NE in finite time. In the same
framework, Fiez et al. (2019) studied Stackelberg games in which agents take turns
to conduct the gradient update rather than acting simultaneously and established the
connection under which the equilibrium points of simultaneous gradient descent are
Stackelberg equilibria in zero-sum games. Mertikopoulos and Zhou (2019) investigated the local convergence of no-regret learning and found local NE is attracting
under gradient play if and only if a NE satisfies a property known as variational stability. This idea is inspired by the seminal notion of evolutionary stability observed
in animal populations (Smith and Price, 1973).
Finally, it is worth highlighting that the above theoretical analysis of the performance of gradient-based methods on stateless continuous games cannot be taken
for granted in SGs. The main reason is that the assumption on the differentiability of the loss function required in continuous games may not hold in general-sum
SGs. As clearly noted by Fazel et al. (2018); Mazumdar et al. (2019a); Zhang et al.
(2019d), even in the extreme setting of linear-quadratic games, the value functions
are not guaranteed to be globally smooth (w.r.t. each agent’s policy parameter).
26 This

approach is similar in ideology to the work by Candogan et al. (2011), where they leverage
the combinatorial Hodge decomposition to decompose any multi-player normal-form game into a
potential game plus a harmonic game. However, their equivalence is an open question.
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Learning in Games when N → +∞

2.5

As detailed in Section 1.4, designing learning algorithms in a multi-agent system
with N  2 is a challenging task. One major reason is that the solution concept,
such as Nash equilibrium, is difficult to compute in general due to the curse of
dimensionality of the multi-agent problem itself. However, if one considers a continuum of agents with N → +∞, then the learning problem becomes surprisingly
tractable. The intuition is that one can effectively transform a many-body interaction problem into a two-body interaction problem (i.e., agent vs the population
mean) via mean-field approximation.
The idea of mean-field approximation, which considers the behaviour of large
numbers of particles where individual particles have a negligible impact on the system, originated from physics. Important applications include solving Ising models27 (Kadanoff, 2009; Weiss, 1907), or more recently, understanding the learning
dynamics of over-parameterised deep neural networks (Hu et al., 2019; Lu et al.,
2020b; Sirignano and Spiliopoulos, 2020; Song et al., 2018). In the game theory
and MARL context, mean-field approximation essentially enables one to think of
the interactions between every possible permutation of agents as an interaction between each agent itself and the aggregated mean effect of the population of the other
agents, such that the N-player game (N → +∞) turns into a “two”-player game.
Moreover, under the law of large numbers and the theory of propagation of chaos
(Gärtner, 1988; McKean, 1967; Sznitman, 1991), the aggregated version of the optimisation problem in Eq. (2.46) asymptotically approximates the original N-player
game.
The assumption in the mean-field regime that each agent responds only to the
mean effect of the population may appear rather limited initially; however, for many
27 An

Ising model is a model used to study magnetic phase transitions under different system
temperatures. In a 2D Ising model, one can imagine the magnetic spins are laid out on a lattice, and
each spin can have one of two directions, either up or down. When the system temperature is high,
the direction of the spins is chaotic, and when the temperature is low, the directions of the spins
tend to be aligned. Without the mean-field approximation, computing the probability of the spin
direction is a combinatorial hard problem; for example, in a 5 × 5 2D lattice, there are 225 possible
spin configurations. A successful approach to solving the Ising model is to observe the phase change
under different temperatures and compare it against the ground truth.
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Figure 2.3: Relations of mean-field learning algorithms in games with large N.

real-world applications, agents often cannot access the information of all other
agents but can instead know the global information about the population. For example, in high-frequency trading in finance (Cardaliaguet and Lehalle, 2018; Lehalle
and Mouzouni, 2019), each trader cannot know every other trader’s position in the
market, although they have access to the aggregated order book from the exchange.
Another example is real-time bidding for online advertisements (Guo et al., 2019;
Iyer et al., 2014), in which participants can only observe, for example, the secondbest prize that wins the auction but not the individual bids from other participants.
There is a subtlety associated with types of games in which one applies the
mean-field theory. If one applies the mean-field type theory in non-cooperative28
games, in which agents act independently to maximise their own individual reward,
and the solution concept is NE, then the scenario is usually referred to as a meanfield game (MFG) (Guéant et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2006; Jovanovic and Rosenthal, 1988; Lasry and Lions, 2007). If one applies mean-field theory in cooperative
games in which there exists a central controller to control all agents cooperatively to
reach some Pareto optima, then the situation is usually referred to as mean-field control (MFC) (Andersson and Djehiche, 2011; Bensoussan et al., 2013), or McKeanVlasov dynamics (MKV) control. If one applies the mean-field approximation to
solve a standard SG through MARL, specifically, to factorise each agent’s reward
28 Note

that the word “non-cooperative” does not mean agents cannot collaborate to complete a
task, it means agents cannot collude to form a coalition: they have to behave independently.
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function or the joint-Q function, such that they depend only on the agent’s local
state and the mean action of others, then it is called mean-field MARL (MF-MARL)
(Subramanian et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2018b; Zhou et al., 2019).
Despite the difference in the applicable game types, technically, the differences
among MFG/MFC/MF-MARL can be elaborated from the perspective of the order
in which the equilibrium is learned (optimised) and the limit as N → +∞ is taken
(Carmona et al., 2013). MFG learns the equilibrium of the game first and then takes
the limit as N → +∞, while MFC takes the limit first and optimises the equilibrium
later. MF-MARL is somewhat in between. The mean-field in MF-MARL refers to
the empirical average of the states and/or actions of a finite population; N does not
have to reach infinity, though the approximation converges asymptotically to the
original game when N is large. This result is in contrast to the mean-field in MFG
and MFC, which is essentially a probability distribution of states and/or actions of
an infinite population (i.e., the Mckean-Vlasov dynamics). Before providing more
details, we summarise the relationships of MFG, MFC, and MF-MARL in Figure
2.3. Readers are recommended to revisit their differences after finishing reading the
below subsections.

2.5.1

Non-cooperative Mean-Field Game

MFGs have been widely studied in different domains, including physics, economics, and stochastic control (Carmona et al., 2018; Guéant et al., 2011). An
intuitive example to quickly illustrate the idea of MFG is the problem of when does
the meeting start (Guéant et al., 2011). For a meeting in the real world, people often
schedule a calendar time t in advance, and the actual start time T depends on when
the majority of participants (e.g., 90%) arrive. Each participant plans to arrive at
τ i , and the actual arrival time, τ̃ i = τ i + σ i ε i , is often influenced by some uncontrolled factors σ i ε i , ε i ∼ N (0, 1), such as weather or traffic. Assuming all players
are rational, they do not want to be later than either t or T ; moreover, they do not
want to arrive too early and have to wait. The cost function of each individual can


be written as ci (t, T, τ̃ i ) = E αbτ̃ i −tc+ + β bτ̃ i − T c+ + γbT − τ̃ i c+ , where α, β , γ
are constants. The key question to ask is when is the best time for an agent to arrive,
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as a result, when will the meeting actually start, i.e., what is T ?
The challenge of the above problem lies in the coupled relationship between T
and τ i ; that is, in order to compute T , we need to know τ i , which is based on T itself.
Therefore, solving the time T is essentially equivalent to finding the fixed point, if
it exists, of the stochastic process that generates T . In fact, T can be effectively
computed through a two-step iterative process, and we denote as Γ 1 and Γ 2 . At
Γ 1 , given the current29 value of T , each agent solves their optimal arrival time τ i
by minimising their cost Ri (t, T, τ̃ i ). At Γ 2 , agents calibrate the new estimate of T
based on all τ i values that were computed in Γ 1 . Γ 1 and Γ 2 continue iterating until
T converges to a fixed point, i.e., Γ 2 ◦ Γ 1 (T ∗ ) = T ∗ . The key insight is that the
interaction with other agents is captured simply by the mean-field quantity. Since
the meeting starts only when 90% of the people arrive, if one considers a continuum
of players with N → +∞, T becomes the 90th quantile of a distribution, and each
agent can easily find the best response. This result contrasts to the cases of a finite
number of players, in which the ordered statistic is intractable, especially when N
is large (but still finite).
Approximating an N-player SG by letting N → +∞ and letting each player
choose an optimal strategy in response to the population’s macroscopic information
(i.e., the mean field), though analytically friendly, is not cost-free. In fact, MFG
makes two major assumptions: 1) the impact of each player’s action on the outcome
is infinitesimal, resulting in all agents being identical, interchangeable, and indistinguishable; 2) each player maintains weak interactions with others only through
a mean field, denoted by Li ∈ ∆ |S||A| , which is essentially a population state-action
joint distribution



∑ j6=i 1(s j = ·) ∑ j6=i 1(a j = ·)
L = µ (·), α (·) = lim
,
N→+∞
N −1
N −1
i



−i

−i

(2.44)

where s j and a j player j’s local state30 and local action. Therefore, for SGs that do
29 At

time step 0, it can be a random guess. Since the fixed point exists, the final convergence
result is irrelevant to the initial guess.
30 Note that in mean-field learning in games, the state is not assumed to be global. This is different
from Dec-POMDP, in which there exists an observation function that maps the global state to the
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not share the homogeneity assumption31 and weak interaction assumption, MFG is
not an effective approximation. Furthermore, since agents have no identity in MFG,
one can choose a representative agent (the agent index is thus omitted) and write the
formulation32 of the MFG as


V s, π, Lt

∞
t=0



:= E

"

∞

∑ γ t R (st , at , Lt )

#

s0 = s

t=0

subject to st+1 ∼ P (st , at , Lt ) , at ∼ πt (st ) .

(2.45)

Each agent applies a local policy33 πt : S → ∆ (A), which assumes the population
state is not observable. Note that both the reward function and the transition dy∞ . From each agent’s
namics depend on the sequence of the mean-field terms {Lt }t=0

perspective, the MDP is time-varying and is determined by all other agents.
The solution concept in MFG is a variant of the (Markov perfect) NE named the
mean-field equilibrium, which is a pair of {πt∗ , Lt∗ }t≥0 that satisfies two conditions:

1) for fixed L∗ = {Lt∗ }, π ∗ = {πt∗ } is the optimal policy, that is, V (s, π ∗ , L∗ ) ≥

V (s, π, L∗ ), ∀π, s; 2) L∗ matches with the generated mean field when agents follow
π ∗ . The two-step iteration process in the meeting start-time example applied in

MFG is then expressed as Γ 1 (Lt ) = πt∗ and Γ 2 (Lt , πt∗ ) = Lt+1 , and it terminates
when Γ 2 ◦ Γ 1 (L) = L = L∗ . Mean-field equilibrium is essentially a fixed point
of MFG, its existence for discrete-time34 discounted MFGs has been verified by

Saldi et al. (2018) in the infinite-population limit N → +∞ and also in the partially
observable setting (Saldi et al., 2019). However, these works consider the case
local observation for each agent.
31 In fact, the homogeneity in MFG can be relaxed to allow agents to have (finite) different types
(Lacker and Zariphopoulou, 2019), though within each type, agents must be homogeneous.
32 MFG is more commonly formulated in a continuous-time setting in the domain of optimal
control, where it is typically composed by a backward Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (e.g., the
Bellman equation in RL is its discrete-time counterpart) that describes the optimal control problem
of an individual agent and a forward Fokker-Planck equation that describes the dynamics of the
aggregate distribution (i.e., the mean field) of the population.
33 A general non-local policy π(s, L) : S × ∆ |S||A| → ∆ (A) is also valid for MFG, and it makes the
learning easier by assuming L is fully observable.
34 The existence of equilibrium in continuous-time MFGs is widely studied in the area of stochastic
control (Cardaliaguet et al., 2015; Carmona and Delarue, 2013; Carmona et al., 2016, 2015b; Fischer
et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2006; Lacker, 2015, 2018; Lasry and Lions, 2007), though it may be of
less interest to RL researchers.
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where the mean field in MFG includes only the population state. Recently, Guo
et al. (2019) demonstrated the existence of NE in MFG, taking into account both
the population states and actions distributions. In addition, they proved that if Γ 1
and Γ 2 meet small parameter conditions (Huang et al., 2006), then the NE is unique
in the sense of L∗ . In terms of uniqueness, a common result is based on assuming
monotonic cost functions (Lasry and Lions, 2007). In general, MFGs admit multiple
equilibria (Nutz et al., 2020); the reachability of multiple equilibria is studied when
the cost functions are anti-monotonic (Cecchin et al., 2019) or quadratic (Delarue
and Tchuendom, 2020).
Based on the two-step fixed-point iteration in MFGs, various model-free RL
algorithms have been proposed for learning the NE. The idea is that in the step Γ 1 ,
one can approximate the optimal πt given Lt through single-agent RL algorithms35
such as (deep) Q-learning (Anahtarcı et al., 2019; Anahtarci et al., 2020; Guo et al.,
2019), (deep) policy-gradient methods (Elie et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2020; Subramanian and Mahajan, 2019; uz Zaman et al., 2020), and actor-critic methods (Fu et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2019b). Then, in step Γ 2 , one can compute the forward Lt+1 by
sampling the new πt directly or via fictitious play (Cardaliaguet and Hadikhanloo,
2017; Elie et al., 2019; Hadikhanloo and Silva, 2019). A surprisingly good result is
that the sample complexity of both value-based and policy-based learning methods
for MFG in fact shares the same order of magnitude as those of single-agent RL
algorithms (Guo et al., 2020). However, one major subtlety of these learning algorithms for MFGs is how to obtain stable samples for Lt+1 . For example, Guo et al.
(2020) discovered that applying a softmax policy for each agent and projecting the
mean-field quantity on an ε-net with finite cover help to significantly stabilise the
forward propagation of Lt+1 .

2.5.2

Cooperative Mean-Field Control

MFC maintains the same homogeneity assumption and weak interaction assumption
as MFG. However, unlike MFG, in which each agent behaves independently, there is
35 Since

agents in MFG are homogeneous, if the representative agent reaches convergence, then
the joint policy is the NE. Additionally, given Lt , the MDP to the representative agent is stationary.
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a central controller that coordinates all agents’ behaviours in the context of MFC. In
cooperative multi-agent learning, assuming each agent observes only a local state,
the central controller maximises the aggregated accumulative reward:
1 N
sup ∑ Est+1 ∼P,at ∼ππ
π N i=1




∑ γ R (st , at ) s0 = s .
t i

(2.46)

t

Solving Eq. (2.46) is a combinatorial problem. Clearly, the sample complexity of
applying the Q-learning algorithm grows exponentially in N (Even-Dar and Mansour, 2003). To avoid the curse of dimensionality in N, MFC (Carmona et al., 2018;
Gu et al., 2019) pushes N → +∞, and under the law of large numbers and the theory of propagation of chaos (Gärtner, 1988; McKean, 1967; Sznitman, 1991), the
optimisation problem in Eq. (2.46), in the view of a representative agent, can be
equivalently written as


t
sup E ∑ γ R̃(st , at , µt , αt ) s0 ∼ µ
π

t

subject to st+1 ∼ P (st , at , µt , αt ) , at ∼ πt (st , µt ) .

(2.47)

in which (µt , αt ) is the respective state and action marginal distribution of the meani
field quantity, µt (·) = limN→+∞ ∑N
i=1 1(st = ·)/N, αt (·) = ∑s∈S µt (s) · πt (s, µt ) (·),

and R̃ = limN→+∞ ∑i Ri /N. The MFC approach is attractive not only because the
dimension of MFC is independent of N, but also because MFC has shown to approximate the original cooperative game in terms of both game values and optimal
strategies (Lacker, 2017; Motte and Pham, 2019).

Although the MFC formulation in Eq. (2.47) appears similar to the MFG formulation in Eq. (2.45), their underlying physical meaning is fundamentally different. As is illustrated in Figure 2.3, the difference is which operation is performed
first: learning the equilibrium of the N-player game or taking the limit as N → +∞.
In the fixed-point iteration of MFG, one first assumes Lt is given and then lets the
(infinite) number of agents find the best response to Lt , while in MFC, one assumes
an infinite number of agents to avoid the curse of dimensionality in cooperative
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MARL and then finds the optimal policy for each agent from a central controller
perspective. In addition, compared to mean-field NE in MFG, the solution concept of the central controller in MFC is the Pareto optimum36 , an equilibrium point
where no individual can be better off without making others worse off. Finally,
other differences between MFG and MFC can be found in Carmona et al. (2013).
In MFC, since the marginal distribution of states serves as an input in the
agent’s policy and is no longer assumed to be known in each iteration (in contrast to MFG), the dynamic programming principle no longer holds in MFC due to
its non-Markovian nature (Andersson and Djehiche, 2011; Buckdahn et al., 2011;
Carmona et al., 2015a). That is, MFC problems are inherently time-inconsistent.
A counter-example of the failure of standard Q-learning in MFC can be found in
Gu et al. (2019). One solution is to learn MFC by adding common noise to the
underlying dynamics such that all existing theory on learning MDP with stochastic dynamics can be applied, such as Q-learning (Carmona et al., 2019b). In the
special class of linear-quadratic MFCs, Carmona et al. (2019a) studied the policygradient method and its convergence, and Luo et al. (2019) explored an actor-critic
algorithm. However, this approach of adding common noise still suffers from high
sample complexity and weak empirical performance (Gu et al., 2019). Importantly,
applying dynamic programming in this setting lacks rigorous verifications, leaving
aside the measurability issues and the existence of a stationary optimal policy.
Another way to address the time inconsistency in MFCs is to consider an enlarged state-action space (Djete et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2019; Laurière and Pironneau, 2014; Pham and Wei, 2016, 2017, 2018). This technique is also called “lift
up”, which essentially means to lift up the state space and the action space into their
corresponding probability measure spaces in which dynamic programming principles hold. For example, Gu et al. (2019); Motte and Pham (2019) proposed to lift
the finite state-action space S and A to a compact state-action space embedded in

Euclidean space denoted by C := ∆ (S) × H and H := h : S → ∆ (A) , and the
36 The

Pareto optimum is a subset of NE.
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optimal Q-function associated with the MFC problem in Eq. (2.47) is
QC (µ, h) = sup E
π

"

∞
t

∑ γ R̃

t=0

#



st , at , µt , αt s0 ∼ µ, u0 ∼ α, at ∼ πt , ∀(µ, h) ∼ C .

(2.48)

The physical meaning of H is the set of all possible local policies h : S → ∆ (A)
over all different states. Note that after lift up, the mean-field term µt in πt of Eq.
(2.47) no longer exists as an input to h. Although the support of each h is |∆ (A)||S| ,
it proves to be the minimum space under which the Bellman equation can hold. The
Bellman equation for QC : C → R is



QC (µ, h) = R µ, h + γ sup QC Φ(µ, h), h̃

(2.49)

h̃∈H

where R and Φ are the reward function and transition dynamics written as

R µ, h =


Φ µ, h =

∑ ∑ R̃
s∈S a∈A

∑∑P
s∈S a∈A


s, a, µ, α(µ, h) · µ(s) · h(s)(a)


s, a, µ, α(µ, h) · µ(s) · h(s)(a)

(2.50)
(2.51)

with α(µ, h)(·) := ∑s∈S µ(s) · h(s)(·) representing the marginal distribution of

the mean-field quantity in action. The optimal value function is V ∗ (µ) =

maxh∈H QC µ, h . Since both µ and h are probability distributions, the difficulty
of learning MFC then changes to how to deal with continuous state and continuous
action inputs to QC (µ, h), which is still an open research question. Gu et al. (2020)
tried to discretise the lifted space C through ε-net and then adopted the kernel
regression on top of the discretisation; impressively, the sample complexity of the
induced Q-learning algorithm is independent of the number of agents N.

2.5.3

Mean-Field MARL

The scalability issue of multi-agent learning in non-cooperative general-sum games
can also be alleviated by applying the mean-field approximation directly to each
agent’s Q-function (Subramanian et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2018b; Zhou et al., 2019).
In fact, Yang et al. (2018b) was the first to combine mean-field theory with the
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MARL algorithm. The full treatment will be presented in Chapter 5. The idea is
to first factorise the Q-function using only the local pairwise interactions between
agents (see Eq. (2.52)) and then apply the mean-field approximation; specifically,
one can write the neighbouring agent’s action ak as the sum of the mean action ā j
and a fluctuation term δ a j,k , i.e., ak = ā j + δ a j,k , ā j =

1
Nj

∑k ak , in which N ( j) is

the set of neighbouring agents of the learning agent j with its size being N j = |N j |.

With the above two processes, we can reach the mean-field Q-function Q j (s, a j , ā j )
that approximates Q j (s, a) as follows


1
Q j s, a = j ∑ Q j s, a j , ak
N k



1
= j ∑ Q j s, a j , ā j + ∇ā j Q j s, a j , ā j · δ a j,k
N k

(2.52)



1 j,k 2
j
j j,k
j,k
+ δ a · ∇ã j,k Q s, a , ã
·δa
(2.53)
2



 1
= Q j s, a j , ā j + ∇ā j Q j s, a j , ā j ·
δ a j,k
Nj ∑
k



1
j,k
2
j
j j,k
j,k
δ a · ∇ã j,k Q s, a , ã
·δa
+
2N j ∑
k
(2.54)



1
j
k
= Q j s, a j , ā j +
Rs,a
j a
∑
j
2N k

≈ Q j s, a j , ā j .

(2.55)

The second term in Eq. (2.54) is zero by definition, and the third term can be
bounded if the Q-function is smooth, and it is neglected on purpose. The meanfield action ā j can be interpreted as the empirical distribution of the actions taken
by agent j’s neighbours. However, unlike the mean-field quantity in MFG or MFC,
this quantity does not have to assume an infinite population of agents, which is more
friendly for many real-world tasks, although a large N can reduce the approximation
error between ak and ā j due to the law of large numbers. In addition, the mean-field
term in MF-MARL does not include the state distribution, unlike MFG or MFC.
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Based on the mean-field Q-function, one can write the Q-learning update as
h



i
j
s, a j , ā j = 1 − α Qtj s, a j , ā j + α R j + γvtj,MF s0
Qt+1
h

i

vtj,MF s0 = ∑ πtj a j | s0 , ā j · Eā j (aa− j )∼ππ − j Qtj s0 , a j , ā j .
t

aj

(2.56)

The mean action ā j depends on a j , j ∈ N ( j), which itself depends on the mean
action. The chicken-and-egg problem is essentially the time inconsistency that also
occurs in MFC. To avoid coupling between a j and ā j , Yang et al. (2018b) proposed
Qt }, the mean action ā j is computed first
a filtration such that in each stage game {Q
using each agents’ current policies, i.e., ā j =

1
Nj

∑k ak , ak ∼ πtk , and then given ā j ,

each agent finds the best response by

πtj



j
j , ā j
β
Q
exp
s,
a
t


.
a j | s, ā j =
0
j
∑a j ∈A j exp β Qt (s, a j , ā j )

(2.57)

For large β , the Boltzmann policy in Eq. (2.57) proves to be a contraction mapping,
which means the optimal action a j is unique given ā j ; therefore, the chicken-andegg problem is resolved37 .
MF-Q can be regarded as a modification of the Nash-Q learning algorithm
(Hu and Wellman, 2003), with the solution concept changed from NE to meanfield NE (see the definition in MFG). As a result, under the same conditions, which
include the strong assumption that there exists a unique NE at every stage game


encountered, HMF Q (s, a ) = Es0 ∼p R (s, a ) + γvvMF (s0 ) proves to be a contraction

operator. Furthermore, the asymptotic convergence of the MF-Q learning update in
Eq. (2.56) has also been established.

Considering only pairwise interactions in MF-Q may appear rather limited.
However, it has been noted that the pairwise approximation of the agent and its
neighbours, while significantly reducing the complexity of the interactions among
agents, can still preserve global interactions between any pair of agents (Blume,
1993). In fact, such an approach is widely adopted in other machine learning do37 Coincidentally,

the techniques of fixing the mean-field term first and adopting the Boltzmann
policy for each agent were discovered by Guo et al. (2019) in learning MFGs at the same time.
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mains, for example, factorisation machines (Rendle, 2010) and learning to rank
(Cao et al., 2007). Based on MF-Q, Li et al. (2019a) solved the real-world taxi order dispatching task for Uber China and demonstrated strong empirical performance
against humans. Subramanian and Mahajan (2019) extended MF-Q to include multiple types of agents and applied the method to a large-scale predator-prey simulation scenario. Ganapathi Subramanian et al. (2020) further relaxed the assumption
that agents have access to exact cumulative metrics regarding the mean-field behaviour of the system, and proposed partially observable MF-Q that maintains a
distribution to model the uncertainty regarding the mean field of the system.

Chapter 3

Emergent Population Dynamics from
Million-Agent RL
Before introducing any novel developments on many-agent RL techniques, in this
chapter, I choose first to demonstrate an application of studying emergent population dynamics from a group of intelligent agents powered by MARL. I scale the
size of AI populations to millions. This study intends to show readers the potentials
of many-agent RL techniques in biologies. Specifically, I put intelligent agents into
a simulated predator-prey world and verify if the principles discovered in nature
could also be used in understanding an artificially-created intelligent population,
and vice versa. To achieve this, I simulate a large-scale predator-prey world, where
the laws of the world are designed by only the findings or logical equivalence that
have been discovered in nature. I endow the agents with intelligence based on deep
MARL methods. In order to scale the population size up to millions of agents, a
large-scale deep MARL training platform with redesigned experience buffer is proposed. The results show that the population dynamics of AI agents, driven only
by each agent’s individual self-interest, reveals a systematic pattern that is similar
to the Lotka-Volterra model studied in population biology. I further disclose the
emergent behaviours of collective adaptations in studying how the agents’ grouping
behaviours will change with the environmental resources. Both of the two findings
could be explained by the self-organisation theory in nature.
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Background and Motivation

By employing the modelling power of deep learning, single-agent reinforcement
learning (RL) has started to display, even surpass, human-level intelligence on a
wide variety of tasks, ranging from playing the games of Labyrinth (Mnih et al.,
2016), Atari (Mnih et al., 2015), and Go (Silver et al., 2016) to other tasks such
as continuous control on locomotions (Lillicrap et al., 2015), text generation (Yu
et al., 2017), and neural architecture design (Zoph and Le, 2016). Very recently,
multi-agent RL algorithms have further broadened the use of RL and demonstrated
their potentials in the setting where both of the agents’ incentives and economical
constraints exist. For example, the studies (de Vries et al., 2016; Lazaridou et al.,
2016; Mordatch and Abbeel, 2017; Wang et al., 2016) have shown that with different multi-agent cooperative learning environments, the compositional language
naturally emerges. Researchers (Foerster et al., 2017b; Peng et al., 2017a; Usunier
et al., 2016) have also demonstrated that multiple agents can be trained to play
the combat game in StarCraft, and the agents have mastered collaborative strategies
that are similar to those of experienced human players. Nonetheless, all of the aforementioned RL systems so far have been limited to less than tens of agents, and the
focuses of their studies are rather in the optimisation of a micro and individual level
policy. Macro-level studies about the resulting collective behaviours and dynamics
emerging from a large population of AI agents remain untouched.
Yet, on the other hand, real-world populations exhibit specific orders and regularity on collective behaviours: honey bees use specific waggle dances to transmit
signals, a trail of ants transfers food by leaving chemical marks on the routes, Vshaped formations of bird flocks during migration, or particular sizes of fish schools
in the deep ocean. Even human beings can easily show ordered macro-dynamics,
for example, the rhythmical audience applause after the concerts, or the periodical
human waves in the fanatical football game. A stream of research on the theory of
self-organisation (Ashby, 1991) explores a new approach to explaining the emergence of order in nature. In fact, the self-organising dynamics appear in many other
disciplines of natural sciences (Bak, 2013). The theory of self-organisation sug-
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gests that the ordered global dynamics, no matter how complex, are induced from
repeated interactions between local individual parts of a initially disordered system,
without external supervisions or interventions. Such a concept has proven critical in
many fields of natural science (Camazine, 2003; Kauffman, 1993; Sumpter, 2006).
As once the ancient philosopher Lucretius (Palmer, 2014) said:
“A designing intelligence is necessary to create orders in nature”,
an interesting question for us is to understand what kinds of ordered macrodynamics, if any, that a community of artificially-created agents would possess
when they are together put into the natural context. In this chapter, we fill the
research gap by conducting an empirical study on the above questions. We aim to
understand whether the principles, e.g., self-organisation theory (Ashby, 1991), that
are developed in the real world could also be applied to understanding an AI population. In order to achieve this, we argue that the key to this study is to have a clear
methodology of introducing the micro-level intelligence; therefore, we simulate a
predator-prey world where each individual AI agent is endowed with intelligence
through a large-scale deep RL framework. The population size is scaled up to a
million level. To maximise the generality, the laws of the predator-prey world are
designed by only incorporating the natural findings or logic equivalence; miscellaneous potential dynamics can thus be studied.
We first study the macro-dynamics of the population size for both the predators
and preys, and then we investigate the emergence of one of the most fundamental
collective behaviours – grouping. In particular, we compare the statistics and dynamics of the intelligent population with the theories and models from real-world
biological studies. Interestingly, we find that the artificial predator-prey ecosystem,
with individual intelligence incorporated, reaches an ordered pattern on dynamics
that is similar to what the Lotka-Volterra model (Lotka, 1925) indicates in population biology. Also, we discover the emergence of the collective adaptations on
grouping behaviours when the environment changes. Both of the two findings can
be well explained based on the self-organisation theory. Moreover, the proposed
million-agent RL platform could serve as the initial steps to understand the be-
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haviours of large-scale AI populations, driven by deep RL algorithms. It could
potentially open up an exciting research direction of understanding AI population
by linking the findings from the AI world with the natural science principles from
the real world, thus contributing to the research frontiers, for example, smart city
(Nam and Pardo, 2011) and swarm intelligence (Kennedy, 2006).
While our subject is a computerised artifact, our work is also related to the
research conducted in natural sciences. The theory of self-organisation proposed in
(Ashby, 1991) serves as a fundamental way of thinking to understand the emergence
of orders in nature (even though Physicists tend to challenge this theory because
The Second Law of Thermodynamics (Boltzmann, 1974) states that the total level
of disorders in an isolated system can never decrease over time). Self-organisation
theory believers think that the global ordered dynamics of a system can originate
from numerous interactions between local individuals that are initially disordered,
with no needs for external interventions. The theory predicts the existence of the
ordered dynamics in the population.
In fact, the self-organising phenomena have been observed in multiple fields in
natural sciences (Camazine, 2003; Kauffman, 1993; Sumpter, 2006). For example,
in population biology, one important discovery is the ordered harmonic dynamics
of the population sizes between predators and preys (e.g., the lynx and snowshoe
hare (Gilpin, 1973)), which is summarised into the Lotka-Volterra model (Lotka,
1925). It describes the fact that there is a 90° lag in the phase space between the
population sizes of predators and preys (more details are discussed later in Section
3.4.1). Even though explainable via the self-organisation theory, the Lotka-Volterra
models are summarised based on the statistics from the ecological field studies.
There is essentially no learning process or individual intelligence involved. In this
work, we chose a different approach by incorporating the individual intelligence
into the population dynamics studies. Each agent is endowed with the intelligence
to make its own decision rather than is considered homogeneous and rule-based.
Our intention is to find out whether an AI population still creates ordered dynamics
such as the Lotka-Volterra equations, if so, whether the dynamics is explainable
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from the perspective of the self-organisation theory.
In multiple disciplines of natural sciences spanning from zoology, psychology,
to economy (Dunbar, 2016; Guillen, 2000; Sumpter, 2006), one of the most fundamental thus important collective behaviours to study is: grouping – a population of
units aggregate together for collective decision-making. Grouping is believed to imply the emergence of sociality and to induce other collective behaviours (Javarone
and Marinazzo, 2016). In studying the grouping behaviours, traditional approaches
include setting up a game with rigid and reductive predefined interactive rules for
each agent and then conduct simulations based on the ad-hoc game (Fryxell et al.,
2007; Inada and Kawachi, 2002; Niwa, 1994). Rule-based games might work well
on biological organisms that inherit the same characteristics from their ancestors;
however, they show limits on studying the large-scale heterogeneous agents (Boccaletti et al., 2006). In contrast to rule-based games with no learning process at all,
here we investigate the formation of grouping behaviours on a million-level AI populations driven by RL algorithms. Our intention is to find out how the grouping behaviours in AI population emerge and change w.r.t. the environmental factors such
as the food resources, and if any other collective behaviours emerge from grouping.

3.2

Design of the Predator-Prey World

In this chapter, we try to understand: 1) whether the AI population creates any
ordered patterns on population dynamics, and 2) the dynamics of the collective
grouping behaviours. Predator-prey interaction is one fundamental relationship observed in nature. Here we intend to simulate a predator-prey world with millionlevel agents (shown in Figure 3.1). The world is designed to be easily adaptable
to incorporate other environmental complexity to investigate the miscellaneous dynamics as well as collective behaviours of AI population where each individual
agent is driven by pure self-interest.

3.2.1

The Axioms Observed in Nature

To avoid introducing any specific rules that could harm the generality of the observed results, we design the laws of the world by only considering those fac-
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tual findings or logical equivalence that have been observed in the natural system
(Sumpter, 2006, Section 5). We regard those laws as the axioms of studying population dynamics and collective behaviours. Here we briefly review the axioms
accepted, and refer the corresponding natural evidence to the Table 3.1. Note that
these axioms should not be treated separately; instead, we consider how the combination of these different axioms could produce and affect collective dynamics.

(i). Positive Feedback. Positive feedback enhances particular behaviours through
reinforcement. It helps spread the information of a meaningful action quickly
between individuals.

(ii). Negative Feedback. Negative feedback leads to homeostasis. It helps stabilise
the collective behaviours produced in favour of the positive feedback from going to extremes.

(iii). Individual Variation. Individual variation is essential to guarantee the continued explorations of new solutions to the same problem within a population.

(iv). Response Threshold. Response threshold is the threshold beyond which individuals will change their behaviours as a response to the stimulus.

(v). Redundancy. Redundancy ensures functional continuity of the whole population even when a catastrophic event happens.

(vi). Synchronisation. Synchronisation is a special kind of positive feedback in time
rather than space. An example would be how individuals with unique frequency
of applause affect the crowd’s frequency in a concert.

(vii). Selfishness. Individuals always tend to maximise their own utility. One will
not behave altruistically for others until it can benefit more from behaving collectively than acting alone.
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Table 3.1: The axioms adopted in the simulated predator-prey world (also see Sumpter
(2006)[Section 5]).

Axiom
Positive
Feedback

Description
Positive feedback enhances particular behaviours through reinforcement. It helps spread
the information of a
meaningful action quickly
between the individuals.

Negative
Feedback

Negative feedback leads
to homeostasis. It helps
stabilise the collective
behaviours produced in
favour of the positive
feedback from going to
extremes.
Individual variation is of
the essence to guarantee
the continued explorations
of new solutions to the
same problem within a
population.

Individual
Variation

Response
Threshold

Response threshold is the
threshold beyond which
individuals will change
their behaviours as a
response to the stimulus.
Redundancy Redundancy
ensures
functional continuity of
the whole population even
when a catastrophic event
happens.
Synchronisation

Synchronisation is a special kind of positive feedback in time rather than
space.

Selfishness

Selfishness means that
agents should always
maximise
their
own
utility.

Example in Nature
One backup in nature comes from the
observations from ants (Bonabeau et al.,
1997; Wilson et al., 1971). When an ant
discovers a food source through a particular search trail, the path to the food will
soon serve as the trigger for positive feedback through which other ants start to follow.
In the ant’s case (Bonabeau et al., 1997;
Wilson et al., 1971), as the population
size of ants is limited, with an increasing
number of ants forage the food from outside, the distribution of ants between food
sources will be stable.
One evidence comes from the honey
bees (Jeanne, 1988; Pankiw and Page Jr,
2000). Social insects as honey bees have
evolved to be highly variable in the directional sense, response to sucrose, level of
focus in food collection in order to ensure
the diversification in ways of food collection, otherwise one single food resource
will be depleted quickly.
An evidence found in nature is that bumblebees will start to fan so as to cool down
the hive when the temperature inside goes
above a threshold level (Weidenmüller,
2004).
In the kingdom of bees, if the community suffers a drastic reduction in the number of worker bees, younger bees will
soon replace their positions to guarantee
that the whole community functions well
(Seeley, 2009).
An example would be how individuals
with unique frequency of applause affect the crowd’s frequency in a concert.
Empirical evidence includes audience applause that is often achieved through adjustments by individuals having a unique
frequency among the local average.
Easily observable in nature. For example,
the decision making of humans in most
times tend to be selfish.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the predator-prey world. In the 2D world, there exist preys,
predators, and obstacles. Predators hunt the prey so as to survive from starvation. The reward is the proportion of prey that the predator obtains. Each
predator has its own health bar and limited eyesight view. Predators can form a
group to hunt the prey so that the chance of capturing can increase, but this also
means that the captured prey will be shared among all group members. When
there are multiple groups targeting the same prey, the largest group within the
capture radius will win. In this example, predators {2, 3, 4} form a group and
win the prey over the group {5, 6}. Predator 5 soon dies due to starvation.

3.2.2

Realisation of the Axioms

We realise the predator-prey world via designing a Stochastic Game. We list the
detailed rules of the game and its corresponding axiom.

3.2.2.1

Studying Population Dynamics

In the predator-prey world (see Figure 3.1), the goal for the predator species is to
survive in the ecosystem and procreate their next generations (Axiom (vii)). Positions of predator/prey/obstacles in the world are all initialised randomly at the
beginning. The environment is considered under an infinite horizon. While the
population of both preys and predators can be boosted by breeding offsprings (Axiom (v)), they, however, face the hazards of either being hunted as preys, or dying of
starvation as predators (Axiom (ii)). To realise the idea of starvation, we make the
health status of predator decrease with time by a constant factor, which can also be
restored by capturing and eating preys (Axiom (i)). Predators are assumed to have
an infinite appetite; the logical equivalence in nature is that a predator normally
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can store food resource for future survival. Each predator can have unique characteristics, e.g., identity vector, eyesight and health status (Axiom (iii)). The unique
characteristics of each agent represent the diversity of the population. Each individual agent makes independent decisions, and can behave differently even given
the same scenario. Predators can form a group to increase the chance of capturing
a prey (Axiom (i) & (iv)). Group members are visible to predators within its view.
Suppose a single agent chooses the action of “join a group”. In that case, the environment will randomly select a group within its view, and the agent will become
a member of that group until it decides to “leave the current group” afterwards.
Note that a single predator may hunt for the prey alone as well as hunt as a group
member. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, each prey is assigned a square capture area
with a capture radius ρ, which reflects the difficulty of being hunted (Axiom (iv)).
Groups of predators, or singles, will only be able to hunt the prey if they manage
to stay within the capture radius. Apart from the capture radius, another parameter, the capture threshold k (k=0,1,2,...), also reflects the capturing difficulty of each
prey (Axiom (iv)). Within the capture area, only meeting the threshold will a group
of predators become a valid candidate. When there are multiple valid candidate
groups targeting the same prey, the group with the largest group size will be the
winner, which mimics jungle law. When a group wins over other candidates, all the
members in that group will share the prey equally (Axiom (ii)). The trade-off here
is, in the pursuit of preys, grouping is encouraged as large group can help increase
the probability of capturing a prey; however, huge group size will also be inhibited
due to the lower proportion of prey each group member obtains from the sharing
(Axiom (vii)).

3.2.2.2

Studying Grouping Behaviours

Considering synchronisation of Axiom (vi) and selfishness of Axiom (vii), we incorporate the second type of prey that can be captured by an individual predator
alone, which means we set the capture threshold k to 1 for that species. An analogy
here is to think of tigers as the predators, sheep as the prey that can be hunted by a
group of predators, and rabbits as the preys that can be captured by a single predator.

3.3. The AI Population Driven by MARL
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Figure 3.2: Million-agent Q-learning System in the Predator-prey World.

These two kinds of preys can be considered as an abstraction of individual reward
and grouping reward, respectively. Predators have to make a decision to either join
a group for hunting the sheep or conduct hunting the rabbit by itself in order to
maximise its long-term reward and the probability of survival (Axiom (i),(ii),(vii)),
which introduces a trade-off between acting alone and collaborating with others.
We keep alternating the environments by feeding these two kinds of preys one after another (Axiom (vi)) and examine the dynamics of grouping behaviours. To
emphasise the dynamics of grouping behaviours and also to avoid the influences
from the systematic preferences for grouping as a result of the changing population
size, we keep the population size of predators fixed by endowing them with eternal
longevity, which can also be considered as a short-term observation during which
there is little change of the predator population size. Under the environment, each
agent’s optimal strategy continuously varies over time, and the predator population
has to learn to adapt their collective strategy correspondingly.

3.3

The AI Population Driven by MARL

In the designed predator-prey world, we build AI population under the multi-agent
deep RL setting. Formally, the multi-agent Markov decision process (or, stochastic
game) is denoted by {S , A , T , R, O, γ, ρ0 , N}. S denotes the set of true environmental states, and ρ0 (S ) denotes the initial state distribution. At each time step,
each agent i ∈ {1, ..., N} in the predators population (they have to hunt preys to sur-
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vive) takes an action ai ∈ A where A is the valid action space. The joint actions a ∈

A N induce a transition of the environment based on the transition function between
states, T : S × A N → S . The reward function is defined by R : S × A N → RN ,
and γ ∈ [0, 1) denotes the discount factor. The environment is partially-observed;

each agent can observe oi ∈ O(s, ai ). An agent gains “intelligence” by learning a
stochastic policy πθi (ai |si = oi ) that could maximise its expected cumulative reward

∞
γ t Rti ]. The actionin the predator-prey environment, i.e., θ ∗ := argmaxθ E(s,a) [∑t=0
i

l i
value function is defined by Qπ (st , at ) = Est+1:∞ ,at+1:∞ [∑∞
l=0 γ Rt+l |st , at ]. Consider-

ing the exploration in the action space, ε-greedy methods can be applied on selecti

ing the action, πθi (ai |si ) = ε-greedy(Qπ (si , ai )).
The action space A includes {forward, backward, left, right, rotate left, rotate right, stand still, join a group, and leave a group}. It is considered invalid if a
predator takes the “join a group” action as a group member already, takes the “leave
a group” action as a single individual, or tries to cross the map borders. The environment will not settle invalid actions. Within the horizon of each individual agent,
there are five channels for the observation oi . The observation Oti ∈ Rm×n×5 is dependent on the agent’s current position and orientation. The agent’s eyesight ranges
up to a distance limit towards the grids ahead and the grids to the left and right. The
type of object (predators/preys/obstacles/blank areas) on the map occupy the first
three channels: raw RGB pixels. The fourth channel is an indicator of whether or
not that object is a group member. The fifth channel is the health status h ∈ R if
the object is an agent, otherwise padded with zero. Each agent is assigned with a
unique identity embedding vi ∈ R5 , together with the local observation, it makes up

the state for each agent si = (oi , vi ). Individual agent is supposed to make indepen-

dent decisions, and behave differently based on its local observation as well as ID
embeddings as the inputs of policy πθi .

3.3.1

The Implementation of Intelligent Agents

We designed a multi-agent RL platform with environmental optimisations in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) to make the training of million-agent learning feasible.
To the best of our knowledge, back in 2017, this platform was the first to introduce
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Algorithm 2 Million-agent Q-learning (in the case of population dynamics in Section 3.2.2)
Initialise agent’s Q-network π i , agent’s identity vi .
Randomly initialise the environment s ∼ ρ0 (S ).
for time step=1,2,..., do
Procreate predators/preys offsprings with random positions.
for agent i=1,2,...,n do
Compute the local observation features O(i).
Compute the identity embedding I (i).
Compute the current state for agent: sti = (O(i), I (i)).
i
9:
Take action ati ∼ πθi (ai |si ) = ε-greedy(Qπ (sti , ati )).
i .
10:
Apply action ati , and get reward rti , next state st+1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Within the capture radius of each prey, the group of predators
meeting the threshold will become valid candidate, the
candidate with largest group size will be the final winer, and
the reward are shared among the group members equally.
i , r i > in the experience buffer.
Store tuple < sti , ati , st+1
t
end for
if |B| ≥ batch size then
Sample a mini-batch from B.
Update the parameters of Q-function w.r.t. the loss:
j
(rtj + γ maxa0 ∈A Qπ (st+1
, a0 ) − Qπ (stj , atj ))2
end if
Clear experience buffer B.
Decay the health of predators who starve.
Reward (the group of) predator(s) who win the preys.
Remove the dead predators and preys from the map.
end for

the training environment that enables simulating millions of agents driven by deep
RL algorithms.
In particular, our setting is implemented through “centralised training with
independent execution”. This is a natural paradigm for a large set of computationally tractable multi-agent problems. In the training stage, agents update the
centralised Q-value function approximated by a deep neural network: Qπ (si , ai ) =
Q((oi , vi ), ai ). However, each individual agent must rely on its local observation and
unique identity to make independent decisions during the execution time. Apart
from the standard setting of Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992) and deep Qlearning (Mnih et al., 2013), here we introduce a special experience buffer that aims
to maximise the GPU efficiency and also mitigate the non-stationary issue in the
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off-policy learning. At each time step, all agents contribute their experienced transii ) to the buffer, as shown in Figure 3.2. We collect all the agents’
tions (sti , ati , rti , st+1

experience of one time step in parallel and then update the Q-network using the
experience simultaneously. This significantly increases the utilisation of the GPU
memory, and is essential to the million-agent training. Based on the experience
from the buffer, the Q-network is updated as:
Q

π

sti , ati



←Q

π

sti , ati



h

i
i
π i
0
π i i
+ α rt + γ max
Q st+1 , a − Q st , at .
0
a ∈A

(3.1)

It is worth mentioning that the experience buffer in Figure 3.2 stores the experience from the agents only for the current time step; this is markedly different from
the replay buffer that is commonly used in the traditional DQN where the buffer
maintains a first-in-first-out queue across different time steps. Using the off-policy
replay buffer will typically lead to the non-stationarity issue for multi-agent learning tasks (Lowe et al., 2017a). On the other hand, (Mnih et al., 2015) introduced the
replay buffer to disrupt the auto-correlations between consecutive examples. In our
million-agent RL setting, the experiences are sampled concurrently from millions of
agents. Each individual agent has different states and policies; therefore, there are
naturally no strong auto-correlations between the training examples. Moreover, it
is unlikely that the unwanted feedback loops arise since one single agent’s decision
will hardly dominate the sampled experiences. The results further testify the robustness of our design of the experience buffer. See Algorithm 2 for the pesudo-code of
the population dynamics example described in Section 3.2.2.

3.4

Experiments and Findings

Two sets of experiments – understanding population dynamics & collective behaviours – have been conducted. In particular, we intend to understand the kinds of
ordered dynamics and emergent collective behaviours that the AI population could
create in the predator-prey world similar to the natural context. The detailed parameter settings of the predator-prey world can be found in Table 3.2. The codes are
published at https://github.com/geek-ai/1m-agents.
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Table 3.2: Parameters settings for the predator-prey world. Code is released at https:
//github.com/geek-ai/1m-agents.
S ETTINGS
WIDTH DEFAULT
HEIGHT DEFAULT
BATCH SIZE DEFAULT
AGENT NUMBER DEFAULT
PIG MAX NUMBER DEFAULT
RABBIT MAX NUMBER DEFAULT
AGENT INCREASE RATE DEFAULT
PIG INCREASE RATE DEFAULT
RABBIT INCREASE RATE DEFAULT
REWARD RADIUS PIG DEFAULT
REWARD RADIUS RABBIT DEFAULT
REWARD THRESHOLD PIG DEFAULT
AGENT EMBEDING DIM DEFAULT
DAMAGE PER STEP DEFAULT

3.4.1

VALUE
1000
1000
32
10000
5000
3000
0.001
0.001
0.001
7
2
3
5
0.01

D ESCRIPTION
T HE WIDTH OF THE MAP.
T HE HEIGHT OF THE MAP.
T HE BATCH SIZE OF THE PROCESS OF TRAINING .
T HE INITIAL NUMBER OF AGENTS .
T HE INITIAL NUMBER OF PREY- PIG .
T HE INITIAL NUMBER OF PREY- RABBIT.
T HE BIRTH RATE OF THE AGENT.
T HE BIRTH RATE OF THE PREY- PIG .
T HE BIRTH RATE OF THE PREY- RABBIT.
T HE REWARD RADIUS THRESHOLD OF THE PREY- PIG .
T HE REWARD RADIUS THRESHOLD OF THE PREY- RABBIT.
T HE REWARD THRESHOLD OF THE PREY- PIG .
T HE DIMENSION OF THE AGENT EMBEDDING .
T HE DECREASE HEALTH OF AGENT PER STEP.

The Emergent Population Dynamics

We first study the population dynamics with a community of predators and preys
by tracking the population size of each species over time. Specifically, we initialise
10,000 predators and 5,000 preys randomly scattered over a map of size 1, 000 ×
1, 000. All predators’ health status is set to 1.0 initially and decays by 0.01 at each
time step. In two comparing settings, preys’ birth rates are set to 0.006 and 0.01,
respectively. The Q-network has two hidden layers, each with 32 hidden units,
interleaved with sigmoid non-linear layers, which then project to 9-dimensional
outputs, one for each potential action. During training, the predators learn in an
off-policy RL scheme, with exploratory parameter ε = 0.1.
Surprisingly, we find that the AI population reveals a systematic pattern when
measuring the population dynamics. As shown in Figure 3.3, the population sizes
of both predators and preys reach a dynamic equilibrium where both curves present
a wax-and-wane shape, but with a 90◦ lag in the phase, i.e., the crest of one is
aligned with the trough of the other. The underlying logic of such ordered dynamics
could be that when the predators’ population grows because they learn to know
how to hunt efficiently, as a consequence of more preys being captured, the preys’
population shrinks, which will later cause the predators’ population to also shrink
due to the lack of food supply, and with the help of fewer predators, the population
of preys will recover from the shrinkage and start to regrow. Such logic drives the
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(b)

Figure 3.3: Population dynamics in both the time space (1st row) and the phase space (2nd
row). The orange circles denote the theoretical solutions to the Lotka-Volterra
equation, with the red spot as the equilibrium. The green-blue circles denote
the simulation results. a): The simulated birth rate of preys is 0.006. Fitted
LV model: α = 0.0067, β = 3.75 × 10−7 , δ = 6.11 × 10−7 , γ = 0.001. b): The
simulated birth rate of preys is 0.01. Fitted LV model: α = 0.0086, β = 3.57 ×
10−7 , δ = 9.47 × 10−7 , γ = 0.0012, where α in the LV model represents the
birth rate.

2-D contour of population sizes (see the green-blue traits in the 2nd row in Figure
3.3) into harmonic cycles, and the circle patterns become stable with the increasing
level of intelligence agents acquired from the RL algorithm. As shown later in the
ablation study, enabling individual intelligence is the key to observing these ordered
patterns in the population dynamics.

In fact, the population dynamics possessed by AI agents are consistent with the
Lotka-Volterra (LV) model studied in biology (shown by the orange traits in Figure
3.3). In population biology, the LV model (Lotka, 1925) describes a Hamiltonian
system with two-species interactions, e.g., predators and preys. In the LV model,
the population size of predators q and of preys p change over time based on the
following pair of nonlinear differential equations:
1 dp
= α − β q,
p dt

1 dq
= δ p − γ.
q dt

(3.2)
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Figure 3.4: Population dynamics in the time space and the phase space. A new type of prey
(green line) is introduced, which can be captured by a single agent. The AI
population shows ordered dynamics in the 3-D phase space.

400
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Figure 3.5: Population dynamics with the learning function of AI population disabled. The
simulation follows the same setting as Figure 3.3(b). No ordered dynamics are
found any more.

The preys are assumed to have an affluent food resource and thus can reproduce
exponentially with rate α, until meeting predation, which is proportional to the rate
at which the predators and the prey meet, represented by β q. The predators have an
exponential decay in the population due to natural death denoted by γ. Meanwhile,
they can also boost the population by hunting the prey, represented by δ p. The solution to the equations is a harmonic function (wax-and-wane shaped) with the population size of predators lagging that of preys by 90◦ in the phase. On the phase space
plot, it shows as a series of periodical circle V = −δ p + γ ln(p) − β q + α ln(q),
with V dependent on initial conditions. In other words, which equilibrium cycle to
reach depends on where the ecosystem starts. Similar patterns on the population
dynamics might indicate that an AI population’s orders are induced from the same
logic as the ecosystem that LV model describes. However, the critical difference
here is that, unlike the LV equations that model the observed macro-dynamics directly, we start from a microcosmic point of view – the AI population is only driven
by the self-interest (powered by RL) of the individual agent, and then reaching the
macroscopic principles.

To further test the robustness of our findings, we per-
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form an ablation study on three of the most important factors that we think of are
critical to the generation of the ordered dynamics. First, we analyse whether the
observed pattern is restricted by the specific settings of the predator-prey world. We
expose the predator models, which are trained in the environment where the birth
rate of preys is 0.006 in Figure 3.3(a), into a new environment where the birth rate
of preys is 0.01. Figure 3.3(b) shows that after a period of time for adjustment, the
predators adapt to the new environment, and the AI agents as a whole manage to
maintain the patterns. Second, we break the binary predator-prey relationships by
introducing a second type of prey that does not require group hunting. As shown in
Figure 3.4, in the case of three species which the LV model may find challenging
to analyse, we can still observe the ordered harmonic circles in 3-D space. Third,
we investigate the role of individual intelligence by disabling the learning function
in the setting of Figure 3.3(b). Figure 3.5 shows that the AI population does not
possess any ordered dynamics anymore if each individual agent’s intelligence is
disabled. As such, the whole ecosystem explodes with an exponentially-increasing
amount of preys and the extinction of predators. The reason why predator goes extinct is that the increased birth rate of preys leads to new distributions on the states,
thus the observations; consequently, the predators’ original optimal policy becomes
suboptimal in the new environment. Given that the number of preys increases exponentially, and the map size is limited, the sheep will soon cover all the blank spaces,
and the predators can barely aggregate any valid groups for hunting and finally die
of starvation.

3.4.2

The Emergent Grouping Behaviours

Next, we investigate the dynamics of the collective grouping behaviours. In particular, we intend to determine the relationship between environmental food resources
and the proportion of the predators that participate in the group hunting, which we
refer to as the “group proportion”. In the face of two kinds of preys (one requires
group hunting and the other does not), the predators have to decide to either join a
group for hunting a sheep or hunt a rabbit itself alone. We conduct two experiments
with the predator population size equalling ten thousand and two million, the map
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(b)
Figure 3.6: a) Grouping proportion in the predator-prey world where two kinds of preys are
fed alternatively. ↑ points out the time step that preys are fed. It indicates that
when the number of the prey sheep (that requires group hunting) increases, the
proportion of groups in the AI population increases, and adapting to grouping
becomes a collective behaviour. Vice versa for the case when the prey rabbit
are fed. b) The same experiment on a two-million AI population.

size equalling 103 × 103 and 104 × 104 respectively. Acting like a “zoo-keeper”,
we supplement the number of preys to a fixed amount if the number drops below a
certain threshold. For each supplement, we alternate the types of preys to feed in.
Suppose the number of species A is below the threshold, we supply species B. The
setting of Q-network is the same as in the study on population dynamics.
As the preys are alternatively fed, the predator’s policy needs to react correspondingly to the new environment so as to survive. As shown in Figure 3.6(a) and
3.6(b), the moment right after the rabbits are fed into the environment, the proportion of groups drastically drop down to nearly 0. Predators collectively behave to
be selfish rather than to be altruistic to the group. With the number of rabbits being
captured, the proportion of grouping behaviours increases mildly again, and meets
a spike soon after the sheep are fed into the environment, and reaches another dynamic equilibrium. In a highly-variable environment, the population of predators
show the intelligence of adapting their hunting strategies collectively without any
external supervisions or controls.
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Connection to Self-Organising Theory

Judging from the ordered patterns of the AI population in the predator-prey world,
we have reasons to agree with Lucretius that a designing intelligence is necessary
to create orders in nature. In fact, in understanding the emergence of orders in a
system, the theory of self-organisation proposed in (Ashby, 1991) considers that
the global ordered dynamics of a system can spontaneously originate from numerous interactions between local individuals that are initially disordered, with no need
of external interventions. The theory predicts the existence of the ordered dynamics from numerous local interactions between the individuals and the system. This
could potentially explain the ordered patterns observed on our AI population that
has been tested. Meanwhile, according to the theory, the created order is independent of the complexity of the individual involved. For example, the Lotka-Volterra
dynamics also hold for other natural systems such as herbivores and plants, or parasites and hosts. Even though the LV models are based on a set of equations with
fixed interaction terms, while our findings depend on intelligent agents driven by
the consistent learning process, the generalisation of the resulting dynamics onto an
AI population still leads us to expect a more general law that could unify the artificially created agents with the population we have studied in the natural sciences for
a long time.
Arguably, in contrast to the self-organisation theory, reductionist scientists
hold a different view that order can only be created by transferring it from external
systems. A typical example is The Second Law of Thermodynamics (Boltzmann,
1974) stating that the total entropy (the level of disorder) will always increase over
time in a closed system. Such an idea has widely been accepted, particularly in
physics where quantitative analysis is feasible. However, we argue that our findings from the AI population do not go against this law. RL-based agents are not
exceptions simply because the environment they “live” in are not closed. Whenever
a system can exchange matter with its environment, an entropy decrease of that system (orders emerge) is still compatible with the second law. Further discussions on
entropy and life (Schrodinger, 1943) go beyond this work, and deserve future work.
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Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I conducted an empirical study on an AI population by simulating
a predator-prey world where each agent was empowered by deep RL techniques.
The number of agents is scaled up to millions. I found that the AI population possessed the ordered population dynamics consistent with the Lotka-Volterra model
in ecology. I also discovered the emergent collective adaptations when the environmental resources changed over time. Importantly, both of the findings could be well
explained by the self-organisation theory from natural sciences.
In the future, I will conduct further experiments on our million-agent RL platform by involving the ideas of leadership, cannibalism, and irrationality for discovering other profound natural principles in the full deep MARL-driven population.
In return, I expect my findings could also enlighten an interesting research direction
of interpreting the RL-based AI population using the natural science principles developed in the real world, and apply the AI population driven by RL for applications
like smart cities or swarm intelligence.

Chapter 4

Many-Agent Policy Evaluation:
α α -Rank
In this chapter, I study the policy evaluation problem in the many-agent settings.
Since computing the classic solution concept, such as Nash equilibrium, is PPADhard in even two-player cases and the solution may not be unique, a critical problem
left is designing a new solution concept and tractable algorithm that can evaluate
many-player general-sum games. Specifically, I introduce a new type of solution
concept called α α -Rank. α α -Rank is built on α-Rank, a recently introduced graphbased solution concept that has been proposed as an effective alternative solution to
evaluating/ranking joint policy profiles in large scale multi-agent systems. α-Rank
claimed tractability through a polynomial-time implementation with respect to the
total number of pure strategy profiles. In the following sections, I first re-investigate
such claim and conjecture that solving α-Rank is in fact NP-hard. Specifically, I
demonstrate that due to the need of constructing an exponentially large Markov
chain, α-Rank is infeasible beyond a small finite number of agents. I substantiate
these claims by adopting the amount of dollars spent as a non-refutable evaluation
metric. Realising such scalability issue, I present α α -Rank: a stochastic implementation of α-Rank with a double oracle mechanism allowing for reductions in joint
strategy spaces. Our α α -Rank does not need to save an exponentially-large transition matrix, and can terminate early under required precision. Although theoretically, our method exhibits similar worst-case complexity guarantees compared to
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α-Rank, it allows us, for the first time, to practically conduct large-scale multi-agent
evaluations. On 104 × 104 random matrices, we achieve a 1000x speed reduction.
Furthermore, we also show successful results on large joint strategy profiles with a
maximum size in the order of O(225 ) (≈ 33 million joint strategies) – a setting not
evaluable by α-Rank using a reasonable computational budget.

4.1

Background and Motivation

Scalable policy evaluation and learning have been long-standing challenges in
many-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) with two difficulties obstructing
progress. First, joint-strategy spaces exponentially explode when many strategic decision-makers are considered. Second, the underlying game dynamics may
exhibit cyclic behaviour (e.g., Rock-Paper-Scissor game) rendering appropriate
evaluation criteria non-trivial. Focusing on the second challenge, much work in
multi-agent systems followed a game-theoretic treatment proposing fixed-points,
e.g., Nash (Nash et al., 1950) equilibrium, as potentially valid evaluation metrics (Yang et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2019a). Though appealing, such measures
are normative only when prescribing behaviours of perfectly rational agents – an
assumption rarely met in reality (Grau-Moya et al., 2018; Leibfried et al., 2017;
Wen et al., 2019a,c). In fact, many game dynamics have been proven not to converge to any fixed-point equilibria (Hart and Mas-Colell, 2003; Viossat, 2007; Yang
et al., 2018c), but rather to limit cycles (Bowling and Veloso, 2001a; Palaiopanos
et al., 2017). Apart from these challenges, solving for a Nash equilibrium even for
“simple” settings, e.g., two-player games are known to be PPAD-complete (Chen
and Deng, 2005) – a demanding complexity class when it comes to computational
requirements.
To address some of the above limitations, Omidshafiei et al. (2019a) recently
proposed α-Rank as a graph-based game-theoretic solution to multi-agent evaluation. α-Rank adopts Markov Conley Chains to highlight the presence of cycles in
game dynamics, and attempts to compute stationary distributions as a mean for strategy profile ranking. In a novel attempt, the authors reduce multi-agent evaluation
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to computing a stationary distribution of a Markov chain. Namely, consider a set of
N agents each having a strategy pool of size k, a Markov chain is, first, defined over
the graph of joint strategy profiles with a transition matrix T ∈ Rk

N ×kN

, and then a

N

stationary distribution ν ∈ Rk is computed solving: T ν = ν . The probability mass
in ν then represents the ranking of joint-strategy profile.
Extensions of α-Rank have been developed in various instances. Rowland
et al. (2019) adapted α-Rank to model games with incomplete information. Muller
et al. (2019) combined α-Rank with the policy search space oracle (PSRO) (Lanctot et al., 2017) and claimed their method to be a generalised training approach
for multi-agent learning. Unsurprisingly, these work inherit the same claim of
tractability from α-Rank. For example, the abstract in Muller et al. (2019) reads
“α-Rank, which is unique (thus faces no equilibrium selection issues, unlike Nash)
and tractable to compute in general-sum, many-player settings.”
In this work, we contribute to refining the claims made in α-Rank dependent
on its input type. We thoroughly argue that α-Rank exhibits a prohibitive computational and memory bottleneck that is hard to remedy even if payoff matrices
were provided as inputs. We measure such a restriction using money spent as a
non-refutable metric to assess α-Rank’s validity scale. With this in mind, we then
present a stochastic solver that we title α α -Rank as a scalable and memory-efficient
alternative. Our method reduces memory constraints, and makes use of the oracle
mechanism for reductions in joint strategy spaces. This, in turn, allows us to run
large-scale multi-player experiments, including evaluations on self-driving cars and
Ising models where the maximum size involves tens of millions of joint strategies.

4.2

Preliminary: α-Rank

In α-Rank, strategy profiles of N agents are evaluated through an evolutionary process of mutation and selection. Initially, agent populations are constructed by creating multiple copies of each learner i ∈ {1, . . . , N} assuming that all agents (in
one population) execute the same unified policy. With this, α-Rank then simulates
a multi-agent game played by randomly sampled learners from each population.
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Figure 4.1: Example of α-Rank evaluation on N = 3 players (star, triangle, circle) each
with |s| = 3 strategies (denoted by the colours) and m = 5 copies. a) Each
population obtains a fitness value Pi depending on the strategies chosen, b)
one mutation strategy (red star) occurs, and c) the population either selects the
original strategy, or being fixated by the mutation strategy.

Upon game termination, each participating agent receives a payoff to be used in
policy mutation and selection after its return to the population. Here, the agent is
faced with a probabilistic choice between switching to the mutation policy, continuing to follow its current policy, or randomly selecting a novel policy (other than the
previous two) from the pool. This process repeats with the goal of determining an
evolutionary dominant profile that spreads across the population of agents. Figure
4.1 demonstrates a simple example of a three-player game, and each player plays
three strategies.
Mathematical Formulation: To formalise α-Rank, we consider N agents each,
denoted by i, having access to a set of strategies of size ki . We refer to the strategy

set for agent i by Si = πi,1 , . . . , πi,ki , ki = |Si |, with πi, j : X × Ai → [0, 1] representing the jth allowed policy of the learner. X represents the set of states, and

Ai is the set of actions for agent i. A joint strategy profile is a set of policies for
all participating agents in the joint strategy set, i.e., Sjoint = S1 × S2 × · · · × SN :

πjoint = π1, j1 , ..., πN, jN , with πi, ji ∈ Si and ji ∈ {1, . . . , ki }. We assume k = k1 =

. . . = kN hereafter.

To evaluate performance, we assume each agent is additionally equipped with
a payoff (reward) function Pi : Sjoint → R+ . Crucially, the domain of Pi is the
pool of joint strategies so as to accommodate the effect of other learners on the
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ith player’s performance. Finally, given a joint profile πjoint , we define the corresponding joint payoff to be the collection of all individual payoff functions, i.e.,



Pjoint = P1 πjoint , . . . , PN πjoint . After attaining payoffs from the environ-

ment, each agent returns to its population and faces a choice between switching the
whole population to a mutation policy, exploring a novel policy, or sticking to the
current one. Such a choice is probabilistic and defined proportional to rewards by
µ
eαPi (πi,b ,ππ −i )
−
π
π
αP
(π
,π
)
αP
(π
,π
)
2
e i i,a −i + e i i,b −i

for πi,a , πi,b ∈ Si × Si ,
µ
, ∀πi,c ∈ Si \ {πi,a , πi,b },
P(πi,a → πi,c , π −i ) =
ki − 2

P(πi,a → πi,b , π −i ) =

with µ ∈ R+ being an exploration parameter1 , π −i = π \ πi representing policies
followed by other agents, and α ∈ R+ a ranking-intensity parameter. A large α
ensures that the probability of a sub-optimal strategy overtaking a better strategy is
close to zero.
As noted in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a), one can relate the above switching
process to a random walk on a Markov chain with states defined as elements in
Sjoint . Essentially, the Markov chain models the sink strongly connected components (SSCC) of the response graph associated with the game. The response graph
of a game is a directed graph where each node corresponds to each joint strategy
profile, and directed edges if the deviating player’s new strategy is a better response
to that player, and the SSCC of a directed graph are the (group of) nodes with no
outgoing edges.
Each entry in the transition probability matrix T ∈ R

Sjoint × Sjoint

of the

Markov chain refers to the probability of one agent switching from one policy in
a relation to attained payoffs. Consider any two joint strategy profiles πjoint and
π̂joint that differ in only one individual strategy for the ith agent, i.e., there exists a


π joint = π̂i,b , π −i with πi,a 6= π̂i,b ,
unique agent such that π joint = πi,a , π −i and π̂
1 In

α-Rank, µ is heuristically set to a small positive constant to ensure at maximum two varying
policies per-each population. Theoretical justification can be found in (Fudenberg and Imhof, 2006).
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we set [T

1
∑N
l=1 (kl −1)
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ρπi,a ,π̂i,b π −i , with ρπi,a ,π̂i,b π −i defining the prob-

ability that one copy of agent i with strategy πi,a invades the population with all
other agents (in that population) playing π̂i,b . Following Pinsky and Karlin (2010),


for Pi πi,a , π −i 6= Pi π̂i,b , π −i , such a probability is formalised as
π −i ) =
ρπi,a ,π̂i,b (π
and

1
m

1 − e−α (Pi (πi,a ,ππ −i )−Pi (π̂i,b ,ππ −i ))
,
1 − e−mα (Pi (πi,a ,ππ −i )−Pi (π̂i,b ,ππ −i ))

(4.1)

otherwise, with m being the size of the population. So far, we presented

π joint , π̂
π joint ) entry of the state transition matrix when
relevant derivations for the (π
exactly the ith agent differs in exactly one strategy. Having one policy change,
however, only represents a subset of allowed variations; two more cases need to
be considered. Now we restrict our attention to variations in joint policies involvπ joint ≥ 2 . Here, we set2
ing more than two individual strategies, i.e., π joint \ π̂
T ]π joint ,π̂π joint = 0. Consequently, the remaining event of self-transitions can be thus
[T
T ]π joint ,π̂π joint = 1 − ∑π̂π [T
T ]π joint ,π̂π . Summarising the above three cases, we
written as [T
π joint , π̂
π joint )’s entry of the Markov chain’s transition matrix as:
can write the (π

T ]π joint ,π̂π joint
[T



1


π joint \ π̂
π joint | = 1,
ρπi,a ,π̂i,b π −i , if |π


N

(kl − 1)
∑

l=1


T ]π joint ,π̂π , if π joint = π̂
π joint ,
= 1 − ∑ [T


π
π̂
=
6
π
joint





0,
π joint \ π̂
π joint | ≥ 2,
if |π

(4.2)

The goal in α-Rank is to establish an ordering in policy profiles dependent
on evolutionary stability of each joint strategy. In other words, higher ranked
strategies are these that are prevalent in populations with higher average time of
survival. Formally, such a notion can be easily derived as the limiting vector
h
i
T ]T v 0 of our Markov chain when evolving from an initial distriv = limt→∞ [T

bution v 0 . Knowing that the limiting vector is a stationary distribution, one can

2 This

assumption significantly reduces the analysis complexity as detailed in Fudenberg and
Imhof (2006).
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Algorithm 3 α-Rank (see Section 3.1.1 in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a))
1: (Unspecified) Inputs: Sjoint , Multi-agent Simulator
2: Listing all possible joint-strategy profiles, for each profile, run the
multi-agent

 simulator to get the payoff values for all players Pjoint =
P1 πjoint , . . . , PN πjoint , ∀πjoint ∈ Sjoint .
3: Construct Markov chain’s transition matrix T by Eq. (4.2).
4: Compute the stationary distribution v by Eq. (4.3).
5: Rank all πjoint in v based on their probability masses.
6: Outputs: The ranked list of v (each element refers to the time that players
spend in playing that πjoint during evolution).
calculate the solution to the following eigenvector problem:
T ]T v = v .
[T

(4.3)

We summarised the pseudo-code of α-Rank in Algorithm 3. As the input to α-Rank
is unclear and turns out to be controversial later, we point the readers to the original
description in Section 3.1.1 of Omidshafiei et al. (2019a), and the practical implementation of α-Rank from Lanctot et al. (2019) for self-judgement. In what comes
next, we demonstrate that the tractability claim of α-Rank needs to be relaxed as the
algorithm exhibits exponential time and memory complexities in number of players
dependent on the input type considered. This, consequently, renders α-Rank inapplicable to large-scale multi-agent systems contrary to the original presentation.

4.3

Reconsidering α-Rank’s Complexity

The original presentation of α-Rank claims to be tractable in the sense that it runs
in polynomial time with respect to the total number of joint-strategy profiles. Unfortunately, such a claim is not clear without a formal specification of the inputs to
Algorithm 3.1.1 in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a). In fact, we, next, demonstrate that αRank’s can easily exhibit exponential complexity under the input of an N × k table,
rendering it inapplicable beyond a finite small number of players. We also present
a conjecture stating that determining the top-rank joint strategy profile in α-Rank
may in fact be NP-hard.
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Conjecture: Computing α-Rank is NP-Hard

Before diving into the details of our arguments, it is first instructive to note that
tractable algorithms are that exhibit a worst-case polynomial running time in the
size of their input (Papadimitriou, 2003). Mathematically, for a size I input, a
polynomial time algorithm adheres to an O(I d ) complexity for some constant d
independent of I .
Following the presentation in Section 3.1.1 in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a), αRank assumes the availability of a game simulator to construct a payoff matrix
quantifying the performance of joint strategy profiles. As such, we deem that necessary inputs for such construction are of the size I = N × k, where N is the total
number of agents and k is the total number of strategies per agent, where we assumed k = ki = k j for simplicity.
Following the definition above, if α-Rank possesses polynomial complexity


d
then it should attain a time proportional to O (N × k) with d being a constant
independent of N and k. As the algorithm requires to compute a stationary distribution of a Markov chain described by a transition matrix T with kN rows and

columns, the time complexity of α-Rank amounts to O kN . Clearly, this result
demonstrates exponential, thus intractable, complexity in the number of agents N.
In fact, we conjecture that determining top rank joint strategy profile using α-Rank
with an N × k input is NP-hard.
Proposition 1 (Conjecture that α-Rank is NP-hard). Consider N agents each with
k strategies. Computing top-rank joint strategy profile with respect to the stationary
distribution of the Markov chain’s transition matrix, T , is NP-hard.
Proof. To illustrate the point of the conjecture above, imagine N agents each with
k strategies. Following the certificate argument for determining complexity classes,
we ask the question:
“Assume we are given a joint strategy profile πjoint , is πjoint top rank w.r.t the
stationary distribution of the Markov chain?”
To determine an answer to the above question, one requires an evaluation mecha-
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Table 4.1: Time and space complexity comparison given N (number of agents) ×
k (number of strategies) as inputs.

Method
Power Method
PageRank
Eig. Decomp.
Mirror Descent

Time 
O kN+1 N 
O kN+1 N
O kNω 
O kN+1 log k

Memory 
O kN+1 N 
O kN+1 N 
O kN+1 N 
O kN+1 N

nism of some sort. If the time complexity of this mechanism is polynomial with
respect to the input size, i.e., N × k, then one can claim that the problem belongs to
the NP complexity class. However, if the mechanism mentioned above exhibits an
exponential time complexity, then the problem belongs to the NP-hard class. When
it comes to α-Rank, we believe a mechanism answering the above question would
require computing a holistic solution of the problem, which, unfortunately, is exponential (i.e., O(kN )). Crucially, if our conjecture proves correct, we do not see how
α-Rank can handle more than a finite small number of agents.

4.3.2

Approximation Solutions to α-Rank

Given exponential complexity as derived above, we can resort to approximations
of stationary distributions that aim at determining ε-close solution for some precision parameter ε > 0. Here, we note that a problem of this type is a long-standing
classical problem from linear algebra. Various techniques including Power method,
PageRank, eigenvalue decomposition, and mirror descent can be utilised. Briefly
surveying this literature, we demonstrate that any such implementation (unfortunately) scales exponentially in the number of players. For a quick summary, please
consult Table 4.1.
• Power Method
One of the most common approaches to computing a stationary distribution
is the Power Method that computes the stationary vector v by constructing

a sequence v j j≥0 from a non-zero initialisation v 0 by applying v j+1 =
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1
T T v j . Though viable, we first note that the Power Method exhibits
||T ,T v j ||
an exponential memory complexity in terms of the number of agents. To for-

mally derive the bound, define n to represent the total number of joint strategy
profiles, i.e., n = kN , and m the total number of transitions between the states of

the Markov chain. By construction, one can easily see that m = n kN − N + 1
as each row and column in T contains kN − N + 1 non-zero elements. Hence,
memory complexity of such implementation is in the order of



O(m) = O n kN − N + 1 ≈ O kN kN .
The time complexity of the Power method, furthermore, is given by O(m × T ),

where T is the total number of iterations. Since m is of the order n log n, such
an implementation’s total complexity is also exponential.
Additionally, one can look into the complexity of the Power method through
the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Second-Smallest Eigenvalue). Consider the Markov chain defined
in Section 4.2 with states in Sjoint and transition probability matrix T . The
second-smallest eigenvalue of the normalised Laplacian of the graph associated with the Markov chain is given by: µ2 (LG ) =
the number of strategies of agent i.

mini ki −1
, with ki
∑N
i=1 ki −N+1

denoting

Proof. Note that this lemma is proved by co-author Rasul Tutunov in Yang et al.
(2019a). For simplicity we drop round index k in the below derivation. Notice,
the underlying graph for the constructed Markov Chain can be represented as
a Cartesian product of N complete graphs Kki (Here K p denotes a complete
graph with p nodes.):
G = Kk1 × Kk2 × · · · × KkN

(4.4)

π ∈ G are connected by the edge if and if only
Indeed, two vertices π , π̂
these joint strategy profiles differ in at most one individual strategy, i.e ∃!i ∈
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π = {π̂ib , π −i }. Hence, the spectral properties of
{1, . . . , N} : π = {πia , π −i }, π̂
G can be described in terms of spectral properties of Kki (Barik et al., 2015):

k ,k2 ,...,kN
(un)
(un)
Spectr(G) = µi1 (LKk ) + . . . + µiN (LKk ) i 1=1,i
1
2 =1,...,iN =1
N
1

k ,k2 ,...,kN
Eigenvectors of G = ϑ i1 ,1 ⊗ ϑ i2 ,2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ϑ iN ,N i 1=1,i
=1,...,i
1

2

N =1

.

(un)

where µi (LKk ) is the ith eigenvalue of the unnormalised Laplacian of the comj

plete graph Kk j and ϑ i, j is the corresponding eigenvector. In other words,
ϑ i, j for all i = 1, . . . , k j and j = 1, . . . , N. The spectrum of
LKk ϑ i, j = µi (LKk )ϑ
j

j

unnormalised Laplacian of the complete graph Kki is given by Spectr(Kki ) =
{0, ki − 1} and the only eigenvector corresponding to zero eigenvalue is 1 ∈ Rki .
Therefore, the minimum non-zero eigenvalue of unnormalised Laplacian of G
is given by mini ki − 1. Finally, due to the fact that G is a regular graph (with de-

gree of each node is equal to ∑N
i=1 ki − N + 1), the smallest non-zero eigenvalue
of the normalised Laplacian of G is given by

mini ki −1
.
∑N
i=1 ki −N+1

Given this result, the overall time complexity of the Power Method is bounded

h N
i
ki −N+1
i −1
by O n × log ∑i=1
= O(n log n). Indeed, notice that Nminki k−N+1
≤
mini ki −1
∑i=1 i


∑N
mini ki −1
1
i=1 ki −N+1
log n = Ω log n , hence, mini ki −1 = O (log n). As for the memory com-

plexity, the Power Method has the same requirements as the PageRank algo-

rithm due to the necessity to store matrix T . These results imply that the Power
Method scales exponentially with the number of agents N, and therefore, is
inapplicable when N is large.

• PageRank
Inspired by ranking web-pages on the internet, one can consider PageRank (Page et al., 1999) for computing the solution to the eigenvalue problem
presented above. Applied to our setting, we first realise that the memory is

analogous to the Power Method, that is O(m) = O K N+1 N , and the time com
plexity are in the order of O(m + n) ≈ O K N+1 N .
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• Eigenvalue Decomposition
Apart from the above, we can also consider the problem as a standard eigenvalue decomposition task (also what is used to implement α-Rank in Lanctot
et al. (2019)) and adopt the method in Coppersmith and Winograd (1990) to
compute the stationary distribution. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art techniques

for eigenvalue decomposition also require exponential memory (O K N+1 N )

and exhibit a time complexity of the form O(nω ) = O(kNω ) with ω ∈ [2, 2.376]
(Coppersmith and Winograd, 1990). Clearly, these bounds restrict α-Rank to
small agent number N.

• Mirror Descent
Another optimisation-based alternative is the ordered subsets mirror descent
algorithm (Ben-Tal et al., 2001). This is an iterative procedure requiring projection step on the standard n-dimensional simplex on every iteration: ∆ n =
{xx ∈ Rn : x T 1 = 1 & x  0 }. As mentioned in (Ben-Tal et al., 2001), com-

puting this projection requires O(n log n) time. Hence, the projection step is

exponential in the number of agents N. This makes mirror descent inapplicable
to α-Rank when N is large.

• Other Methods
Apart from the methods listed above, we are aware of other approaches that
could solve the leading eigenvector for big matrices, for example, the online
learning approach (Garber et al., 2015), the sketching methods (Tropp et al.,
2017), and the subspace iteration with Rayleigh-Ritz acceleration (Golub and
Van der Vorst, 2000). The trade-off of these methods is that they usually assume
special structure of the matrix, such as being Hermitian or at least positive semidefinite, which α-Rank however does not fit. Importantly, they can not offer any
advantages on the time complexity either.
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On the Definition of Agents

Having discussed our results with the authors, we were suggested that “inputs” to αRank are exponentially-sized payoff matrices, i.e., assuming line 2 in Algorithm 3
as an input. Though polynomial in an exponentially-sized input, this consideration
does not resolve the problems mentioned above. In this section, we further demonstrate additional theoretical and practical problems when considering the advised
“input” by the authors.
α-Rank redefines a strategy to correspond to the agents under evaluation differentiating them from players in the game (see line 4 in Section 3.1.1 and also Figure
2a in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a)). Complexity results are then given in terms of these
“agents”, where tractability is claimed. We want to clarify that such definitions do
not necessarily reflect the real underlying time complexity, whereby without formal
input definitions, it is challenging to claim tractability.
To illustrate, consider solving a travelling salesman problem in which a traveller needs to visit a set of cities while returning to the origin following the shortest
route. Although it is well-known that the travelling salesman problem is NP-hard,
following the line of thought presented in α-Rank, one can show that such a problem
reduces to a polynomial-time (linear, i.e., tractable) problem in the size of “metacities”, which is not a valid claim.
So what are the “meta-cities”, and what is wrong with the above argument?
A strategy in the travelling salesman problem corresponds to a permutation in the
order of cities. Rather than operating with the number of cities, following α-Rank,
we can construct the space of all permutation and calling each permutation a “metacity” (or agent)3 . Having enumerated all permutations, somehow, searching for the
shortest route can be performed in polynomial time. Even though one can state that
solving the travelling salesman problem is polynomial in the size of permutations,
it is incorrect to claim that any such algorithm is tractable. The same exact argument can be made for α-Rank, whereby having a polynomial-time algorithm in an
3 How

to enumerate all these permutations of cities is analogous to enumerating an exponentially
sized matrix in α-Rank if N × k was not the input to α-Rank.
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Figure 4.2: Money cost of constructing the transition matrix T in computing α-Rank (line
3 in Algorithm 3). Note that one trillion dollar is the world’s total hardware budget (Department, 2020). The projected contours show that due to the
exponentially-growing size of α-Rank’s “input”, under reasonable budget, αRank is unable to handle more than ten agents.

exponentially-sized space does not at all imply tractability4 . For this reason, reporting complexity results needs to be done concerning the size of the input without any
redefinition (i.e. agents in multi-agent systems, and cities in the travelling salesman
problem).
As is clear so-far, inputs to α-Rank lack clarity. Confused on the form of the
input, we realise that we are left with two choices: 1) list of all joint strategy profiles, or 2) a table of the size N × k – a collection of all of the players’ strategy
pools. If we are to follow the first direction, the paper’s claims are of course correct; however, this by no means resolves the problem as it is not clear how one
would construct such input in a tractable manner. Precisely, given an N × k table
(collection of all of the players’ strategy pools) as input, constructing the aforemen4 Note

that this claim does not apply to the complexity of solving Nash equilibrium. For example, in solving zero-sum games, polynomial tractability is never claimed on the number of players,
whereas α-Rank claims to be tractable in the number of players.
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Table 4.2: Cost of getting the payoff table Pjoint (line 2 in Algorithm 3) for the experiments conducted in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a). We list the numbers by the cost
of running one joint-strategy profile × the number of joint-strategy profiles considered. A detailed breakup can be found in Figure 4.7.

Game Env.
AlphaZero Go (Silver et al., 2017)
AlphaGo Zero (Silver et al., 2016)
AlphaZero Chess (Silver et al., 2017)
MuJoCo Soccer (Liu et al., 2019b)
Leduc Poker (Lanctot et al., 2017)
Kuhn Poker (Heinrich et al., 2015)
AlphaStar (Vinyals et al., 2019a)

PetaFlop/s-days
1, 413 × 7
1, 181 × 7
17 × 1
0.053 × 10
0.006 × 9
< 10−4 × 256
52, 425

Cost ($)
207M
172M
352K
4.1K
420
<1
244M

Time (days)
1.9M
1.6M
3.2K
72
7
−
1.3M

tioned list requires exponential time (kN ). In other words, providing α-Rank with
such a list only hides the exponential complexity burden in a pre-processing step.
Analogously, applying this idea to the travelling salesman problem described above
would hide the exponential complexity under a pre-processing step used to construct
all possible permutations. Provided as inputs, the travelling salesman problem can
now be solved in linear time, i.e., transforming an intractable problem to a tractable
one by a mere redefinition.

4.3.4

Dollars Spent: A Non-Refutable Metric

Admittedly, our arguments have been mostly theoretical and can become controversial dependent on the setting one considers. To abolish any doubts, we followed
the authors’ advice and considered the input of α-Rank to be exponentially-sized
payoff matrices. We then conducted an experiment measuring dollars spent to evaluate the scalability of running just line 3 in Algorithm 3, while considering the tasks
reported in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a).



Assuming Pjoint = P1 πjoint , . . . , PN πjoint , ∀πjoint ∈ Sjoint is given at no

cost, the total amount of floating point operations (FLOPS) needed for constructing
T given in Eq. (4.2) is 9kN N(k − 1) + kN N(k − 1) + 0 = 10kN N(k − 1). In terms
of money cost needed for just building T , we plot the dollar amount in Figure 4.2
considering the Nvidia Tesla K80 GPU5 which can process under single precision
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nvidia_Tesla
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at maximum 5.6 TFlop/s at a price of 0.9 $/hour6 . Clearly, Figure 4.2 shows that
due to the fact that α-Rank needs to construct a Markov chain with an exponential
size in the number of agents, it is only “money” feasible on tasks with at most tens
of agents. It is also worth noting that our analysis is optimistic in the sense that we
have not considered costs of storing T nor computing Eq. (4.3).
Conclusion I:
Given exponentially-sized payoff matrices, constructing transition matrices
in α-Rank for about 20 agents each with 8 strategies requires about one
trillion dollars in budget.

Though assumed given, in reality, the payoff values Pjoint come at a non-trivial
cost themselves, which is particularly true in RL tasks (Silver et al., 2016). Here,
we take a closer look at the amount of money it takes to attain payoff matrices
for the experiments listed in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a) that we present in Table
4.2. Following the methodology in the blog of https://openai.com/blog/
ai-and-compute/, we first count the total FLOPS each model uses under the
unit of PetaFlop/s-day that consists of performing 1020 operations per second in one
day. For each experiment, if the answer to “how many GPUs were trained and for
how long” was not available, we then traced back to the neural architecture used
and counted the operations needed for both forward and backward propagation.
The cost in time was then transformed from PetaFlop/s-day using Tesla K80 as
discussed above. In addition, we also list the cost of attaining payoff values from
the most recent AlphaStar model (Vinyals et al., 2019a). It is evident that although
α-Rank could take the payoff values as “input” at a hefty price, the cost of acquiring
such values is not negligible, e.g., payoff values from GO cost about 207M $, and
require a single GPU to run for more than five thousand years7 !

6 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/p2/
7 In

practice, the game outcomes are noisy, multiple runs are often needed (check Theorem 3.2 in
Rowland et al. (2019)), which will turn the numbers in Table 4.2 to an even larger scale.
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Conclusion II:
Acquiring necessary inputs to α-Rank easily becomes intractable giving credence to our arguments in Section 4.3.3.

4.4

α α -Rank: A Scalable Solution to α-Rank

One can consider approximate solutions to the problem in Eq. (4.3). As briefly
surveyed in Section 4.3, most current methods, unfortunately, require exponential
time and memory complexities. We believe achieving a solution that aims to reduce
time complexity is an interesting and open question in linear algebra in general,
and leave such a study to future work. Here, we rather contribute by a stochastic
optimisation method that can attain a solution through random sampling of payoff
matrices without the need to store exponential-size input. Contrary to memory requirements reported in Table 4.1, our method requires a linear (in number of agents)
per-iteration complexity of the form O(Nk). It is worth noting that most other techniques need to store exponentially-sized matrices before commencing with any numerical instructions. Though we do not theoretically contribute to reductions in
time complexities, we do, however, augment our algorithm with a double-oracle
heuristic for joint strategy space reduction. In fact, our experiments reveal that α α Rank can converge to the correct top-rank strategies in hundreds of iterations in
large strategy spaces, i.e., spaces with ≈ 33 million profiles.

4.4.1

Solution by Stochastic Optimisation

Computing the stationary distribution can be rewritten as an optimisation problem:
min
x

1
TTx −x
n

2
2

s.t. x T 1 = 1, and x  0 ,

(4.5)

where the constrained objective in Eq. (4.5) simply seeks a vector x minimising the
distance between x , itself, and T T x while ensuring that x lies on an n-dimensional
probability simplex. To handle exponential complexities needed for acquiring exact
solutions, we pose a relaxation of the problem in Eq. (4.5) and focus on computing
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an approximate solution vector x̃x instead, where x̃x solves:
min
x

1
TTx−x
n

2
2

s.t. xT 1 − 1 ≤ δ for 0 < δ < 1, and x  0.

(4.6)

Before proceeding, however, it is worth investigating the relation between the
solutions of the original Eq. (4.5) and relaxed Eq. (4.6) problems. We summarise
such a relation in the following proposition that shows that determining x̃x suffices
for computing a stationary distribution of α-Rank’s Markov chain:
Proposition 2 (Connections to Markov Chain). Let x̃x be a solution to the relaxed
optimisation problem in Eq. (4.6). Then,

x̃x
||x̃x||1

= v is the stationary distribution of

Eq. (4.3) in Section 4.2.
Importantly, the above proposition, additionally, allows us to focus on solving
the problem in Eq. (4.6) that only exhibits inequality constraints. Problems of this
nature can be solved by considering a barrier function leading to an unconstrained
finite sum minimisation problem. By denoting b i to be the ith row of T T − I , we
2
2
can, thus, write: n1 T T x − x 2 = 1n ∑ni=1 x T b i . Introducing logarithmic barrier-

functions, with λ > 0 being a penalty parameter, we have:


 T
2  λ n
1 n T 2
2
min ∑ x b i − λ log δ − x 1 − 1
− ∑ log(xi ).
x ∈Rn n i=1
n i=1

(4.7)

Eq. (4.7) represents a standard finite minimisation problem, which can be solved
using any off-the-shelf stochastic optimisation methods, e.g., stochastic gradients,
ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014). A stochastic gradient execution involves sampling
a strategy profile it ∼ [1, . . . , n] at iteration t, and then executing a descent step:
xt+1 = xt − ηt ∇x fit (xxt ), with ∇x fit (xxt ) being a sub-sampled gradient of Eq. (4.7),
and λ being a scheduled penalty parameter with λt+1 =

λt
γ

for some γ > 1:






2λt xtT 1 − 1
λt
1
1 T
T
∇x fit (xxt ) = 2 b it 1 b it +
,...,
.
2 −
n [xxt ]1
[xxt ]n
δ 2 − xtT 1 − 1

(4.8)
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Algorithm 4 α α -Rank (Log-Barrier Stochastic Gradient Descent)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

T , γ > 1.
Input: x0 = 1n 1, T , λ , δ , ε, {ηt }t=1
Output: ν̂ν
Set δ0 = δ , λ0 = λ .
for t = 0 to T − 1 do:
Sample it ∼ [1, . . . , n] and compute:

∇x fit (xxt ) = 2(bbTit 1)bbit +

Update xt+1 = xt − ηt ∇x fit (xxt ).
7:
Update λt+1 = λγt .
8: end for
ν = xT
9: Set ν̂

2λt (xxtT 1 − 1)
2 1 −
δ 2 − xtT 1 − 1



1 
[xxt ]1

λt  . 
 .. 
n
1
[xxt ]n

6:

To avoid any confusion, we name the above stochastic approach of solving αRank via Eq. (4.7) & (4.8) as α α -Rank and present its pseudo-code in Algorithm 4.
When comparing our algorithm to these reported in Table 4.1, it is worth highlighting that computing updates using Eq. (4.8) requires no storage of the full transition
or payoff matrices as updates are performed by only using sub-sampled columns as
shown in line 10 of Algorithm 5.

4.4.2

Time and Memory Complexity of α α -Rank

We now investigate the convergence rate and time and space complexity of the
proposed α α -Rank algorithm, whose pseudocode can be further simplified into Algorithm 4.
Theorem 1 (Convergence Rate of α α -Rank). Let x̃xλ be the output of applying gradient descent on the objective in Eq. (4.7), after T iterations, then
 h
i
[k],T
E
T
x̃xλ − x̃xλ

2
2





n
n2
+ T
,
≤O λ+
T
γ λ

where expectation is taken w.r.t. all randomness of a stochastic gradient implementation, and γ > 1 is a decay-rate for λ , i.e., λ [t+1] = λ [t] /γ, and n is the total number
of profiles n = ∏N
i=1 ki . See the Algorithm 4.
Proof. Let x̃x and x̃x∗λ be the solutions of Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7) respectively. Conver-
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gence guarantees for logarithmic barrier method (Nocedal and Wright, 2006) with
penalty parameter λ and barrier parameter γ gives:
T ]T x̃x∗λ
[T

− x̃x∗λ

2

T

T ] x̃x − x̃x
− [T

2

2
2

=O



n2
γT λ



(4.9)

T ]T x̃x = x̃x in Eq. (4.9) gives:
and using [T
T ]T x̃x∗λ
[T

− x̃x∗λ

2
2

=O



n2
γT λ



(4.10)

Applying the convergence guarantees Rakhlin et al. (2011) of stochastic gradient
descent method to strongly convex function F(xx) gives:


E F(x̃xλ ) − F(x̃x∗λ ) ≤ O



1
T



Using the definition of function F(xx):


nE F(x̃xλ ) − F(x̃x∗λ ) ≥ E



T

T ] x̃xλ − x̃xλ
[T

2
2



T ]T x̃x∗λ − x̃x∗λ
− [T

2
2

− O(λ )

Combining the last two results:

E



2

T

T ] x̃xλ − x̃xλ
[T

2



T ]T x̃x∗λ − x̃x∗λ
− [T

2
2

≤ O(λ ) + O

n
T

Finally, using (4.10) gives:

E



T

T ] x̃xλ − x̃xλ
[T

By choosing λ = ε3 and T = max{ 3n
ε ,

2
2





n2
n
+ T
≤O λ+
T
γ λ

2 log 3n
n
ε
log γ }, we have λ + T

ε. Hence,

E



T

T ] x̃xλ − x̃xλ
[T

2
2



≤ O (ε)

2

+ γ Tn λ ≤ ε3 + ε3 + ε3 =
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Theorem 2 (Complexities of α α -Rank). Let ε be the precision parameter, α α -Rank

 2

n N
k
has O εn2 ∑N
i=1 i for time and O ε ∑i=1 ki for space complexity.
Proof. The above result of Theorem 1.2 implies given precision parameter ε > 0,

after T = O εn iterations, Algorithm 4 outputs vector x̃xλ  0 such that:
x̃xTλ 1 − 1 ≤ δ , and E

h

T ]T x̃xλ − x̃xλ
[T

2

i

≤ O(ε)

Hence, by tuning δ and ε one can approximate a stationary distribution vector ν .
Algorithm 4 starts with uniform distribution vector x 0 = n1 1 and at step t it
updates the previous iterative xt by a rule given in line 5. Let Nt = { j ∈ [n] : ∃r ∈
[t] with [bbir ] j 6= 0} (note that here [n] = {1, . . . , n} and [t] = {0, . . . ,t}). Then, for
j∈
/ Nt all entries [xxt+1 ] j are equal to each other and updated as:
[xxt+1 ] j = [xxt ] j +

ηt λt
2ηt λt (xxtT 1 − 1)
−

2
n[xxt ] j
δ 2 − xtT 1 − 1

Given value xtT 1 , the above computation takes O(1) time and space. For entries
j ∈ Nt , all entries [xxt+1 ] j might be different (worst case) and, therefore, update
[xxt+1 ] j = [xxt ] j − 211T b it [bbit ] j +

2ηt λt (xxtT 1 − 1)
ηt λt
−

2
n[xxt ] j
δ 2 − xtT 1 − 1

need to be performed at most O(|Nt |) times. Notice, only O(∑N
i=1 ki − N + 1) of

these entries require the same computation of 1 T b it and all other entries can be
updated in constant time and space. Hence, the computation of all these entries
T 1 can be computed
can be done in O(|Nt |) time and space. Finally, term xt+1

in O(|Nt |) time and space. Hence, storing and updating of all entries [xxt+1 ] j

require O t ∑N
k
time and space. Therefore, after O(T ) steps, the overall
i
i=1

time and memory complexity of Algorithm 4 are given by O T 2 ∑N
i=1 ki and
 2



n
n
N
N
O T ∑i=1 ki respectively. Using T = O ε eventually gives O ε 2 ∑i=1 ki for

N
time and O εn ∑N
i=1 ki for space complexity (note that n = ∏i=1 ki ).
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Algorithm 5 α α -Oracle: Practical Multi-Agent Evaluation
1: Inputs: Number of trails N , total number of iterations T , decaying learning
T
rate {ηt }t=1
, penalty parameter λ , λ decay rate γ > 1, and a constraint relaxation term δ , initialise p = 0.
2: while p ≤ N do:
[0]
3:
Initialise the strategy set {Si } by sub-sampling from {Si }
[k−1]
[k]
} do:
4:
while {Si } 6= {Si
[k]
5:
Compute total number of joint profiles n = ∏N
i=1 |Si |
6:
Initialise a vector x 0 = n1 1
7:
for t = 0 → T − 1 do:
// α α -Rank update
[k]
8:
Uniformly sample one strategy profile it ∼ {1, . . . , n}
[k]
[k]
9:
Construct bit as the it row of T [k],T − I
[k]

[k]

[k]

Update xt+1 = xt − ηt ∇x fi[k] (xxt ) by Eq. (4.8)

10:

Set λt+1 = λt /γ

11:

t

[p],top

[k]

xT

12:

Get π joint by ranking the prob. mass of v [k] =

13:

for each agent i do:
// The oracles (Section 4.4.3)
[p],top
Compute the best response πi∗ to π joint by Eq. (4.11)

14:

[k]

[k]

||xxT ||1

[k−1]

Update the strategy set by Si = Si
∪ {πi? }
Set p = p + 1
],top
π [1:N
17: Return: The best performing joint-strategy profile π joint,? among {π
}.
joint

15:
16:

4.4.3

Efficient Exploration via Oracles

Stochastic sampling enables to solve α-Rank with no need to store the transition
matrix T ; however, the size of the column b i (i.e., ∏N
i=1 ki ) can still be prohibitively
large. Here we further boost scalability of our method by introducing an oracle
mechanism. The heuristic of oracles was first proposed in solving large-scale zerosum matrix games (McMahan et al., 2003). The idea is to first create a sub-game in
which all players are only allowed to play a restricted number of strategies, which
are then expanded by adding each of the players’ best-responses to their opponents;
the sub-game will be replayed with agents’ augmented strategy sets before a new
round of best responses is computed.
The best response is assumed to be given by an oracle that can be simply
top

implemented by a grid search, where given the top-rank profile π−i at iteration k,

the goal for agent i is to select the optimal πi∗ from a pre-defined strategy set Si to
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maximise its reward:
πi?

= arg max Eπi ,π top
πi ∈Si

−i

h

∑
h≥0

i
,

γih Pi (ssh , ui,h , u−i,h )

(4.11)

top
with s h denoting the state, u i,h ∼ πi (·|ssi,h ), u −i,h ∼ π−i (·|ss−i,h ) denoting the ac-

tions from agent i and the opponents, respectively. Though the worse-case scenario
of introducing oracles would require solving the original evaluation problem, our
experimental results on large-scale systems demonstrate efficiency by converging
early, with no need to recover the full games.
For a complete exposition, we summarise the pseudocode of our proposed
method, named α α -Oracle, in Algorithm 5. α α -Oracle degenerates to α α -Rank
(lines 5 − 12) if one initialises strategy sets of agents by the full size at the begin[0]

ning, i.e., {Si } , {Si }.
Providing valid convergence guarantee for α α -Oracle is an exciting direction
for future work. In fact, recently Muller et al. (2019) proposed a close idea of
adopting an oracle mechanism into α-Rank without any stochastic solver however.
Interestingly, it is reported that bad initialisation can lead to failures in recovering
top-rank strategies. Contrary to the results reported in Muller et al. (2019), we
rather demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through running multiple trails
[0]

of initialisation for {Si }. In addition, we also believe the stochastic nature of
α α -Oracle potentially prevents from being trapped by the poor local minimal from
sub-games.

4.5

Experiments and Results

In this section, we demonstrate the scalability of α α -Rank in successfully recovering optimal policies in self-driving car simulations and the Ising model – a setting
with tens-of-millions of possible strategies. We note that these sizes are far beyond
the capability of state-of-the-art methods; α-Rank (Omidshafiei et al., 2019a) considers at maximum 4 agents with 4 strategies. All of our experiments were run only
on a single machine with 64 GB memory and 10-core Intel i9 CPU.
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Sparse Vector Representation
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Figure 4.3: Sparse vector implementation in α α -Rank with an example on addition.

4.5.1

Implementations of Sparse Vectors

During the implementation phase, we realised that the transition probability, T [k] , of
the Markov chain induces a sparsity pattern (each row and column in T [k] contains
[k]

∑N
i=1 ki − N + 1 non-zero elements, check Section 4.4) that if exploited can lead
to significant speed-up. To fully leverage such sparsity, we tailored a novel data
structure for sparse storage and computations needed by Algorithm 5.
To fully leverage such sparsity, we design a new data structure (see Figure 4.3)
for storage and computation. Compared to standard techniques (e.g., COO, CSR,
and CRS8 ) that store (row, column, value) of a sparse vector, our data structure
adopts a more efficient protocol that stores (defaults, positions, biases) leading to
improvements in computational efficiency, which gives us additional advantages in
computational efficiency. We reload the operations for such data structure, including addition, scalar multiplication, dot product, element-wise square root, L1 norm,
see Figure 4.3.
8 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/sparse.html
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Table 4.3: Hyper-parameter settings for the experiments. m: Population size, α: Ranking
intensity, η: Learning rate

Experiments
NFG (w/o self-play)
NFG (self-play)
Random Matrix
Highway Exp. (SGD)
Highway Exp. (Oracle)
Ising Model

4.5.2

m
50
50
n/a
40
40
40

α
10−4 ∼ 102
10−4 ∼ 102
n/a
1.0
1.0
90.0

η
1.0
0.03
0.01
15.0
1.0
0.01

Max. Iter.
1000
1000
1000
2000
200
4000

β1
0.9
0.9
n/a
0.999
0.999
0.999

λ
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5

δ
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1

Hyper-Parameter Settings

Before introducing the experimental results, I first list the hyper-parameter settings
for each task in Table 4.3. For all of our experiments, the gradient updates include
two phases: warm-up phase and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) phase. In the warmup phase, we used standard stochastic gradient descent; after that, we replace SGD
with Adam until convergence. In practice, we find this yields faster convergence
than normal stochastic gradient descent. As our algorithm does column sampling
for the stochastic matrix (i.e. batch size equals one), adding a momentum term intuitively stabilises the learning. The warm-up step is 100 for all experiments. We also
implement infinite α in Lanctot et al. (2019), when calculating transition matrix (or
its column), where our noise term is set to be 0.01. For most of our experiments
involving α α -Rank, we set the terminating condition when the gradient norm is less
than 10−9 . However, for Random Matrix experiment, we set the terminating gradient norm to be 10−2 , learning rate to be in between 15 − 17, α (ranking intensity) to
be in between 1 − 2.5, number of population to be between 25 − 55 (in integer). For
all of the Adam experiments, after the warmup-step, we choose to decay δ and λ
by 0.999 for each time steps, where we have δ always to be 0.1. Similarly, λ starts
at the value 0.5. In the speed and memory experiments, the decay is set to be 0.9.

4.5.3

Analysis on Normal-Form Games

As Algorithm 5 is a generalisation (in terms of scalability) of α-Rank, it is instructive to validate the correctness of our results on three simple matrix games. Our
algorithm provides the expected ranking in all three normal-form games shown in
Figure 4.4, which is consistent with α-Rank’s results (Omidshafiei et al., 2019a).
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Figure 4.4: Ranking intensity sweep on (a) Battle of Sexes (b) Biased RPS (c) Prisoner’s
Dilemma.

Battle of sexes. Battle of sexes is an asymmetric game ROM = [

3, 2

0, 0

0, 0

2, 3

]. α α -

Rank suggests that populations would spend an equal amount of time on the profile
(O,O) and (M,M) during the evolution. The distribution mass of (M,O) drops to 0
faster than that of (O,M), this is because deviating from (M,O) for either player has
a larger gain (from 0 to 3) than deviating from (O,M) (from 0 to 2).
Biased Rock-Paper-Scissor. We consider the biased RPS game RRPS =
 0
0.5

−1

−0.5

1

0

−0.1

0.1

0



. As it is a single-population game, we adopt the transitional proba-

bility matrix of Eqn. 11 in Omidshafiei et al. (2019a). Such game has the inherent structure that Rock/Paper/Scissor is equally likely to be invaded by a mutant,
e.g., the scissor population will always be fixated by the rock population; therefore,
our method suggests the long-term survival rate for all three strategies are the same
1 5 5
, 8 , 16 ).
( 31 , 13 , 31 ). Note this is different from the Nash equilibrium solution that is ( 16

Prison’s Dilemma. In prison’s dilemma RCD = [

−1, −1

−3, 0

0, −3

−2, −2

], cooperation is

an evolutionary transient strategy since the cooperation player can always be exploited by the defection player. Our method thus yields (D, D) as the only strategy
profile that could survive in the long-term evolution.

4.5.4

Analysis on Random Matrices

To further assess scalability, we measured the time and memory needed by our
method for computing stationary distributions of varying sizes of simulated random matrices. Baselines included eigenvalue decomposition from Numpy, optimisation tools from PyTorch, and α-Rank from OpenSpiel (Lanctot et al., 2019). We
terminated execution of α α -Rank when gradient norms fell short of a predefined
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Figure 4.5: Comparisons of time and memory complexities on varying sizes of random
matrices.

threshold of 0.01. According to Figure 4.5, α α -Rank can achieve three orders of
magnitude reduction in time (i.e. 1000x faster) compared to the default α-Rank implementation from Lanctot et al. (2019). Memory-wise, our method uses only half
of the space when considering, for instance, 104 × 104 matrices.

4.5.5

Autonomous Driving on Highway

Having assessed correctness and scalability, we now present novel application domains on large-scale multi-agent/multi-player systems. For that, we made use of
high-way (Leurent, 2018); an environment for simulating self-driving scenarios
with social vehicles designed to mimic real-world traffic flow. We conducted a
ranking experiment involving 5 agents each with 5 strategies, i.e., a strategy space
in the order of O(55 ) (3125 possible strategy profiles). Agent strategies varied between “rational” and “dangerous” drivers, which we encoded using different reward
functions during training. Specifically, we have Table 4.4. By setting this, we can
Table 4.4: Reward settings in Self-driving Car Simulation.

Rational driver
Risky driver 1
Risky driver 2
Risky driver 3
Risky driver 4

Collision Reward
-2.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0

Speed Reward
0.4
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

make sure, at upfront, the best joint-strategy strategy is for all cars to drive ratio-
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Figure 4.6: Large-scale multi-agent evaluations. (a) Convergence of the optimal jointstrategy profile in self-driving simulation. (b) Status of the Ising-model equi|N −N |
librium measured by ξ = ↑|N| ↓ . (c) Change of the top-rank profile from α α Oracle.

nally.
The environmental reward given to each agent is calculated by:
Collision Reward +

Current Velocity
× Proportional Speed Reward
Default Velocity

Collision Reward is calculated when an agent collided with either social car or other
agents. Note that although we define five types of driving behaviours (one rational +
four dangerous) by letting each controlled car have a different ego reward function
during training, the reward we report is the unchangeable environmental reward.
All of our value iteration agents are based on the default environment discretisation in Leurent (2018), which represents the environment in terms of time to collision MDP, taking into account that the other agents are moving in constant speed.
For all experiments, we run value-iteration for 200 steps with the discounting factor
of 0.99. For each controllable car, the default speed is randomised to be between 10
to 25, while the social cars are randomised to be between 23 to 25.
We considered both α α -Rank and α α -Oracle, and reported the results by running 1000 random seeds. We set α α -Oracle to run 200 iterations of gradient updates in solving the top-rank strategy profile (lines 8 − 12 in Algorithm 5). Results
depicted in Figure 4.6(a) clearly demonstrate that both our proposed methods are
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capable of recovering the correct highest-ranking strategy profile. α α -Oracle converges faster than α α -Rank, which we believe is due to the oracle mechanism saving
time in inefficiently exploring “dangerous” drivers upon one observation. We also
note that although such a problem is feasible using α-Rank and the Power Method,
our results achieve four orders of reduction in the number of iterations.

4.5.6

Ising Model

We repeated the above experiment on the Ising model (Ising, 1925) that is typically
used for describing ferromagnetism in statistical mechanics. It assumes a system
of magnetic spins, where each spin a j is either an up-spin, ↑, or down-spin, ↓.
The system energy is defined by E(a, h) = − ∑ j (h j a j + λ2 ∑k6= j a j ak ) with h j and

λ being constant coefficients. The probability of one spin configuration is P(a) =
exp(−E(a,h)/τ)
∑a exp(−E(a,h)/τ)

where τ is the environmental temperature. Finding the equilibrium

of the system is notoriously hard because it is needed to enumerate all possible
configurations in computing P(a). Traditional approaches include Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). An interesting phenomenon is the phase change, i.e., the
spins will reach an equilibrium in the low temperatures. With the increasing τ, such
equilibrium will suddenly break, and the system becomes chaotic.
Here we try to observe the phase change through multi-agent evaluation methods. We treat each spin as an agent, and the reward is r j = h j a j + λ2 ∑k6= j a j ak .
We consider the top-rank strategy profile from α α -Oracle as the system equilibrium and compare it against the ground truth from MCMC. We consider a
5 × 5 2D model which induces a prohibitively-large strategy space of the size 2 25
(≈ 33 million strategies) to which existing methods are inapplicable. Figure 4.6(b)
illustrates that our method identifies the same phase change as that of MCMC. We
also show an example of how α α -Oracle’s top-ranked profile finds the system’s
equilibrium when τ = α = 1 in Figure 4.6(c). Note that the problem of 25 agent
with 2 strategies goes far beyond the capability of α-Rank on one single machine
(billions of elements in T ).
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Chapter Appendix
AlphaGo Zero

Reported in paper
Day

3-Day

AlphaZero

40-Day

AlphaZero Chess

13-Day

9 hours

AlphaStar
44-Days

3

40

13

0.375

44

72

960

312

9

1,056

Matches played

4,900,000

29,000,000

140,000,000

44,000,000

Network

20 blocks

40 blocks

20 blocks

21 blocks

MCTS simulations

1600

1600

800

800

Seconds per move

0.4

0.8

0.2

0.04

Training: # GPUs

64

64

64

64

Training: # CPUs

19

19

19

19

Hours of training

Self-play: # TPUs/player
# TPUs (v1) required

4

4

4

4

6382.098765

5665.740741

21039.88604

8,691

# TPUs (v3) required

900

28,800

GCP Data
TPU $/h
GPU $/h (best)
CPU $/h (best)

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

211

211

211

40

0.01

Estimates
# moves in a Go match
How many TPUs ?
Seconds/match/player

84.4

168.8

42.2

1.6

Matches/hour/player

42.65402844

21.32701422

85.30805687

2250

Matches/total time/player

3071.090047

20473.93365

26616.11374

20250

# Players required

1595.524691

1416.435185

5259.97151

2172.839506

# TPUs required

6382.098765

5665.740741

21039.88604

8691.358025

28,800

Total compute (PF)

0

0

0

0

0

pfs-days

0

0

0

0

0

Costs
Training total cost (GPU) $

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Training total cost (CPU) $

$13.68

$182.40

$59.28

$1.71

$0.00

Self-play: TPU total cost $

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

Final Estimate $

$13.68

$182.40

$59.28

$1.71

Money cost to alpha-rank

$95.76

$1,276.80

$414.96

$1.71

$0.00

per GPU day

19,338

229,190

274,351

3,283

1,306,800

135,368

1,604,327

1,920,454

3,283

1,306,800

per GPU day cost to alpha-rank

Figure 4.7: Cost breakup for Table 4.2.
The full spread sheet can also be
found
at
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1XJM4C9WWRJTBrIzSuBkpAnleoo3B9TanMCl7nWVIn_s.
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Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I presented major bottlenecks prohibiting α-Rank from scaling beyond tens of agents. Dependent on the type of input, α-Rank’s time and memory
complexities can quickly become exponential. I further argued that the input that
α-Rank needs can lead to notoriously difficult NP-hard problems. To substantiate
my claims, I empirically validated my claims by presenting dollars spent as a nonrefutable metric. Realising these problems, I proposed a scalable alternative for
many-agent evaluation based on stochastic optimisation and double oracles, along
with rigorous scalability results on a variety of benchmarks. For future work, I plan
to understand the relation between α-Rank’s solution and that of a Nash equilibrium. Second, I will attempt to conduct a theoretical study on the convergence of
our proposed α α -Oracle algorithm.

Chapter 5

Many-Agent Policy Learning: A
Mean-Field Approach

In the previous chapter, I have looked into the problem of policy evaluation in the
many-agent context. In this chapter, I will move onwards to the core problem of
many-agent policy learning. Existing multi-agent RL methods are limited typically
to a small number of agents. When the agent number increases vastly, the learning
becomes intractable due to the curse of dimensionality and the exponential growth
of agent interactions. As a potential solution, here I present Mean-Field MARL,
where the interactions within the population of agents are approximated by those
between a single agent and the average effect from the overall population or neighbouring agents; the interplay between the two entities is mutually reinforced: the
learning of the individual agent’s optimal policy depends on the dynamics of the
population, while the dynamics of the population change according to the collective
patterns of the individual policies. I develop practical mean-field Q-learning and
mean-field Actor-Critic algorithms and analyse the convergence of the solution to
Nash equilibrium. Experiments on Gaussian squeeze, the Ising model, and manyagent battle games justify the learning effectiveness of my mean-field approaches.
In addition, I report the first result of solving the Ising model through a MARL
approach.

5.1. Background and Motivation
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Background and Motivation

MARL is concerned with a set of autonomous agents that share a common environment (Busoniu et al., 2008). Learning in MARL is fundamentally difficult since
agents not only interact with the environment but also with each other. Independent
Q-learning (Tan, 1993) that considers other agents as a part of the environment often fails as the multi-agent setting breaks the theoretical convergence guarantee and
makes the learning unstable, that is, changes in the policy of one agent will affect
those of the others, and vice versa (Matignon et al., 2012).
Instead, accounting for the extra information from conjecturing the policies of
other agents is beneficial to each single learner (Foerster et al., 2017c; Lowe et al.,
2017a). Studies show that an agent who learns the effect of joint actions has better
performance than those who do not in many scenarios, including cooperative games
(Panait and Luke, 2005), zero-sum stochastic games (Littman, 1994), and generalsum stochastic games (Hu and Wellman, 2003; Littman, 2001a).
The existing equilibrium-solving approaches, although principled, are only capable of solving a handful of agents (Bowling and Veloso, 2002; Hu and Wellman,
2003). The computational complexity of directly solving (Nash) equilibrium would
prevent them from applying to the situations with a large group or even a population of agents. Yet, in practice, many cases do require strategic interactions among
a large number of agents, such as the gaming bots in Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Game (Jeong et al., 2015), the trading agents in stock markets (Troy,
1997), or the online advertising bidding agents (Wang et al., 2017a).
In this paper, we tackle MARL when a large number of agents co-exist. We
consider a setting where each agent is directly interacting with a finite set of other
agents; through a chain of direct interactions, any pair of agents are interconnected
globally (Blume, 1993). The scalability is solved by employing Mean-Field theory
(Stanley, 1971) – the interactions within the population of agents are approximated
by that of a single agent played with the average effect from the overall (local) population. The learning is mutually reinforced between two entities rather than many
entities: the learning of the individual agent’s optimal policy is based on the dynam-
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ics of the agent population; meanwhile, the dynamics of the population is updated
according to the individual policies. Based on such formulation, we develop practical mean-field Q-learning and mean-field Actor-Critic algorithms, and discuss the
convergence of our solution under certain assumptions. Our experiment on a simple
multi-agent resource allocation problem shows that our mean-field MARL is capable of learning over many-agent interactions when others fail. We also demonstrate
that mean-field MARL manages to learn and solve the Ising model with temporaldifference learning without even explicitly knowing the energy function. Finally, in
a mixed cooperative-competitive battle game, we show that the mean-field MARL
achieves high winning rates against other baselines previously reported for many
agent systems.

5.2

Related Work

We continue our discussion on related work from the previous section and make
comparisons with existing techniques in a greater scope. Our work follows the
same direction as Bowling and Veloso (2002); Hu and Wellman (2003); Littman
(1994) on adapting a Stochastic Game (van der Wal et al., 1981) into the MARL
formulation. Specifically, Littman (1994) addressed two-player zero-sum stochastic
games by introducing a “minimax” operator in Q-learning, whereas Hu and Wellman (2003) extended it to the general-sum case by learning a Nash equilibrium in
each stage game and considering a mixed strategy. Nash-Q learning is guaranteed
to converge to Nash strategies under the (strong) assumption that there exists an
equilibrium for every stage game. In the situation where agents can be identified
as either “friends” or “foes” (Littman, 2001a), one can simply solve it by alternating between fully cooperative and zero-sum learning. Considering the convergence
speed, Littman and Stone (2005) and de Cote and Littman (2008) draw on the folk
theorem and acquired a polynomial-time Nash equilibrium algorithm for repeated
stochastic games, while Bowling and Veloso (2002) tweaked the learning rate to
improve the convergence.
The recent treatment of MARL was using deep neural networks as function
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approximator. In addressing the non-stationary issue in MARL, various solutions
have been proposed including neural-based opponent modelling (He and BoydGraber, 2016), policy parameter sharing (Gupta et al., 2017), etc. Researchers have
also adopted the paradigm of centralised training with decentralised execution for
multi-agent policy-gradient learning: BICNET (Peng et al., 2017b), COMA (Foerster et al., 2018b) and MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017a), which allows the centralised
critic Q-function to be trained with the actions of other agents, while the actor needs
only local observation to optimise the agent’s policy.
The above MARL approaches limit their studies mostly to tens of agents. As
the number of agents grows larger, not only the input space of Q grows exponentially, but most critically, the accumulated noises by the exploratory actions of other
agents make the Q-function learning no longer feasible. Our work addresses the
issue by employing the mean-field approximation (Stanley, 1971) over the joint action space. The parameters of the Q-function are independent of the number of
agents as it transforms the interactions of multiple agents into the interactions between single agent v.s. the distribution of the neighbouring agents. This effectively
alleviates the problem of the exploratory noise (Colby et al., 2015) caused by many
other agents, and allows each agent to determine which actions are beneficial to
itself.
Our work is also closely related to the recent development of mean-field games
(MFG) (Huang et al., 2006; Lasry and Lions, 2007; Weintraub et al., 2006). MFG
studies population behaviours resulting from the aggregations of decisions taken
from individuals. Mathematically, the dynamics are governed by a set of two
stochastic differential equations that model the backward dynamics of an individual’s value function, and the forward dynamics of the aggregate distribution of agent
population. Although backward equation equivalently describes what the Bellman
equation indicates in the MDP, the primary goal for MFG is rather for model-based
planning and to infer the movements of the individual density through time. The
mean-field approximation (Stanley, 1971) is also employed in physics, but our work
is different in that we focus on a model-free solution of learning optimal actions
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when the dynamics of the system and the reward function are unknown. Very recently, Yang et al. (2017) built a connection between MFG and RL. Their focus is,
however, on applying inverse RL algorithms to learn both the reward function and
the forward dynamics of the MFG from the policy data. In contrast, our goal is to
form a computable Q-learning algorithm under the framework of temporal difference learning.

5.3

Preliminary and Notations

MARL intersects between reinforcement learning and game theory. The marriage
of the two gives rise to the general framework of stochastic game (Shapley, 1953).

5.3.1

Stochastic Game

An N-agent (or, N-player) stochastic game Γ is formalised by the tuple Γ ,

S , A 1 , . . . , A N , r1 , . . . , rN , p, γ , where S denotes the state space, and A j is the
action space of agent j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The reward function for agent j is defined as

r j : S × A 1 × · · · × A N → R, determining the immediate reward. The transition
probability p : S × A 1 × · · · × A N → Ω (S ) characterises the stochastic evolution

of states in time, with Ω (S ) being the collection of probability distributions over
the state space S . The constant γ ∈ [0, 1) represents the reward discount factor
across time. At time step t, all agents take actions simultaneously, each receives the
j

immediate reward rt as a consequence of taking the previous joint actions.
The agents choose actions according to their policies, also known as strategies.
For agent j, the corresponding policy is defined as π j : S → Ω (A j ), where Ω (A j )

is the collection of probability distributions over agent j’s action space A j .

Let 𝝅 , [π 1 , . . . , π N ] denote the joint policy of all agents; we assume, as one
usually does, 𝝅 to be time-independent, which is referred to be stationary. Provided
an initial state s, the value function of agent j under the joint policy 𝝅 is written as
the expected cumulative discounted future reward:
v𝝅j

h
i
j
s = v s; 𝝅 = ∑ γ E𝝅,p rt s0 = s, 𝝅 .


j



∞

t=0

t

(5.1)
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The Q-function (or, the action-value function) can then be defined within the
framework of N-agent game based on the Bellman equation given the value function
j

in Eq. (5.1) such that the Q-function Q𝝅 : S × A 1 × · · · × A N → R of agent j under
the joint policy 𝝅 can be formulated as
Q𝝅j

h
i
j 0
s, 𝒂 = r s, 𝒂 + γEs0 ∼p v𝝅 s ,


j



(5.2)
j

where s0 is the state at the next time step. The value function v𝝅 can be expressed in
terms of the Q-function in Eq. (5.2) as
h

i
v𝝅j s = E 𝒂∼𝝅 Q𝝅j s, 𝒂 .

(5.3)

The Q-function for N-agent game in Eq. (5.2) extends the formulation for singleagent game by considering the joint action taken by all agents 𝒂 , [a1 , . . . , aN ], and
by taking the expectation over the joint action in Eq. (5.3).
We formulate MARL by the stochastic game with a discrete-time noncooperative setting, i.e. no explicit coalitions are considered. The game is assumed
to be incomplete but to have perfect information (Littman, 1994), i.e. each agent
knows neither the game dynamics nor the reward functions of others. Still, it can
observe and react to the previous actions and the others’ immediate rewards.

5.3.2

Nash Q-Learning

In MARL, the objective of each agent is to learn an optimal policy to maximise its
j

value function. Optimising the v𝝅 for agent j depends on the joint policy 𝝅 of all
agents, the concept of Nash equilibrium in stochastic games is therefore of great
importance (Hu and Wellman, 2003). It is represented by a particular joint policy
𝝅∗ , [π∗1 , . . . , π∗N ] such that for all s ∈ S , j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and all valid π j , it satisfies

j − j
− j
v j s; 𝝅∗ = v j s; π∗ , 𝝅∗ ≥ v j s; π j , 𝝅∗ .
Here we adopt a compact notation for the joint policy of all agents except j as
−j

j−1

𝝅∗ , [π∗1 , . . . , π∗

j+1

, π∗

, . . . , π∗N ].
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j

In a Nash equilibrium, each agent acts with the best response π∗ to others,
−j

provided that all other agents follow the policy 𝝅∗ . It has been shown that, for a Nagent stochastic game, there is at least one Nash equilibrium with stationary policies
(Fink et al., 1964). Given a Nash policy 𝝅∗ , the Nash value function 𝒗 Nash (s) ,
[v1𝝅∗ (s), . . . , vN𝝅∗ (s)] is calculated with all agents following 𝝅∗ from s0 onwards.
Nash Q-learning (Hu and Wellman, 2003) defines an iterative procedure with
two alternating steps for computing the Nash policy: 1) solving the Nash equilibrium of the current stage game defined by {𝑸t } using the Lemke-Howson algorithm
(Lemke and Howson, 1964), 2) improving the estimation of the Q-function with the
new Nash equilibrium value. It can be proved that under certain assumptions, the
Nash operator H Nash in the following expression forms a contraction mapping:



H Nash 𝑸 s, 𝒂 = Es0 ∼p 𝒓(s, 𝒂) + γ 𝒗 Nash (s0 )

(5.4)

where 𝑸 , [Q1 , . . . , QN ], and 𝒓(s, 𝒂) , [r1 (s, 𝒂), . . . , rN (s, 𝒂)]. The Q-function will
eventually converge to the value received in a Nash equilibrium of the game, referred to as the Nash Q-value.

5.4

Mean-Field MARL

The dimension of joint action 𝒂 grows proportionally w.r.t. the number of agents
N. As all agents act strategically and evaluate simultaneously their value functions
based on the joint actions, it becomes infeasible to learn the standard Q-function
Q j (s, 𝒂). To address this issue, we factorise the Q-function as follows:


1
Q j s, 𝒂 = j ∑ Q j s, a j , ak ,
N k∈N ( j)

(5.5)

where N ( j) is the index set of the neighbouring agents of agent j with the size
N j = |N ( j)| determined by the settings of different applications. It is worth noting
that the pairwise approximation of the agent and its neighbours, while significantly
reducing the complexity of the interactions among agents, still preserves global
interactions between any pair of agents implicitly (Blume, 1993). This approach
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is commonly used in recommendation (e.g., factorisation machine) (Rendle, 2012)
and learning to rank (Cao et al., 2007).

5.4.1

Mean-Field Approximation in RL

The pairwise interaction Q j (s, a j , ak ) as in Eq. (5.5) can be approximated using
the mean-field theory (Stanley, 1971). Here we consider discrete action spaces,
where the action a j of agent j is a discrete categorical variable represented as the
one-hot encoding with each component indicating one of the D possible actions:
j

j

a j , [a1 , . . . , aD ]. We calculate the mean action ā j based on the neighbourhood
N ( j) of agent j, and express the one-hot action ak of each neighbour k in terms of
the sum of ā j and a small fluctuation δ a j,k as
ak = ā j + δ a j,k ,
j

where ā j =

1
ak ,
∑
j
N k

(5.6)

j

where ā j , [ā1 , . . . , āD ] can be interpreted as the empirical distribution of the actions taken by agent j’s neighbours. By Taylor’s theorem, the pairwise Q-function
Q j (s, a j , ak ), if twice-differentiable w.r.t. the action ak taken by neighbour k, can be
expanded and expressed as


1
Q j s, a = j ∑ Q j s, a j , ak
N k



1
= j ∑ Q j s, a j , ā j + ∇ā j Q j s, a j , ā j · δ a j,k
N k

(5.7)



1 j,k 2
j
j j,k
j,k
+ δ a · ∇ã j,k Q s, a , ã
·δa
2



 1
j
j j
j
j j
j,k
= Q s, a , ā + ∇ā j Q s, a , ā ·
δa
Nj ∑
k



1
j,k
j,k
2
j
j j,k
+
·δa
δ a · ∇ã j,k Q s, a , ã
2N j ∑
k
(5.8)



1
j
k
= Q j s, a j , ā j +
R
a
j
∑
2N j k s,a

≈ Q j s, a j , ā j .

(5.9)
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j

where Rs,a j (ak ) , δ a j,k · ∇2ã j,k Q j (s, a j , ã j,k ) · δ a j,k denotes the Taylor polynomial’s

remainder with ã j,k = ā j + ε j,k δ a j,k and ε j,k ∈ [0, 1]. In Eq. (5.8), ∑k δ ak = 0 by
Eq. (5.6) such that the first-order term is dropped. From the perspective of agent
j

j, the action ak in the second-order remainders Rs,a j (ak ) is chosen based on the exj

ternal action distribution of agent k, Rs,a j (ak ) is thus essentially a random variable.
j

In fact, one can further prove that the remainder Rs,a j (ak ) is bounded within a symmetric interval [−2M, 2M] under the mild condition of the Q-function Q j (s, a j , ak )
j

being M-smooth (e.g. the linear function); as a result, Rs,a j (ak ) acts as a small
fluctuation near zero. Specifically, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Suppose that Q is M-smooth, where its gradient ∇Q is Lipschitzcontinuous with constant M such that for all a, ā
k∇Q(a) − ∇Q(ā)k2 ≤ Mka − āk2 ,

(5.10)
j

where k · k2 indicates the `2 -norm, then each single remainder term Rs,a j (ak ) in Eq.
(5.9) is bounded in [−2M, 2M].
Proof. Recall Eq. (5.9) that we approximate the action ak taken by the neighbouring agent k with the mean action ā calculated from the neighbourhood N ( j). The
state s and the action a j of the central agent j can be considered as fixed parameters; the indices j, k of agents are essentially irrelevant to the derivation. With
those omitted for simplicity, we rewrite the expression of the pairwise Q-function
as Q(a) , Q j (s, a j , ak ). With the Lagrange’s mean value theorem, we have
∇Q(a) − ∇Q(ā) = ∇Q(ā + 1 · (a − ā)) − ∇Q(ā)
= ∇2 Q(ā + τ · (a − ā)) · (a − ā),

where τ ∈ [0, 1].

Take the `2 -norm on the both sides of the above equation, it follows from the
smoothness condition that
k∇Q(a) − ∇Q(ā)k2 = k∇2 Q(ā + τ · (a − ā)) · (a − ā)k2 ≤ Mka − āk2 .
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Define δ a , a − ā and the normalised vector δ â , a−ā/ka−āk2 with kδ âk2 = 1, it
follows from the above inequality
k∇2 Q(a + τ · δ a) · δ âk2 ≤ M.
By arbitrary choice of (the unnormalised vector) δ a such that the magnitude
kδ ak2 → 0, it follows from above that
k∇2 Q(a) · δ âk2 ≤ M.
By aligning (the normalised vector) δ â in the direction of the eigenvectors of the
Hessian matrix ∇2 Q, we can obtain for any eigenvalue λ of ∇2 Q that
k∇2 Q(a) · δ âk2 = kλ · δ âk2 = |λ | · kδ âk2 ≤ M,
which indicates that all eigenvalues of ∇2 Q can be bounded in the symmetric interval [−M, M].
As the Hessian matrix ∇2 Q is real symmetric and hence diagonalisable, there
exists an orthogonal matrix U such that U > [∇2 Q]U = Λ , diag[λ1 , . . . , λD ]. It then
follows that
D

δ a · ∇2 Q · δ a = [Uδ a]>Λ [Uδ a] = ∑ λi [Uδ a]2i ,
i=1

D

with − MkUδ ak2 ≤ ∑ λi [Uδ a]2i ≤ MkUδ ak2
i=1

Recall the definition δ a = a − ā in Eq. (5.6), where a is the one-hot encoding for D
actions, and ā is a D-dimensional multinomial distribution. We can know that
kUδ ak2 = kδ ak2 = (a − ā)> (a − ā) = a> a + ā> ā − ā> a − a> ā = 2(1 − āi ) ≤ 2,
where i represents the specific action a has represented such that ai0 = 0 for i0 6= i.
With all elements assembled, we have proved that each single remainder term
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Figure 5.1: Mean-field approximation. Each agent is represented as a node in the grid,
which is only affected by the mean effect from its neighbours (the blue area).
Many-agent interactions are effectively converted into two-agent interactions.
j

Rs,a j (ak ) in Eq. (5.9) is bounded in [−2M, 2M]. Furthermore, with the assumptions
of homogeneity and locality on all agents within the neighbourhood, the remainders
tend to cancel each other, leading to only Q j (s, a j , ā j ) left in Eq. (5.9).

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, with the mean-field approximation, the pairwise
interactions Q j (s, a j , ak ) between agent j and each neighbouring agent k are simplified as that between j, the central agent, and the virtual mean agent, that is abstracted by the mean effect of all neighbours within j’s neighbourhood. The interaction is thus simplified and expressed by the mean-field Q-function Q j (s, a j , ā j ) in

Eq. (5.9). During the learning phase, given an experience e = s, {ak }, {r j }, s0 , the

Q-function is updated in a recurrent manner:
j
Qt+1

j

s, a , ā

j



h
i
 j

j 0
j j
j
= 1 − α Qt s, a , ā + α r + γvt s ,

(5.11)

where αt denotes the learning rate, and ā j is the mean action of all neighbours of
j

agent j as defined in Eq. (5.6). The mean-field value function vt (s0 ) for agent j at
time t in Eq. (5.11) is
h


i
j
j
j
vt s0 = ∑ πt a j |s0 , ā j Eā j (𝒂− j )∼𝝅− j Qt s0 , a j , ā j ,
aj

t

(5.12)
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As shown in Eqs.( 5.11) and (5.12), with the mean-field approximation, the MARL
problem is converted into that of solving for the central agent j’s best response πt

j

w.r.t. the mean action ā j of all j’s neighbours, which represents the action distribution of all neighbouring agents of the central agent j.
j

We introduce an iterative procedure in computing the best response πt of each
agent j. In the stage game {𝑸t }, the mean action ā j of all j’s neighbours is first
calculated by averaging the actions ak taken by j’s N j neighbours from the policies
πtk parametrised by their previous mean actions āk− .
ā j =


1
k
k
k
k
a
,
a
∼
π
·
|s,
ā
∑
t
− ,
Nj k

(5.13)

j

With each ā j calculated as in Eq. (5.13), the policy πt changes consequently due
to the dependence on the current ā j . The new Boltzmann policy is then determined
for each j that
j

j

j

πt (a |s, ā ) =


j
exp β Qt (s, a j , ā j )

.
0
j
∑a j0 ∈A j exp β Qt (s, a j , ā j )

(5.14)

By iterating Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14), the mean actions ā j and the corresponding
j

policies πt for all agents improves alternatively. In spite of lacking an intuitive
impression of being stationary, in the following subsections, we will show that the
mean action ā j will be equilibrated at a unique point after several iterations. Hence,
j

the policy πt converges.
To distinguish from the Nash value function 𝒗 Nash (s) in Eq. (5.4), we denote
the mean-field value function in Eq. (5.12) as 𝒗 MF (s) , [v1 (s), . . . , vN (s)]. With 𝒗 MF
assembled, we now define the mean-field operator H MF in the form of



H MF 𝑸 s, 𝒂 = Es0 ∼p 𝒓(s, 𝒂) + γ 𝒗 MF (s0 ) .

(5.15)

In fact, we can prove that H MF forms a contraction mapping; that is, one updates
𝑸 by iteratively applying the mean-field operator H MF , the mean-field Q-function
will eventually converge to the Nash Q-value under certain assumptions.
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Mean-Field Q-Learning and Actor-Critic

Algorithm 6 Mean-Field Q-learning (MF-Q)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Initialise Qφ j , Qφ j , and ā j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N}
−
while training not finished do
for m = 1, ..., M do
For each agent j, sample action a j from Qφ j by Eq. (5.14), with the
current mean action ā j and the exploration rate β
For each agent j, compute the new mean action ā j by Eq. (5.13)
end for
Take the joint action 𝒂 = [a1 , . . . , aN ] and observe the reward 𝒓 = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0
¯ in replay buffer D, where 𝒂¯ = [ā1 , . . . , āN ]
Store hs, 𝒂, 𝒓, s0 , 𝒂i
for j = 1 to N do
¯ from D
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, 𝒂, 𝒓, s0 , 𝒂i
j
j
j
Sample action a− from Qφ j with ā− ← ā for each experience.
−

12:

Set y j = r j + γ vMFj (s0 ) by Eq. (5.12) for each experience.

13:

Update the Q-network by minimising the loss

φ−

L (φ j ) =
14:
15:

2
1
y j − Qφ j (s j , a j , ā j )
∑
K

end for
Update the target network for each agent j with learning rate τ:
j

j

φ− ← τφ j + (1 − τ)φ−
16:

end while
We can implement the mean-field Q-function in Eq. (5.9) by universal function

approximators such as neural networks, where the Q-function is parameterised with
the weights φ . The update rule in Eq. (5.11) can be reformulated as weights adjustment. For off-policy learning, we exploit either standard Q-learning (Watkins and
Dayan, 1992) for discrete action spaces or DPG (Silver et al., 2014) for continuous
action spaces. Here we focus on the former, which we call MF-Q.
In MF-Q, agent j is trained by minimising the loss function
2
L (φ j ) = y j − Qφ j (s, a j , ā j ) ,
where y j = r j + γ vMFj (s0 ) is the target mean-field value calculated with the weights
φ−
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Algorithm 7 Mean-Field Actor-Critic (MF-AC)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Initialise Qφ j , Qφ j , πθ j , πθ j , and ā j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N}
−
−
while training not finished do
For each agent j, sample action a j = πθ j (s); compute the new mean action
𝒂¯ = [ā1 , . . . , āN ]
Take the joint action 𝒂 = [a1 , . . . , aN ] and observe the reward 𝒓 = [r1 , . . . , rN ]
and the next state s0
¯ in replay buffer D
Store hs, 𝒂, 𝒓, s0 , 𝒂i
for j = 1 to N do
¯ from D
Sample a minibatch of K experiences hs, 𝒂, 𝒓, s0 , 𝒂i
Set y j = r j + γ vMFj (s0 ) by Eq. (5.12)
φ−

Update the critic by minimising the loss
L (φ j ) =

10:

Update the actor using the sampled policy gradient:
∇θ j J (θ j ) ≈

11:
12:

2
1
y j − Qφ j (s, a j , ā j )
∑
K

1
j
j
∇ j log πθ j (s0 )Qφ j (s0 , a− , ā− )
−
K∑ θ

j

a− =π

j (s
θ−

0)

end for
Update the target network for each agent j with learning rates τφ and τθ :
j

j

j

j

φ− ← τφ φ j + (1 − τφ )φ−

θ− ← τθ θ j + (1 − τθ )θ−
13:

end while

j

φ− . Differentiating L (φ j ) gives us the following equation:


j
j j
∇φ j L (φ ) = y − Qφ j (s, a , ā ) ∇φ j Qφ j (s, a j , ā j ) .
j

(5.16)

Instead of setting up Boltzmann policy using the Q-function as in MF-Q, we
can explicitly model the policy by neural networks with the weights θ , which leads
to the on-policy actor-critic method (Konda and Tsitsiklis, 2000b) that we call MFAC. The policy network πθ j , i.e. the actor, of MF-AC is trained by the sampled
policy gradient:



∇θ j J θ j ≈ ∇θ j log πθ j s Qφ j s, a j , ā j

a=πθ j (s)

.
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The critic of MF-AC follows the same setting for MF-Q with Eq. (5.16). During
the training of MF-AC, one needs to alternatively update φ and θ until convergence.
We illustrate the MF-Q iterations in Figure 5.2, and present the pesudocode for both
MF-Q and MF-AC as follows. We published the code at https://github.
com/mlii/mfrl.

5.5

Convergence Analysis of MF-Q

We now prove the convergence of 𝑸t , [Qt1 , . . . , QtN ] to the Nash Q-value 𝑸 ∗ =
[Q1∗ , . . . , QN
∗ ] as the iterations of MF-Q are applied.

5.5.1

MF-Q with Tabular Form Representation

The first proof is presented by showing that the mean-field operator H MF in
Eq. (5.15) forms a contraction mapping with the fixed point at 𝑸 ∗ under the main
assumptions. We start by introducing the assumptions:
Assumption 1. Each action-value pair is visited infinitely often, and the reward is
bounded by some constant K.
Assumption 2. Agent’s policy is Greedy in the Limit with Infinite Exploration
(GLIE). In the case with the Boltzmann policy, the policy becomes greedy w.r.t.
the Q-function in the limit as the temperature decays asymptotically to zero.
Assumption 3. For each stage game [Qt1 (s), ..., QtN (s)] at time t and in state s in
training, for all t, s, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the Nash equilibrium 𝝅∗ = [π∗1 , . . . , π∗N ] is recognised either as 1) the global optimum or 2) a saddle point expressed as:

j
j
1. E𝝅∗ [Qt (s)] ≥ E𝝅 [Qt (s)], ∀𝝅 ∈ Ω ∏k A k ;
j

j

2. E𝝅∗ [Qt (s)] ≥ Eπ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)], ∀π j ∈ Ω A
∗

j



and


j
j
E𝝅∗ [Qt (s)] ≤ Eπ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)], ∀𝝅 − j ∈ Ω ∏k6= j A k .
∗

Note that Assumption 3 imposes a strong constraint on every single stage game
encountered in training. In practice, however, we find this constraint appears not to
be a necessary condition for the learning algorithm to converge. This is in line with
the empirical findings in Hu and Wellman (2003).
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Figure 5.2: MF-Q iterations on a 3 × 3 stateless toy example. The goal is to coordinate
the agents to an agreed direction. Each agent has two choices of actions: up
↑ or down ↓. The reward of each agent’s staying in the same direction as its
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4] neighbours are [−2.0, −1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 2.0], respectively. The neighbours are specified by the four directions on the grid with cyclic structure on
all directions, e.g. the first row and the third row are adjacent. The reward for
the highlighted agent j on the bottom left at time t + 1 is 2.0, as all neighbouring agents stay down in the same time. We listed the Q-tables for agent j at
three time steps where ā j is the percentage of neighbouring ups. Following
j
Eq. (5.11), we have Qt+1
(↑, ā j = 0) = Qtj (↑, ā j = 0) + α[r j − Qtj (↑, ā j = 0)] =
0.82 + 0.1 × (2.0 − 0.82) = 0.93. The rightmost plot shows the convergent scenario where the Q-value of staying down is 2.0, which is the largest reward in
the environment.

Our proof is also built upon the two lemmas as follows:
Lemma 3. Under Assumption 3, the Nash operator H Nash in Eq. (5.4) forms a
contraction mapping on the complete metric space from Q to Q with the fixed point
being the Nash Q-value of the entire game, i.e. Ht Nash 𝑸 ∗ = 𝑸 ∗ .
Proof. See Theorem 17 in Hu and Wellman (2003).
Lemma 4. The random process {∆t } defined in R as
∆t+1 (x) = (1 − αt (x))∆t (x) + αt (x)Ft (x)
converges to zero with probability 1 (w.p.1) when
1. 0 ≤ αt (x) ≤ 1, ∑t αt (x) = ∞, ∑t αt2 (x) < ∞;
2. x ∈ X , the set of possible states, and |X | < ∞;

(5.17)
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3. kE[Ft (x)|Ft ]kW ≤ γk∆t kW + ct , where γ ∈ [0, 1) and ct converges to zero
w.p.1;
2 ) with constant K > 0.
4. var[Ft (x)|Ft ] ≤ K(1 + k∆t kW

Here Ft denotes the filtration of an increasing sequence of σ -fields including the
history of processes; αt , ∆t , Ft ∈ Ft and k · kW is a weighted maximum norm (Bertsekas, 2012).
Proof. See Theorem 1 in Jaakkola et al. (1994) and Corollary 5 Szepesvári and
Littman (1999) for detailed derivation. We include it here to stay self-contained.

By subtracting 𝑸 ∗ (s, 𝒂) on both sides of Eq. (5.11), we present the relation
from the comparison with Eq. (5.17) such that
𝜟t (x) = 𝑸t (s, 𝒂) − 𝑸 ∗ (s, 𝒂),
𝑭t (x) = 𝒓t + γ 𝒗tMF (st+1 ) − 𝑸 ∗ (st , 𝒂t ),

(5.18)

where x , (st , 𝒂t ) denotes the visited state-action pair at time t. In Eq. (5.17), α(t)
is interpreted as the learning rate with αt (s0 , 𝒂 0 ) = 0 for any (s0 , 𝒂 0 ) 6= (st , 𝒂t ); this
is because each agent only updates the Q-function with the state st and actions 𝒂t
visited at time t. Lemma 4 suggests ∆t (x)’s convergence to zero, which means, if it
holds, the sequence of Q’s will asymptotically tend to the Nash Q-value 𝑸 ∗ .
One last piece to establish the main theorem is the below:
Proposition 3. Let the metric space be RN and the metric be d(𝒂, 𝒃) = ∑ j |a j − b j |,

j N
j
for 𝒂 = [a j ]N
1 , 𝒃 = [b ]1 . If the Q-function is K-Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. a , then

the operator B(a j ) , π j (a j |s, ā j ) in Eq. (5.14) forms a contraction mapping under
sufficiently low temperature β .
Proof. Following the contraction mapping theorem (Kreyszig, 1978), in order to be
a contraction, the operator has to satisfy:
d(B(𝒂), B(𝒃)) ≤ αd(𝒂, 𝒃), ∀𝒂, 𝒃
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where 0 ≤ α < 1 and B(𝒂) , [B(a1 ), . . . , B(aN )].
Here we start from the binomial case and then adapt to the multinomial case in
general. We first rewrite B(a j ) as

j
j , ā j )
exp
−
β
Q
(s,
a
t
B(a j ) = π j (a j |s, ā j ) =


j
j
exp − β Qt (s, a j , ā j ) + exp − β Qt (s, ¬a j , ā j )
1
=
,
(5.19)
1 + exp (−β · ∆ Q(s, a j , ā))
where ∆ Q(s, a j , ā) = Q(s, a¬ j , ā) − Q(s, a j , ā).
Then we have
|B(a j ) − B(b j )| =
=

1
j
1 + e−β ·∆ Q(s,a ,ā)

−

1
j
1 + e−β ·∆ Q(s,b ,ā)

β e−β ∆ Q0
∆ Q(s, a j , ā) − ∆ Q(s, b j , ā)
−β
∆
Q
2
0
(1 + e
)

1
· Q(s, a¬ j , ā) − Q(s, b¬ j , ā) + Q(s, b j , ā) − Q(s, a j , ā)
4T

1
≤
· K · 1 − a j − (1 − b j ) + K · a j − b j
4T
1
(5.20)
≤
· 2K · ∑ a j − b j .
4T
j
≤

In the second equation, we apply the mean value theorem in calculus: ∃x0 ∈ [x1 , x2 ],

s.t., f (x1 ) − f (x2 ) = f 0 (x0 )(x1 − x2 ). In the third equation we use the maximum

value for e−β ∆ Q0 /(1 + e−β ∆ Q0 )2 = 1/4 when Q0 = 0. In the last equation we apply
the Lipschitz constraint in the assumption where constant K ≥ 0. Finally, we have:
d(B(𝒂), B(𝒃)) ≤
=

1
· 2K · ∑ a j − b j
4T
j
K
d(𝒂, 𝒃)
2T

(5.21)

In order for the contraction to hold, T > K2 . In other words, when the action space
is binary for each agent, and the temperature is sufficiently large, the mean-field
procedure converges.
This proposition can be easily extended to the multinomial case by replacing
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binary variable a j by a multi-dimensional binary indicator vector 𝒂 j , on each dimension, the rest of the derivations would remain essentially the same.

Theorem 3. In a finite-state stochastic game, the 𝑸t values computed by the update
rule of MF-Q in Eq. (5.11) converge to the Nash Q-value 𝑸 ∗ = [Q1∗ , . . . , QN
∗ ], if
Assumptions 1, 2 & 3, and Lemma 4’s first and second conditions are met.

Proof. Let Ft denote the σ -field generated by all random variables in the history
of the stochastic game up to time t: (st , αt , 𝒂t , rt−1 , ..., s1 , α1 , 𝒂 1 , 𝑸 0 ). Note that 𝑸t
is a random variable derived from the historical trajectory up to time t. Given the
fact that all 𝑸 τ with τ < t are Ft -measurable, both 𝜟t and 𝑭t−1 are therefore also
Ft -measurable, which satisfies the measurability condition of Lemma 4.
To apply Lemma 4, we need to show that the mean-field operator H MF meets
Lemma 4’s third and fourth conditions. For Lemma 4’s third condition, we begin
with Eq. (5.18) that
𝑭t (st , 𝒂t ) = 𝒓t + γ 𝒗tMF (st+1 ) − 𝑸 ∗ (st , 𝒂t )
= 𝒓t + γ 𝒗tNash (st+1 ) − 𝑸 ∗ (st , 𝒂t )
+ γ[𝒗tMF (st+1 ) − 𝒗tNash (st+1 )]


= 𝒓t + γ 𝒗tNash (st+1 ) − 𝑸 ∗ (st , 𝒂t ) +Ct (st , 𝒂t )
= 𝑭tNash (st , 𝒂t ) + 𝑪t (st , 𝒂t ).

(5.22)

Note the fact that 𝑭tNash in Eq. (5.22) is essentially the 𝑭t in Lemma 4 in proving the
convergence of the Nash Q-learning algorithm. From Lemma 3, it is straightforward
to show that 𝑭tNash forms a contraction mapping with the norm k · k∞ being the
maximum norm on 𝒂. We thus have for all t that
kE[𝑭tNash (st , 𝒂t )|Ft ]k∞ ≤ γk𝑸t − 𝑸 ∗ k∞ = γk𝜟t k∞ .
In meeting the third condition, we obtain from Eq. (5.22) that
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kE[𝑭t (st , 𝒂t )|Ft ]k∞ ≤ k𝑭tNash (st , 𝒂t )|Ft k∞ + k𝑪t (st , 𝒂t )|Ft k∞
≤ γk𝜟t k∞ + k𝑪t (st , 𝒂t )|Ft k∞ .

(5.23)

We are left to prove that ct = k𝑪t (st , 𝒂t )|Ft k converges to zero w.p.1. With Assumption 3, for each stage game, all the globally optimal equilibrium(s) share the
same Nash value, so does the saddle-point equilibrium(s). Each of the two following results is essentially associated with one of the two mutually exclusive scenarios
in Assumption 3:
1. For globally optimal equilibriums, all players obtain the joint maximum values that are unique and identical for all equilibriums according to the definition;
2. Suppose that the stage game {𝑸t } has two saddle-point equilibriums, 𝝅 and
𝝆. It holds for agent j that
j

j

j

j

Eπ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)] ≥ Eρ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)],
Eρ j E 𝝆− j [Qt (s)] ≤ Eρ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)].
By combing the above inequalities, we obtain
j

j

Eπ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)] ≥ Eρ j E 𝝆− j [Qt (s)].
By the definition of saddle points, the above inequality still holds by reversing
the order of 𝝅 and 𝝆; hence, the equilibriums for agent i at both saddle points
j

j

are the same such that Eπ j E𝝅− j [Qt (s)] = Eρ j E 𝝆− j [Qt (s)].
Given Proposition 3 that the policy based on the mean-field Q-function forms a
contraction mapping, and that all optimal/saddle points share the same Nash value in
each stage game, with the homogeneity of agents, 𝒗 MF will asymptotically converge
to 𝒗 Nash , the third condition is thus satisfied.
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For the fourth condition, we exploit the conclusion that is proved above that
H MF forms a contraction mapping, i.e. H MF 𝑸 ∗ = 𝑸 ∗ , and it follows that
var[𝑭t (st , 𝒂t )|Ft ] = E[(𝒓t + γ 𝒗tMF (st+1 ) − 𝑸 ∗ (st , 𝒂t ))2 ]
= E[(𝒓t + γ 𝒗tMF (st+1 ) − H MF (𝑸 ∗ ))2 ]
= var[𝒓t + γ 𝒗tMF (st+1 )|Ft ]
2
≤ K(1 + k𝜟t kW
).

(5.24)

In the last step of Eq. (5.24), we employ Assumption 1 that the reward 𝒓t
is always bounded by some constant. Finally, with all conditions met, it follows
Lemma 4 that 𝜟t converges to zero w.p.1, i.e. 𝑸t converges to 𝑸 ∗ w.p.1.

5.5.2

MF-Q with Linear Function Approximation

Previous convergence results in Theorem 3 have shown that the Mean-Field Qlearning algorithm will converge when the Q function is in tabular cases. We now
move onto the proof that the MF-Q algorithm will converge when the Q function is
represented by some function approximations.
An N-agent (or, N-player) stochastic game Γ is formalised by the tuple Γ ,

S , A 1 , . . . , A N , r1 , . . . , rN , p, γ . The state-space S is finite. Let (S , p𝝅 ) be the

Markov chain induced by the joint policy 𝝅, and we assume it to be uniformly
ergodic.

Let Q = {𝑸 θ } be a family of real-valued functions defined on S × A × A¯,

where A¯ is the action space for the mean actions computed from the neighbours.
Assuming that the function class is linearly parameterised, for each agent j, Q can

be expressed as the linear span of a fixed set of P linearly independent functions
j

ω p : S × A × A¯ → R. Given the parameter vector φ j ∈ RP , for each agent, the
function Qφ j is thus defined as
P

Qφ j (s, a j , ā j ) =

∑ ω pj (s, a j , ā j )φ j (p) = ω j (s, a j , ā j )>φ j

p=1

(5.25)
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In the functional approximation setting, we can apply the update rules:
j

j

φt+1 = φt + αt ∆t ∇φ j Qφ j (s, a j , ā j )
j

j

j

= φt + αt ∆t ω j (s, at , āt )

(5.26)

In the above, ∆t is the temporal difference at time t.
0
j j
∆t = r j + γ vMF
φ j (s ) − Qφ j (s, a , ā )


= r j + γ E 𝒂∼𝝅MF Qφ j (s0 , a j , ā j ) − Qφ j (s, a j , ā j ).

(5.27)
(5.28)

And the goal is to derive the parameter vector 𝝓 = {φ j } such that 𝝎> 𝝓 approximates the (local) Nash Q-values. At each time step, the learning policy 𝝅φt is the
Botlzmann policy with respect to 𝝎> 𝝓. Give Proposition 1, we know that the
policy 𝝅φt is

K
2T

Lipschitz continuous with respect to φt .

Similar to the framework used in the convergence proof of Q-learning with
function approximation (Melo et al., 2008), we establish the convergence of
Eq. (5.26) by adopting an ordinary differentiable equation (ODE) with a globally
asymptotically stable equilibrium point where the trajectories closely follow.
Theorem 4. Given the MDP Γ , 𝝅φt , {𝝎 p , p = 1, ..., P}, and the learning policy 𝝅φt
that is

K
2T

Lipschitz continuous with respect to φt , if the Assumptions 1, 2 & 3, and

Lemma 4’s first and second conditions are met, then there exists C0 such that the
algorithm in Eq. (5.26) converges w.p.1 if

K
2T

< C0 .

Proof. We first re-write the Eq. (5.26) as on ODE:
h 
i
d𝝓
0
>
>
𝒓(s,
a,
s
)
+
γ𝝎
𝝓
−
𝝎
𝝓
= E𝝓 𝝎>
0
s
s
s
dt
i
h
i
h
>
>
>
0
(𝒓(s,
a,
s
))
= E𝝓 𝝎>
(γ𝝎
−
𝝎
)
𝝓
+
E
𝝎
0
𝝓
s
s
s
s
= 𝑨φ 𝝓 + 𝒃 φ

(5.29)

Notice that we use a vector for considering the updating rule for the Q function of
each agent. We can easily know that necessity condition of the equilibrium is that it
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must follow 𝝓∗ = 𝑨φ−1∗ 𝒃 φ ∗ . The existence of the such equilibrium has been restricted
in the scenario that meets Assumption 3. In the proof of Theorem 1 we have already
pointed out that under the Assumption 3, the existing equilibrium, either in the form
of global equilibrium or in the form of saddle-point equilibrium, is unique.
Let 𝝓˜ = 𝝓t − 𝝓∗ , we have:
d ˜
d𝝓
d𝝓
||𝝓||2 = 2𝝓 ·
− 2𝝓∗ ·
dt
dt
dt
= 2𝝓˜> (𝑨φ 𝝓 + 𝒃 φ − 𝑨φ ∗ 𝝓∗ − 𝒃 φ ∗ )
= 2𝝓˜> (𝑨φ ∗ 𝝓 − 𝑨φ ∗ 𝝓 + 𝑨φ 𝝓 + 𝒃 φ − 𝑨φ ∗ 𝝓∗ − 𝒃 φ ∗ )
= 2𝝓˜> 𝑨φ ∗ 𝝓˜ + 2𝝓˜> (𝑨φ − 𝑨φ ∗ )𝝓 + 2𝝓˜> (𝒃 φ − 𝒃 φ ∗ )
≤ 2𝝓˜>

𝑨φ ∗ + sup ||𝑨φ − 𝑨φ ∗ ||2 + sup
𝝓

𝝓

||𝒃 φ − 𝒃 ∗φ ||2
||𝝓 − 𝝓∗ ||2

!

𝝓˜

(5.30)

As we know that the policy 𝝅φt is Lipschitz w.r.t φt , this implies that 𝑨φ and 𝒗 φ are
K
2T

≤ C0 is sufficiently small
!
||𝒃 φ − 𝒃 ∗φ ||2
and close to zero, then the norm term of sup𝝓 ||𝑨φ − 𝑨φ ∗ ||2 + sup𝝓
||𝝓 − 𝝓∗ ||2
goes to zero. Considering near the equilibrium point φ ∗ , 𝑨φ ∗ is a negative definite
also Lipschitz continuous w.r.t to φ . In other words, if

matrix, the Eq. (5.30) tends to be negative definite as well, so the ODE in Eq. (5.29)
is globally asymptotically stable and the conclusion of the theorem follows.

5.5.3

MF-Q is Rational

Apart from being convergent to the Nash Q-value, MF-Q is also rational (Bowling
and Veloso, 2001b, 2002). In line with (Bowling and Veloso, 2001b, 2002), we
argue that to better evaluate a multi-agent learning algorithm, on top of the convergence guarantee, discussion on the property of Rationality is also needed.
Definition 11 (Definition of Rationality). (also see (Bowling and Veloso, 2001b,
2002)) In an N-agent stochastic game defined in this paper, given all agents converge to stationary policies, if the learning algorithm converges to a policy that is a
best response to the other agents’ policies, then the algorithm is Rational.
Our mean-field Q-learning is rational in that Eq. (5.5) converts many agents
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Figure 5.3: Learning with N agents in the GS environment with µ = 400 and σ = 200.
With the increasing number of agents, MF-Q methods demonstrate remarkable
performance improvement.

interactions into two-body interactions between a single agent and the distribution
of other agents’ actions. When all agents follow stationary policies, their policy distribution would be stationary too. As such the two-body stochastic game becomes
an MDP, and the agent would choose a policy (Assumption 2) which is the best
response to the distribution of other stationary policies. As agents are symmetric in
our case, they all show the best response to the distributions, and are thus rational.

5.6

Experiments and Results

We analyse and evaluate our algorithms in three different scenarios, including two
stage games: the Gaussian Squeeze and the Ising Model, and the mixed cooperativecompetitive battle game.

5.6.1

Gaussian Squeeze

Environment. In the Gaussian Squeeze (GS) task (HolmesParker et al., 2014), N
homogeneous agents determine their individual action a j to jointly optimise the
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most appropriate summation x = ∑Nj=1 a j . Each agent has ten action choices – integers 0 to 9. The system objective is defined as G(x) = xe

−(x−µ)2
σ2

, where µ and σ

are the pre-defined mean and variance of the system. In the scenario of traffic congestion, each agent is one traffic controller trying to send a j vehicles into the main
road. Controllers are expected to coordinate with each other to make the full use of
the main route while avoiding congestions. Each agent’s goal is to learn to allocate
system resources efficiently, avoiding either over-use or under-use. The GS problem here sits ideally as an ablation study on the impact of multi-agent exploratory
noises on learning (Colby et al., 2015).
Model Settings. We implement MF-Q and MF-AC following the framework
of centralised training (shared critic) with decentralised execution (independent actor). We compare against four baseline models: (1) Independent Learner (IL), a
traditional Q-Learning algorithm that does not consider the actions performed by
other agents and treat them as part of the environment; (2) Frequency Maximum Qvalue (FMQ) (Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002), a modified IL which increases the
Q-values of actions that frequently produced good rewards in the past; (3) Recursive
Frequency Maximum Q-value (Rec-FMQ) (Matignon et al., 2012), an improved
version of FMQ that recursively computes the occurrence frequency to evaluate and
then choose actions; (4) Multi-agent Actor-Critic (MAAC), a variant of MADDPG
architecture for the discrete action space (see Eq. (4) in Lowe et al. (2017b)). All
models use multi-layer neural networks as the function approximator.
Hyper-parameter Settings. IL, FMQ, Rec-FMQ and MF-Q all use a threelayer MLP to approximate the Q-value. All agents share the same Q-network for
each experiment. The shared Q-network takes an agent embedding as input and
computes the Q-value for each candidate action. For MF-Q, we also feed in the
action approximation ā. We use Adam optimiser with a learning rate of 0.00001 and
ε-greedy exploration unless otherwise specified. For FMQ, we set the exponential
decay rate s = 0.006, start temperature max temp=1000 and FMQ heuristic c = 5.
For Rec-FMQ, we set the frequency learning rate α f = 0.01. MAAC and MFAC use Adam optimiser with a learning rate of 0.001 and 0.0001 for Critics and
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Figure 5.4: The order parameter at equilibrium v.s. temperature in the Ising model with
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Figure 5.5: Training performance of MF-Q in the Ising model with 20 × 20 grid.

Actors respectively, and τ = 0.01 for updating the target networks. We share the
critic among all agents in each experiment and feed in an agent embedding as an
extra input. Actors are kept separate. The discounted factor γ is set to be 0.95, and
the mini-batch size is set to be 200. The size of the replay buffer is 106 , and we
update the network parameters after every 500 samples added to the replay buffer.
For all models, we use the performance of the joint-policy learned up to that point
if learning and exploration were turned off (i.e., take the greedy action w.r.t. the
learned policy) to compare our method with the above baseline models.
Results. Figure. 5.3 illustrates the results for the GS environment of µ = 400
and σ = 200 with three different numbers of agents (N = 100, 500, 1000) that stand
for 3 levels of congestions. In the smallest GS setting of Figure 5.3a, all models
show excellent performance. As the agent number increases, Figure 5.3b and 5.3c
show MF-Q and MF-AC’s capabilities of learning the optimal allocation effectively
after a few iterations, whereas all four baselines fail to learn at all. We believe
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this advantage is due to the awareness of other agents’ actions under the meanfield framework; such mechanism keeps the interactions among agents manageable
while reducing the noisy effect of the exploratory behaviours from the other agents.
Between MF-Q and MF-AC, MF-Q converges faster; this is probably because MFQ does not need to learn the policy explicitly. Both FMQ and Rec-FMQ fail to
reach excellent performance, it might be because agents are essentially unable to
distinguish the rewards received for the same actions, and are thus unable to update
their own Q-values w.r.t. the actual contributions. It is worth noting that MAAC
is surprisingly inefficient in learning when the number of agents becomes large; it
simply fails to handle the non-aggregated noises due to the agents’ explorations.

5.6.2

MARL Solutions to Ising Models

Environment. In statistical mechanics, the Ising model is a mathematical framework to describe ferromagnetism (Ising, 1925). It also has wide applications in
socio-physics (Galam and Walliser, 2010). With the energy function explicitly defined, mean-field approximation (Stanley, 1971) is a typical way to solve the Ising
model for every spin j, i.e. ha j i = ∑a a j P(a).
An Ising model is defined as a stateless system with N homogeneous sites
on a finite square lattice. Each site determines their individual spin a j to interact
with each other and aims to minimise the system energy for a more stable environment. The system energy is defined as E(a, h) = − ∑ j (h j a j + λ2 ∑k∈N ( j) a j ak )
where N ( j) is the set of nearest neighbours of site j, h j ∈ R is the external field

affecting site j, and λ ∈ R is an interaction term determines how much the sites
tend to align in the same direction. The system is said to reach an equilibrium point
when the system energy is minimised, with the probability P(a) =

exp(−E(a,h)/τ)
,
∑a exp(−E(a,h)/τ)

where τ is the system temperature. When the temperature rises beyond a certain
point (the Curie temperature), the system can no longer keep a stable form, and
a phase transition happens. As the ground-truth is known, we would be able to
evaluate the correctness of the Q-function learning when there is a large body of
interacting agents.
The mean-field theory provides an approximate solution to ha j i = ∑a a j P(a)
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Algorithm 8 MCMC in Ising Model
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

initialise spin state 𝒂 ∈ {−1, 1}N for N sites
while training not finished do
randomly choose site j ∈ N ( j)
j
flip the spin state for site j: a− ← −a j
j
compute energy E(a, h) = − ∑ j (h j a j + λ2 ∑k∈N ( j) a j ak ) for a j and a−
randomly choose ε ∼ U(0, 1)
j
if exp((E(a j , h) − E(a− , h))/τ) > ε then
j
a j ← a−
end if
end while
exp(−[h j a j +λ ∑k∈N ( j) hak i]/τ )

through a set of self-consistent mean-field equations ha j i = 1+exp

(−[h j a j +λ ∑k∈N ( j) hak i]/τ )

which can be solved iteratively by

ha j i(t+1) =



exp −[h j a j + λ ∑k∈N ( j) hak i(t) ]/τ

1 + exp −[h j a j + λ ∑k∈N ( j) hak i(t) ]/τ

where t represents the number of iterations.

,

To fit into the MARL setting, we transform the Ising model into a stage game
where the reward for each spin/agent is defined by r j = h j a j + λ2 ∑k∈N ( j) a j ak ; here
N ( j) is the set of nearest neighbours of spin j, h j ∈ R is the external field affecting
the spin j, and λ ∈ R is an interaction coefficient that determines how much the
spins are motivated to stay aligned. Unlike the typical setting in physics, here each
spin does not know the energy function, but aims to understand the environment,
and to maximise its reward by learning the optimal policy of choosing the spin
state: up or down. To learn an optimal joint policy 𝝅 ∗ for the Ising model, we use
the stateless Q-learning with mean-field approximation (MF-Q), defined as
h


i
Q j a j , ā j ← Q j a j , ā j + α r j − Q j a j , ā j ,
where the mean ā j is given as the mean ha j i from the last time step, and the individual reward is r j = h j a j + λ2 ∑k∈N ( j) a j ak . To balance the trade-off between

exploration and exploitation under low-temperature settings, we use a policy with
Boltzmann exploration and a decayed exploring temperature. The temperature for

,
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Figure 5.6: The spins of the Ising model at equilibrium under different temperatures.

Boltzmann exploration of MF-Q is multiplied by an exponential decay factor.
Without the loss of generality, we assume λ > 0, so neighbouring sites with
the same action result in lower energy (observe higher reward) and are more stable.
Each site should also align with the sign of external field h j to reduce the system
energy. For simplification, we eliminate the effect of external fields and assume the
model to be discrete, i.e., ∀ j ∈ N, h j = 0, a j ∈ {−1, 1}.
In addition to the reward, the order parameter (OP) (Stanley, 1971) is a traditional measure of purity for the Ising model. OP is defined as ξ =

|N↑ −N↓ |
,
N

where

N↑ represents the number of up spins, and N↓ for the down spins. The closer the OP
is to 1, the more orderly the system is.
Model Settings. To validate the correctness of MF-Q learning, we implement
MCMC methods (Binder et al., 1993) to simulate the same Ising model and provide
the ground truth for comparison. Specifically, we simulate the Ising model using
Metropolis Monte Carlo methods (MCMC) in Algorithm 8. After initialisation, we
randomly change a site’s spin state and calculate the energy change, select a random
number between 0 and 1, and accept the state change only if the number is less than
e

j
(E j −E− )
τ

. This is called the Metropolis technique, which saves computation time by

selecting the more probable spin states.
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One of the learning goals is to obtain the accurate approximation of ha j i. Notice that agents here do not precisely know the energy function, but instead use
temporal difference learning to approximate ha j i during the learning procedure.
Once this is accurately approximated, the Ising model as a whole should be able to
converge to the same simulation result suggested by MCMC.
Correctness of MF-Q. Figure. 5.4 illustrates the relationship between the order parameter at equilibrium under different system temperatures. MF-Q converges
nearly to the same plot as MCMC, which justifies our algorithms’ correctness. Critically, MF-Q finds a similar Curie temperature (the phase change point) as MCMC,
that is τ = 1.2. As far as we know, this is the first work that manages to solve the
Ising model via model-free RL methods. Figure. 5.5 illustrates the mean squared
error between the learned Q-value and the reward target. MF-Q is shown in Figure
5.5a to be able to learn the target well under low-temperature settings. When it
comes to the Curie temperature, the environment enters into the phase change when
the stochasticity dominates, resulting in a lower OP and higher MSE observed in
Figure 5.5b. We visualise the equilibrium in Figure 5.6. The equilibrium points
from MF-Q in fact match MCMC’s results under three types of temperatures. The
spins tend to stay aligned under a low temperature (τ = 0.9). As the temperature
rises (τ = 1.2), some spins become volatile, and patches start to form as spontaneous
magnetisation. This phenomenon is mostly observed around the Curie temperature.
After passing the Curie temperature, the system becomes unstable and disordered
due to the large thermal fluctuations, resulting in random spinning patterns.

5.6.3

Many-Agent Battle Games

Environment. The Battle game in the Open-source MAgent system (Zheng et al.,
2018) is a Mixed Cooperative-Competitive scenario with two armies fighting against
each other in a grid world, each empowered by a different RL algorithm. In the setting of Figure 5.7a, each army consists of 64 homogeneous agents. Each army’s
goal is to get more rewards by collaborating with teammates to destroy all the opponents. An agent can take actions to either move to or attack nearby grids. Agents
are expected to learn skills such as chasing to hunt. We adopt the default reward
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Figure 5.8: Performance comparisons in the battle game. “IL” stands for the independent
learning method.

setting: −0.005 for every move, 0.2 for attacking an enemy, 5 for killing an enemy,
−0.1 for attacking an empty grid, and −0.1 for being attacked or killed.
Model Settings. Our MF-Q and MF-AC are compared against the baselines
that are proved successful on the MAgent platform. We focus on the battles between mean-field methods (MF-Q, MF-AC) and their non-mean field counterparts,
independent Q-learning (IL) and advantageous actor critic (AC). We exclude MADDPG/MAAC as baselines, as the framework of centralised critic cannot deal with
the varying number of agents for the battle (simply because agents could die in the
battle). Also, as we demonstrated in the previous experiment of Figure 5.3, MAAC
tends to scale poorly and fail when N is in hundreds.
Hyper-parameter Settings. IL and MF-Q have almost the same hyperparameter settings. The learning rate is α = 10−4 and the dynamic exploration
rate linearly decays from γ = 1.0 to γ = 0.05 during the 2000 rounds training. The
discounted factor γ is set to be 0.95, and the mini-batch size is 128. The size of the
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replay buffer is 5×105 . AC and MF-AC also have almost the same hyper-parameter
settings. The learning rate is α = 10−4 , the temperature of soft-max layer in actor
is τ = 0.1. And the coefficient of entropy in the total loss is 0.08, the coefficient of
value in the total loss is 0.1.
Results and Discussion. We train all four models by 2000 rounds self-plays,
and then use them for comparative battles. During the training, agents can quickly
pick up chasing and cooperation skills to kill in Figure 5.7a. Figure 5.8 shows
the result of winning rate and the total reward over 2000 rounds cross-comparative
experiments. It is evident that on all the metrics mean-field methods, MF-Q vastly
outperforms the corresponding baselines, i.e. IL and AC respectively, which shows
the effectiveness of the mean-field MARL algorithms. Interestingly, IL performs
far better than AC and MF-AC (check the 2nd block in Figure 5.8a), although it is
worse than the mean-field counterpart MF-Q. This might imply the effectiveness
of off-policy learning with shuffled buffer replay in many-agent RL towards a more
stable learning process. Also, the Q-learning family tends to introduce a positive
bias (Hasselt, 2010) by using the maximum action value as an approximation for
the maximum expected action value, and such overestimation can be beneficial for
every single agent to find the best response to others even though the environment
itself is still changing. On the other hand, On-policy methods need to comply with
the GLIE assumption (Assumption 2 in Sec 3.3) so as to converge properly to the
optimal value (Singh et al., 2000a), which is, in the end, a greedy policy as offpolicy methods. Figure. 5.7b further shows the self-play learning curves of MFAC and MF-Q. MF-Q presents a faster convergence speed than MF-AC, which is
consistent with the findings in the Gaussian Squeeze task (see Figure 5.3b & 5.3c).

5.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we developed mean-field MARL methods to model the dynamics
of interactions in the many-agent systems. Leveraging on the mean-field approximation, I proposed a practical answer to the many-agent policy learning problem.
Specifically, my method of MF-Q iteratively learns each agent’s best response to the
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mean effect from its neighbours; this effectively transforms the many-body problem
into a two-body problem. Theoretical analysis on the convergence of the MF-Q algorithm to Nash Q-value was provided, covering both tabular cases and linear function approximations. Three types of tasks have justified the effectiveness of our
approaches. In particular, I report the first result to solve the Ising model in physics
using model-free RL methods.

Chapter 6

Many-Agent Learning in
Open-Ended Meta-Games
In this chapter1 , I look into the problem of conducting many-agent learning at the
meta-game level. Unlike previous chapters in which an agent by default represents
a player in a game, in the meta-game, a player is assumed to have a population of
many policies (e.g., different tactics in playing Poker), and each policy in the population is regarded as an “agent”. As a result, many-agent learning in meta-games
essentially deals with the interactions between different policies of one player, such
as finding a new better-performing policy (i.e., “agent”) that can exploit other policies in that player’s population.
Meta-game is an essential notion towards solving real-world games (see Chapter 2.3.6 for a reminder), especially for games in which enumerating all possible
pure strategies is infeasible. For example, in Poker games, the total number of pure
strategies, which is the cartesian product of all atomic actions (e.g., “fold”) under
all information states, can easily be an astronomical number, and therefore directly
solving the Poker game itself is challenging. However, an alternative approach can
be to construct a higher-level meta-game where an “agent” corresponds to a policy (e.g., the tactic of “play defensively”), and then tackle the task of learning a
1 Please note that an early work on the similar topic of using determinantal point process to model

behavioural diversity in the policy space was studied in Slumbers (2020) under my supervision. On
top of such early effort, significant amount of developments, both in terms of theory proofs and
experiments, have been further achieved. Necessary demarcation has been made for those results
that are derived in Slumbers (2020) but not my contributions.
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population of effective policies (i.e., “agents”) that can solve the meta-game (i.e.,
having zero exploitability). Since the number of “agents” is usually far smaller than
the number of pure strategies in the underlying games, solving the meta-game is
considered as more effective.
In this chapter, I focus on how to promote behavioural diversity for manyagent learning in meta-games. In fact, promoting behavioural diversity is critical
for solving real-world games. In games with non-transitive dynamics (e.g., RockPaper-Scissors game) where strategy cycles exist, and there is no consistent winner,
acquiring a diverse set of effective strategies helps an agent keep exploiting opponents that are not encountered during training. Despite the importance, there is
a lack of rigorous treatment for measuring behavioural diversity in games; as a result, it is unclear how to construct sequences of diversity-aware objectives that yield
effective open-ended learning processes.
This chapter offers a new geometric interpretation of behavioural diversity in
(meta-)games. Specifically, I introduce a diversity metric based on determinantal
point processes (DPP). A DPP defines a probability measure that models the likelihood of choosing a random subset from a ground set where diverse subsets are
preferred. I adapt DPP for learning in games. In particular, I consider the expected
cardinality as the diversity measure such that only the strategies that have diverse
performance in terms of payoffs will be selected. Our diversity measure is a general metric, from which I, respectively, develop diverse fictitious play, and diverse
policy-space response oracle algorithms for solving normal-form games, where the
total number of strategies is finite and known, and open-ended meta-games, where
the total number of strategies is infinite and unknown. Theoretically, I prove the
uniqueness of the diverse best response as well as the convergence of our algorithms
on two-player games. Importantly, I show that maximising the expected cardinality
of DPP is guaranteed to increase the gamescapes – convex polytopes that encode
agents’ mixtures of strategies. To validate our diversity-aware solvers, I apply them
on a series of games that involve both transitive and non-transitive dynamics, including randomised Games of Skill, 2D-Rock Paper Scissors, and Colonel Blotto,
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against strong baselines. Results suggest that our methods consistently outperform
the existing state-of-the-art.

6.1

Background and Motivation

Nature exhibits a remarkable tendency towards diversity (Holland et al., 1992).
Over the past billions of years, natural evolution has discovered a vast assortment of
unique and diversified species. Each of them is capable of orchestrating the complex
biological processes necessary to survive. Equally, in computer science, machine
intelligence can be considered the ability to adapt to a diverse set of complex environments (Hernández-Orallo, 2017), which suggests that the ceiling of intelligence
may be raised by providing environments of increasing diversity and complexity.
Recent successes of AIs that achieved superhuman performance on the game of
GO (Silver et al., 2016) and StarCraft (Vinyals et al., 2019a) provides justification
for considering behavioural diversity in the design of learning protocols, in that it
plays a pivotal role in not only preventing AI agents from checking the same policies again and again, but more importantly, boosting the performance of the whole
population of strategies when encountering unseen opponents.
Biodiversity in ecosystems is built up by the cyclic non-transitive interactions
among competing populations (Kerr et al., 2002; Reichenbach et al., 2007). Such
non-transitive relations can be thought of as a Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) game, in
which Rock crushes Scissors, Scissors cuts Paper, and Paper wraps Rock. The natural law indicates that diversity and non-transitivity are somehow intertwined. Interestingly, in game theory, the necessity of pursuing behavioural diversity is deeply
rooted in the non-transitive nature of games (Balduzzi et al., 2019, 2018b; Lanctot
et al., 2017). In general, an arbitrary game, of either the normal-form type (Candogan et al., 2011) or the differential type (Balduzzi et al., 2018a), can always be decomposed into a sum of two components: a transitive part plus a non-transitive part.
The transitive part of a game represents the component in which the law of winning
is transitive (e.g., if strategy A beats B, B beats C, then we know A will beat C), and
the non-transitive part refers to the component in which the set of strategies follow
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the conservation law (e.g., the endless cycles between Rock, Paper, and Scissors).
Diversity matters especially for these non-transitive parts simply because there is
no consistent winner in such games, and a player who only plays a small subset of
strategies can easily be exploited. Real-world games often consist of a mixture of
both transitive and non-transitive components (Czarnecki et al., 2020), therefore, it
is critical to design diversity-aware objectives inside the learning protocols.
Despite the importance of diversity, there is very limited work that models diversity in a mathematically rigorous way. The majority of work so far has followed
on a biological approach, borrowing ideas directly from natural evolution. The idea
of co-evolution (Durham, 1991; Paredis, 1995) has drawn forth a series of effective
heuristics in designing learning protocols in games. The goal of co-evolution is
to automatically generate an endless procession of increasingly better-performing
agents by exerting selection pressure on multiple self-optimising agents. Following
this idea, techniques such as open-ended evolution (Banzhaf et al., 2016; Lehman
and Stanley, 2008; Standish, 2003), population based training methods (Jaderberg
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018), and auto-curricula (Baker et al., 2019a; Leibo et al.,
2019) have shown great empirical success in solving complicated real-world games.
Although these methods are related to fundamental game theoretical ideas such as
fictitious play (Brown, 1951) and self-play (Fudenberg et al., 1998), the underlying
principle that induces diversity is yet unclear, and theoretical justifications are missing. The lack of a rigorous solution for measuring diversity further hinders one from
designing a principled approach to generating diversity during training. For example, it has been found that if diversity is promoted in the wrong way, then the idea
of “diversity trumps ability” will not hold (Hong and Page, 2004; Ostrom, 2009),
especially when improving diversity is in the opposite direction to improving quality (measured by agent ability). Additionally, there is empirical evidence showing
that diversity is only helpful when a minimum of quality is guaranteed, otherwise it
will be detrimental (Pugh et al., 2016).
In this work, we introduce a rigorous way of modelling diversity for learning
in games. Our approach offers a new geometric interpretation of behavioural di-
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versity; it is built upon determinantal point processes (DPP) that originate in the
modelling of repulsive quantum particles in physics (Macchi, 1977). A DPP is a
special type of point process, which measures the probability of selecting a random
subset from a ground set where only diverse subsets are desired. We adapt DPPs
to learning in games by proposing the expected cardinality of DPPs as the diversity
metric. Based on this new metric, we further design diversity-aware extensions of
fictitious play (FP) (Brown, 1951) and policy-space response oracles (PSRO) (Balduzzi et al., 2019; Lanctot et al., 2017; Muller et al., 2019). The main advantage of
our methods is that promoting diversity during training consequently leads to more
effective learning and lower exploitability. We show that maximising the expected
cardinality guarantees an expansion of the gamescape spanned by agents’ mixtures
of policies, whilst at the same time, our learning algorithms maintain the same convergence properties as FP and PSRO. We evaluate our methods on three types of
games, covering both normal-form games and open-ended meta-games, and each
of these games involves both transitive and non-transitive dynamics. Results show
that our diversity-aware learning algorithms achieve state-of-the-art performance
against a series of strong baselines.

6.2

Related Work

Modelling diversity has been extensively studied in evolutionary computation (EC)
(Bäck et al., 1997; Fogel, 2006). EC methods mimic the selection/mutation processes of natural evolution. One classical idea of EC is novelty search (Lehman and
Stanley, 2008, 2011a) which aims to search only for behavioural diversity. Qualitydiversity (QD) methods hybridise novelty search with fitness competitions under
the notion of survival of the fittest (Pugh et al., 2016); two representatives are Novelty Search with Local Competition (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b) and MAP-Elites
(Cully et al., 2015; Mouret and Clune, 2015). Solving a game can be regarded as
an open-ended system in which a continual production of policies is needed, and
an adaptive objective guides agents to keep improving endlessly (i.e., co-evolution)
(Balduzzi et al., 2019; Leibo et al., 2019). In co-evolution for games, QD meth-
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ods are applied to continually optimise for better-performing and diverse policies
for each learning agent (Banzhaf et al., 2016; Lehman and Stanley, 2008; Taylor
et al., 2016). Although remarkable successes have been demonstrated in tackling
complicated games (Baker et al., 2019a; Cully et al., 2015; Jaderberg et al., 2019),
defining diversity in EC methods is often task-dependent, and a universal measure
is lacking. Furthermore, due to the biological nature of EC methods, developing a
theoretical understanding of how diversity is generated is non-trivial (Brown et al.,
2005).
Searching for behavioural diversity is also a common topic in RL, which is
often studied in the context of skill discovery (Eysenbach et al., 2018; Florensa
et al., 2017; Hausman et al., 2018), intrinsic rewards (Barto, 2013; Bellemare et al.,
2016; Gregor et al., 2017), or maximum-entropy learning (Haarnoja et al., 2017,
2018; Levine, 2018). These RL algorithms can still be regarded as QD methods,
in the sense that quality means maximising cumulative reward, and diversity means
different things depending on the context, e.g., visiting a new state (Eysenbach et al.,
2018), or, obtaining a policy with larger entropy (Levine, 2018). One related work
in RL, yet with a different focus, is Q-DPP (Yang et al., 2020), a multi-agent RL
algorithm that adopts DPP as a function approximator to factorise agents’ joint Qfunctions in the context of solving cooperative MARL tasks.
Our work is also related to smooth fictitious play (Fudenberg and Levine, 1995;
Hofbauer and Sandholm, 2002), a variant of fictitious play (FP) (Brown, 1951) that
perturbs the best response dynamics with an entropy term to account for diversity.
For solving two-player zero-sum games, Double Oracle (DO) was proposed; its idea
is to best respond to the opponent’s Nash Equilibrium (NE) policy at each iteration
(McMahan et al., 2003). Policy Space Response Oracle (PSRO) generalises FP and
DO by allowing an RL subroutine powered by deep neural networks to approximate the best response (Lanctot et al., 2017). Considering behavioural diversity,
Balduzzi et al. (2019) introduced Rectified PSRO (PSROrN ) that adaptively encourages agents to amplify their strengths and ignore their weaknesses in the PSRO
protocol. However, PSROrN suffers from poor empirical performance (McAleer
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et al., 2020; Muller et al., 2019). In solving general-sum games, since computing
NE is PPAD-hard (Chen et al., 2009; Daskalakis et al., 2009), Muller et al. (2019)
developed α-PSRO that replaces NE with α-Rank (Omidshafiei et al., 2019a; Yang
et al., 2019a), a new type of solution concept that has polynomial-time solutions
on multi-player general-sum games. Yet, how to promote behavioural diversity in
the context of α-PSRO is unclear. In this work, based on a geometric interpretation of games, we offer a rigorous behavioural diversity measure. We show that
our diversity measure can be easily incorporated into FP, PSRO, and α-PSRO. Notably, on three challenging games, our methods outperform all these baselines by a
significant margin.

6.3

Preliminary and Notations

We consider normal-form games (NFG), denoted by hN , S, G i, where each player

i ∈ N has a finite set of pure strategies Si . Let S = ∏i∈N Si denote the space of

joint pure-strategy profiles, and S−i denote the set of joint strategy profiles except
the i-th player. A mixed strategy of player i is written by π i ∈ ∆Si where ∆ is a prob-

ability simplex. A joint mixed-strategy profile is π ∈ ∆S , and π (S) = ∏i∈N π i (Si )

represents the probability of joint strategy profile S. For each S ∈ S, let G (S) =

G 1 (S), ..., G N (S) ∈ RN denote the vector of payoff values for each player. The
expected payoff of player i under a joint mixed-strategy profile π is thus written as
π ) = ∑S∈S π (S)G
Gi (S), which we also denote as G i (π
π i , π −i ).
G i (π

6.3.1

Solution Concepts of Games

A Nash equilibrium (NE) is proved to exist in all finite games (Nash et al., 1950);
it is a special kind of joint mixed-strategy profile π in which each player i ∈ N

π −i ) =
is acting in their best response to the rest of agents, written as π i ∈ BRi (π





π , π −i ) . BRiε (π
π −i ) = π i : G i π i , π −i ≥ G i BRi (π
π −i ), π −i −
arg maxπ ∈∆Si G i (π

ε

defines the set of ε-best responses (ε > 0) to the strategy profile π −i , and an

π ), ∀i ∈ N . Exploitability (Lanctot et al.,
ε-NE is a joint profile π s.t. π i ∈ BRiε (π
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2017) measures the distance of a joint strategy π to a NE, written as

Exploitability π =

∑
i∈N

h

i
Gi BRi (π
π −i ), π −i − Gi π .

(6.1)

When the exploitability reaches zero, then π is one NE.
Computing NE in multi-player general-sum games is hard (Daskalakis et al.,
2009). No polynomial-time solution is available even in two-player cases (Chen
et al., 2009). Additionally, NE may not be unique. α-Rank (Omidshafiei et al.,
2019a; Yang et al., 2019a) is a new type of solution concept that serves as a promising replacement for NE. The key associated benefits are its uniqueness, and its
polynomial-time solvability in multi-player general-sum games.
The idea of α-Rank is built on the response graph of a game. On the response
graph, each joint pure-strategy profile is a node, and a directed edge points from
node σ ∈ S to node S ∈ S if 1) σ and S differ in only one single player’s strategy,
and 2) that deviating player, denoted by i, benefits from deviating from S to σ
such that G i (σ ) > G i (S). We are interested in the so-called sink strongly-connected
components (SSCC) nodes that have only incoming edges but no outgoing edges
on the response graph. To find those SSCC nodes, α-Rank constructs a random
walk along the directed response graph, which can be equivalently described by a
Markov chain, with the transition probability matrix C being:

C S,σ =





 η





Gk

Gk



1−exp −αm G (σ )−G
G (s)




 η
m

C S,S = 1 −



Gk (s)
1−exp −α G k (σ )−G

∑ C S,σ

if G k (σ ) 6= G k (S)

,

otherwise
(6.2)

i∈N

η = (∑i∈N (|Si | − 1))−1 , m ∈ N, α > 0 are three constants. Large α ensures the
Markov chain is irreducible, and thus guarantees the existence and uniqueness of αRank solution, which is the resulting unique stationary distribution π of the Markov
chain, C > π = π . The probability mass of each joint strategy in π can be interpreted
as the longevity of that strategy throughout the evolution (Omidshafiei et al., 2019a).
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Formulation of Open-Ended Meta-Game

The framework of NFGs is often limited in describing real-world games. In games
like Poker or GO, it is impossible to list all atomic pure strategies; instead, we are
more interested in “higher-level” strategic policies (e.g., “bluff”), and the resulting
game is a meta-game, denoted by hN , S, Mi. A meta-game payoff table M is constructed by simulating games that cover all combinations of “high-level” policies,
with entries corresponding to the players’ empirical payoffs under a certain joint
“high-level” policy profile. With slight abuse of notation2 , we respectively use Si to
denote the “high-level” policy set (e.g., “bluff” and “semi-bluff”), and use π i ∈ ∆Si
to denote the meta-policy on the “high-level” policy set (e.g., the i-th player bluffs
π 1 , ..., π N ) is a joint meta30% of the time and semi-bluffs 70% of the time). π = (π
policy profile. In meta-game analysis (a.k.a. empirical game-theoretic analysis
(EGTA) (Tuyls et al., 2018; Wellman, 2006)), traditional game-theoretical concepts
(e.g., NE, α-Rank) can still be computed based on M, even in a more scalable
manner, this is because the number of “higher-level” strategies in the meta-game
is usually far smaller than the number of atomic actions of the underlying game.
Furthermore, it has been shown that an ε-NE of the meta-game is in fact a 2ε-NE
of the underlying game (Tuyls et al., 2018).
Many real-world games (e.g., Poker, GO, and StarCraft) can be described by
an open-ended zero-sum meta-game (Balduzzi et al., 2019, 2018b; Lanctot et al.,
2017). In such a game, the game engine is represented by an evaluation function φ :
S1 × S2 → R such that if S1 ∈ S1 beats S2 ∈ S2 , then φ (S1 , S2 ) > 0, and φ < 0, φ = 0

refers to losses and ties. The sets of S1 and S2 can be regarded as two populations of

deep neural networks (DNNs) and each S1 , S2 is a DNN with independent weights.

The meta-game payoff is M = φ (S1 , S2 ) : (S1 , S2 ) ∈ S1 ×S2 , and it is symmetric if

S1 = S2 , and φ (S1 , S2 ) = −φ (S2 , S1 ), ∀S1 , S2 ∈ S1 . A game is transitive if the φ can
be represented by a monotonic rating function f such that performance on the game
is the difference in ratings: φ (S1 , S2 ) = f (S1 ) − f (S2 ), and it is non-transitive if
φ satisfies
2 The

R

S2 ∈S2 φ (S

1 , S2 ) · dS2

= 0, meaning that winning against some strategies

difference between NFGs and meta-games can be told by the payoff of G vs. M.
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Algorithm 9 A General Solver for Open-Ended Meta-Games
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Initialise: the ”high-level” policy set S = ∏i∈N Si , the meta-game payoff
M, ∀S ∈ S, and meta-policy π i = UNIFORM(Si ).
for iteration t ∈ {1, 2, ...} do:
for each player i ∈ N do:
Compute the meta-policy π t by meta-game solver S (M t ).
π t−i ).
Find a new policy against others by Oracle: Sti = O i (π
i
Expand St+1
← Sti ∪ {Sti } and update meta-payoff M t+1 .
i
terminate if: St+1
= Sti , ∀i ∈ N .
Return: π and S.

will be counterbalanced with losses against other strategies in the population.
Meta-games are often open-ended3 because in general there exists an infinite
number of pure strategies in real-world games, and, as new strategies will be discovered and added to agents’ strategy sets during training, the dimension of the
meta-game M will also be expanded. The gamescape (Balduzzi et al., 2019) of a
population of strategies is defined as the convex hull of payoff vectors of strategies
in S, written as
o
 n
Gamescape S := ∑ αi · m i : α ≥ 0, α > 1 = 1, m i = M [i,:] .

(6.3)

i

6.3.3

Solving Open-Ended Meta-Games

Fictitious play (FP) (Brown, 1951) is a standard game-theoretic model of learning
in NFGs. In the process of FP, at each iteration, each player chooses a best response
to their opponents’ time-average strategies. The resulting average strategies of all
players in the limit of time will converge to a NE in games such as two-player
zero-sum games, or, potential games (Monderer and Shapley, 1996). Generalised
weakened fictitious play (GWFP) (Leslie and Collins, 2006) is a generalised version
of FP. It maintains the same convergence property but allows for approximate best
responses and perturbed average strategy updates. Formally, it is written as
Definition 12 (Generalised weakened fictitious play). A GWFP is a process of
3 When

the underlying game is an NFG, the meta-game will not be open-ended because it cannot go beyond the size of NFG. When “high-level” policies of a meta-game overlap with the pure
strategies of an NFG, that meta-game recovers the underlying NFG.
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Table 6.1: Variations of Different Meta-Game Solvers
S

O

Game type

Self-play
(Fudenberg et al., 1998)

[0, ..., 0, 1]N

Br(·)

multi-player
potential

GWFP
(Leslie and Collins, 2006)

UNIFORM

Brε (·)

two-player
zero-sum /
potential

Double Oracle
(McMahan et al., 2003)

NE

Br(·)

two-player
zero-sum

PSRON
(Lanctot et al., 2017)

NE

Brε (·)

two-player
zero-sum

PSROrN
(Balduzzi et al., 2019)

NE

Rectified Brε (·)

symmetric
zero-sum

α-Rank

PBR(·)

multi-player
general-sum

NE/α-Rank

Eq. (6.20) / (6.22)

two-player
general-sum

Method

α-PSRO
(Muller et al., 2019)
Our methods

π t }t≥0 with π t ∈ ∏i∈N ∆Si , such that
{π


i
i
π t−i ) + Mt+1
π t+1
∈ 1 − αt+1 π ti + αt+1 BRiεt (π

(6.4)

with αt → 0 and εt → 0 as t → ∞, ∑t≥1 αn = ∞, and {Mt }t≥1 is a sequence of
perturbations that satisfies, ∀T > 0,
lim sup

t→∞ k



k−1

∑ αi+1Mi+1

i=t

k−1

s.t.

∑ αi ≤ T

i=n



= 0.

(6.5)

The original FP is recovered with αt = 1/t, εt = 0 and Mt = 0, ∀t.
Similar to GWFP for solving NFGs, a general solver for open-ended metagames involves an iterative two-step process of solving the meta-policy first, and
then based on the meta-policy, finding a new better-performing policy to augment
the existing population (see Algorithm 9). The meta-policy solver, denoted as S (·),
computes a joint meta-policy profile π based on the current payoff M where different solution concepts can be adopted (e.g., NE, α-Rank). Finding a new policy is
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equivalent to solving a single-player optimisation problem given opponents’ policy sets S−i and meta-policies π −i , which are fixed and known. One can regard a
new policy as given by an Oracle, denoted by O. In two-player zero-sum cases,
π 2 ) = {S1 : ∑S2 ∈S2 π 2 (S2 ) · φ (S1 , S2 ) > 0}. Generally, Oran oracle represents O 1 (π
acles can be implemented through optimisation subroutines such as RL algorithms
or zero-order methods. Finally, after a new policy is found, the payoff table M is
expanded, and the missing entries are filled by running new game simulations. The
above two-step process loops over each player at each iteration, and it terminates if
no new policies can be found for any players.
Algorithm 9 is a general framework, with appropriate choices of meta-game
solver S and Oracle O, it can represent solvers for different types of meta-games.
For example, it is trivial to see that FP is recovered when S = UNIFORM(·) and
O i = BRi (·). The Double Oracle (McMahan et al., 2003) and PSRO methods (Balduzzi et al., 2019) refer to the cases when the meta-solver computes NE. We summarise variations of meta-game solvers in Table 6.1. It is worth mentioning that
when S = α-Rank, the design of the Oracle is non-trivial. Muller et al. (2019)
showed that a simple best response fails to converge to the SSCC of a response
graph before termination, instead, they proposed Preference-based Best Response
(PBR) Oracle that suits α-Rank, written by
i

PBR π

6.3.4

−i



h 
i
i
i i −i
−i
⊆ arg max ES−i ∼ππ −i 1 M (σ , S ) > M (S , S ) .
σ ∈Si

(6.6)

Effective Diversity

Promoting behavioural diversity is important particularly in games with nontransitive dynamics (e.g., RPS game). Since there is no consistent winner, exploring
diverse strategies expands the gamescape, and ultimately helps a player to keep exploiting different types of opponents. On the other hand, there are typically far more
ways of acting incompetently than acting effectively (Czarnecki et al., 2020); it is
therefore necessary to consider the quality factor as well as diversity.
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Considering both quality and diversity for solving NFGs, the smooth FP
method (Fudenberg and Levine, 1995) incorporates an entropy term H (·) in addition to the best response to advocate behavioural diversity, written as π i ∈


π −i ) = arg maxπ∈∆Si G i (π, π −i ) + τ · H (π) where τ is a temperature conBRiε (π

stant. In the case of τt → 0 as t → ∞, smooth FP converges to the GWFP process
almost surely (Leslie and Collins, 2006).

Entropy measures the diversity of a policy in terms of its randomness; however, when it comes to solving open-ended meta-games, measuring diversity against
peer models in the population becomes critical. Towards this end, effective diversity
(ED) (Balduzzi et al., 2019) is proposed to quantify the diversity for a population of
policies S by


ED S = π ∗ > bMc+ π ∗ ,

(6.7)

where bxc+ := x if x ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise, M is the meta-payoff table of S, and π ∗
is the NE of M. Using the Nash distribution ensures that the diversity is only related
to the best-responding models, and the rectifier bxc+ further quantifies the variety
of ways of how these “winner” models (those within the support of NE) beat each
other. It is clear to see that ED(S) = 0 if there is only one dominant policy in S. To
promote ED during training, an Oracle that suits rectified NE is introduced in the
PSRO process, namely PSROrN , written as

π 2 ) = S1 :
O 1 (π

π 2,∗ (S2 ) · bφ (S1 , S2 )c+ > 0
∑
2
2

.

S ∈S

PSROrN designs a learning protocol that encourages player 1 to amplify its strengths
and ignore its weaknesses in finding a new policy. Importantly, it has been proved
that if player 2 plays the Nash strategy, then such an Oracle guarantees to enlarge
the gamescape. Nonetheless, focusing on the winners only can be problematic.
Since weak agents may still hold the promise of tackling niche tasks, they can serve
as stepping stones for discovering stronger policies in the future. For example,
when training StarCraft AIs, overcoming agents’ weaknesses was found to be more
critical than amplifying strengths (Vinyals et al., 2019a). Another counter-example
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that fails PSROrN is the RPS-X game with

G


=
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 (McAleer


et al., 2020). It is straightforward to see that if the initial strategy population of
PSROrN starts from either {Rock}, {Paper}, or {Scissors}, then the algorithm will
terminate without exploring the fourth strategy as the best response to the population
of {R,P,S} is still in {R,P,S}; however, the unseen fourth strategy can exploit any
meta-policies from the population of {R,P,S} by achieving a positive payoff of 2/5.

6.4

A New Measurement for Diversity

Instead of choosing between amplifying strengths or overcoming weaknesses, we
take an altogether different approach to modelling the behavioural diversity in
games. Specifically, we introduce a new diversity measure based on a geometric
interpretation of meta-games modelled by a determinantal point process (DPP).

6.4.1

Determinantal Point Process

Originating in quantum physics for modelling repulsive Fermion particles (Kulesza
et al., 2012; Macchi, 1977), a DPP is a probabilistic framework that characterises
how likely a subset of diverse items is going to be sampled from a ground set where
diverse subsets are preferred.
Definition 13 (Determinantal Point Process (DPP)). For a ground set of items
Y = {1, 2, . . . , M}, a DPP, denoted by P, is a probability measure on the set of
all subsets of Y (i.e., 2Y ). Given an M × M positive semi-definite (PSD) kernel

L that measures similarity for any pairs of items in Y , let Y be a random subset
drawn according to P, then we have, ∀Y ⊆ Y , the probability of sampling Y is



DPP(L ) := PL Y = Y ∝ det L Y = Volume2 w i


,
i∈Y

(6.8)

where L Y := [L i, j ]i, j∈Y denotes a submatrix of L whose entries are indexed by
the items included in Y . Given a PSD kernel L = W W > , W ∈ RM×P , P ≤ M, each

row w i represents a P-dimensional feature vector of item i ∈ Y , then the geometric
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1

Figure 6.1: Game-DPP. The squared volume of the grey cube equals to det(L{Si ,Si ,Si } ).
1 2 3
Since S2i , S3i share similar payoff vectors, this leads to a smaller yellow area,
and thus the probability of these two strategies co-occuring is low. The diversity
(expected cardinality) of the population {S1i },{S1i , S2i },{S1i , S2i , S3i } are 0, 1, 1.21
respectively.

meaning of det(L Y ) is the squared volume of the parallelepiped spanned by the
rows of W that correspond to the sampled items in Y .
A PSD matrix ensures all principal minors of L are non-negative (i.e.,
det(L Y ) ≥ 0, ∀Y ⊆ Y ), which suffices to be a proper probability distribution. The
Y = Y ) can be computed by ∑Y ⊆Y det(L Y ) = det(L +II ), where
normaliser of PL (Y
I is the M × M identity matrix.

The entries of L are pairwise inner products between item vectors. The kernel

L can intuitively be thought of as representing dual effects – the diagonal elements
Li,i aim to capture the quality of item i, whereas the off-diagonal elements Li, j
capture the similarity between the items i and j. A DPP models the repulsive connections among the items in a sampled subset. For example, in a two-item subset,

since PL {i, j} ∝

L i,i

L i, j

L

L

j,i

= L i,i L

j, j

j, j − L i, j L j,i ,

we know that if item

i and item j are perfectly similar such that w i = w j and thus L i, j =

p

L i,i L

j, j ,

then these two items will not co-occur, hence such a subset of Y = {i, j} will never
be sampled.

6.4.2

Expected Cardinality

Our target is to find a population of diverse policies, with each of them performing
differently from other policies due to their unique characteristics. Therefore, when
modelling the behavioural diversity in games, we can naturally set the payoff matrix
to be the kernel of a DPP so that the similarity between two policies depends on their
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performance against the opponents in terms of payoffs.
Definition 14 (Game-DPP (G-DPP)). A G-DPP for each player (see an example in
Figure 6.1) is a DPP in which the ground set is the strategy population Y = S, and
the kernel of the DPP is represented by the normalised payoff table M of a game,
that is,
L S = MM > .

(6.9)

For learning in open-ended games, we want to keep adding diverse policies
to the population. This is equivalent to say, at each iteration, if we take a random
sample from the G-DPP that consists of all existing policies, we hope the cardinality
of such a random sample is large (since policies with similar payoff vectors will be
unlikely to co-occur). In this sense, we design a diversity measure based on the
 
expected cardinality of random samples from a G-DPP, i.e., EY∼PL |Y| . By the
S

following lemma, we show that such a diversity measure can be computed in a
tractable way.
Lemma 5 (Diversity of G-DPP). The diversity of a G-DPP in terms of expected

cardinality can be computed by

 

Diversity S = EY∼PL |Y| = Tr I − (LS + I)−1 .

(6.10)

S

Proof. We can calculate the expected cardinality of a DPP sample by an exponential
sum over all 2|Y | subsets of Y = S as follows:
 
EY∼PL |Y| =
S

=

∑

|Y| PLY (Y)

∑

|Y|

Y⊆Y

Y⊆Y

det(LY )
det(LY + I)

Based on the following Lemma from Rising (2013),
Lemma 6 (Theorem 2.3.9 in Rising (2013)). Let Y ∼ DPP(K ) where K = I −

(L + I)−1 , and let {λi }ni=1 be the eigenvalues of K . Then |Y| = ∑ni=1 Zi where
{Zi }ni=1 are independent Bernoulli trials with E[Zi ] = λi .
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we can write expectation over the random variable |Y| by
EY∼PL

S

 
|Y| = E

"

#

n
n
 

Z
=
E
Z
=
∑ i ∑ i ∑ λi = Tr K .
n

i=1

i=1

(6.11)

i=1

Since K = L (L + I)−1 = I − (L + I)−1 , we can relate the eigenvalues of L and
K as follows,

λnK =

λnL
,
λnL + 1

∀n

where the superscript references which matrix the eigenvalues belong to. Finally,
we have,

λiL
= Tr I − (L + I)−1
L
i=1 λi + 1

n
 
EY∼PL |Y| = ∑
S

(6.12)

and we have the expected cardinality of a sample from our DPP based upon the
kernel matrix L .
An excellent property of our diversity measure is that it is well-defined even in
the case when Y has duplicated policies, as dealing with redundant policies turns
out to be a critical challenge for game evaluation (Balduzzi et al., 2018b). In fact,

redundancy also prevents us from directly using det LS as the diversity measure
because the determinant value becomes zero with duplicated entries.

6.4.3

Expected Cardinality vs. Matrix Rank.

There is a fundamental difference between using expected cardinality and the matrix rank as the diversity measure. The rank of a matrix is the maximal number
of linearly independent columns, though it can measure the distinctiveness between
the columns, it cannot model the diversity. For example, in the RPS game, a strategy
that plays [99% Rock, 1% Scissors] and a strategy that plays [98% Rock, 2% Scissors] are distinctive strategies since they have linearly independent payoff vectors
against other strategies; however, they are not diverse as they both favour playing
Rock. If one strategy is added into the population whilst the other already exists,
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the rank of the payoff matrix will increase by one, but the increment on expected
cardinality is minor. In the example of Figure 6.1, adding the green strategy only
contributes to the expected cardinality by 0.21. This property is particularly important for modelling behavioural diversity in games, especially when it comes to
the end of training as it becomes increasingly hard to find a diverse policy that can
exploit a different aspect of opponents, finding a policy that has different payoff
values from existing ones is still trivial. To conclude, we show by the following
proposition that the expected cardinality of G-DPP is upper bounded by the rank
of the payoff matrix, and the diversity only reaches the maxima when the payoff
vectors are orthogonal.

Proposition 4 (The Upper Bound of Diversity). For a population of policies
S and its payoff matrix M, the diversity of the population will be bounded by


Diversity S ≤ rank(M), and when M is normalised, we have Diversity S ≤
rank(M)/2. In both cases, the maximal diversity is only reached when the rows
of M are orthogonal.

Proof. Please note that an early version of this proposition is originally proved by
Slumbers (2020) [Proposition 20] in a master project under my supervision.
We start from the case of un-normalised meta-game. We can always do the
SVD decomposition of M and get
M = UΣ V >
Then, the kernel L of G-DPP can be written as
L = MM > = (UΣ V > )(UΣ V > )> = UΣ 2 U >
This means that the eigenvalues of L are λn = σn2 where σn are the entries of the
diagonal of Σ . Thus, based on Lemma 5, we can write the expected cardinality
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given kernel L as
 
λn
σn2
EY∼PL |Y| = ∑
=∑ 2
S
n λn + 1
n σn + 1

(6.13)

A larger cardinality can only be achieved by either adding more eigenvalues or
G)
making the eigenvalues larger. Since we can only get a maximum of n = rank(G
non-zero eigenvalues, making the eigenvalues larger will increase the terms of the
summation by

λn
λn +1

< 1 which means that
 
sup EY∼PL |Y| = rank(M)

(6.14)

S

Thus, the maximum achievable diversity is obtained when population S makes M
full rank and λn → ∞, ∀n.
We now prove the case for a normalised meta-game. We first show that a
DPP is maximised over orthogonal feature vectors. To do this, we show that the
probability of sampling the whole set of agents is maximised for orthogonal vectors.
Starting by noting Hadamard’s Inequality, it states that if N is the matrix having
columns vi , then
det N



n

≤ ∏ vi ,

(6.15)

i=1

where notably equality holds if and only if the vectors vi are orthogonal. Therefore,
by this inequality we also know that the determinant of M is maximised when the
payoffs are orthogonal for each agent, as this allows the equality to hold.
Additionally, as we define our M to be a square matrix of size M × M, we can

decompose the determinant of the kernel L as,





2
det LY = det MM > = det M det M > = det M

(6.16)

and therefore we know that det(LY ) is maximised whenever det(M) is maximised.
By the following equation of the subset probability,


PL Y = Y ∝ det L Y

(6.17)
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we have that the probability of sampling the whole ground set is maximised when
the det(LY ) is maximised, which coincides with the orthogonality of M.
Finally, based on the fact that orthogonal feature vectors maximise a population’s diversity, we show that a meta-game with orthogonal feature vectors will
receive an expected cardinality value of 2n .
We know that the entries of our kernel L are simply Li j = w i w >j . As long
wi || = 1, ∀i it will be the case that Lii = 1. Additionally, as we have stated
as ||w

that the rows of the meta-game are orthogonal, wi w>j = 0 , ∀i, j, so all off-diagonal
entriesLi j = 0. For example, the kernel L for a meta-game of size 3 would be
1

L = 0
0

0
1
0

0

0,

which is obviously the identity matrix of size M. The identity

1

matrix has M eigenvalues of 1, and therefore we have
n
λiL
1 n
= .
=
∑
L
2
i=1 λi + 1
i=1 2

n
 
EY∼PL |Y| = ∑
S

As the expected cardinality is maximised for orthogonal feature vectors, and we
know that orthogonal feature vectors will return an expected cardinality of n2 , we
know that when our feature vectors are normalised this is the max achievable expected cardinality.

6.4.4

Expected Cardinality vs. Effective Diversity.

The principle that underpins Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.10) are different. Here we illustrate their difference from the perspective of matrix norm. Notably, maximising
the effective diversity in Eq. (6.7) is equivalent to maximising a matrix norm in that
π∗
ED(S) = 12 kπ

M

π ∗ k1,1 where

is Hadamard product and kAk1,1 := ∑i j ai j .

In comparison, the proposition below shows that maximising the diversity in terms
of expected cardinality is maximising the Frobenius norm of the meta-payoff M.
Proposition 5 (Matrix Norm). Maximising the diversity in Eq. (6.10) also maximises the Frobenius norm of the payoff table M.
Proof. Please note that an early version of this proposition is originally proved by
Slumbers (2020) [Proposition 21] in a master project under my supervision.
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Based on Proposition 4, the maximum achievable diversity is:
 
λn
sup EY∼PL |Y| = sup ∑
= rank(M) = n
S
n λn + 1
λn
λn +1

Since the terms in the above summation are 0 ≤

< 1, the expected cardinality

is also maximised for λn → ∞, ∀n. Therefore, we have that the maximum achievable

diversity is attained when the eigenvalues of L are maximised and that rank(M) =
n. In G-DPP, we have that the kernel matrix is defined as L = MM > , and the
Frobenius norm can be written as
M

F

=

s

n

n

Mi j

∑∑

i=1 j=1

=

q



Tr L =

2

s

=

r



Tr MM >

n

∑ λi

i=1

We have shown above that maximising the expected cardinality of L is achieved
by maximising the eigenvalues of L and it directly follows that:

sup M

F

= sup

s

n

∑ λi

i=1

is achieved as λi → ∞, ∀i.
Proposition 6 (Matrix Norm). The opposite direction of Proposition 5 is not correct, that is, simply maximising ||M||F will not necessarily lead to a large diversity
of agent populations.
Proof. We also allude to why maximising ||M||F will not necessarily lead to a large
diversity of agents (i.e., the opposite direction of this proposition is not necessarily
correct) and why our measure based upon expected cardinality will. Firstly, note
that given
||M||F =

s

n

∑ λi,

i=1

an optimiser may go about increasing this function in two manners. One manner
may be to continually add new eigenvalues, which will improve the overall diversity
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of M. However, an optimiser may also increase this norm by focusing on one eigenvalue, or a subset of eigenvalues, and increase those to be as large as possible. Our
major worry here would be that by focusing on a subset of eigenvalues, new agents
that are added to the population may be redundant as they are added to increase the
current set of eigenvalues – not to bring in new non-zero eigenvalues. This would
lead to a lack of diversity in the population. On the other hand, note the formula for
expected cardinality is,
 
λn
EY∼PL |Y| = ∑
S
n λn + 1

and note how each eigenvalue can at most contribute a value of 1 to the expected
cardinality value. The importance of this is that an optimiser will gain less marginal
benefit from increasing an already large eigenvalue than what it would gain from
adding a new non-zero eigenvalue to the meta-game. Therefore, whilst we can
guarantee that our expected cardinality measure will always search for new nonzero eigenvalues (and by that notion, more diverse agents), we can not guarantee
the same for the Frobenius norm measure.
Geometrically, for a given matrix M, considering the box which is the image
of a unit cube (in the 3D case) that is stretched by M, the Frobenius norm represents
the sum of lengths of all diagonals in that box regardless of their directions (see the
orange lines in Figure 6.1). Therefore, whilst the k · k1,1 norm reflects the idea that
ED(S) accounts for the winners within the Nash support only, the Frobenius norm
considers all strategies equally. In later experiments, we show that this in fact results
in a significant improvement in performance in games with non-transitive dynamics.
Lastly, it is worth highlighting that the opposite direction of Proposition 5 is not
correct, that is, maximising kMkF will NOT necessarily lead to large diversity. A
counter-example in Figure 6.1 is that, if one of the orange lines is long, but the rest
are short, though the Frobenius norm is large, the expected cardinality is still small.

6.5

Diversity Aware Learning Algorithms

With the newly proposed diversity measure of Eq. (6.10), we can now design
diversity-aware learning algorithms. In this section, we incorporate the new di-
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versity measurement into fictitious play, PSRO, and α-PSRO respectively, and turn
them into diversity aware learning algorithms.

6.5.1

Diverse Fictitious Play

We start by extending the classical FP to a diverse version such that at each iteration, the player not only considers a best response, but also considers how this new
strategy can help enrich the existing strategy pool after the update. Formally, our
diverse FP method maintains the same update rule as Eq. (6.4), but with the best
response changing into
h

i
π −i ) = arg max G i π , π −i + τ · Diversity Si ∪ {π
π}
BRiε (π
π ∈∆Si

(6.18)

where τ is a tunable constant. An excellent property of diverse FP is that the expected cardinality is guaranteed to be a strictly concave function; therefore, Eq.
(6.18) has a unique solution at each iteration. We prove the following proposition.
Proposition 7. The expected cardinality is a strictly concave function. The related
best response in Eq. (6.18) has a unique optimiser.
Proof. We study the sign of the second derivative of the diversity measure (Eq.(11))
in a neighbourhood of the positive semidefinte symmetric matrix L . We apply a
perturbation to L such that L̃ = L + εA with A being a symmetric matrix and
ε ∈ R, as a result, what we need to show is:

∂2
Tr I − (L̃ + I)−1
2
∂ε

<0
ε=0

First, we notice that
∞

∞

n=0

n=1

I − (L̃ + I)−1 = I − ∑ (−1)n (L˜ )n = − ∑ (−1)n (L˜ )n =

∞

∑ (−1)n(L + εA)n+1

n=0

n ˜n
where we used the matrix expansion (I + L˜ )−1 = ∑∞
We can
n=0 (−1) L .
always ensure ||L˜ ||F < 1 by choosing ε small enough and redefining L :=
L
, β > 0 ∈ R if necessary. We note that after this modification L re||L ||F + β
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mains a legitimate matrix for a DPP due to being positive semidefinite, and do not
affect the rankings of agents. Then,

∂2
I − (L̃ + I)−1
2
∂ε

ε=0

∂2 ∞
∑ (−1)n(L + εA)n+1
∂ ε 2 n=0

ε=0

∂2

∞

=

=

∑ (−1)n ∂ ε 2 (L + εA)n+1

n=0

ε=0

∞

1
1 ∞
= A2 ∑ (−1)n (n + 1)(n)L n−1 + ∑ (−1)n (n + 1)(n)L n−1 A2
2 n=0
2 n=0

(6.19)

n−1
n
can be written as
The series ∑∞
n=0 (−1) (n + 1)(n)L
∞

n

∑ (−1) (n + 1)(n)L

n=0

n−1

∞

=

∑ (−1)n+1(n + 2)(n + 1)L n

n=0
∞

= − ∑ (−1)n+2
=−

n=0
∂2

∂L

=−

∂2

∂2
L n+2
2
∂L

∞

2

∑ (−1)n+2 L n+2

n=0


L 2 −L 3 +L 4 −...

∂L 2

∂2
−1
=−
(I
+
L
)
+
L
−
I
∂L 2

= −2(I + L )−3

n n
where we used the matrix expansion (I + L )−1 = ∑∞
n=0 (−1) L which holds un-

der the modifications specified before. Finally, we obtain that

∂2
Tr I − (L̃ + I)−1
2
∂ε





∂2
−1
= Tr
I − (L̃ + I)
∂ ε2
ε=0

ε=0

= − Tr A2 (I + L )−3 + (I + L )−3 A2
<0



where the last inequality comes from the fact that both (I + L )−3 and A2 are positive definite and the trace of the product of two positive definite matrices is positive.
We therefore proved that the expected cardinality is a strictly concave function.
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Intuitively, the diverse FP process will almost surely converge to a GWFP process as long as τ → 0 and thus will enjoy the same convergence guarantees as GWFP
(e.g., a NE in two-player zero-sum or potential games). However, in order to prove
such connection rigorously, we need to show that the sequence of expected changes
in strategy, which is induced by finding a strategy that maximises the expected cardinality at each iteration, is actually a uniformly bounded martingale sequence that
satisfies Eq. (6.5). Formally, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5 (Convergence of Diverse FP). The perturbation sequence induced by a
diverse FP process is a uniformly bounded martingale difference sequence; therefore, diverse FP shares the same convergence properties as GWFP, e.g., on twoplayer zero-sum games.
Proof. We begin by proving that our perturbation sequence is a martingale sequence
w.r.t. the normalised expected cardinality,

Xn =

 
EY∼PL |Y|
S

|Y |

Based on Proposition 4, we know 0 ≤ Xn ≤ 0.5. We are to show that Sn =
1 n
n ∑i=1 [Xi − µ]

where µ = E[Xn ] is a martingale sequence by proving that it meets

the three conditions.
(i). Sn is a measurable function as it is a partial sum of {Xi }∞
i=1 .
(ii). E[|Sn |] < ∞, ∀n because E[|Sn |] ≤ n1 ∑ni=1 E[|Xi − µ|] < ∞
(iii). E[Sn+1 |X1 , ...Xn ] = Sn
1
1
E[Sn+1 |X1 , ..., Xn ] = E[Sn + Xn+1 − µ]
n
n
1
1
= Sn + E[ Xn+1 − µ|X1 , ..., Xn ]
n
n
1
1
= Sn − µ + E[ Xn+1 |X1 , ..., Xn ]
n
n
1
1
= Sn − µ + µ
n
n
= Sn
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∞
and therefore we have that {Sk }∞
k=1 is a martingale sequence w.r.t. {Xk }k=1 . Now

we let Mk = Sk − Sk−1 , k = 2, 3, ... and show that this is a martingale difference
sequence under the same three conditions.
(i). Mk is measurable as both Sk and Sk−1 are.
(ii). E[|Mk |] < ∞,

∀k because E[|Mk |] ≤ E[|Sk |] + E[|Sk−1 |] < ∞

(iii). E[Mk+1 |X1 , ..., Xn ] = 0

E[Mk+1 |X1 , ..., Xn ] = E[Sk+1 − Sk |X1 , ..., Xn ]
= E[Sk+1 |X1 , ..., Xn ] − Sk
= Sk − Sk
=0
∞
and we have shown that {Mk }∞
k=1 is a martingale difference sequence w.r.t. {Xk }k=1 .

Next, we show that this martingale sequence is bounded uniformly in L2. Mn is said
to be bounded in L2 if supn [Mn2 ] < ∞, which can be shown due to the following:
#
"
2
 2
1 n 
supn Mn = supn
∑ Xi − µ < ∞
n i=1
as

2
1 n 
Xi − µ ≤ 0.25, ∀n
∑
n i=1

Therefore, if Mn ∈ L2, then the martingale sequence M is bounded in L2 if and only


if ∑k≥1 E (Mk − Mk−1 )2 < +∞, which we can show in the following manner:

∑E
k≥1



(Mk − Mk−1 )2 =

=

∑
k≥1

∑
k≥1

=



2
E[Mk2 − 2Mk Mk−1 + Mk−1
]



2
E[Mk2 ] + E[Mk−1
] − E[2Mk Mk−1 ]



2
2
E[M
]
+
E[M
]
∑
k
k−1

k≥1

< ∞,

as Mk ∈ L2, ∀k.
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Finally, as we satisfy both of the conditions of GWFP, namely that our expected cardinality function is strictly concave as shown in Proposition 7 and the
perturbation meets the condition of Eq. (6.5) we have that as τ → 0 our diverse FP
process will almost surely result in a GWFP process, which is known to converge
in two-player zero-sum games and potential games (Leslie and Collins, 2006).

6.5.2

Diverse Policy Space Response Oracle

When solving NFGs, the total number of strategies is known, and thus a best response in Eq. (6.18) can be computed through a direct search, and the uniqueness
of the solution is guaranteed by Proposition 7. When it comes to solving openended meta-games, the total number of policies is unknown and often infinitely
many. Therefore, a best response must be computed through optimisation subroutines such as gradient-based methods or RL algorithms. In this section, we extend
our diversity measure to the policy space and develop diversity-aware solvers for
open-ended meta-games.
In the general solver for meta-games in Algorithm 9, at the t-th iteration, the algorithm maintains a collection of policies Sti that have been learned so far by player
i. Our goal here is to design an Oracle to train a new strategy Sθ , parameterised by
θ ∈ Rd (e.g., a deep neural net), which on one hand maximises player i’s payoff,

and, on the other hand is diverse from all strategies in the current population Sti .
Therefore, we define the ground set of the G-DPP at iteration t to be the union of
the existing population Sti and the new model that we are going to add, that is,

Yt = Sti ∪ Sθ .
With the proper ground set at each iteration, we can have the diversity measure in
terms of expected cardinality. As a result, in symmetric zero-sum meta-games, the
objective of Oracles can be written as
π ) = arg max
O (π
1

2

∑

θ ∈Rd S2 ∈S2

2

π S

2



· φ Sθ , S

2






1
+ τ · Diversity S ∪ Sθ

(6.20)
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where π 2 (·) is the meta-policy of player two, and depending on the meta-game
solvers, it can represent NE, UNIFORM, etc.
Based on Eq. (6.20), we can tell that the diversity of policies during training
is expected to come from two sources. The obvious aspect is from the expected
cardinality of G-DPP that forces agents to find new solutions that are different from
existing policies against a fixed opponent. The less obvious aspect is from how
the opponents are treated. Although the meta-policy of player 2 is determined by
π 2 (·), the learning player will have to focus on exploiting certain diverse aspects of
π 2 (·) in order to acquire new diverse skills. This is similar in manner to selecting
a diverse set of opponents. In fact, we are able to show that our diversity-driven
oracle can strictly enlarge the gamescape defined in Eq. (6.3). Importantly, unlike
PSROrN (Balduzzi et al., 2019), here we do not need to assume the opponents are
playing only a Nash strategy. Formally, we have:
Proposition 8 (Gamescape Enlargement). Training a new strategy Sθ via Eq. (6.20)
strictly enlarges the gamescape, i.e.,
 
 

Gamescape S ( Gamescape S ∪ Sθ .
Proof. According to Proposition 4 and Proposition 7, maximising the expected cardinality of the DPP implies there exists a unique solution that makes the meta-game
payoff table M full rank and increases the eigenvalues. If M is full rank, this means
that the new row in the meta-game M corresponding to the new policy Sθ must be
linearly independent to the other rows and thus it must not be a convex combination of the other rows; as a result, the gamescape is strictly enlarged. Such a result
is also expected because the diversity in terms of expected cardinality promotes
orthogonality, which is a stronger property than linear independency.

6.5.3

Implementation of Oracles.

Optimising Eq. (6.20) is more challenging than Eq. (6.18). Except for cases when
φ is differentiable and we can directly apply gradient-based methods to solve Eq.
(6.20), in general, we have to seek for gradient-free solutions or RL algorithms
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since for many real-world games, the elements in M are not differentiable w.r.t
θ . To tackle this, we provide zero-order methods and RL-based approaches as
approximation solutions to Eq. (6.20) and list the pseudocode of those Oracles in
Algorithm 10 and Algorithm 11.
The code can be found in: https://github.com/diversepsro/
diverse_psro
Algorithm 10 Diverse Best Response Oracle
1: Inputs:
2: Populations St = ∏i∈N Sti , with Sti ∈ Sti parametrised by θSi
t
3: Metapolicies π t = ∏i∈N π ti
4: Learning rate µ
5: Diversity probability λ
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

function oracle(St , π t , µ, λ )
Compute BRqual = BRi (St−i , π t−i )
for each pure strategy Pj do:
i
Update meta-payoff M 
j = M(St ∪ {Pj })


Compute BRdiv = arg maxPj Tr I − (M j M >j + I)−1 .
Choose BR = BRdiv with probability λ else BR = BRqual
Update θSti = µθSti + (1 − µ)θBR
Return: Sti

Algorithm 11 Diverse Gradient Ascent Oracle
1: Inputs:
2: Populations St = ∏i∈N Sti , with Sti ∈ Sti parametrised by θSi
t
3: Metapolicies π t = ∏i∈N π ti
4: Number of training updates Ntrain
5: Diversity weight λ
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

function oracle(St , π t , Ntrain λ )
Choose Strain ∈ Sti with probability π ti
for j = 1, . . . , Ntrain :
Compute payoff p j of Strain
Compute meta-payoff M j = M(Sti ∪ {Strain })

Compute diversity d j = Tr I − (M j M >j + I)−1
Compute loss l j = −(1 − λ )p j − λ d j
Update θStrain to minimise l j using SGD or ADAM
Return: Strain
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Algorithm 12 Diverse Zero-order Oracle
1: Inputs:
2: Populations St = ∏i∈N Sti , with Sti ∈ Sti parametrised by θSi
t
3: Metapolicies π t = ∏i∈N π ti
4: Learning rate µ
5: Noise parameter σ
6: Diversity weight λ
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

function oracle(St , π t , µ, σ , λ )
Sample a single Sti ∈ Sti with probability π ti
for perturbation j ∈ 1, 2, . . . do:
S j = RandomPerturbation(Sti , µ, σ )
Update meta-payoff M j = M(Sti ∪ {S j })
Compute payoff p j of S j

Compute diversity d j = Tr I − (M j M >j + I)−1 .
Return: arg maxS j (1 − λ )p j + λ d j
function RandomPerturbation(Sti , µ, σ )
Generate noise ε ∼ Lognormal(0, σ 2 )
Mutate θSti = µθSti + (1 − µ)ε
Return Sti

6.5.4

Diverse Oracle for α-Rank

We can additionally design diverse oracles that are compatible with α-Rank (Muller
et al., 2019). Note that α-Rank is a replacement solution concept for NE on multiplayer general-sum games; therefore, the goal of learning algorithms that use αRank as the meta-game solver, such as α-PSRO (Muller et al., 2019), is no longer
converging to NE, but rather finding all SSCCs on the response graph. Since a naive
best response fails to converge to SSCCs, a diverse Oracle suggested by Eq. (6.20)
cannot be applied, instead, we have to account for the behavioural diversity based
on the Preference-based Best Response (PBR) in Eq. (6.6). We conduct a qualitydiversity kernel decomposition to unify PBR with our diversity measure. Specifically, given a DPP kernel L = W W > , we can rewrite the i-th row of W to be the
product of both a quality term and diversity features. We denote the quality term
as qi ∈ R+ and the diversity feature vector as w i ∈ RP . The entries of L are thus

Li j = qi w i w >j q j , and the DPP measure is written as PL (Y ) ∝ ∏i∈Y q2i det(W Y ).

To design diverse Oracles that fit α-Rank, we define the quality term of each strat-

egy to be the exponent of the PBR value, and the diversity features w i to be the
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corresponding rows in the normalised payoff table M, so that for each strategy, i.e.,


M [i,:]
i
i i −i
−i
qi = exp
1[M (σ , S ) > M (S , S )] , wi =
∑
kMkF
π −i
S−i ∼π


(6.21)

wi || = 1) so that feature vectors
The payoff vectors have to be normalised (i.e., ||w
have no influence over the quality term. Finally, the diversity-aware Oracle that
suits α-Rank is written as

−1 
π −i ) = arg max Tr I − L Si ∪{ππ } + I
.
Oti (π
t
π ∈∆Si

(6.22)

We are able to show the convergence results of our diverse Oracle with α-Rank
on two-player symmetric NFGs. We first define the precise definition of convergence to SSCCs on the response graph, and then present the main theorem.
Theorem 6 (Convergence of Diverse α-PSRO). Diverse α-PSRO with the Oracle
of Eq. (6.22) converges to the sub-cycle of the unique SSCC in the two-player
symmetric games.
Proof. Please note that an early version of this proposition is originally proved by
Slumbers (2020) [Proposition 25] in a master project under my supervision.
Intuitively, our proof follows the same argument as Muller et al. (2019) [Proposition 3], which can be adapted in the content of our diverse PBR oracle in Eq. (14).
The uniqueness of the SSCC follows from the fact that in the single-population
case, the response graph is fully-connected. Suppose at termination of α-DPP, the
α-population contains no strategy within the SSCC, and let s be a strategy in the
α-DPP population. We claim that s attains a higher value for the objective defining the α-DPP oracle than any strategy in the α-DPP population, which contradicts
the fact that α-DPP has terminated. By virtue of being in the SSCC we have that
M 1 (s, s0 ) > M 2 (s0 , s) for all s0 outside the SSCC, and in particular for all s0 ∈ Sti ,
thus the PBR objective for s is 1.
If a member of the underlying game’s SSCC appears in the α-DPP population,
this member will induce its own meta-SSCC in the meta game’s response graph
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which will have positive probability under the α-Rank distribution for the metagame, and the DPP oracle for this meta-SSCC will always return a member of the
underlying game’s SSCC. This is because the only strategies that receive a non-zero
quality score are those that are members of the underlying game’s SSCC, and we
ignore strategies with a quality of zero. If the only strategy that returns a non-zero
quality score, which must be a member of the SSCC, is already in the population,
the corresponding meta-SSCC already contains a cycle of the underlying SSCC.
Note that if the meta-SSCC does not contain a cycle, it must be a singleton. Either
this singleton is equal to the full SSCC of the underlying game (in which we have
α-fully converged), or it is not, in which case the DPP oracle must return a new
strategy from the underlying SSCC, contradicting our previous assumption.

6.6

Experiments and Results

We compare our diversity-aware solvers with state-of-the-art baseline algorithms
including self-play, PSRO (Balduzzi et al., 2019), pipeline PSRO (a parallel implementation of PSRO) (McAleer et al., 2020), rectified PSRO (Balduzzi et al., 2019),
and α-PSRO (Muller et al., 2019). We investigate the performance of these algorithms on both NFGs where the total number of strategies is known and thus a best
response is computed by direct search, and meta-games where the total number of
policies is infinite and a best response needs computing by optimising subroutines.
Our selected games are challenging in the sense that they involve both transitive and non-transitive dynamics. If an algorithm fails to discover a diverse set of
policies, it will be trapped in some localised strategy cycles which makes it easily
exploitable (similar to the RPS-X example in Section 6.3.4). Therefore, we focus
on the evaluation metrics of exploitability in Eq. (6.1) and how extensively the
gamescapes are explored. One exception is the comparison between α-PSRO and
diverse α-PSRO, since the solution concept is no longer NE, instead of exploitability, we use the metric of
PCS-Score =

# of underlying SSCC strategies found in α-PSRO population
# of underlying SSCC strategies
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Table 6.2: Hyper-parameter settings for our diverse-PSRO method vs. other baselines on
four experiments.
S ETTINGS

VALUE
D ESCRIPTION
R ANDOM GAMES OF SKILL

O RACLE METHOD
L EARNING RATE
I MPROVEMENT T HRESHOLD
M ETASOLVER
M ETASOLVER ITERATIONS
# OF THREADS IN PIPELINE
# OF SEEDS
DPP WEIGHTING

D IVERSE BEST RESPONSE
0.5
0.03
F ICTITIOUS PLAY
1000
2
10
0.15

O RACLE
O PTIMIZER
L EARNING RATE
B ETAS
πi
Σ
µ1
µ2
µ3
S TRATEGY INITIALISATION
M ETASOLVER
M ETASOLVER ITERATIONS
I TERATIONS
DPP WEIGHT
# OF THREADS IN PIPELINE
# OF SEEDS

2D ROCK PAPER S CISSORS
G RADIENT A SCENT
SUBROUTINE OF GETTING ORACLES
A DAM
G RADIENT ASCENT OPTIMIZER
0.1
L EARNING RATE FOR OPTIMIZER
(0.9, 0.99)
B ETAS PARAMETER FOR OPTIMIZER
>
π ik = e(−(xi −µk ) Σ (xi −µk )/2) STRATEGY FROM 2D COORDINATES
0.5I
C OVARIANCE MATRIX FOR GAUSSIANS
(2.872, −0.025)
POSITION OF THE FIRST GAUSSIAN
(−1.458, −2.475)
POSITION OF THE SECOND GAUSSIAN
(−1.414, −2.500)
POSITION OF THE THIRD GAUSSIAN
0.1
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION
F ICTITIOUS PLAY
M ETASOLVER METHOD
1000
# ITERATIONS FOR METASOLVER
50
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for fair comparison (Muller et al., 2019). Finally, the hyper-parameter settings for
each experiment are listed in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Results on Games of Skill with payoff matrices sizes ranging from 100 × 100 to
1500 × 1500. For each subplot, the upper half shows the exploitability versus
the population size (i.e., the PSRO iteration), and lower half shows the diversity
in terms of expected cardinality.

6.6.1

Random Games of Skill

The payoff values of Games of Skill (Czarnecki et al., 2020) are defined by
G i, j :=

1
i.i.d
(Wi, j −W j,i ) + Si − S j with Wi, j , Si ∼ N (0, σW2 or σS2 ).
2

The intuition behind Games of Skill is that Si represents the transitive strength
(e.g., ranking/Elo score) of a strategy πi , and Wi, j encodes all possible interactions
of πi against π j , which often includes non-transitive cycles. Many real-world games
exhibit the Game of Skill geometry in terms of payoffs (Czarnecki et al., 2020). We
used the Diverse Best Response Oracle (see Algorithm 10)
In Figure 6.2, we report the results on 10 randomised games, each with different number of strategies ranging from 100 × 100 to 1500 × 1500. The results
show that our method outperforms all baselines in terms of both exploitability and
diversity. While the baselines have saturated after 50 iterations, our method keeps
finding novel effective strategies, leading to almost zero exploitability. Additionally, we have also observed consistent results on games with either larger or smaller
dimensions, see Figure 6.2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: 2D-Rock Paper Scissors. a): Exploration trajectories during training. b): Performance vs. Diversity comparisons.

6.6.2

2D-Rock Paper Scissors

In our 2D-RPS game4 , R/P/S are represented by three equally-distanced Gaussian
humps on a 2D plane. Each strategy corresponds to a tuple of 2D coordinates, which
can be translated into the weights on R/P/S by measuring the likelihood under each
Gaussian. Unlike classical RPS, 2D-RPS contains transitive dynamics, for example,
a strong Rock that is closer to the centre of Rock hump can beat a weak Rock that
is relatively far away. Precisely, the payoff matrix of 2D-RPS is given by


0


M i, j = π i,>  1

−1

−1

1

0

−1

1

0



3

 j 1
π i − π kj ).
π + ∑ (π
2 k=1 k

(6.23)

Note that since there is an infinite number of points on the 2D plane, 2D-RPS is
an open-ended meta-game. Players’ coordinates are initialised uniformly. They
must learn to climb up the Gaussians to maximise the transitive payoff whilst also
exploring all three Gaussians to stay un-exploitable. We used the Gradient Ascent
Oracle (see Algorithm 11). Figure 6.3 shows the exploration trajectories for different algorithms along with the plot of performance vs. diversity. Results suggest that
both PSRO and PSROrN fail to complete the task, whilst DPP-PSRO manages to
4 The

design of the 2D-RPS game, though inspired by multiple sources including the Disc game
in Balduzzi et al. (2019) and Gaussian-RPS game in an unpublished work named “Pick your battles:
interaction graphs as population-level objectives for strategic diversity. author unknown”, is however
novel in terms of combining both transitive components and intransitive components in the RPS
game, which leads to Eq. 6.23
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(b)

Figure 6.4: Results of a) exploitability on the Blotto Game , b) PCS-Score against α-PSRO
on NFGs

solve the task almost perfectly by generating a population of diverse and effective
strategies. Consistent results can be observed when we extend the 2D-RPS game to
include seven Gaussian humps.

6.6.3

Colonel Blotto

Blotto is a classical resource allocation game that is widely analysed for election
campaigns (Roberson, 2006). In this game, two players have a budget of coins
which they simultaneously distribute over a fixed number of areas. An area is won
by the player who puts the most coins, and the player that wins the most areas wins
the game. We report the game results with 3 areas and 10 coins over 10 games. Here,
we used the Diverse Zero-Order Oracle (see Algorithm 12). We test how a DPPPSRO player performs in terms of exploitability against a PSRO and a PSROrN
player respectively. We benchmark the performance against the cases of PSRO
vs PSRO and PSROrN vs PSROrN . Figure 4a shows that our method consistently
exploits PSRO and PSROrN methods.

6.6.4

Diverse α-PSRO

As the PBR in Eq. (6.6) requires looping through all strategies, we test our diverse
α-PSRO method on randomly generated zero-sum NFGs with varying dimensions.
As our evaluation metric we measure the PCS-Score – the number of underlying
SSCC elements that have been found in the population – at every iteration, and
compare this to original α-PSRO. We note that we do not employ the novelty-bound
suggested in Muller et al. (2019) to illustrate how the original α-PSRO has a strong
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cyclic nature, which stops it from finding even a few underlying SSCC elements.
Results in Figure 6.4b suggest that introducing diversity into α-PSRO can effectively prevent the learner from exploring the same strategic cycles during training,
and is therefore able to find SSCCs and continuously improve the PCS-Score.

6.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I look into the many-agent learning problems in open-ended metagames. I have summarised existing meta-game solvers, and highlighted the necessity to promote behavioural diversity during the learning process. Specifically, I
offer a geometric interpretation of behavioural diversity for learning in meta-games
by introducing a new diversity measure built upon the expected cardinality of a
determinantal point process. Based on the diversity measure, I propose diversityaware general solvers for open-ended meta-games. I prove the convergence of our
methods, and show that they are guaranteed to expand the gamescape in training. On
Games of Skill, 2D-RPS, and Colonel Blotto, our methods outperform strong stateof-the-art baselines by a large margin including pipeline PSRO (McAleer et al.,
2020), PSROrN (Balduzzi et al., 2019), and α-PSRO (Muller et al., 2019).

Chapter 7

Modelling Diverse Interactions in
Autonomous Driving
Multi-agent RL has achieved a remarkable amount of success in solving various
types of video games. A cornerstone of this success is the auto-curriculum framework, which essentially shapes the learning process by continually creating new
challenging tasks for agents to adapt to, thereby facilitating the acquisition of new
skills. In this chapter, I extend MARL methods to real-world domains, outside
of purely video games, and introduce one novel application, which is about autonomous driving (AD).
Multi-agent interaction is a fundamental aspect of AD in the real world. Despite more than a decade of research and development, the problem of how to competently interact with diverse road users in diverse scenarios remains mostly unsolved. Existing solutions to modelling interactions mainly use rule-based methods,
for example, to maintain a hard-coded minimum safe distance between vehicles.
Due to their conservativeness, an urgent need from the AD community is to model
realistic and diverse interactive skills. Learning-based methods, MARL techniques
in particular, have much to offer towards solving this problem. Yet, a multi-agent
AD simulator that can support MARL auto-curriculum training and induce diverse
driving interactions is still lacking.
In the following sections, I will first present a dedicated simulation platform
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called SMARTS1 (Scalable Multi-Agent RL Training School). SMARTS supports
the training, accumulation, and use of diverse behaviour models of road users, especially those that are powered by RL and MARL algorithms. Through SMARTS,
researchers can, for the first time, apply truly learning-based techniques to induce
increasingly more realistic and diverse interactions in AD simulations, which in turn
ignites deeper and broader research interest on understanding multi-agent interactions in AD for MARL researchers.
At last, I present a blue sky idea that maintaining behavioural diversity in the
policy space is essential for extending the successes of MARL techniques in the real
physical world, outside the domain of purely video games. Towards achieving this
goal, I emphasise that the framework of diversity aware auto-curricula could serve
as one promising direction. Specifically, I first highlight the necessity of promoting
behavioural diversity in multi-agent systems, and then present four open challenges
to be solved for creating diversity aware auto-curricula, and finally discuss why AD
via SMARTS serves as an excellent testbed for relevant studies on this topic.

7.1

Background of Autonomous Driving

Autonomous driving (AD) (a.k.a self-driving cars) (Badue et al., 2020) refers to
the technique that enables a vehicle to sense its environment and to move safely to
the destination with little or no human interventions. Typically, the architecture of
a self-driving car contains two main components: the perception system, and the
decision-making system (Paden et al., 2016). The perception system is responsible for answering the questions of “where am I ?” and “what is around me ?”; it
contains subroutines such as car localisation, road mapping, and obstacle detection.
Outputs from the perception system are then leveraged by the decision-making system to answer the questions of “what will happen next?”, and, finally, “what should
1 Note

that SMARTS is a massive collaborative project that involves dozens of researchers and
engineers. My contribution is at the side of proposing features that enable MARL training in
SMARTS, and applying MARL techniques in SMARTS. The simulation engine of SMARTS, including its novelty in design principles (e.g., traffic provider, domain-specific language, the “bubble” mechanism) and their corresponding implementations, should not be taken as my contribution
towards this chapter. The full description of SMARTS can be found in Zhou et al. (2020) and
https://github.com/huawei-noah/SMARTS.
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I do”; this includes solving tasks such as path planning, behaviour selection, and
obstacle avoidance. For example, the behaviour selector subsystem is responsible
for choosing the current driving behaviour including lane change, merging, traffic
light handling, and meanwhile, avoiding collisions with static or moving obstacles
within the decision horizon. The scope of the discussion in this chapter stays within
the context of decision-making since that is where RL techniques naturally fit.
To gauge the level of autonomy of self-driving techniques, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) International has published a category of levels based on
the amount of human driver input and attentiveness that are required, in which the
level 0 stands for the full-time performance by a human driver covering all aspects
of the dynamic driving task, and the level 5 stands for the fully-automated driving
system that monitors the driving environment under all roadway conditions that can
be managed by human drivers (International, 2014).
An iconic event that spurs the development of self-driving techniques is probably the DARPA Grand Challenge. Since the first DARPA competition organised in
2004 where all competing cars failed the mission of navigating a 142-mile course
throughout desert trails within a 10-hour time limit, and the best performer only
managed to drive 7.3 miles, remarkable progress has been made in the past sixteen years. For example, the commercial company–Waymo–alone has driven more
than 20 million miles on public roads under the SAE level-4 setting (International,
2014; Waymo, 2020). The vision of deploying AD techniques for better safety and
efficiency in transportation is gradually getting substantiated.

7.2

Challenges in Modelling Diverse Interactions

In spite of such groundbreaking achievement, fundamental aspects of autonomous
driving, especially a behavioural model that delivers realistic interactions with diverse road users, remain underexplored. Unfortunately, rather than embracing interdriver interaction, current mainstream level-4 AD solutions restrict it. When encountering complex interactive scenarios, autonomous cars tend to slow down and
wait for the situation to get clear. They rarely cut in front of another car or force
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their way in at a merge, even when human drivers routinely do so. In California
in 2018, 86% of crashes involving autonomous vehicles were attributable to the
AD car’s conservative behaviours (Stewart, 2020), with 57% rear endings and 29%
sideswipes by other vehicles on the AD car. Trial AD cars in Arizona and California
are often targets of complaints about blocking other cars (Siddiqui, 2020), excessive hard braking (Efrati, 2020a), hesitant highway merging, and inflexible pick-up
or drop-off locations (Efrati, 2020b,c). While rarely illegal, the overly conservative driving style frustrates human drivers as peer road users, and sometimes even
causes hazards. It also restricts AD technologies from being applied on specialpurpose vehicles such as ambulances or police cars.
Recently, data-driven approaches for training behaviour models capable of diverse and realistic interaction in simulators is receiving attention. Imitation learning
is an obvious option (Bansal et al., 2019). Yet, a suitable data set is crucial. Publicly available AD datasets such as KITTI (Geiger et al., 2013), Oxford RobotCar
(Maddern et al., 2017), and BDD100K (Yu et al., 2018) focus on perception and provide little data regarding interaction. There are driving behaviour-related datasets
that are collected from bird’s eye view by cameras mounted on tall buildings or by
drones, such as the NGSIM dataset (Alexiadis et al., 2004), highD dataset (Krajewski et al., 2018), and INTERACTION dataset (Zhan et al., 2019b). However,
these datasets are limited in that the majority of filmed intersections are controlled
by traffic lights; therefore, the interactions involved are trivial, while urban scenarios which contain genuine dense interactions, such as roundabouts and unprotected
left turns, are missing. In addition to motion datasets in bird’s eye view, there are
onboard-sensor-based types of datesets collected from LiDARS, front-view cameras, or GPS, including Argoverse (Chang et al., 2019), HDD dataset (Ramanishka
et al., 2018), and 100-car study (Neale et al., 2005), but they either suffer from the
incompleteness of interaction entities or there are very few repetitions at the same
location with similar features, and are limited to only the ego vehicle’s perspective.
Moreover, all these data sets involve large scale human labelling or at a minimum
require near perfect detection and tracking modules to generate the labels, hindering
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scaling and resource-constrained open research. Lastly, all of the above interaction
data do not have the underlying physical models of social vehicles, which could be
crucial for generating realistic behaviours in highly dynamic situations.
Apart from the limitations in data-driven approaches, another critical reason
for the lack of realistic interactions is that existing AD simulators have very limited
capacity for modelling realistic interactions with diverse driving behaviours. Simulators are crucial for validating the AI software controlling the autonomous vehicle
(also called ego vehicle). For validating the ego vehicle’s interactive behaviour with
social vehicles (i.e., other vehicles that share the same driving environment), we
need diverse social agents capable of realistic and competent interaction. Conventional AD simulators (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017; Simulator, 2020; Virtual Test Drive
, VTD) focus on modelling sensory inputs and control dynamics, rather than interaction. Behaviours of social vehicles thus end up being controlled by simple scripts
or rule-based models (e.g., IDM for longitudinal control (Treiber et al., 2000) or
MOBIL for lateral control (Treiber and Kesting, 2009)). The resulting simulated
interaction between ego and social vehicles falls far short of the richness and diversity of interaction in the real world. AD companies also heavily use replay of
historical data collected from real-world trials to validate ego vehicle behaviour (Atlantic, 2017). However, such a data-replay approach to simulation does not allow
true interaction between vehicles because the social vehicles are not controlled by
intelligent agents but merely stick to historical trajectories (Anguelov, 2020; Vogt,
2020). In short, it is still an open question how to create a population of diverse,
intelligent social agents that can be adopted in simulation to provide traffic with
realistic interaction.

7.3

When MARL Meets Autonomous Driving

To address the challenge of inducing realistic and diverse interactions in AD, we
take the view that driving in a shared public space with multiple road users is fundamentally a multi-agent problem. To illustrate this perspective, consider the socalled “double merge” (Figure 7.1) studied in Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2016b). There
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Figure 7.1: The double merge scenario in autonomous driving.

are vehicles coming into a shared road section from one side and aiming to exit this
section on the opposite side. In the process, they need to change lane by weaving
through cars that may also be changing lane in the opposite direction. Failing that,
they will be forced to either go out on the wrong road or wait somewhere before the
road splits until a usable gap emerges2 . Double merge is a sequential decision making setting that involves complex interactions among multiple agents. Questions
one can ask about include: Should a car drive further or wait here when looking
for a gap? Should it force a lane change even when there is no adequate gap? Will
the other cars give the gap? Is this other car coming over to my lane so that I can
trade places with it? Furthermore, handwritten rules are unlikely to scale up to the
full complexity of interactive scenarios such as the double merge (Shalev-Shwartz
et al., 2016b). We think learning with consideration of interaction is necessary and
MARL is especially promising.
Zhou et al. (2020) (see their Table 1) proposed to categorise the expected learning outcomes of using MARL techniques for AD tasks into six levels (denoted by
M), similar to the level of autonomy defined by SAE. M0 agents are designed to
follow specific rules and stick to them regardless of how the environment dynamics
may have shifted. After driving many times through a dense intersection, for example, the agents have no improvements except through tweaks by human engineers.
2 Such

predicament does happen to autonomous cars. See a case in which a vehicle
was forced to wait right before the split: https://youtu.be/HjtiiGCe1pE, and a related case:
https://youtu.be/spw176TZ7-8?t=90.
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M1 agents can learn to adapt from their online experiences, and such a learning
process is expected to change their behaviours for future runs. M2 agents not only
learn to adapt, but also learn to model other road users. However, there is still no
direct information exchange among the learning agents during such a decentralised
learning process. M3 further requires information exchange among the agents during training so as to coordinate their learning, but at execution time there is neither
centralised control nor direct information exchange. At M4, agents are required to
coordinate their learning at the local group level (e.g., at an intersection) in a way
such that the Nash equilibrium or other equilibrium variant is ensured at execution
time. At M5, agents start to focus on solving how their local actions in the scenario
(e.g., “how I change into the other lane here and now”) may impact global welfare
(e.g., “may decide whether there is going to be a congestion on the highway five
minutes later”) so as to minimise the price of anarchy (Roughgarden, 2005).
To date, AD research has mostly focused on M0 with highly limited attempts
at M1 and M2. We believe that a key reason is the lack of suitable AD simulation of
interaction among heterogeneous traffic participants on the road3 . When it comes
to MARL for AD interaction, the behaviour of the simulated traffic participants
must be both realistic and diverse, especially for the social vehicles (i.e. vehicles
sharing the driving environment with the autonomous vehicle) interacting with the
ego vehicles (i.e. vehicles controlled by the AD software).

7.4

SMARTS: A Bespoke AD Testbed for MARL

In AD, we believe that a MARL approach powered by diversity-aware autocurriculum can help solve the challenging problem of generating high-quality behaviour models that can approach human-level sophistication. This is because
driving in a shared public space with many other road users is fundamentally a
multi-agent problem wherein agents’ behaviour co-evolve. Co-evolved diverse
and competent behaviours can allow AD simulation to encompass sophisticated
3 Interestingly,

multi-agent learning research at M3 through M5 happens more often for traffic
management (Wei et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019b), for which simulation has been
under heavy development for about twenty years (Barcelı́ et al., 2005; Dresner and Stone, 2004;
Krajzewicz et al., 2002).
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Figure 7.2: Bootstrapping interaction realism and diversity.

interactions seen among human drivers and thus help alleviate the conservativeness issue of existing AD solutions. However, for such a plan to work, we need
an appropriate simulator that supports MARL auto-curriculum for diversity. Fortunately, the SMARTS AD simulator (Zhou et al., 2020) provides a well-suited
platform. In this section, to stay self-contained, I will briefly describe the design goals of SMARTS, highlight its basic architecture, and the key features. I
refer to https://github.com/huawei-noah/SMARTS for full details of
the SMARTS platform.
Unlike many existing simulators, SMARTS is natively multi-agent in that social agents use the same APIs as the ego agent to control vehicles, and thus may
use arbitrarily complex computational models, either rule-based or (MA)RL-driven
(see Figure 7.2). To be sure, there are some excellent open-source simulators, such
as CARLA (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017) and SUMO (Krajzewicz et al., 2002), and
even environments explicitly designed for RL and multi-agent research, such as
Flow (Wu et al., 2017) and AIM4 (AI Laboratory, 2006). Despite their respective
successes, none of them comes close to addressing the specific need for in-depth
MARL research for AD tasks. The most specifically relevant efforts are probably
highway-env (Leurent, 2018), which is architected as a set of independently handcrafted interaction scenarios, and BARK (Bernhard et al., 2020), which emphasises
the development of behaviour models without explicit support for multi-agent research. Moreover, since there are only a small number of agent behaviour models
to choose from in the aforementioned solutions, it is still challenging to configure
realistic interaction scenarios. Finally, the research community still lacks standard
benchmarking suites that are comparable to MuJoCo (Todorov et al., 2012) in how it
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Figure 7.3: The SMARTS platform proposed by Zhou et al. (2020). (a): Multiple
ego agents in training (red vehicles) can run simultaneously within a shared
SMARTS instance. Each agent runs in a separate process and can also run
remotely. (b): Bubbles are regions in which social vehicles (yellow) may be
controlled by agents from the Social Agent Zoo and interact meaningfully with
ego vehicles (red). Inside blue Zone, social vehicles are controlled by the traffic
provider. Inside red Zone, they are controlled by agents from the Social Agent
Zoo by MARL algorithms. Blue areas are transition zones.

brought physics simulation to RL research and to StarCraft II (Vinyals et al., 2017)
in how it brought large scale games to multi-agent research, but remain faithful to
the AD reality. Consequently, papers were published with ad-hoc, one-off small
scale simulations that are typically concerned with just a single task and typically
not maintained or reusable. SMARTS is in fact developed in response to such a
situation. The goal of SMARTS is to provide an industrial-strength platform that
helps to bring MARL research for AD to the next level, and both empowers and
challenges it for many years to come.

7.4.1

Key Features

There are many research-friendly features in SMARTS, see screenshoot in Figure
7.3, to name a few:
• SMARTS is 3D simulator with a realistic physics engine. Researchers can easily study the effects of wet road surfaces or flat tires.
• SMARTS is natively multi-agent, by which we mean that social agents could be
as intelligent as ego agents and as heterogeneous as need be (see Figure 7.3a).
• For scalable integration, in addition to distributed training of ego agents supported through Ray (Moritz et al., 2018), SMARTS also manages its own dis-
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tributed social agent computing.
• To provide the best possible researcher experience, we follow the standard
Open-AI Gym APIs, provide a web-streaming visualisation solution, which allows the ongoing simulation to be viewed from anywhere, such as on a smartphone, and offer a comprehensive set of observations and action spaces that
can easily fit various research designs with minimum pre-processing and postprocessing.
• Given our emphasis on support for MARL research, SMARTS integrates with
popular libraries such as PyMARL (Samvelyan et al., 2019) and MAlib (Wen,
2019), provides the implementation of a few new algorithms, and supports a
comprehensive set of MARL algorithms. (A most comprehensive set to our
knowledge. See Table 7.1 for specifics.)
• SMARTS offers a MARL benchmarking suite with AD-specific evaluation metrics, which both poses challenging research questions and remains true to the
AD reality. More benchmarking suites based on SMARTS are also pending
release.
The most relevant to MARL research is probably the social agent zoo feature and the
bubble mechanism (see Figure 7.3b). The social agent zoo maintained in SMARTS
hosts a growing number of behaviour models readily usable as agents in simulation,
regardless of their divergence in model architectures, observation/action spaces, or
computational requirements. The key component that makes such computations
possible is the built-in “bubble” mechanism, which defines a spatiotemporal region
so that intensive computing is only activated inside the bubbles where fine-grained
interaction is required, such as at unprotected left-turns, roundabouts, and highway
double merges. In the meantime, agents, either ego or social, can learn from the
interactive trajectories collected within the bubbles, and adapt their behaviours accordingly. These features together make SMARTS highly suitable for multi-agent
auto-curriculum studies.
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Figure 7.4: Scenarios of driving interaction specifiable in SMARTS

7.4.2

Support for RL Study

SMARTS supports training RL agents in numerous scenarios that vary in road structure and traffic (see Figure 7.4), along with different combinations of those scenarios
reaching the scale of a city level. To train and evaluate the ego agents with specific
parameters in these scenarios, we have implemented a benchmark runner based
on Ray (Moritz et al., 2018) and RLlib (Liang et al., 2018). With Ray’s support,
SMARTS enables users to conduct scalable, parallelisable training and evaluations.
When it comes to RL training, the observation space for an agent is specified
as a configurable subset of available sensor types that include dynamic object list,
bird’s-eye view occupancy grid maps and RGB images, ego vehicle states, and road
structure. For example, a default observation in Zhou et al. (2020) is a stack of three
consecutive frames covering the dynamic objects and key events. For each frame, it
contains 1) relative position of goal; 2) distance to the centre of the lane; 3) speed; 4)
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steering; 5) a list of heading errors; 6) at most eight neighbouring vehicles’ driving
states (relative distance, speed and position); 7) a bird’s-eye view grey-scale image
with the agent at the centre.
The actions space usually includes both the longitudinal control aspect (e.g.,
slow down, or speed up) and the lateral control aspect (e.g., turn left or right). The
controls are executed based on the signal the RL agent sends to the environment,
represented by the throttle/brake and the steering angle, just as what a human driver
would output to a real car. SMARTS also provides a discrete action space, including if or not to change lane or to accelerate, to accommodate to Q-learning type
methods. The reward can be customised by the user based on many statistics that
SMARTS returns. By default, SMARTS provides distance travelled along the mission route per time step as the raw reward signal, which may be used in reward
customisation that combines feedback on key events and other observations on the
road. For example, an appropriate reward setting can be a combination of factors including whether the agent reached its goal, the distance to destination if the
agent goes into the wrong direction, and whether collision happens. Furthermore,
under the multi-agent setting, an agent’s performance is not only a matter of how
it behaves, but also depends on how other agents interact with it. Therefore, on
top of the aforementioned reward setting, which essentially treats AD as a driving
game, SMARTS also provides metrics in terms of behavioural analysis, reflecting the agents’ interaction skills. For example, it computes aggresiveness, safety,
agility, stability, maneuver diversity for a population of policies, and provides radar
plots for representing these capabilities (Osband et al., 2019). We refer to Table 3
in Zhou et al. (2020) for the detailed mathematical definitions.

7.4.3

MARL Benchmarking Suite

One of the most significant advantages of SMARTS is that it is designed to support
MARL researchs. In fact, SMARTS has the most comprehensive in-built MARL
algorithms, which are listed in Table 7.1. Based on the supported MARL model zoo,
SMARTS provides a benchmarking suite for AD tasks in different scenarios, which
is comparable to the series of MuJoCo tasks (Todorov et al., 2012) in single-agent
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Paradigm
(Figure 2.1)
#4

#2

#5

#6

Algorithms
BiCNet
(Peng et al., 2017a)
CommNet
(Sukhbaatar et al., 2016)
Independent Q
(Tan, 1993)
Independent PG
(Sutton et al., 1999)
Independent AC
(Mnih et al., 2016)
PR2 / GR2
(Wen et al., 2019b, 2018)
ROMMEO
(Tian et al., 2019)
MAAC
(Lowe et al., 2017a)
MADDPG
(Lowe et al., 2017a)
MF-AC/MF-Q
(Yang et al., 2018b)
COMA
(Foerster et al., 2018b)
VDN
(Sunehag et al., 2018)
QMIX
(Rashid et al., 2018)
QTRAN
(Son et al., 2019)
MAVEN
(Mahajan et al., 2019)
Q-DPP
(Yang et al., 2020)
Networked Q
(Zhang et al., 2018b)
Networked AC
(Zhang et al., 2018c)
Value Propagation
(Qu et al., 2019)
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On/Off-Policy

Game

Critic Type

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

/

Independent

On

/

Independent

Both

/

Independent

Off

Mixed

Central

Off

Mixed

Central

Both

Mixed

Central

Off

Mixed

Central

Both

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Coop.

Central

Off

Mixed

Network

On

Mixed

Network

Off

Mixed

Network

Table 7.1: MARL algorithm suite available in SMARTS. The training paradigm of each
algorithm is referred to Figure 2.1. The game refers to the type of game that can
be solved. Critic types refer to what level of information it needs during training.

7.4. SMARTS: A Bespoke AD Testbed for MARL
Algorithm

Scenario - No Social Vehicle
Two-Way Double Merge Intersection

DQN
PPO
MAAC
MF-AC
Network Q
CommNet
MADDPG

0/0.97
0/1
0/1
0/0.8
0/0.3
0/0.96
0/1

0.77/0.23
0/1
0.42/0.58
0.6/0.4
0.7/0.25
0.46/0.45
0.1/0.9

0.83/0.20
0.1/0.07
0/1
0.54/0.4
0.4/0.23
0.3/0.7
0/1
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Scenario - Random Social Vehicle
Two-Way Double Merge Intersection
0.40/0.60
0.25/0.75
0.25/0.75
0.45/0.5
0.4/0.2
0.25/0.65
0.13/0.87

0.60/0.23
0.02/0.98
0.42/0.6
0.7/0.3
0.8/0.2
0.5/0.5
0.17/0.8

0.92/0.05
0.50/0.45
0.32/0.68
0.62/0.37
0.75/0.2
0.5/0.45
0.30/0.7

Table 7.2: Results reported in Zhou et al. (2020) on the average collision rate (the lower the
better) / mission completion rate (the higher the better) in the MARL benchmarking suite of SMARTS. The left three and right three columns differ in
whether there are social vehicles on the road provided controlled by a traffic
provider such as SUMO.

RL research, and to StarCraft II combats (Vinyals et al., 2017) in multiple-player
video games.

In the section, I show the example result of MARL benchmarks on three increasingly challenging driving scenarios that require non-trivial interactive capabilities. They are the two-way driving in Figure 7.4e, double merge in Figure 7.1, and
unprotected intersections in Figure 7.4c. Each agent in each scenario has a different mission to complete: driving from a specific start to a specific goal. The traffic
on the road consists of the agents in training as well as the background traffic provided by SUMO (Krajzewicz et al., 2002). The chosen baselines in the benchmark
include two independent learning algorithms, DQN (Mnih et al., 2013) and PPO
(Schulman et al., 2017), four centralised training methods, MAAC, MF-AC (Yang
et al., 2018b), MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017a), and Networked Fitted-Q (Zhang
et al., 2018a), and one fully centralised method, CommNet (Sukhbaatar et al., 2016).
Their driving performance is shown in Table 7.2 and the behavioural statistics are
shown in Figure 7.5. A general conclusion we get by running the MARL benchmarking suite so far is that as the difficulty of the scenarios increases (two way
driving is the easiest, and the intersection is the hardest), interaction among traffic participants become inevitable and more frequent; this poses great challenges
for existing RL algorithms that do not model interactions explicitly. We hope the
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w/o Social
Vehicles

Two-Way

Double Merge

Intersection

w/ Social
Vehicles

Figure 7.5: Results reported in Zhou et al. (2020) on four behaviour metrics in the MARL
benchmarking suite of SMARTS. The larger the coverage, the more desirable
the behaviour. The wider scattered the curves, the more diverse the behaviours.
The upper three and bottom three plots differ in whether there are social vehicles on the road provided controlled by a traffic provider such as SUMO.

performance can be continuously improved by the upcoming models that the community is currently developing.

7.5

Blue Sky Idea: Diverse Auto-Curriculum is the
Key to AD

MARL extends RL to cover the setting where there are multiple learning entities in
the environment (Hernandez-Leal et al., 2019; Yang and Wang, 2020). This technique has also had remarkable successes especially on multi-player video games
such as StarCraft (Vinyals et al., 2019b), Dota2 (Pachocki et al., 2018), and Hide
and Seek (Baker et al., 2019a). Nonetheless, MARL so far has had relatively few
successes in solving real-world problems.
In fact, the challenges of deploying RL in the real world are frequently discussed in both workshops (Workshop, 2019, 2020a,b) and papers (Dulac-Arnold
et al., 2020, 2019). These can include a lack of an accurate simulator, a high cost of
environmental interaction, and difficulty in learning both effective and diverse poli-
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cies. Off-policy RL (Levine et al., 2020) or imitation learning (Hussein et al., 2017)
methods could be used for policy evaluation or policy improvement in an offline
manner; this would allow agents to learn good initial behaviour before ever interacting with an environment. However, these methods are only applicable if there
are existing data sets. When the training data are limited, for example in the AD
domain (Zhan et al., 2019a), offline methods are insufficient for robust performance
in the real world due to a lack of diversity in agents’ behaviours (Dasari et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2017b). In fact, even in cases when a simulator is available, the issue
of lacking behavioural diversity could still exist due to the sim-to-real gap (Matas
et al., 2018; OpenAI et al., 2018; Rusu et al., 2017). Unfortunately, MARL suffers
from all of these concerns. Moreover, things only worsen when one considers the
additional complexity of multi-agent problems that arise from the cross product of
multiple agents’ state and action spaces induced by social interactions. Developing
frameworks that can deal with the underlying complexities of the MARL domain
is crucial. We believe that the development of effective, yet diverse, behaviours is
critical for MARL to impact real-world AD problems.
Towards such a goal, the framework of auto-curricula (Leibo et al., 2019;
Portelas et al., 2020) serves as a promising direction. In natural evolution, species
with stronger adaptability can flourish when nature alters the environment and previously well-adapted species can no longer survive in the new regime. Through
this co-evolution process (Durham, 1991; Paredis, 1995; Rausher, 2001), the diversity of life on Earth has been maintained over billions of years. Inspired by the
mechanism of biodiversity in nature, a series of MARL learning frameworks have
been proposed recently and demonstrated remarkable empirical successes. These
include open-ended evolution (Banzhaf et al., 2016; Lehman and Stanley, 2008;
Standish, 2003), population-based training (Jaderberg et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018),
and training by emergent curricula (Baker et al., 2019a; Leibo et al., 2019; Portelas
et al., 2020). In general, these frameworks can be unified under the idea of an autocurriculum that automatically generates an endless procession of better-performing
agents by exerting selection pressure among the multiple self-optimising agents.
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The underlying principle of auto-curricula is that, since any adaptation an agent
makes will have a cascading effect to which other agents must adapt in order to survive, there exists an intrinsic mechanism, arising from agents’ social interactions,
that provides an automatic curriculum that continually facilitate agents’ acquisition
of new skills. In order to extend MARL methods to real-world domains outside of
purely video games, we envision that maintaining a diversity-aware auto-curriculum
is critical for successful MARL applications.

7.5.1

The Necessity of A Diverse Auto-Curriculum

Nature exhibits a remarkable tendency towards diversity (Holland et al., 1992).
Over the past billions of years, natural evolution has discovered a variety of unique
species. Each of them is capable of orchestrating, in different ways, the complex
biological processes that are necessary to survive. Equally, in computer science,
machine intelligence can be considered the ability to adapt to a diverse set of complex environments (Hernández-Orallo, 2017). This suggests that the ceiling of intelligence rises when environments of increasing diversity and complexity are provided. In fact, recent successes in developing AI that can achieve super-human
performance on complicated multi-player video games, such as StarCraft (Vinyals
et al., 2019a), Hide and Seek (Baker et al., 2019a), and Dota2 (Pachocki et al.,
2018), have provided factual justifications for emphasising behavioural diversity
when designing learning protocols in multi-agent systems. Specifically, promoting
behavioural diversity is pivotal for MARL methods in that it not only prevents AI
agents from checking the same policies repeatedly, but more importantly, helping
the population of AI agents discover niche skills and maintain robust performance
when encountering unfamiliar types of opponents at test time. In the example of
training StarCraft AI (Han et al., 2020; Vinyals et al., 2019a), adding a diverse set of
strategies, which aims to exploit the existing policy pool, substantially helps agents
avoid systematic weaknesses when playing against professional human players.
Behavioural diversity and the non-transitivity of many environments are intertwined. In biological systems, it has been found that biodiversity is promoted by the
non-transitive interactions among many competing populations (Kerr et al., 2002;
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Reichenbach et al., 2007). The central feature of such non-transitive relations can
be thought of as analogous to a Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) game, in which Rock
crushes Scissors, Scissors cuts Paper, and Paper wraps Rock. Coincidentally, in
game theory, the necessity of pursuing behavioural diversity is also deeply rooted
in the non-transitive structure of games (Balduzzi et al., 2019, 2018b; Lanctot et al.,
2017). In general, an arbitrary game, of either the normal-form type (Candogan
et al., 2011) or the differential type (Balduzzi et al., 2018a), can always be decomposed into a sum of two components: a transitive part plus a non-transitive part.
The transitive part of a game represents the structure in which the rule of winning is
transitive (i.e., if strategy A beats B, B beats C, then A can surely beat C), and the
non-transitive part refers to the game structure in which the set of strategies follow
a cyclic rule (e.g., the endless cycles among Rock, Paper, and Scissors). Diversity
matters especially for the non-transitive part simply because there is no consistent
winner in such sub-games: if a player only plays Rock, it can be exploited by Paper,
but not so if it is diverse in playing Rock and Scissor. In fact, real-world problems often consist of a mixture of both parts (Czarnecki et al., 2020), therefore it is
critical to design objectives in the learning framework that can lead to behavioural
diversity.
Effective MARL performance often requires diversity in two aspects. The first
aspect is about the training player using diversified strategies against a fixed type of
opponents—since most games involve aforementioned non-transitivity in the policy
space, it is necessary for each player to acquire a diverse population of winning
strategies to achieve high unexploitability. The second aspect is the ability to pick
a diverse set of opponents4 during training. In playing cooperative card games like
Hanabi (Bard et al., 2020), one player may or may not understand indirect signalling
when choosing a card to play. If an agent has not learned to play diversely with both
mindsets, it will fail to accurately model the collaborator and play sub-optimally.
Similarly, in real-world driving, many different locales have different conventions.
The UK and the US drive on different sides of the road, or, even within the same
4 We use the term “opponent” for presentation purposes in this section, acknowledging that agents

may be teammates, opponents, or something in between for non-zero-sum games.
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country, different cities can have different conventions. For example, the Pittsburgh
Left assumes that a few cars will turn left in front of traffic at the beginning of
a green light (Wikipedia, 2020), while other locales assume cars will turn left in
front of traffic during a yellow or the beginning of a red light (School, 2018). As
a result, it is expected that an autonomous agent without a diverse mindset could
easily create hazards on roads (Waymo, 2020).

7.5.2

Open Challenges of Applying Auto-Curricula in AD

Auto-curricula (Baker et al., 2019a; Leibo et al., 2019; Portelas et al., 2020) provide
a framework that automatically shapes the learning procedures for AI agents by
consistently challenging them with new tasks that are adapting to their capabilities.
If the challenges generated by an auto-curriculum become increasingly diverse and
complex over time, AI agents will accumulate more diverse and effective skills.
In fact, recent successes in training AIs that achieve super-human performance
and acquire surprisingly diverse behaviours on complex video games (Baker et al.,
2019a; Silver et al., 2016; Vinyals et al., 2019a) provide substantial justification for
adopting auto-curricula as an effective learning protocol to account for diversity.
However, in order to serve as a general framework in tackling more real-world
problems beyond video games, auto-curriculum still faces four open challenges.
Open Challenge I
How do we measure diversity in an auto-curriculum?

The first challenge is to define the correct objective to measure and promote
diversity in the generated auto-curriculum. In the single-agent setting, diversity can
be defined through a different reward function (Lehman and Stanley, 2008, 2011a),
visiting a new state (Eysenbach et al., 2018; Such et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020) or
acquiring a new skill (Florensa et al., 2017; Hausman et al., 2018). However, in the
MARL setting, since there are multiple players, and each player has a population of
strategies, diversity should be considered in the joint policy space, considering all
agents’ existing strategies. Yet, there is minimal work that tries to quantify the behavioural diversity at the population level. Existing definitions are often ad hoc. For
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example, behavioural diversity can be defined as the variance in rewards (Lehman
and Stanley, 2008, 2011a), the convex hull of a gamescape (Balduzzi et al., 2019),
whether or not visiting a new environmental state (Eysenbach et al., 2018; Such
et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2020), or, acquiring new types of skills in a task (Florensa et al., 2017; Hausman et al., 2018). Although there are no straightforward
answers, we believe one promising direction could be to leverage the determinantal point process (Kulesza et al., 2012) from quantum physics where the diversity
is measured through the determinant value in a vector space, thus the level of orthogonality among the input vectors, which can be represented by agents’ different
joint-strategy profiles in terms of rewards (see Chapter 6).
Open Challenge II
How do we generate diversity-aware auto-curricula, especially in non-zerosum settings?

The second challenge is about the applicability on non-zero-sum games. The
curricula in the examples of StarCraft (Vinyals et al., 2019b) or Hide and Seek
(Baker et al., 2019a) are generated by competitive self-play from the players in
zero-sum games. However, many real-world tasks, such as autonomous driving,
are not zero-sum—in fact, they tend to be a mixed setting where cooperation outweighs competition. Therefore, creating an auto-curriculum in non-zero-sum games
is an open problem. Interestingly, recent studies have shown that adapting in social
dilemmas can also create an effective auto-curriculum for the emergence of collective cooperation (Hughes et al., 2018; Leibo et al., 2017; Perolat et al., 2017),
that is, through sequences of new challenges in addressing social dilemmas, agents
eventually learn to achieve a socially-beneficial outcome. This in fact resembles
tasks such as discovering collective driving strategies that can mitigate congestion,
for example, consider the case of solving Braess’s paradox (Braess, 1968) (i.e., a
typical example in modelling road network and traffic flow) where agents progressively learn to sanction those who tend to over-exploit the shared resources, thus
creating new curriculum. Nonetheless, creating curricula for collective cooperation
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is still under-developed relative to auto-curricula induced by zero-sum games. Importantly, as pointed out by Leibo et al. (2019), auto-curricula induced by social
dilemmas could be cursed by the “no-free-lunch” property: once you resolve a social dilemma in one place, then another one crops up somewhere else, a problem
also known as higher-order social dilemmas (Mathew, 2017; Ostrom, 2000).
Open Challenge III
How do we shape an auto-curriculum to induce diverse yet effective behaviours?

Thirdly, although RL techniques offer insights about how a desirable behaviour
can be learned in a fixed environment, it is still unclear how complex and useful
behaviours can be best developed, while such behaviours influence the environment.
In fact, it is often the case that the more complex the behaviour, the less likely it is
generated directly from scratch (Leibo et al., 2019). An example is that it is highly
unlikely a policy at the world-champion level is quickly generated by the curriculum
once the training of AI agents to drive in F1 competitions starts. Moreover, this
issue is only exacerbated when multiple agents (N  2) are involved to explore the
joint-strategy space. Fortunately, initial progress has been made by works on Policy
Space Response Oracle (PSRO) (Balduzzi et al., 2019; Lanctot et al., 2017; Muller
et al., 2019) where different kinds of rectifiers have been proposed to shape the
auto-curricula so that effective behaviours with high quality can be emphasised. For
example, PSRO with a Nash rectifier (Balduzzi et al., 2019) explores only strategies
that have positive Nash support so as to preserve the strategy strength. Despite
the empirical success in generating diverse yet effective strategies, PSRO methods
only work in solving symmetric zero-sum games, a limitation highlighted in Open
Challenge II.
Open Challenge IV
How do we deal with the non-transitivity when learning in a diversity-aware
auto-curricula?
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Lastly, results on game decomposition suggests that a game (Balduzzi et al.,
2019; Candogan et al., 2011) generally consists of both transitive and non-transitive
structures. In fact, the topological structure of real-world tasks often resembles
a spinning top if projected onto a 2D space (Czarnecki et al., 2020), with the xaxis being the non-transitive dimension and y-axis being the transitive dimension.
And the non-transitive part can in fact harm the effectiveness of auto-curriculum.
For example, an auto-curriculum generated by self-play in zero-sum games (Gilpin,
1975; Samothrakis et al., 2012) could make a learning agent endlessly chase its own
tail by creating the same tasks repetitively without breaking out. Things become
even worse when the non-transitivity issue couples with the catastrophic-forgetting
property of the model itself, such as with deep neural networks (Kirkpatrick et al.,
2017). As a result, agents may end up with just acquiring mediocre solutions or
getting trapped in limited cycles in the strategy space forever (Balduzzi et al., 2019,
2018b). Although memorising a library of all possible policies can help prevent
cycling (e.g., three strategies in the toy example of Rock Paper Scissor), for many
real-world tasks, the dimension of the non-transitive cycles can be huge, as a result,
building such a library itself becomes an endless task (Czarnecki et al., 2020).

7.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I elaborate on the great potentials of applying MARL techniques
to model realistic interactions in autonomous driving. In substantiating my claims,
I first introduce SMARTS, an open-source platform that is dedicated to bringing
together scalable multi-agent learning and scalable simulation of realistic driving
interactions in autonomous driving. The SMARTS platform can support investigations into how various MARL algorithms perform in the AD context, and in turn,
MARL algorithms can help offer new types of high-quality interactions for AD
research. Furthermore, I present a blue sky idea that creating diversity-aware autocurricula is critical to support MARL situated in the real physical world, outside the
classic domain of purely video games. I present four open research challenges to be
solved for creating diversity-aware auto-curricula, and suggest AD via SMARTS as
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an important testbed in which solutions to those challenges can be explored. Overall, I believe that the pressing need for high-quality behaviour models in AD simulation is an excellent opportunity for the MARL community to make a unique contribution by (1) theoretically addressing the modelling challenges on behavioural
diversity and, (2) experimentally training generations of increasingly diverse and
competent agents to provide the right kind of interaction that is currently missing in
the AD research.

Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work
Multi-agent interaction is a common aspect of many real-world problems. The
ubiquity of optimal decision-making process with multiple agents involved in a
stochastic environment has made MARL a significant and fast-developing research
area in machine learning/AI. In this thesis, I have provided dedicated treatments for
MARL problems with many many agents. Specifically, I offered algorithmic developments tackling three aspects of MARL problems, including scalable policy evaluation (Chapter 4), scalable policy learning (Chapter 5), and learning in open-ended
meta-games (Chapter 6). As a cherry on the cake, I demonstrate two applications
of MARL on two real-world problems (Chapter 3 and Chapter 7), which show the
great potential of this technique. Finally, I hope that my research could provide a
stimulus for future studies on MARL topics and identify the following four research
directions for future research.
• Deep MARL Theory: In contrast to the remarkable empirical success of
MARL methods, developing theoretical understandings of MARL techniques
are very much under-explored in the literature. Although many early works
have been conducted on understanding the convergence property and the finitesample bound of single-agent RL algorithms (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996),
extending those results into multi-agent, even many-agent, settings seem to be
non-trivial. Furthermore, it has become a common practice nowadays to use
DNNs to represent value functions in RL and multi-agent RL. In fact, many
recent remarkable successes of multi-agent RL benefit from the success of deep
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learning techniques (Baker et al., 2019b; Pachocki et al., 2018; Vinyals et al.,
2019b). Therefore, there are pressing needs to develop theories that could explain and offer insights into the effectiveness of deep MARL methods. Overall,
I believe there is an approximate ten-year gap between the theoretical developments of single-agent RL and multi-agent RL algorithms. Learning the lessons
from single-agent RL theories and extending them into multi-agent settings, especially understanding the incurred difficulty due to involving multiple agents,
and then generalising the theoretical results to include DNNs could probably
act as a practical road map in developing MARL theories. Along this thread, I
recommend the work of Zhang et al. (2019c) for a comprehensive summary of
existing MARL algorithms that come with theoretical convergence guarantee.
• Safe and Robust MARL: Although RL provides a general framework for optimal decision making, it has to incorporate certain types of constraints when
RL models are truly to be deployed in the real-world environment. I believe it
is critical to firstly account for MARL with robustness and safety constraints;
one direct example is on autonomous driving. At a very high level, robustness
refers to the property that an algorithm can generalise and maintain robust performance in settings that are different from the training environment (Abdullah
et al., 2019; Morimoto and Doya, 2005). And safety refers to the property that
an algorithm can only act in a pre-defined safety zone with minimum times of
violations even during training time (Garcıa and Fernández, 2015). In fact, the
community is still at the early stage of developing theoretical frameworks to
encompass either robust or safe constraint in single-agent settings. In the multiagent setting, the problem could only become more challenging because the
solution now requires to take into account the coupling effect between agents,
especially those agents that have conflict interests (Li et al., 2019b). In addition to opponents, one should also consider robustness towards the uncertainty
of environmental dynamics (Zhang et al., 2020), which in turn will change the
behaviours of opponents and pose a more significant challenge.
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• Model-Based MARL: Most of the algorithms I have introduced in this thesis
are model-free, in the sense that the RL agent does not need to know how the
environment works and it can learn how to behave optimally through purely
interacting with the environment. In the classic control domain, model-based
approaches have been extensively studied in which the learning agent will first
build an explicit state-space “model” to understand how the environment works
in terms of state-transition dynamics and reward function, and then learn from
the “model”. The benefit of model-based algorithms lies in the fact that they
often require much fewer data samples from the environment (Deisenroth and
Rasmussen, 2011). The MARL community has initially come up with modelbased approaches, for example the famous R-MAX algorithm (Brafman and
Tennenholtz, 2002), nearly two decades ago. Surprisingly, the developments
along the model-based thread halted ever since. Given the impressive results that model-based approaches have demonstrated on single-agent RL tasks
(Hafner et al., 2019a,b; Schrittwieser et al., 2020), model-based MARL approaches deserves more attention from the community.
• Multi-Agent Meta-RL: Throughout this thesis, I have introduced many MARL
applications; each task needs a bespoke MARL model to solve. A natural question to ask is whether we can use one model that can generalise across multiple
tasks. For example, Terry et al. (2020) has put together almost one hundred
MARL tasks, including Atari, robotics, and various kinds of board games and
pokers into a Gym API. An ambitious goal is to develop algorithms that can
solve all of the tasks in one or a few shots. This requires multi-agent meta-RL
techniques. Meta-learning aims to train a generalised model on a variety of
learning tasks, such that it can solve new learning tasks with few or without
additional training samples. Fortunately, Finn et al. (2017) has proposed a general meta-learning framework – MAML – that is compatible with any model
trained with gradient-descent based methods. Although MAML works well on
supervised learning tasks, developing meta-RL algorithms seems to be highly
non-trivial (Rothfuss et al., 2018), and introducing the meta-learning frame-
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work on top of MARL is even an uncharted territory. I expect multi-agent
meta-RL to be a challenging yet fruitful research topic, since making a group
of agents master multiple games necessarily requires agents to automatically
discover their identities and roles when playing different games; this itself is
a hot research idea. Besides, the meta-learner in the outer loop would need
to figure out how to compute the gradients with respect to the entire inner-loop
subroutine, which must be a MARL algorithm such as multi-agent policy gradient method or mean-field Q-learning, and, this would probably lead to exciting
enhancements to the existing meta-learning framework.
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